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ABSTRACT ,

This- plan of instruction, study gui'des, and1worbok sfor t .pcandary-paatsecondary-level coUrse ir re4rigeratioh and'tirconditioning ire one of a nuiber of ailitary-developed curriculln
packages selected for adaptation to vocational instruction and
curriculum Aevelopment in a civilian setting,. It is the third sention
-of a three-part -ca4rse.(s4e Note for other sedtions) intenaedtto
*teain stadents in identif4cationu1oCation, function, installatian,
operational checking, servicing; repair, and maintenance of

,rafrigeration an.air conditioning systems. Dealing speOifically with'
special retrigeration systems, water conditioning,,absorption
conditianing (AC)4 A contrOrs, AC egOipment, .and evaporative cooling
systems; this'.section contains four blocks coverin)g 269.5 hours af
instrUction': Spe;:ial Refrigeration System, Coolin5 Towers, Water
Ramps, kat'erconditioning, 4nd Absorption/AT Syst'em (5 lesson0; AC
-Controls; (54,1essons);-AC (7 lesso.ns) :and evaporative CoolingSysteMs (1 lesson). rhe plan,of instruction contains an outline of
the teaching steps, criterion obiectives, lesson' dutationi
correlation. of tasks with4,a training standard, and- suppor-t materials
and guidarfce.!Student Watei.ials 1,..nclude eight st(id/ guides with text
informationiu objectives, review. .6.xer#sts, 4nd zeferences'and eight
workbooks with pexiformance exerCises. 'Commercial texts, military-
technical manu,als, and audiovisUal aids are suggestedu but not
provilel. Mat'erials,say be adapted-far individuailzed instruction or.
presented in at.group set+.4mg. (TLf)
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This military technical training course has been selected,and adiptedthy
Thd Center for Vocational Education for "Trial Implementation Of a Model Systea
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials,for Use in Vocationd and Technical
Education," a projectssponsored by the Bureau of Occupational d Adult Education,
U.S. oepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare:.

t



maLaTARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selectedAby the National Center for R...search in
Vocational EducationVilitary puriiculum Project for dissem- /
inatiOn to the six reogional Curriculum COordination Cente4-s and
other instructional inaterials agencies. .-Irhe purpose of.

disseninating these tbo urs was to make curriculum materials1
developed by the military re aocSsible,to vocational
educators in the civilian' setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, Ar0 prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were *ecillic to the nilitary
were deldted, copyrIghted-materials were either (matted or appro7
val for their use was obtained. These coprse packasies contaiin
curriculum resource materials which can be'adapteeto support
vocational instruction andfurriculum development.
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The National Center
Missfon patern t

.7* """....."77 rrerrt""r5

The National Center for Research in *
Vocational Education's misFion is to increase
theability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfilts its mision

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educationatiograms and
products

Evaluating ind vidual p,rogram needs
and outcomes

,

Installing education
products

Operating informati 1n systems and
services

prrams and

Conducting leadership development and
trOning progratns,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Militery Curriculum Materials

-\fliRITE OR CALL
Program Inforrhation Office -

The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education

The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny .Roack Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 8001

846-4815 within the contipental U.S.
(+except Ohio)
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Military
COriculum Miterials Wilat Materials
Disseminatiorl Is I Are 'Available?

,

.0

an act:Ivity to increase the acCessibility df_
military-developed curriculufn materials to
vocational and technical educatOrs.

This pr&ject, funded by the U.S. Offide of
Education, includes the identification and ,

acquisition of curriculum materials in print
.form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
. provided through a "Joint Memorandum of

betweeh the U.S..Office of
Education the Department of Defense.

.The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, pnd courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center 'for Research in
Vocational Education .is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activit ies.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. u. .D., Director
National ,Certter Clearinghouse

Shirley A:Chase, Phi/
Projet pire6tor

7

OvahutidFed-twenty courses on' microfiche
(thirteen in paper forrni and descriptions e
each have been provided to the vocational.
,Curiticulum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

,44

Courte materials include programmed
.instriction,-curritulym outlines, instructor
gLiides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The -120 courses represent., the following
sixteen vocatiorial.subjeet Yreas;''

Agriculture
Ayiation
Building &
Construction
Trades . .

Occupations
Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mectianios

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Cond itioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supeavision
Meteorology &

Navigation
photography
Public Setvice

The number of *cdttrses and the subieceareas
represented Will expan4 as additional mate-
rials with appli9ation to vocational and
technial education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

air
1

6. k

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact tlie CUrriculum Coordination Center..
in your region /or informationon obtaining
materials (e.g., a4labili4ty and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer

an instructional materials agency
clo r to you.

.COORDII\LA flON CLN

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100 NorthsFirst Street
Skingfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDc!EST
Robert Patton
Director
1516 West Sixth" Ave.
Stillwater, OR 74*4
4051377-2000

NORTHEAST

Dired-or .

225 West State Stieet
Trentir, NJ O8p25
609/292.6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building .17
Airdustrial Park'

4Olympta, WA 98504
206/753-0879 -

SOUTHEAST
Jamas F. Shill,
Director
Mississippi State Univeriity

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 397621,
601/325-2510

A
WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 Univeroin Ave.'
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SPEC ALIST

Course:Description

Plan of Ihstritction

-4. Block VI

Table of Contents
.

Multiple Refrigeration Systems, Evaporgtive
Cooing Towers and Water Pumps - Study Guides

Multiple Refrigeration Systems, EVaporative
Cooling Towers and Water Pumps - Workbooks

Water Conditioning and Absorption Air-

,. Conditioning'System 7 Study GlAdes

Water Conditioning and Absorption Air-
Conditioning Systqm - Workbooks

Page 1

Page 3.

'Page 51

Page 97

, Page-137.

Page 183 "

^

Block VII
Air'Compreasing Equipment mnd Pneumatic. Page 213
Controls - Study Guides

Air.Compressing Equipment and Pneumatii. Page 27
Controls - Workbooks

Electrical and Electronic Controls - Study Zuldes Page 292

Electrital-and Electrot4; Controls - Workbooks Page 354

Block
Typical Air-Conditioning Equipment and
Psychrometrigi - Study Guides

.Thvical Air-Conditioning Equipment and
Psychrometrics - Workbooks -'

Heat ?dims, Package, Air Conditioner, and
Direct Eximnsion Air-Cohditioning SyStems
Study Guides' 0

geat Pumps, Padkage, Air ConditOner, and'
Direct Expansion Air,-Conditioning Systems

4Workbooks

dam.

do*

Page 37'

Pige 427

Page 459

Page 504
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REFRIGERATION'AND AIR CONDITIONING SPECIALIST

Table of Contents (Cont.)

---..P..._2.21..onAndi"oni....--111-§...Y.PIMIndirectEat
Study Guides

Indirect Expansion Air-Conditioning System -
WorkbookS

Evaporative Cooying Systems and Civil
Engineerins. Maintenance Management -
Study Guides

EvaporatiVe Codling Systems and Civil
Engineering_Maintenance"Management -
Workbookj

1 11

A

Page 545

Page 666

Page 644

Page 669
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Course Ellesaiption,

aaa

. -.4.1
Th.is is the thud section ot o three.oart course on refrigeration 4nd air conditioning. The CCAtfil trains Students.in identification. loc,etton, function,
installatidn. OpifItiCin3lcheckinss, servicing, repair and maintrnanceOf refrigeration and air,condltioning systems. ,This section deals specifically with
14,11Csal refriger.ation systems. \venter condaiomisg. cbdarption air conditioning, air conditioning controls, air conditioning equipment, anci-evaporatwe ..

cOUling systems. It contains four lalocKS covering 269.5 Hours.gt initruction.

5Ick Vi Soeciai Reirigerarion Sysrmt, Cooling Totsors. Water Purnsis, Water Conditioning. atla Absorption Arr Cond!tioning System COnfAuss
fiveie.-Ins covering 77 flours or instruction. The lessbn topics and rospectiee ;tours folliow

Multiple Refriwration Systarns (24 hoursl
Cooling Towers 13 hourI
Water Pump, 16:5 "(sort)
Water Conditioning 112.$ flou;-.)
Absorption Ali Condoning Sy stem .1:6 hours)

Alock VII

4.

Aq.amditioning Controis nas five iessoivs with .75.4caurs- trf-rnstTuction,--

Air Carron:I...mg Equipment ( n-O-urs-)---

Pneumatic Controls (34.5 hours)
Electrical Controls t 22 hours)
Electronic Controls 1.16,5 hour Li

#lock VIII Air Conthrionmg contains awn :essons covering 113.5 hours of instrUction.

Air Conditioning Equipment ;21 hours)
Air Flow Instruments L9.5 lour ;1
PiventOmut71,76 S

;4 Ne'..ji 5)

4,0.30 Air C.0".1it,on4r ,-$
Direct Expansion Au Conoitioniria Systems (3I6 hours)
Indirect Expansion Air Cono,ri6ning Systeims 136,5 hours)

too k 1 X liv.iparative Cooling Systems contains one lesson on tha topic covering 4 hours of instruction Tnrosl acc.1,t.on lessons covering
i-TI(Turvi,c3tion5 >county. maintenance management, and militkry publication vierre deleted peclwse,.rnev 4re umurtjb41,1or vOcationiii

orcwarn use.

This section contains both teachir and student materials. Printed instructor Materials include a Wan of instruction detailing the teaching steps by.units os
instruction, criterion obiectiiies, the duration of the !mons, correlation of taskiWith a training standard; and suppor t materials and §uidance. Student
miterials .nclude eight study wide: with text infOrmatiOn, obfectives, review exercises and references; and eight workbooks with performance exercises.

Text information is provided in tne student-study guidek.howiuer, several commercial texts and military technical manuals are ref erer,ced, Audiovisual
aids sufgeued for use in the entire three part course include 15 films, 29 transparency. sets and 29 charts, The materials in this section cah be adapted
for individualized instruction or presented in a group setting for coursee on refrigeration. air conditioning and/or heating.

-



POI 3ABIZ54530

PLAN OF iNSTIIUC11ON

(Technical Tiaining)

(PDS Code ATA)

RE FRIGErRATION AND Mit CONDITIONING SPECIALIST'.

SHEPPARD T*EdiiNICAL TRAINING aNTER

16 JamiarY 1976-Effective 17 March 1976 with class 760317

17,71.! t,

/
f .e44.1,41471 °,1
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:ORCE PL.A.IN OF D:STRUCTION 3ABR54530
.2s.gcspace ztoiences (ATC) !PDS Code ATA)

16 January 1576

-rno- WORD

21..a.n of instruction (POI) -xhen the pages shown
PC:. prescribes Lie cjunlitative..4

number 543 11..i_frizeration and Air Conditioning
_ Irit.2rion.oteectives and teaching steps prestintd by units

3 (..i...1;nticn. c...rrr.:,lation with the, trainin c. standard, niid
c---..7arat2d into units et it becomes..

T under tn,.? orovi::...s of, ATCR-
d ATC;F: 59-7y Pians,of Instruction and

"

Sistructional design for this course is
7.urse.trains airmen to perform rd'uties prescribed in AF1%1

Condi:ior Specialists, 'AF-SC 54530. Training
cians ard Forms, and commercial manuals related

.unL:tion, installation, operational cheokingol servicing,
reirio-eration and-air conditioning systems/ The course .

and conditioning. In addition, related training is
troop .inTormazion program, comrnandert,s call/ .

*0, ..0 .

T:'.e 'number shown in parentheses after equipment:,
S'..7.--'rC.P.T.MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE is th.c
:o each equipmeat unit.

cf 1..n.1=..r.action is based. on Specialty Training Standard,
) 1173, and Coui-se Chart 3A3R54530, 15 January 1976.

74

-::.:ineering Training

Instructicn 3ABR54530, 15 August 1973
rv.;:it of Civil EngLleering- Training

Li.sfe on pnge A
1 4

74"-Th..
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%
frigeration System, aling, Water Pum

. . . ..,
t -* ., 1 .R. EN .. TUE

1.
.

Multiple _Refrigeration Systems

% /
.

a U. siag assigned trainer;service,
timmperature multiple evaporator system

: workbooki. STS: 10e(6), 12a, 12c, 14a,
15a(3), 18a, 16c, 161, 17a(9),'17c(4).

, . .

(1) Application
, .

(2) Major coMponents
. ,

(3) Pyinciples of operation_' t
'1

i b. Using assigned.trainer, service,
. iaive multiple evaporator systemAo conditions

SITS:. 10eS2)(d), 10e(6), 12a, 12c, 14a,

-t
....

.
.

\
>,

.,$ . t
. %

actu.pt and opeilfie a, single
to conditions specified in
14e, -14i,..114.1t, 15a(2);

Meas: W, PC '`. %
,

,
. .

4 C.

I.

.

.

. ?adjust and operate a sdleno4 id
specified in workbook.

14e, 141, 14k, 15a(2),-
7Meas: WI ,ye 64

.

.
,

valve.system

,

adjust; and operate an
evaporator system to
12a, .12c, 14a, 14e; 141,
17a(9), 17c(4).

, .

.

1

24
18/6)

y 46
thru 48

(6/2)
1. yr 46

,

:(3/1)
Day 47

f

(3/1)'
Day 47

151(3), 16a, 16b, 16c, 16f, 17a(9), 17c(4).
. S

Applications
_ ,

. (2) Solenoid valves

(3) Major components in solenoid

(4) Principle of operation

Pc"),.--ilsing assigned trainer, service,
evaporator pressure regulator multiple
conditions specified in workbook. STS:
14k, 15a(2), 150), 16c, 16d,..16e, 16f,
Meas: W, PC

,

(11 Applications

. - skit. elm SOR APPROVAL 0 Pt-ISSON PCAN (PART .0) . .

SIGNATURE AND DATE . SIGNATURE AND DATE

. ,
*

''

.
. .

PLAN OP IN RUCTION MU inn

3ABR54530
DATE

18 January 1976
PAGE 40.

53
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COURSE- CONTENT
S. 2

lator

ocmconents i.n evaporator pressure
.u.sta:11

rinci,ole of operation,

ed t.rainer. se;vice, adlust and operate
cor."..7'...-1;3sor sstem -,-..,).cfInclitions.ssPecified 1-

12a, 14e, 1414 1411,..
.3 a, 16c. 17a(9), 17c(4)"- t

4.; ,-'-"Tz."7-.
%' .

e

-1:1ple compreasc: system: piped in parallel.

A pp li cations

ot. components

Principles of operatIon

?rnuerature ranges and problems encountered in

corrpress'or system: piped in series

AppliciPtion

Intreooler

,c Subcooler

Yr_11tiple compressor system': Cascade'

(a) Application ,

'0) Elementary

c) rivo stage

(6, 2)
Day 48.

""`



1- PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/Lip* PLA( PART 1 fCsaitaseNea !limo)

COURSE CONTENT

Student Instiuctional Materials
3ABR54530- V1-1 thru -3, Multiple Refrigeration Systen;s, Evaoratisre
Cooling 'rowers, and Water Pump.

W13 3ABR5,4530-V1-17P1, Single Temperature Multiple. Evaporator System
WB 3ABR54530-VI-1-P2, Solenoid Valve Multiple Evaporator System
Vsr13 3ABR54530-VI-1-P3, Evaporator Pressure Rtgulator Multiple

Evaporator System
, W13.3A8R54530-V1-1-P4, Multiple Compressor ,Systenis Ir.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AN \GUI6ANCE

6=.
sy

Aedio Visual Aids .

Transpaxenci4s, Set, Multiple RefrigeFation Systems/
. dy,

Training Equipment
Trainer, Multiple Evaporator Refrigeration System (2)
Trainer, Multiple Compressor System (12)
Demonstrator, Solenoid Valve (12)
Tool Kit (2)

Trainin& Methods
DiscussioniDemonstratioA (6. hrs)
Performance (12 hrs)
CTT Assignment (6 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Electrical safety will be stressed and protective equipment yilVbe used
when working on trainers to prevent injury to stUdents. Outside Assignment:
Day 46, direct students to review WBs -V1-1-P1 and-P2; Day 47, P3; Day
48, P4.

MIR: Twoinstructors are required for 11 hours of student performance
(4 hours in Day 46, 4 hours in Day 47, and 3 hours in bay 48).

LA OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3ABR54530 litTfanuiry 1975 PACE NO. 55

ATC ::.:114 133A
aillIBLACE$ ATC rooms snift. WAR 71, MCI TVA, AU. TE, IIROSZN RILL OE
USED.
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Cooling Towers 8
.. .

(6/2)
\, .,

.
i Day 4S

a. Ustng the diaixam in worklisok correctly identify all compon- . (2/1)
efts. and trace the flaw of air and water through a cooling tower. I

. 0A,4S,: 22a MeaS: W

(1) Purpose of cool* tdavers

(2) 'Natural draft Fooling t6-isver
4

*- t 1-a) Major components
,

, , (b) Construition featur*es*
,

. I ,AQ I" 4

(3 ). Forced' draft cooling tower
.

1_

(a) Major c6mponents

(b) Oansruction feature s

-b. Using materpls provided, corrictly identify installation,
cleaning, and maintlenance procedures for cooling towers and evapora-
tive condthksers. Also determine bleed-off and make-11;: water
requiremerits to within 5% ol stated specifications.
STS 22a, 2211, 22c was: W

(1) Bleedroff\'Water

12) Make-up water

c. USing the diagram in workbook, identify the three methods of
capacity control of a cooling tower. STS: 22a, 22d Meas; W

(1) Three-'way regulating valve

(2) Temperature controls

(3). Daniper cont4ola
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN ART II)

II TIM AND OATS

(2/0.5)

2 0.5)

SiGNATUR1

t. OsitiSTRUCTION %MASC.*

...tTC "" 133
. OCT TS

3ABR54530
Folgysous (0110N 4,1:mourn

DATir

16 January 1 76
114011 No.

57
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Z! PiAN PART MoireLivatis,

.001.1teSE'CONTINT
z

Sti,PORT MATERIALS'ANT) GUIDANCt
N .

- L

VIO thru -3, Multiple Refrigeration Systems, Evaporative
,and Water Punt c. :

77;34 ;)- 2- Pl. vtporvative Cooling Towel- 6omponenti
Med-Of and Make-pp Water Re4uirements

75T. ,_.-71-2-73, Evaporative Cooling T,oiver Capacity Control

.

--*:::3:1s. Set. Cooling Towers

2_ -..1_113.)rne7.-It

Dernonstition (4.5 hrs)
hrs).

l (2 hrs).7"..oao

4"
GUidZylee

tientg4ornp1ete work.projects and show students di .ferent
coo:IAC; tow.iiri outside Building...1927. Outside Assignment:

rec: students to ravieW .WBs VI-2-P1 thru

PLAN Of 1,451IRLC71014 NO,

,1

)eksivt,4
I.

ro.ya
3Akagi.55.530 Janum. 1916'

I I

PACIE N
v, 5



ti OF NSTRUCTIOi(i i:14
I

FLAN PART 1
*AZ OW STIRRIS7011

n411 41 ion and Air Condi idniig
irra 1

111.0 Ks lefrigerations stein, Coolin. Towers WatorPumps
II i & A ris i

MAE...

r(1)

I

I

I

3. Water Pumps

.

) i
.

a. U,sinabsigned trainer, correctly
of a centrifugal water pump and state
maintenane of 'each coMponent. STS:

(1) ns,
t .

- (2) Major c mponents and purpose

(3) Pressure ohavacteristics

b. Using a dial indicatore align
centrifugal water pump to cmiditions
STS: 5b, 5d, 23b, 34,5, 23d, 23e, 23f.

-

identify
the purpose

23a,

4*

major components
an4 minor
Meas: W

, {

each
'N

pumps

coupling on a
workbook.

W, PC

.

,

,

,

.1* #

.

a

*

6.
4. 5/2)
s y.50

.t)

(2.5/1)

,

(2/1)

,

..,

\ A._r

cc-

of

of centrifugal

allexible
specified'in

Measr

Installation and alignment

(2) Check operation of water pupp

(a) Removal af,water gum

(4) Repair of water pump

(5) Adjust and replace pump packing

.
,

.

s

*T

.
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AN CF INSTRUtTION/1.355014 PLAN Pi$21' 3 (Cositeuation Show

COURSE CONTENT
.aeVtmAllm.wmr

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student 7nstructional Materials
',21217.E452')--."1-1 thru -3, Multiple Refrigeration Systems, Evaporii*

and Water. Pumps
-77 *?Aa25.:.13?0- Ideutitication of Centrifuigal Water Pump

V

A14,77-1.Fle,xible Coupling Using a Dial lncticator-
..

A

Visual
Tr...n.s1)arenciels., Set, Water Pump ,t

777.1,7.int:;. Film: TVS-56-6.: Centrifugal Pump Maintenance

Tainin Eguipment
Centrifugat.Water Pump (12)

Trainer, Cr.tri:ugal Water Pump (4) ---
Dial :;-.d.cator (4

emonstration (1.5 hrs)
7*..fc:..---nr-:..4 hrs)
Train'r- F'l tr. (0.5 hr',
CT7 A 3iErnm.37it hrq)

:nstruct ,onal Guidance
s'EmphasIze safety when working on equ ment; watch out for pulleys,
shafts, .ind belts. Use dial indicato with great care;,they are precision

strum ?nts. Outside Awignment:. ay 50, direct students to review
WB VI-3-P1 and 132.
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1111 110111.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION LI . PLAN PART I
Am .4 ." ion .and Air taindiaiiiiink

V.° 1-1
m.o. It 141 7 .1110 11 Plial'ilisfl igeration yoreltk rouififtTaiiirie, Water 1./inimig

Vi_, er Colititt itiptiat. and 'Abasonst itm At r Cumin inning
4 COURSE CONTENT 2. isME

4. Measuremert Test and Test Critique

.

Water Conditioning
.

. .

1k t .

y a. "Given a smple of water, chemically treat it to prgyent
corrosián inr adjusting the pH to 8, +/-1. STS: 24a, 24b, 24c
Meas: 'W, `PC

(1) Lab.oratory safety s

1

(2)_ collection and preparation of test samples
,

(3) Potential Eydrogen scale
, .

r
(a) Exptanatioft of pH scdle

. (b) pH belay/17: Acid

(c) pH above 7: Base

(4) Litmus test
,

(5) P-indicator test
.

(6) Color Comparator test
.

(7) Corrosion

(a) Definition

(b) Causes of corrosion _

1.5
(1.5/0)
1Day 50

12.5
(9.5/3)
Days 51
and 52

(3/1)
Day §1

1

1

,--
sur ELM SOR APP ROYAL 0 11 LESION PLAN (PANT II)
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C NSTRUCilCM/LESSON PLIO4 PART I (Ciatiamatial Moos) ,

-

,

.

Counse coorrawr

Ff:ects of corrosion

1d1 Treatment and prevention of corrivion

(1! Removal

,2 Prevention

1

a sample of water, chemically treat it to prevent scale (3,1)
y dstin ig. the phosphate content to 40, 10 ppm. STS: 24a,_ Day 51

24b, Maas: PC

/ Definition

Factors required .to form scale

(3) Effects of scale

t- 1 Treatment'and prevention of scale,

Removal .

Prevention

?hosphate test

c. civer a sample' of water, chemically treat it to prevent
algae by adjusting the chlorine content to 1.5 to 3 ppm.
STS: 24a, 24b4 24c.. Meas: W, ,PC 4

1) Definition

(2 Factors required for the growth of algae

(3) Effects of algae

(4) Treatment and-prevention-of algae

(3) Chlorine test

?3

\

(2/0.5)
Day 52

4100,110- Staillit 00111 4.04 **A



PLAN OP IMSTIRKTIONILRUON PLAN PART I (CeaNatration Sitee.)

COURSE COWIN!'

d. Using a schematic correctly trace the flow of water
through a water conditioning chemical feeder.. STS: 211.

W
fa.

(I) Purpose of chemical feeders

(2) Types of chemical feeders

(3) Installation and servicing chemical feeders

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KC 'NB W athr Conditioning and Absorption

Air Conditibning System
WB 3ABR54530-VI-5-P1, Chemically Treat Water for Corrosion
WB 3ABR54530-VI-5-P2, Chemically Treat Water' for Scale.
WB 3ABR54530-VI-5-P3, Chemically Treat Water for Algae
WB 3ABR54530-V1-5-P4, Identify Components of a Water

Conditioning System

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set, Water Treatment
Preharrated Slides: ATS 54-21, Cooling Water Treatment

Training Equipment
Color Comparator (2)
Laboratory Equipment (2)

Training Methods
Discussion/bianonstration (4. 5 lirs)
Performance (5 hrs)
CTT Assignment (3 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Revireinents
Safety (2)

(1.5/0.5)
Day. 52

Instructional Guidance
kimphasize ghemical 'safety anFl wearing of protective clothing. Caution
students concerning the thandling of glassware. Outside Assignment: lky 51,
direct siudents to review WBs VI-5-P1 thiu P3; Day 52, P4.

MIR: Two instructors are needed for 4 hours of student perfOrmance
(3 hours in Day 51, and 1 hour in Day 52) $

11,4 O INSTRUCTION NO.

ATC .133A

3ABR54530 .16 January 1976
[P:ilt 010.

63
DAi.t

AKIN. ACES ATC FORMS IISTA MAN 711, ONO TTOA. AU. TS, IIPIOCKVILI. CZ
LIMO.



P Wait T1 Nati

Absorption Air Conditioning System

a. Using workbook procedures and a diagram, identify major
components of a lithium bromide absoiption air conditioning system.
STS: 20b; 20e. Meas: W

(1) Historical development of absorption syitems

(2) ApPlicativ:; of the lithium bromide syStem

(3)-System characteristics

(4) Major compOnents
4114

b. Using workbook procedurL and a diagram, trace refrigerant
and absorbant flow in a lithium bromide absorption air conditioning
system. STS: 2029,201), 20c. Meas: W

(1) Refrigerant flow

(2) Absorbant flow.

c. Given apressure temperatuf:e ehart and a mahometer reading
determine the condition of the vacuum in a lithium b'rovaide absorption
system to within 0.1 inch of mercury Osolute. STS: 20a, 2Q4(1),
20d(2), 201. Meas: W

(1) Vacuum tests

(al Standing vacutim test

(b) lituu4ng vacuum tes0

(2). Leak checking

St GOA Tt; AS AND DAVI

oanvvior VAL Liist ssos 'IAN art 1)

(2.5/1)
Day, 52

(4/1)
Day 53

(2/1)
bay 5$

4

LAN Of N TNUrtION NIAIIIER

3ABR54530

ATC vO*11 133OC:f le PAgvIOUS (Of Ts Om Is @SOL ti
4;
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PLAN OF I?4TRUCTION/1.14SW PLAN *PAT I (Ce math" Sio**9

1§

'COURSE cowri.m.

d. ir.4 wo'rkbook project,. list the procedwes Tor
cliargteg and removing refrigerant andabSorbant frqm elithium
bromide al,osorptiort system. S'11: 20c, 20e(1),, 20e(2), 21E, gm.
Meas:

Charzir.14 refrigerant and/or ptsorbani

:-Zemovinlz refrigerantland/or absorbant.

scluton concentration Chart and folloiring
in vzo:-.qco$,- determine--the solution

corazion of 3. lithitim bromide system withint 5t7- accuracy.
STS: 20c, 20f, .20h,, 20i. Meas: W

Purpose

(% Procedures

t. `,.-sng a wiring diagram, trace the sequence of operation.
02: sta.:-.:-up and shut-down of a lithium bromide absorption
System. STS: 20a, 20b, 20c. Meas: W

types of oontrol systems

Control operation

7.. Given a troubleshooting chart, complete workbook project (4.5,2)..
by statiit trbubleshootilig prodedures on a lithium bromide system. Day 55
$ TS: 2Q.a., 201), 20c, 20h, 3.0i. Meas: W

(1) Purpose of froubleshoOting charts

1 Troubleshooting a lithium bromide system

L pi OF INErRticY1001
A

.DATe --

3;1844030 16 Janurim 19 ,6.
PA4-4 NO:

/7.,
10. 4



Pt41 OF 1PTJCTION4.IS$ON FLAN PART 1 (Ceidassffas. Soo)

COURSE CONTENT

f

SUPPORT MATER1kLS AND*GUIDANCt.

student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54530- VI-5 thru -6, Water Conditioxiing and Absorption Air

Conditioning System .

WB 3A-BR54530-VI-6-P1, Identification of Major Components of a Lithium
Brbmide Absorption System ..

WB 3ABR54530-V1-6-P2, Refrigerant and Absdrhant Flow.
\VB 3ABR54530-V1-6-P3. Ctiecking,Machine Vacuum
WB 3ABR545307VI-6-P4, 'Addiqg Old Removing of Refrigerint anfl'Absorbant,
WB 3ABR54530-V1-6-P5, AbiOrbant Concentration
WB,3ABR54530-V1-6-P6, Lithium Bromide Air Conditioning Wirini Diagram
WB 3ABR54530- VI-6-P7, Troubleshooting Chart

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set, Absorption
Training Film% CE-9, Lithium Bromide Air Conditioner

:Graining EqUiEment
N_one
we'

Training Methods
Dismission/Demonstration (12.5 hrs)
Performance (6 hrs)
Training Film (0.5 hr)
CTT Assignment (7 hrs)

Listructional Guidance
The students are to.be instructed that -lithium bromide !,s corrosive when
exposed to air. All tools must be washed with frestfwater and then oiled.
,If lithium bromide gets into eyes,rinse eyes with water, then consult a
physician. Do not syphon lithium bromide with a hose. Outside Assignmer..
Day 52, direct students to review WB VI-6-P1-6, Day 53, P2 a4ti P3, Day b4
P4 thru P6; Day 55, P7.

'7. Measurement Test and Test Critique

t. owN or iNs4ucTioli NO

1.5
(1.5/0)
Day 55

3ABR54530 If January 1976
PAGE NO.

67
ATC. ::4124 .133A REPLACES Ale FORME 137A, MAR IS. ARO MA, Aug 724 'MICH MLL SE
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P LAM PIST /LESION PLAN PART I

-ondition S cialist

Air Canada Controls

Air Compressing Equipment

a. Using workbook procedures, identify major components of air
compressor system. STS: 13f(2) Meas: W

(1) Major components and purposes of each

(2) Safety devices

b. Using app7apriate technical data and the assigned trainer for
illustr4tive purposes, correctly state the operator's inspection,-
service, and maintenance procedures for an air compressor sytkem.
STS: 131(3), 13f(4) Meas: W

(1) .Service and maintenance

(2) Operator's inspection

2
(2/0).
Day 56

(1/0) 4.

SUP ERVISOR APP NOVAS. OP L. MO* PL AN tr AR T 1

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE ANC DATE

$14A NIATNIGCTION NUM(

ATC "4" 133OCT TS
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DATE

16 January 1976
A

PAGE N
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PAWT.i (Cantiouatioi Soo)

Man CONTiNT

'SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GITIDAKCE

Student Instructional Materials -1, ,t . P
SC 3ABR54330-VII-1 and---27Wir Compres5iing Equipment ancl Penuinatic

Cbritrols. . ..,
....

WB,3ABR54530-V11%-l-P1,Jdentifying Components of an Air Compresscr
* S7stem

..\VB 3S3R54530-VII- 1-P2, Operatoes Service and Maintenance of an-Air
Compressor System ,

,.

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set, Air Coinpresiior

Training Equipment
Trainer, R.qrigeration Controls (2)
Trainer. Pneumatic Contrbls (12)

Traiking Methods
Discussion/Demon:stration (1 hr)

(1 hr.)

Multiple_ Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision C2)

Instructional Guidance
Stress safety precautions involved inservicing an air compressor syst&m:
electrical, compressed air, safety relief valves, and belts.

MIR: Thi_o instructors are required for one half hour of student performance.

ATe 4/4- 111i .AEPLACILIPATC FOAMS U A. MAN 72, AND 7704, AUG 72, 211411CM 1110.4.



' PLAN OF INSTRUCT ON/LNUON 'PLAN PANT I
4 fiki , 0 r 7-ation and Mr onditioning .

Icici71,
, vii Air Conditionin Controls

1 TIME'

PneumatiControls
.

. I

.. -
.

,

a Using a diagram, identify the major pneumatic
a pzieumatic control system STS: 15e(1), 15e(2.)'

.

_

control terms o ,

Meas: W

.

range Of a
in accordance with

15e(3), 15e(4)
.,

,
,

range of a
operator to that

in workbook. STS:

.

34. 5
(26. 5/

(8)
ays 56

hru 60

(4/1.5)
Day 56

.

(2/1)
Day 5

-,.

(2/0)
Day 57

,

-

( 1 ) Purpose and use of pnematic controls
.

(2) Major pneumatic control terms

, b. Using assigned trainer; determine the midspring
; pneumatic valve and adjust the salve to that position

procedures provided in worktmok. STS: 15e(2),
, Meas: W, PC

,

. .
(1) Applications -\ _ .

(2) Major components ,
. .

3) Installation and adjustment!
I

i -c. Using assigned trainers determine the midspring
i pneumatic damper operator and adjust the damper
I_ positioh in accordance with .procedures provided

15e(3), 15e(4) 1k/teas: W, PC

(1) Applications, .

(?) Major components

(3) Installation and,adjustment

f t
,

sur ERVSqR APPROVAL OP LESSON PLAN (PART II)
. $IGNATURE AND DAT! SIGNATURE AND DATE

.
, . .

d
.

.
.
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PLAN Oi 114TRUCTION4.ESSON PLAN PART I (Cuttisattese Shoo)

COU RSE *CONTENT

d. Us in; assigned trainer, caperatse and adjust a pilot
>positioner. in accordance With procedures provided in work oo

STS: 15e(2),) 15e.(3). 15e(4). Meas: W, PC

1 Applications

Components and construction, features

..V.justments'

(2,1.5)
Doy 57

e. Using aSsiDed trainer, calibfate and adjust a pneumatic room (6 /2)
1 thermostat to maintain 70,1-2'F. STS: 15e(2), 150), 15e(4) Day 58

Meao: V. PC

Applicationi

2 Major components and function of each

3 Installation procedures

4' Ca:lbration

f. Using assimed trainer, calibrate and adjust a pneumatic
heating-coolint:.4, thermostat to maintain 70, .4-20 F.
STS: 15E2), 13,2(3), 15e(4) Meas: W.: PC

Application

,2) Heating-cooling thermostat

(3) Switch-over mechanism

(6/2)
Day 59

g. Using assigned trainer, calibrate and adjust a pneumatic (4.5 0 )
non-bleed controller to maintain 70, STS: 15e(2), Day 60
150), 15e(4) Meas: W, PC

(1) RP-908A Controller

(2) LP-914A Sensor

I ,
3ABH5430

*4.40 F°01111,.. vido-

January 1976
AK"

AlIPLACti ATC FOAMS MA. MAO 72. AND rAsA Acta Ve tliftiPtio en, cc

72



FLAN OF 101STRucr0wassom FLAN plan' I (Cootimme)es

COtillpf COSTENT
OMR

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANDGUIDANCE

Student lnetructlonj Materials
saSABR5131SO-V11-1 and Air Compressing Equiiment and PneumaticControls
WB 3ABR54530-V11-2-1,1, Identification of Control Terms and Components

of a Pneumatic Control System .

WB 3ABR54530-VH-2-P2, Determining the Midspring Range Of a Pneumatic
Valve

WB 3ABR54530-V11-2-P3, Adjustments of a Pneumatic Damper OperatorWB 3ABR54530-V11-2-P4, Operation and Adjustment of a Pilot Positioner
WB 3ABR54530-VH-2-P5, Calibrating a,Pneumatic Room Therinostat
WB 3ABR54530-V11-2-136, Calibrating a Pneumatic Heating - Cooling

Thermostat
WB 3ABR54530-V11-.2-P7, Calibrating of a Non-Bleed Controller

Audio Visual Aids
TransparenCies, Set, Pneumatic Control-
Training Film: TF5658a, Pneumatic Temperature Controls - Theor-Tr->Training film: TF5658b. Pneumatic Temperature Control Devices
Charts, Set, Penurnatic Controls

Tr aining Equipment
Trainer, Refrigeration Controls (2)
Bench Items:

Johnson Kit (2)
Room Thermostat (2)
Sling Psychrometer (12)
Room Humidistat (12)
Heating-Cooling Thermostat (2)
Pneumati-c Valve (2)
Pneumatic, Damper Operator (2)
Pilot Positioner (2) .

Nonbleed Controller (2)
Temperature Sensor (2)

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration ( 15 hrs)
°Performance (10. 5 hrs)
Training Films (1 hr)
CTT Assignment (ft hrs)

7

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

3ABR54530 lrfanuary foiM Paoli NO.
e 73
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTtON/LESSON PLAN PART I (Contiipaftifa goof}

COURSE CONTINT n

Instructiomi Guidance IE-77: phasize safety when working with pneumatit equipment. Have each
student cozntilete eaeh'performance, foligiing procedures as stated in the
workbook. Emphasize to students that they must give the trainers timeto react to control calibration and'adjustments. Outside Assignment:Day 56, direct student to review W13.711-2-P1; Day.51-, P2 and P3; Day 58,,P4andP5ApayS9. P6 and P7,

Mill: Two istructors are required for 9.5 hours during student
.

p?rformance (3 hours in Day 57, 2 hours in Day 58, 2 hcurs in Day 59, an
2; 5 hours in Day 60).



WIR

PLAN OP iNsTauctioNtui w PLAN ART I
'. --loll r o w on rig

1
K NUM -

VII \ ., Air Conditionin- Controls
rku!

3. Measwement Test and Test Critique,
.. .

4. Electric Controls

4a. Using assigned trainer, and multimeter, locate o)ens and
sorts in accordance with workbook pricedufes. STS: laiD, 15c(4)
-as: W, PC

(1) Applications of electric controls

(2) Locating opens and shorts

b. Using components supplied by instructor, coninect, adjust and
operate a,series-20 control loop in'accordance withlirocedures
provided in workbook. STS: 15c(1)(a), .15c(2), 15c(3), 15c(4),
15c(5). Meas: W, PC

, (1) Applications

(2) Major components of series-20 control loop

(3) Current flow
.

e. Using components supplied by instructor, connect, adjust and
operate a series-40 or a series4-80 control loop in accordance with
procedures provided in workbook. STS: 15c(1)(a), 15c(1)(b), 15c(2),
15c(3), 15a(4), 15c(5) Meas: W, PC

(1) Application
. .

(2) Comparison: series-40 and series-80 control loops
,,.

1.5
(1.5201

v 60

22
(16/6)

62 and
63

(2/0.5)
Day 6

(4/1.5)
Day 61

,
(3/1)

Day 62

SUP R SON APPROVAL OF LIMON PLAN FART I)
siGNATUNI MD DAT' IGNATURE ADD DATE

, .

f
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESiON PLAN PART I (Csanasistiow Owe)

eiff.

(3) .12.jor components

COURSE CONTENT

.(4) Operation of a "fail safe" device

(5) Current flow

d. Using components supplied by instructor, connect)
adjust and operate a series-60 control loop in accordance
with procedures provided in workbook. ST$: 15c(1)(a),
15c(1);b), 15c(2), 15c(3), 15c(4), 15c(5). Meas: W, PC

(1) Application

2) Major components

(3) Current flow

(3/1)
Day 62

e. Using components suppliedby instructor, connect, adjUst, (44)
operate and troubleshoot a series-90 control loop in accordance 'Day 63
with procedures provided in workbook. STS: 10e(1)(d), 150)03),
15c(2), 15c(.3), 15c(4), 15c( 5) Meas: W, PC

(1) Application

(2) Major components

(3) Bridge circuit

(4) _Current flow

(5) 'Calibration

(6) Troubleshooting

35

*MDT NIA ftiti AU' CIATt Pikat No,walitiav 16 Janufry, 1978 1 78
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PLAN OP INSTINETIONMISION PLAN PART I (Ceathismides Simm)
fll....1)111=111

COURSE CONTtNT

suppozr MATE L$ AND GUIDANCE

Student4nstructional Materials
:SaABR51320-P1l-4 and -5i Electrical and Electronic Controls
WB 3A9R54530-V11-4.-P1, Troubleshooting Elictrical Controls
WB 3ABR54530-V11-4-P2, Operation and Adjustment of SeriesA-20 Controlsz WB.3,A3R54530-V11-4-123, Operation and Adjustment of Series-40 and -80

Control Loops
WB 3A3R54530-VII-4-P4, Operation and Adjustment of Series-60

Cpntrol Loop
IWB 3ABR54530-VII-4-Rki, Operation, Adjustment and Troubleshooting

of Series-90 Controls

Audio Visuil Aids
'transparencies, Set, Electrical Controls
Charts, Set., Electrical Controls
Prenarrated Slide:, ATS 54-14, Series-20 Motorized Valve

Training Eguipment
Trainer, Continuity Test (6)
Multinieter (2)
Bench Items:

Electrical Co roller Series-20 (2)
Electrical C troller Series-40 (2)
Elettrical CoJroller Series-60 (2)
Pressuretrol Series-90 (2)
Series-20 Control Motor (2)
Series-40 Control Motor (2)
Series-80 Control Motor (2)
Seriii-80 Control Motor (2)
Series-90, Caitrol Motor (2)

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (7. 5 hrs)
Performance (8.5 firs)
CTT Assignment (8 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, SupervisionN2)

PLAN 0

,.4TC

UOITNUCTION NO,

R54530 iriqnbary 1976 PAGE *0.
77
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PL#NOF itanuctom.sssos PLAN PART-1(Quifiltarise Skeet :A4

COURSE CONTENT
e

Instructional Guidance
As a safety precaution, students
completing performances. Have

assignments appr'opriateAo less
directztudents tci review WBs
Day 63, P5.

will remove all jewelry while
dents complete outside,
Outside Asaignment: Day 61,

V11-4-Pt and P2. Day 62, P3 and P4,
A 4

MIR: T,,vo instructdrs are veded tor 7,.5( hours ditring student performance(2 hours in Day 61, 3.5 hours in D4 62, and 2 hours in Day 613).

AIM C)1r 1 T CT Wit *O.

11,0
BR54530

OAT -

16 Januar 1978
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PLAN Olt INV I ANT' 1 , Cal&
I . " on an 1' 0

BalciaLISL:
*ontruis

1 0010
. .

TIME

4. ic .4,m-ru--- irmr----,

VII Air Condition n
.

...11MINOMIP...01...0.0..

Electronic Controls
,

a. Using diagram, identify components
conventional and solid state detrices,, completing
least 80c77 of the workbook project. STS:
154(3), 154(4), 15d(5), 15d(7). Meas:

(1) Application' of electronic controls

(2) Conventional (tube) type electronic
, ..

4a) Components

(b), Rectification

(c) Amplifilcation

(3 ) Solid state electronic equipment

(a) Principle of operation
c.

(b) Comporients

. -, (c) ,TRectification

(d) Amplification (transistor)

.(4) Electronic power supply
,

-*

and state purpose of
without error at

10e(1)fd), 15d(1), 15d(2),

16.5 .

12..5/41
Days 63
hru 65

(8/2)
Days 63

d 64
.

,

,

W

. .
,

equipMent

.
.

II .

1 .4 .

.

.

., c -.-

.

.
.

.

i
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COURSE CONTENT44

b. Using assigned trainir, Wire, adjust and trotsZeShoof (4. 5/2)
an etectionic humidity *introf loop: STS: 15c1(1.), 15d(2); Day 65-15d(3), 15df4), 15d(5), 1p(6),j 15d(7), 15d(8), l5d19), 11,411)girS: W .

4

(11 Operation of the phase detector circuit

2; Major components of an electronic control loop

3 Installatipn ant c.alibration

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials\
SG 3ABR54530-VII-4 and --757-lectrYca1 and Electronic Controls
WB 3ABR54530-VII-5-P.1, Identification and Purpdsi of Gonventional and

Solid-State Devic9s
WB 3A,BR54530-V.I1-5-P2, Wire and Operate an Electronic 'Hiimidity.Control

Loop

Audio yisual Aids
Transparencies, Set, Electronic Controls
Charts, Set, Electronic Controls
Training Film: TF4145, Basic Electronics ag Applied tb Electronic Control

,

Training Filrn:% TFI-5250A, Transistors - PN Junctio;li Anidamintal4

Training EquIpment
Trainer, Humidity Control System (4)
Demonstrator, Electronic Thermostat (12)
Demonstrator, Triode Tube (12)
Demonstrator, Gold Leaf (12)
Multimeter, (2)

Trainin# Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (7.75 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs) -
Training Filmie (0. 75 hr)
CTT Assignment (4 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

PLAN OF MST UCTION NO.

3 9

DATE

16 January -1
PAGE MO80
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FLAN OF 1i6116.1CTIONILISSOM FLAN NMI: I (Coatheipities Shee)

Midi CONTENT

Instructional dance
safety pre aution, students will remoie all jewelry while

completing perfo mance= Outside Aisigiunent: Day 64, direct students
tce review Wii3s Ar11-5-131 and PZ; DaY '65, review Block- Vfl materials.

'V T

.1".

MIR: Two instruCtors are needed.for 4 hours during studentrperformance
(2 hours in Day 64 and 2 houris in Day 65).

Related Trainihg (identified in course Chart) 2

,Zo ,

*Measurement Test and Test Critique 1.5
(1.5/0)

Day 65

PLAN OF 1011111111C11011. NO

3ABR54530
-FOAM
4,4.7t WA,

'Irfanuary 1976., FAME *443.

narLActs ATF POMO 2374, KAM 7). AN!) MA, AU. 11 scs MLA. fp
U4110.

4 0 42 0
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FLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I .

on and Air Coridlti5ning
So9cia4#

NAMIC OP thtsTRUCTON -
.-

rwark--stil.i.E..*Loot Nutissot .

VIII y Air COaidittunin ..
- s TENT

.

Air Conditioning Fquipment
. .

,

-

I
a. Using wOrkbook. ide:uify major components of the air

condititining.trainers as ro L he a type, purpose and principle of .

opexation. STS: 18, 19a, 191), 19t(1i, 19t(2), 19v(1), 19v(2).

21
(161)
Days 66
thru 68,

.,(4/1)
Day 66

.

(8/3)
Days 66

d 67

.

.

Meas: W, PC
.

((1) Purpose and.' tundaLuentais of air conditioning
, r .

t2) Types of air conditionnig equipment
.

(3) Purpose and operation of major components

(4) Purpose and operation of associated .coponents
,

b. Using window air conditioner trainer and tools provided,
operate, troubleshoot, and service following the workbook procedures.

I STS: 10b, 19e, 191, 19g, 19h, 19t(2), 19v(2), 21c(1), 21c(2), 21c(3),
I, r.:l(5). Meas: W, PC

(1) Major co:nponents and principles of operation of window
air conditioners

.
.

(2) Methods of co itroi

1 (3) Operation and troubleshooting Of window air conditioners

:41 Seiwicing procedures for window air conditioners

i 5) Installation techniques alid procedures

1'7

i

,

Sur ERV1SOR APPROVAL 0 LEMON PLAN (PART I)
SIGNATUR ti DATe SIGNATURE AND GATE

..

a
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PLAN OF 1NSTRUCTIOAAESSON PLAN PART I (Q./m*0w«4 Swot)
1

cOuRIE CONTENT

workbook,,and residential air conditioner trainer,
identify major components, their functiOns, and trace electrical
circuits. STS: 19b, 19g, ;19%7(2) Meas: W, PC

Air Circulating systeni components

Furnace system components

.Coolinf.; system components

Electrical circuits

Performance checks

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3A3R54530- thru -3, Typical Air Conditioning Equipment and

Psychromet ries
WB 3ABR54530-VIII-1-P11 Select Fan, Filter and Insulation
vi3 3ABR5450-11111-1-P2, Familiarization of Window Air C6nditioners

WB 3ABR54530-VIII-1-P3, Familiarization ofResidential Heating and
Cobling Systems

WB 3ARR54530-VIII-1-P4, Heating and Cooling Wiring Diagrams

(4 /1)
Day 68

Audio Visual Aids
Charts, Set, Air Conditioning Equipment
Transparencies, Set, Window and Residential Air Conditioning
Training Film: TF 6361, Home Heating andAir Conditioning Control Systems
Prenarrated Slides: Room Air ConditioneTs

T raining
Trainer,
Trainer,
Trainer,
Trainer,
.Trainer,
Trainer,
Trainer,

Equipment
Insulation Demonstrator (12)
Drum Control Filter (2)
Pelefilter and Deep Bed (12)
Fan Centrifugal (12)
Fan Vamaxial (12)
Air Conditioner, Window (2)
Heating and Cooling Residential (12)

Training Methods w

Discussionemonstration (8.
Performance (7 brs)
Training Film (0.5 hr)
CTT Assignment (5 hrs)

ilrs)

R$1.. AN OF IN5TRUCTIO11/4 NO.

O aim a

3ABR54530 W'ianuary 1976 .AGg 84:r
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 11 (Coidiseatiats Saw)

Count CONTENT

Multiple litstructor Requ retents
Safety, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Electrical safety should be, stressed in this pi, and protective items
muSt .be worn when working on trainers to prevent, injury dui to a liquid
refrigei'ant accidpnt. Outside Assignments: Day 66, direct students to
review WBs V111-1-P1 and P2; Day 67, P3; Day 68, P4.

MIR: TWo instructors are needed for 4.5 hours during student performance
in Day 67.

.

Pt. AN of INSTRUCTION NO.

roses
ATC ri 133A

DATE P E NO.
3ABR54530 16 January 1976 85
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION LESSON PLAN PART 1
Amp of. t.writtu,117,11

kJ

e r tion -and Air Conditioning-
lit-5-Ev-;;um et ri---- --'-ar-sr,

VIII
7*-71.--FT

Air Conditioning
caiiia COW-TINT TINE

I,

1

1

2. Air Flow Instruments

a. Using air flow
determine CFM to within
lOu(2). Meas; W,

.

.
.

instrument and selected afr conditione4,
five percent acturacy. STS; ..19u(1),1

PC , ..

,

air 116* instruments
..

air Clow instiuments ..
0

of air flow instruments,
4

air conditioner trainer, air flow instrument's,
the air flow to meet specifications in worltboo..7..1c.

PC ....
-?

and application of air clorblancing

of air flow balancing

for air flow balancing
,

.

9.5
(7/2.15)
Days 6
and 69

he/1)

and 69

(0/1..5)
Dity 69

.

,

.11) Purpose'o(

(2) Types of
.

3) OperatiOn

b. Using residential
and workbook, balance
STS: la. Meas: W,

11 Purpose

(2) Principles

Procedures

.

,

,*

SUP E R VI SO R APP ROV ALA 10 L ESSON PL AN (PART II)
StANATWIE AND DATE SIGNATUR AND DATE '

.,
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%AN OF 116111UCTION4.ISSON PLAN P4RT I (C4;atinvitiee iisset)

COURSE Cos TINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUMANCE

Student InAtructional MaterialsSG ABR5irn11-.1thru -. , Typical Air Conditioning Equipment and
Psychrometrics . ,

WB 3ABR54530,111--Pl, Determine Velocity and CFM of Air
WB 3ABR54531/4V111-2-P2, pa cing Air Conditioning Systems...,_

Training Equivngent
. ,rTrainer, Heating and Air Conditioning, Residential (2) 1. -,Trainer, Velometer (12),

Trainer, Anemometer (12)
Trai.v?.r..* Manometer -(12) .

TraininMethods
Discussio/Derpnstralion (3.5 hrs)
Perforsmzsice (3% 5 kilt )
CTT Assitnment (2.5 hrs)

Multitjig Instructor, Requiiements
SUpervision

Instructional Guidance
Place adequate emphasis on safety precautions while using refrikeration
equipment. Outside Assignment: Day 699 direct stUdents tp ieview
WBs VIIi-2-13,1 and p2.

MIR: Two instructors are needed far 3.5 hours 'during student performance
in Day 69.

41.

LAN OF INS RUCTION NO
3ABR54530 tanuary 1976 Aos stos



PLAN OF INSTRUOION I . P PAM'
'IN It -. .. . Oil . r . . . I

S cialist A "

. ie.... -
MI-Cif( NuNISER

VIII
In 13. ot firt.l. ,%

Air Conditioning
,,. co it5I ...; TINT TIAI

_

3. Psychrometrics

a. Using sling psychrometer, determine the wet bulb and dry bulb
temperature of.air within two degrees.t STS: 19c Meas: W, PC

(1) Purpose of sling psychrometer readings
i

O. Using psychrometric-chart and workbook values, determine
dew point temperature, relative' humidity, .specifis humidity and heat
content within two percent. STS: 19d(1), 19d(2),',9d(3) Meas: W, Ft

H (1) Detine piychroinetrics
/

(2) Physical properties

(3) Lines and scales on the psychrometric chart
_

(4) Simple psychrometric plots
,

. -

.

.

....
,

..

8
(5.572. -I
Days 69
and 70

(1(9.5)
Day 69

(4.5/2)
Day #

.

,

4

SUP RVISOR APPROVAL , F LESSON PLAN (PART )

sIGMATU*E AND DATE
. 4.

SIGNATURE AND DATE

,

( _

P N Of iN$C1ION NUMt R

3ABR54530
DATE

16 January 1976
AGE NO.

89. _
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PLAN OP INSTOUCTiONA.ESSON PLAN PART 1 (Cartimeatiee Swot)

=UM cosmos'

11111111M111111P

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54530-VIII-1 thru -3, Typical Air Conditioning Equipment and

Psychrometrics
"WB 3ABR54530-VM-3-P1, Using Sling Psychrometer to Determine Dry Bulb

and Wet,Bulb Temperatures
V/B 3ABR54530-V111-3-P2, Using Psychrometric Chart to Determine the

Properties of Air
HO 3ABR54530-VIII-1, Psychrometric Chart

Audio Visual Aids
Chart, Set; Psychrometrics
Transparencies, Set, Psychrometrics

Training Equipment
'Trdiner, Sling Psychrometer (12)

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (2.5 hrs)
Performance (3 hrs)
CTT Assignment (2,5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Outside Assipment: Day 70, direct students to review WB V111-3-P1 and P2

,'

PLAN oF iNSTNUCT1ON NO.

3ABR54530 flilapuary 1976 Atilt NO.

- PONN
0
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PLAN t PLITRu.;TION/LESSON P PART
:7- ;4t. ."t ()Land Air oaditiiming .

fibrilla
14 NUMIIII

VIII
"St.15eIt TITLE

Air Conditionin:
.. II ....rt Ampinatoma........"91.

4. Measurement Test and Test Critique

5. Heat Pumps
-

_

i'llia
L

a. Using workbook and heat pump, identify components and list
their functions. STS: 15a(1), 19g, 19h meas: W, PC

(1) Major components and their functions

(2) Compressor motor safety controls

(3) Principles of heat pump cycles

b. Using heat pump and reversing valve diagrams, trace the flow
of refrigerant through the cooling and heating cycles. STS: 19a, 19g,
19h Meas: W, PC

(1 ) Reversing valve operation

(2) Refrigerant flow in heating and cooling cycles
(

,

1 . 5
(1. 5/0)

Day. 70

4 -

(3/1)
Day 71

(1. 5/0-

(1.5 0

PERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESsON PLAN (PAiT )

.31014ATU AND DATE SIGNATU I AND DAT*

I.I
ift.44 a iwtrnjciot suueE PI

i 3ABR54530
OAIE

16 January 1976
PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INITSLICTIONILIISSON.PLAN PART I (Coatiaration boo)

COWLS/ CONTINT

. SUPPORT MATERIALS AND QU1DANCE

=mommosfassl

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR54530-V111-6 thru Heat Pumps, Package Ali Conditioner

and Direct Expansion Air Conditioning System
WB 3ABR54530-VILI-5-P1, Familiarization of -Heat Pum s

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set, Heat Pumps
Prenarrated Slides: The Packaged Ipaat Pump

Training Equipment
Trainer, Heat Pump (12)`
Trainer, Heat Pump Operation '(12)

-Training Methods
Discusionibemc-stration (1..5 hrs)
Performance (1.5 hrs)
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Outside Assignment: Day 71,. direct studerts to zefileve VIII.-3-P1 and P2

t ,

LAN Of MISTMUCTION NO.

3ABR54 530 TrJanuary line! ". 92
1001.11 11~110 414111P 11A4011481. falt .1 ill te 1.0 a.. Mt owl..



PC.ki oF IMMUCTION/LIESSONI PLAN PART I
MANIC OF tIOITNLICTO CO ng

APICigiat.
NU erTITLy .

Air ConZstiggitect
2. Tibia\

6. Package Air Conditioner \ 4
(3/1)

. ,
Day 71

a. Using the package air conditioner
\
and workbook, ida4ify (1. 5/0.

components and list their functions. STS: \14(1), 19g Me*W, PC
\

(1) Purpose and applications of paciage air conditicinegs
,

.

(2) Major components and their functions

(3) Compressor motor safety controls

b. Using the package air conditioner and workbook project, trace 1.5/0.
the flow of refrigerant, air and Water through the system.
STS: 19a, 19g, 19h Meas: W, PC

(1) Basic construction and air flow

(2). Refrigerant sYstem and condenser circuits

SUPERVISOR AF ROYAL OF LESION FLAN FART II
StONATUNE AND DA I S MATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NURSER OATS PACE NO.

3ABR54530 16 Jamiaz7 1976 93

ATL "'RN 133
OCT 711

PIEvious EDIflON IS OSSOLICTS
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FLAN OF INSMICTIOKAISSON PLAti PART I (Cessiaestian ihs4
COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SG 3A13R54530-VM-5 thru -17, Heat Pumps,- Package Air Conditioner,

and Direct Expansion Air Conditioning System
WB 3ABR54530-v111-6-P1, Familiarization of the Package Air Conditioner

Audio Visual Aids
Transparencies, Set, Package Air Conditioner

Training Equipment
Trainer, Package Air Conditioner (12)

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (1.5 hrs)
CTT Assignment (l'hr)

Instructional Guidance
Place adequate emphasis on safety precautions around operating equipment.
Outside Assignment: Day 71, direct students to review WB

4

1



PLAil F MUM' n IDi. AIrr 1
,.

.1 ii -1--, . i ...I ontng
cialist

IC NU

TI 1

7. Direct Expansion Air Conditioning Syst ins
.

.

a. Using workbook and 25-ton trainer, locate, identify and state
the function of safety controls and major components. STS: 15a(1),
19w(1) Meas: W -

(I) Major sections .

(2) Major components and their fupctions

(3) Associated components and their functions

(4) Safety controls

b. Using scheme:c, workbook and 25-ton trainer, locate
operational and capacity dontrols, state their functions and adjust.
for proper operation. STS: 1.3a(6), 132(7), 15c(1)(a), 15c(1ab),
11E(2), 15c(3), 1..9w(2), 21h(4) Meas: W, PC

(1) Temperature control sYsterri and its function
,

(2) Hum4dity control system and its function

(3) Control systems calibration and adjustments

(4) Capacity control system and its funttion

(5) Adjusting capacity controls to maintain proper operation

..7\/

30.5
22. 5/8)
Days 72
thru 75

(6/2)
Day 72

(6/2)
Day 73

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
, SIGNATU I MID DAT ((NATURE AND DATE

.
..

,

AN OF RUC11014 UNICA -

3ABR54530
CIATIC

16 January 1976
PAGE NO.
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COURSE CONTINT

ARM-

.

C. Using hygrothermograph, sling psychrometer, (6/2)
air flow instrunient, psychrometric' chart, and 25-ton trainer, Day 74
perform capacity, check to determine system efficiency as
specified by instructor. STS: 6c1(2, 19d(1`)., 19d(2),
19d(3), 19e, -19e 19h, 19v(2), 19w(3), 21c(1), 21c(2), 21c(3),
21c(4), 210(5), .21c(6), 21c (7) Meas: W, PC

(1) Pre-operational check and operational startup
sequence and procedures

(2) Shutdown sequence and procedures

(3) Hygrothermograph

(4) Capacity check

(5) Probable causes and cures of reduced system capacity

d. Using diagnostic charts in study guide, multirneter and (4. 5/2)
25-ton trainer, troubleshoot and isolate malfunction.to the smalleNt Day 75
repairable or replaceable item. STS: 21d, 21e, 21f Meas, W, PC

(1) Troubleshooting

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
3-Atik54530-V111-5 thru -17,' Heat Pumps, Package Air Conditioner and
Direct Expansion Air Conditioning Systems

WB 3ABR54530-VIII-7 ?1, Major Components
WB 3ABR54530-VM-ri-P2, Compressor Electrical Control Circuits
WB 3ABR54530-VM-7-P3, Fan Compressor Interlock Circuit
WB 3ABR54530.=ATIII-7-P4, Complete Temperature and Humidity Control

Circuits
WB 3ABR54530-VM-7-P5, Equipment Cooling Pneumatic Controls
WB 3AB,R54530-VM-7-P6, Identification and Adjustment of Cylinder Unloaders
WB 3ABR54530-V111-7-137, Preoperational Check of the 25-ton Trainer
WB 3ABR54530-VIII-7-P8, Operation of-the 25-ton Trainer
WB 3ABR54530-VIII-7-P9, Determine Coil Capacity
WB 3ABR54530-VIII-7-P10, Determine Proper Operatitin
WB 3ABR54530-VIII-7-P11, Troubleshooting
HO 3ABR54530-VM-1, Psychrometrir Chart

'" Al * la 4 I 11.0

3AIIR54530

7 3

fp us
741January 1970_ 96 1



COURSE COMTIMT

Au*dio Visual Aids
ra"---KSreionditioning Systems
TransparenCies, Set, Industrial Air Conditioning Systems

Training Equipment
Trainer, 25-Ton Air Conditioner (12) ,

Trainer, Sling PsyChrometer (12)
Trainer,. Hygrothermograph (6)
Trainer4, Velometer (12) \
Tralner,I Reciprocating CY Under Unkader (12)

Tiaining Methods
Diseussion/Demonstration (12 hr8)
Performance (10. 5 hrs)
CTT Absignment (8 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Place adequate emphasis on safety precautions around operating
equipment. Outside Assignment: Day 72, direct students to review
WBS V111-7-P1 thru P3; Day 73, P4 thru P6; Day 74, P7 thru P9; Day 75,
P10 and P11.

MIR: Ywo instructors are needed for hours during student performance
(2.5 hours in Day 73, 3.5 hours in Day 74, and 3 hours in Day 75).

pt. AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

TO Am
ATC APR 71 133A

3AHR5k53O
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ELAN OF INITRUCTI /LESION PLAN PART 4
10 1 an ir CO-naiovnih-o,

SLO st MUMS

Air Cänditionin

Measurement Test and Test Critique

A

Indirect E on Air Conditioning Systems

1. 5
1(1. 5/0)
pay 75

(23. 3 13)
1Days 7fe
thni 60

a. Using 100-ton trainer, maintain air handLing systow as 0: (5/i. 6)
in workbook project. STS: 19d(1), 19d(2), I9d 3 1903), 19v(31, Day 76
19v(4), '19w(1), 21h(1), 21h(2), 21h(3), 21h(4 lh(5). Meas: W, PC

(1) Types of air handlers

(2) Air handler humidity control equipment

(3) Psychrometrics

(41 Air handler maintenance .

b. Using 100-ton trainer, trace flow, servicc and maintain
secondary refrigerant system. STS: 191, 19o, 19w(1), Meas:
1Y, Pc

(1) Secondary refrigerant systems application

(2`, 3econdary refrigerant circuits
"

(3) .Service and maintenance of secondary refrigerant s s

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON AN (P ART- to
SIGNATURE AND DATES GNAW!! AND DAT!

)

Day 16,

-4

PLA Or STMUCT M SC

3ABR54630
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PLAN OP INsTRucnowlEssoti PLAN PART i (Cordineetioes Sitift)

COUNSI CONTENT

c. Using 100-ton centrifugal refrigeration machine and
workbook, locate, identify and list the functions of
components. STS: 12d, 13a(1)(c), 13a(3), 13a(4), 19k
lig.. Mem: W, PC

(111 Major component's and their functions

d. Using workbook and chart, trace the centrifugal
compressor lubrication system. 1STS: 13a(1)(e), 19h
Meas: W, PC

(1) Lubrication system components

i2) Oil circuit

(3) Servicing

e. Using workbook and chart, trace electrical
safety control circuit. STS: 15a(1), 19p.. Meas: W, PC

(1 Safety controls and their functions

NI%

f. Using centrifugal trainer and equipment provided,
connect the equipment for charging the system with refrigerant
following prescribed step by step procedures. STS: 19mMeas: W, PC

(1) Charging procedures

g. Using the 100-ton trainer, perform a preoperational
check as outlined in the workbook. STS: 19e Meas: W, PC

(1) Pi-eoperational check

h. Using 100-ton trainer, operate the centrifugal units
operational controls, transmitters, recorders and
controllers to obtain optimum operational efficiency.
STS: 19g, 19i, 19n 19r, 198 Meas: W, PC

(1) Starting, operating and stopping procedures

(2) System operating controls

(6 /2)
Day 77/

(2/0.5)
Day 78

(2/1)
Day 18

(2 /0. &)
Day 78

(1/0.5)
Day 79

(5 /1.5)
Day 78

t. AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.

3ABR54530 Tfe ianuary 1976 "4" "
w ro owe" .4.4re
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PLAN OP INIVMUCTION/LBSION PLAii PAU I (Csaiiniefte

=WM
..ftimmanwelNIIImm

I. Using diagnostic charts in study guide, and 100-ton
trainer, troubleshoot and isolate to smallest repairable
or replaceable item. STS: 10 3 10 5 .15c 4
21-01), ILE(?), 21c(4), 21c 5, c 6, d, 21w, .21I.
Meas: W, PC

(1) Troubleshooting procedures

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

(4.5/0)
Day 80

,Student Instructional Materials
0-1-ATIAT43311.7ftWo a Expansion Air Conditioning' System .

WB 3ABR54530-VIII-9-P1, Using Psychrometric Chart to Determine the
Properties of M!xed Air
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.a. Using a schematic, identify the compenents -and trace the flow
of air and water through the evaporative cooler. STS: 19h
Meas: W, PC

(1) 'Evaporative cooling fundamentals

(2) Major compot&ents.and their functions

(3) Common service and maintenance problems

b. Using the evaporatife cooler, perforta a preoperational
check and operate the system. STS: 6d(3), 19e, 19f, 11g, 19h, 19t(3)
Meas: W, PC

(1) Presoperational check and operate

(2) Installation, service and maintenance procedures
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-SG 3ABR54530-VI-I

MULTIPLE REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

To help you understand the reasons for installing multiple systems, and their
classifications, applications, and installation requirements. To help you service,
adjust and operate multiple refrigeration systems.

INTRODUCTION

The generai term "multiple refrigeration systems" includes several different ap-
plications, each having its own purpose and temperature range. A multiple evapora-
tor system is one in which two or more evaporators are operated from one compres-
sor. A multiple compressor system is one in which one evaporator is operated from
two or more compressors. These compressors may 1;.. either in series or in parallel.

MULTIPLE, EVAPORATOR SYSTEMS

Multiple evaporator systems are installed for economy and to save space. It is
cheaper to operate one compressor to control the temperature of two or more evapo-
rators than to operate a compressor for each evaporator. Also, having one unit that
has two or more temperature areas takes less space than a compressor for each tem-
perature area.

Classifications of Multiple Evaporator Systems

Generally, multiple evaporator systems fall in one of two groups:AFirst, where
all evaporators have the same temperature. This is the simplest, aliffiough not the
most common in use . Second, where each evaporator has a different temperature.
This application is found in most multiple installations.

Applications of Multiple Eviporator Systems

Multiple evaporator units are often installed in restaurants, soda fountains, bars,
meat and produce markets, and other places where the use of more than one refrigera-
tion fixture is a ne,essity.

It must not be assumed that any two or more evaporators, may be connected in
multiple without regard to size, usage, humidity requirement, tenirtature, and simi-
lar conditions. There are some combinations that will not give satis ctory service
and must be avoided. However, there is no concrete information that will apply in all
cases, but there are certain conditions and rules that must be followed to insure a
serviceable installation.

SINGLE TEMPERATURE EVAPORATOR SYSTEM

A multiple evaporator system may be operated as a single-temperature system.
This means that all evaporators will have the same temperature range. In this case
the needs of each evaporator will be controlled by a single-pressure control or thermo-
stat. When all evaporators have tren satisfied, the compressor will pull the pressure

1
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in the common suction line down to the cutout point of the pressure control. (Figure 1
illustrates a typical single temp ature evaporator system. ) The pressure control
contacts then open Itopping the o ration of the system. As the pressure builds up in
the evaporators. it also builds up in the.common suction line. When the pressty.-e in
the common suction line reaches the -in" setting on the pressure control, the prest -
sure control contacts close and the co pressor starts. When all evaporators are satisfied

t

the compressor shuts ott after the common suction line pressure drops to the cutout
poin1 set on the pressure control. This is a continuous process.

TI

RECEIVER
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EvAPORA ICR

TEv
EVAPORATOR

Ev APORATOR

CONTROL

CONDENSER
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Figure 1. Single Temperature Evaporator System
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Single Temperature Evaporator System Components

Folio Wing are the components of a single temperature evaporator system and the
function of each component as in figure 1:

1. Compressor - Pressurizes and raises refrigerant temperature above ambient.

2. Condenser - Liquefies refrigerant.

3. Thermostatic Expansion Valve - Meters refrigerantato evaporator.

4 Evaporator Refrigerant absorbs heat., vaporizes, and flows to compressor.

5. Receiver - Refrigerant reservoir.

G. Pressure Control - Starts and stops compressor according to the suction
pressure increase and decrease.

Foil Owing are the components of a single temperature electrical system as in
figure 2:

I. Pressure Control - Starts and stops current flow to the compressor motor.

2. Capacitor - Increases starting torque.

3. Thermal Overload Protects the compressor against damage due to
overheating.

Cv f. RIO AO

0
E V AP
F AN

0
COND
FAN

ST ART

RUN

C AP A OT OR

I

POTENTIAL. RELAY

12

PRESSURE CONTROL

Figure 2. Single Temperature Evaporator Electrical System
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4. Starting Reiay - Disconnects the start capacitor from the circuit

5. Evaporator Fan - Forces air 'ross the evaporator.

6. Condenser Fan - Forces air across the condenser.

7. Run Terminal - Connection to allow current to flow through the run winding.

8. Start Terminal Connection to allow current to flow through the start winding.

9 Common Terminal - The Connection where current can leave beth windings.

MULTITEMPERATURE;EVAPORATOR SYSTEMS

The successful installation and operation of multiple systems requires the cOnsid-
eration of each application. The units give more efficient operation when installed
close to each other. The following suggestions will be found useful as a guide. Due to
the large, number of possible multiple combinations it is impossible to give a specific
set of rules and expect them to apply in all cases; therefore. it must be understood
that there will be exceptions to thefollowing rules:

1 The coldest evaporator must-comprise more than haif the total heat load. If
the warmer evaporator comprised the largest part of the load, the condensing
unit woirol be operating at the higher suction pressure most of the time. The
condensing-unit would not be able to bring the Colder box down to the correct
temperature.

rIN

The condensing unit must be selected to operate at the lowest suction pressure
of the coldest evaporator. Since the colder evaporator constitutes the major
part of the load, the compressor will be operating at that pressure most of the
time. That is another case where it must be remembered that the efficiency
of a compressor decreases as the suction pressure decreases.

3. Each evaporator must be .selected for a given temperature and humidity. 'The
selection is made just as if each evaporator 'is Connected to its own compressor.

4 A special control is necessary where the temperature difference between the
coldest and warmest evaporator is more than 50 F. This control must be either
an evaporator pressure regulator or solenoid valve. If the evaporator tem-

perature is the same, but one refrigerator is used more than the other, a con- ,

trot should be placed in the suction line of the refrigerator with the least
usage.

5. A snap-action control must be used if defrost4 on the "off cycle" is'desired.

6. Connect the coldest evaporator closest to the compressor.

7. A check valve should be located in the suction line between the outlet of the
evaporator and the common suction line on all but the warmest evaporator.
Check valve will prevent warm refrigerant gas from flowing into a colder
evaporator coil.
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S. Thermostatic expansion valves should be used where direet expansion evap-
orators axe installed.

9. The liquid and suction lines mu:t be sized according to the need as if all
evaporators were demanding refrigerant at the.same time.

10. A multiple system will operate more efficiently when the temperature differ-
ence between the coldest and warmest temperature evaporators is not more
than 25° F.

Control Valves For Multiple Units

When tWo or more evapoiators are operated frem the same compressor and the
temperature differencv is greater than ,V F, some type of control is necessary for the
warmer evaporator. To accomplish this control, two types of control devices are used
in various combinations, solenoid and evaporator pressUre regulating valves.

SOLENOID VALVE MULTITEMPERATURE SYSTEM

The refrigerant flow in this system is controlled by solenoid valves. , The solenoid
is a simpie electromagnet consisting of a coil of wire which, wfien energized by an
electric current. produces a magnetic field that will attract feiroui Metals such as
iron-and alloys. An armature (plunger) is placed in a sealed housing with the coil
placed around the housing. Each valve is controlled by a thermostat. Each valve is
wired in series with its thermostat but in parallel with the other valves and
thermostats.

'Types of Solenoid Valves

There are isiso types of solenoid valves, direct acting and pilot operated. They
are located in the liquid lines, before the thermostatic expansion valves or in the sud-
tion lines. In the direct acting,. the solenoid coil opens the main port directly by lift-
ing the valve off the seat,

The pilot operated solenoid is used on large systems. In this valve the plunger
opens a pilot port which allows pressure on top of a piston to be released through the
pilot port. This creates a pressure unbalance across the piston. The pressure is now
greater under the piston than above and the piston moves upwar.q opening a main port.
To close the valve the piston closes the pilot port, equalizes the pressure and the main
valve closes.

Principle of Operation

Assume that ail evaporators are warm and the compressor is operating. ,As the
temperature of each evaporator is reached, its thermostat stops current flowing to
the solenoid coil and the valve closes. If this valve is located in the liquid line it will
stop r. frigerant flow, but the compressor continues to operate. The pressure in each
eva. ator continues to go down, but very little refrigeration is taking place because
no I quid is entering. When all valves are closed, the compressor pulls the pressure
in e suction line down to the cutout point; and the pressure control stops the system.
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Men the temperature of eithei evaporator increases to the cut-in setting, its
thermostat current is directed to the/valve-causing it to open so refrigerant can flow in-
to the evaporator. (See figure 3 for a,typical system. ) When the evaporator pressure
causes suction pressure to rise to the cut-in point on the pressure control, the com-
pressor starts. After the ,vaporator is satisfied, th valve closes, the suction line
pressure drops to the lowspressure motor control cutout point, and the compressor
stops. (

If the system is equipped w tAsolenoid valves in the suction line. the valves will
cicse as the evaporators are s isfied. There is very little' cooling since there is no
refrigefant move,rnent; howev r the compressor operates until tne suction line pres -
sure drops to the cutout point nd the low pressure motor control stops -thecompressor.
Usually an accumulator is placed in the suction line near the compressor to insure that
no liquid refrigerant enters the compressor when any soleno d valve first opens. See
figure 3A.

4

Cheek valves allowing free flow in one direction and none in the other are installed
in the suction line of all evaporators except the warmest. When the solenoid valve
opens. the high pressure vapor in the warmer evaporator would back up into the colder
ones if no means were provided to prevent it. This would cause a warming of the cold-
er evaporator> resulting in a loss of efficiency. Then they would all call for refrigerant.

There are several important factors that must be considered when using solenoid
valves insrultiole systems. These are receiver size, defrosting of the coil and low
pressure motor control. The receiver must be large enough to hold the entire refrig-
eront charge in the system. As each liquid line solenoid valve cluses, the refrigerant
is pumped out of the evaporator and returnee to the receiver. When the solenoid valve
closes, the pressure in the evaporator will continue to drop. This will keep the evap-
orator from varming up enough for the coil to defrost. The low pressure control should
be set to cut in and out for the pressures of the coldest evaporator. It will then operate
for the warmer evaporators.

Solenoid Valve Selection

The tvpe of control application requires definite information concerning the valve
se,lection. The fluid to be controlled. capacity needed, maximum working pressure,
maximum operating pressure differential (MOPD), and electrical characteristics are
factors that must be known.

The selection of a valve depends on whether it is used on liquid or gas. as the
specific volume of a gas varies with pressure and temperature. The capacity of a
val%e is given in tons of refrigeration with a 2-4 psi pressure drop across the valve
for liquid and 1 psi for gas.

The MOPD is the pressure against which the solenoid win operate the valve. Tho:
pressUre is measured between the inlet and outlet of the valve when it is closed. The
valve rating must be equal to or better than the maximum operating pressure of the
system. The electrical ch*acteristics include voltage. phasing. and cycles.
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Figure 3. Solenoid Valve Multitemperature System (Liquid Line)
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Figure 3A. Solenoid Valve Multitemperature System (Suction Line)
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Installation of Solenoid Valves

Most solenoid .valves are closed by 'gravity. As a result they must operate in a
vertical position and must be placed in a horizontal line. They can be placed in either
the refrigerated space or in normal ambient temperature areas. A strainer should be
placed in the line ahead of the valve. The valves are marked with direction of flow and
'should be installed in the right direction.

When installing a valve with sweat type connections, the valve should be taken apart
and the body wrapped in a wet rag so that the valve will not be warped. However you
should not let moisture get inside the valve.

Solenoid Valve Malfunctions

Should a solenoid valve fail to function properly, the following service hints indi-
cate some of the probable causes of failure and suggestions for correcting the trouble.

When the valve fails to open. check for:

I. A broken wire to the coil. Isolate the solenoid by disconnecting the leads.
Check for continuity through the coil. If the resistance is infinity, replace
the co l.

2. System operating pressure too high. Check actual pressure differential across
valve against nameplate MOPD rating. If the actual differential exceeds the
nameplate rating. a valve with a higher MOPD rating must be used.

3. Valve body or internal parts warped due to excessive brazing temperatures or
excessive wrench torque. Replace damaged valve or cOmponent parts as re-
quired. When threading pipe into the valve, do not apply pressure either by
hand or by wrench against coil housing or enclosed tube. Instead, apply wrench
on flats provided on valve body for this purpose.

4 Dirt or sludge causing valve to stick. Dismantle valve and completely clean
interior and component parts. Install a strainer with a mesh adequate to
prevent foreign material from reaching valve.

Low voltage. The voltage applied to the solenoid valve coil must be at least
85 percent of the rated nameplate voltage. If voltage is found to be lower than
that value, the cause of the voltage drop must be determined and corrected.
Common causes of voltage drop are undersized supply wires, other load con-
nected in series with solenoid coil, loose connections, and faulty control
switches.

6. Coil burnout. Excessive voltage is the most common cause of solenoid coil
burnout. Solenoid coils should not be subjected to a voltage greater than 10
percent above the rated nameplate voltage. Prolonged exposure to excessive
ambient temperatures can also cause coil burnout. If the valve cannot be re-
located in a space with a more reasonable temperature, the use of a special
high temperature coil is advisable.

9
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When the valve fails to close, check for:

I. Valve body or internal parts warped due to excessive brazing temperatures or
excessive wrench torque. Replace damaged valve or components parts as
required.

2. Dirt or sludge causing valve to stick open. Dismantle 'valve and clean all
parts. Install a strainer to prevent a similar occurrence.

wlectr cal circuit cloSed because of faulty switch or relay contacts.

4. Congealed oil causing valve to stic.k. Refrigerant oil should be of the type for
the temperature range of the system. ThiQ is especially true on low-temper-
ature applications where only a goad grade of low temperature oil should be
used.

SOLENOID VALVE MULTITEMPERATURE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. As you can
see in figure 4. the electrical system for the solenoid valve multitemperature system
is almost identical to the single temperature system. The only difference is the addi-
tion of a terminal block, two thermostats and two solenoids. The thermostats control
the temperatures in each of the warmer refrigerated spaces. The thermostats do this
by energizing and deenergizing the solenoids. The solenoid valves control the refrig-
erant flow to the evaporators of these warmer boxes. The refrigerant flow to the cold-
est evaporator is controlled solely by the DPMC.

E VA PORA TOR PRESSURE REGULATOR MULTITEMPERATURE SYSTEM

The refrigerant flow is controlled by evaporator pressure regulators in this system.
The evaporator pressure regulator (EPR valve) is the oldest and perhaps best known of
these suction line controls. Its sole function is to prevent the evaporator pressure from
falling below a predetermined pressure for which the regulator has been set. The EPR
maintains a constant pressure in the evaporator coil. It may be used on a multiple sys-
tem to maintain certain minimum pressures on individual evaporators.

T -pes of Evaporator Pressure Regulator Valves

The type of E PR valves are direct and pilot operated. Following are specific types
in each.

1. Direct acting. Metering EPRs operate as a device on the suction side of the
evaporator. It modulates, opens, and closes when the pressure in the evapo-
rator varies only a fraction of a pound. The control element can,be either a
diaphragm or bellows. Figure 5 illustrates a system using this type of EPR
valve. Snap-action type which is designed so that a decided rise in pressure
is made in the coil before the valve will open. This type is used an an evapo-
rator where defrost on the 'off cycle is desired. It is either fully open or
closed. It does not modulate. Thermostatic EPRs have a thermobulb that is
attached to the evaporator, and the operation of the control is by the tempera-
ture of the evaporator on the power element. This-type can be either modu-
lating or snap-action.
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Figure 4. Solenoid Valve Multitemperature System

2. Pilot operated. This type is used on small or large systems. When the
pressure in the evaporator rises above the pressure setting of the pilot,
the pilot valve opens admitting pressure to the top of the main piston. The
piston moves down, opening the main port allowing the evaporator pressure
to drop back to the original setting. When the pressure drops below the
pilot pressure setting, the pilot closes. The main spring closes the main
valve as the pressure on top of the main valve decreases. Thereby evapo-
rator pressure does not fall below the pressure setting of the pilot. The two
types of pilot controlled valves are internal and external. The internal type
receives its source of pressure from the regulator inlet connection. The ex-
ternal pilot type receives its source of pressure for pilot operation from a
tine cormected to the surge drum cu. suction header on the evaporator pressure
regulator.

11
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Figure 5. Evaporator Pressure Regulator Multitemperature System

Operation of the EPR

When the cutout temperature of an evaporator is determined, 'the EPR valve is
adjusted. As the compressor operates the pressure in the evaporator is lowered.
When a reaches the cutout point of the evaporator the valve will close. This stops the
flow of refrigerant through this evaporator. As the temperature and pressure rises
in the evaporator they rise in the valve forcing the valve off its seat. This will hold
the evaporator pressure constant because of the gradual movement of refrigerant. If
the gradual flow of.refrigerant is sulficient to make the pressure in the common suction
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line increase to the cut -in point of the motor control, the compressor will 40.rate.
This will pull the pressure down to the cutout point. If there is a rapid evaporator
pressure increase because of the addition of a high heat load, the valve will open all
the way. This directs the evaporator pressure to the cOmmon suction line where it
is pulled down to the cutout point of the compressor. The valve will close when the
evaporator is cold enough.

E PR Valve Selection

These valves can be selected from manufacturer's catalogs. These catalogs con-
tain valve capacity tables. Each valve is listed according to its capacity in tons of re-
frigeration. Along with the capacity it is also listed for pressure drop across the
valve. This means that refrigerant enters the valve at one pressure and leaves the
valve at a lower pressure. The difference between the entering and leaving pressures
is the amount of pressure drop across the valve.

e EPR valve should be selected to operate at the lowest pressure of the evapo-
rator. It may also be selected for the type of refrigerant used in the system. Be sure
to select a valve with the correct fittings for the system.

Installation Procedures

The reg- 'ators should be installed in the outlets of the warmer evaporators. The
valves will have either sweat, flare, or flanged fittings. When installing a valve with
sweat fittings, remove all internal warts and wrap the remaining parts of the valve with
a wet cloth. This precaution pepvents damage to the valve due to overheating while
soldering. The EPR valve may be installed in any position with the exception of the
thermostatic which must be installed vertically. There should be a bypass line with a
hand valve installed around the EPR valve. This is to aid in pump down of the system
without disturbing the valve setting or allowing the valve to interrupt refrigerant flow.

Evaporator PressUre Regulator Malfunctions

I! an EPR valve fails to function properly, the following service hints indicate some
of the\possible reasons for failure alongwithproper steps to place the regulator back in
operation:

1. A regulator stuck in the closed position is indicated by a rise in evaporator
pressure and temperature. Dirt or foreign material in the regulator may be
causing the piston to stick or bind. Take the valve apart and clean the in-
ternal parts thoroughly.

2. A regulator stuck in the open position is indicated by a low evaporator temper-
ature and pressure. Dirt or foreign material in the reguiator may cause the
valve to remain open. Clean internal parts. If the parts are wornreplace
the E PR valve.

3. A leaking regulator is indicated by a suction pressure buildup. The valve seat
is most likely worn or eroded; and, should this be the case, the valve should
be removed mid replaced with a new like item.
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MULTIPLE COMPRESSCT SYSTEMS

A multiple compressor system is two or more compressors operating on one evap-
orator. The comOressors may be connected in parallel or in series. Figure 6 illus-
trates a typical multiple compressor that is piped in parallel. This unit is used to main-
tain a refrigerated space having a high or varying heat load. It can be used in air con-
ditioning; refrigerated warehouses or walk-in boxes. Multiple compressor systems
are also used to obtain ultralow temperatures.
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Figure 6.-` Multiple Compressor System Piped in Parallel
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Mu tiple Compressors Piped in Parallel

Operating a refrigeration system with several compressors and one evaporator is
not new. It has always been a common practice to use two, three, or even four com-
pressors on one evaporator in ice plants. As an example, 100-ton ice plant may use
four compressors. In the winter, three of these units could be shut off and only one
operated. Then in the spring as the weather warms up and the demand for ice increases,
another unit can be started. In the hot summer with the plant operating at maximum
output all four compressors would be operating.

Advantages

Here are $ome Advantages to be gained by using multiple compressor units on one
evaporator space:

1. Partial operation in case of failure of one unit.

2. Economy of operation at low loads.

. Control of refrigeration effect.
400.

There are many warehouses in the Air Force that use multiple compressor sys-
tems. These warehouses contain thousands of dollars worth of perishable commOdities.
In the event one compressor fails, the other can maintain the temperature low enough
to prevent spoilage until the malfunctioning unit can be repaired.

The second advantage is the economy of operation. An air-conditioned tlieater is
a good example. 'Assume the maximum load is 75 tons, and the system is equipped,
with three 25-ton units. On a hot Sunday aiternoon with the theater filled to capacity,
all three units would be operating. However, on a cool weekday with only a few cus-
tomers, the load may be 25 tons or less requiring the operation of only one unit with
a savings in power cost and equipment usage. A check of summer operating time may
indicate that the third unit was required less than 1/10th of the time.

The refrigeration effect can be maintained in this theater regardless of the heat
load. One 25-ton compressor cools the theater on a cool weekday. As the heat load
increases the second compressor cycles. At maximum load the third compressor
eye les.

Disadvantages

1. The Initial cost of two small condensing units is more than for one big unit
that equals the capacity of two small ones. It is cheaper to install one big
unit instead of two small ones.

2. There will be a small difference in crankcase pressure. The suction pres-
sure must be the same in each crankcase. If the pressures are not equal the
oil will collect in the compressor with the lowest pressure. This will cause
the other compressor to fail due to a lack of oil. This difference is corrected
by using equalizing lines. Gas and oil equalizer lines are connected to the
crankcase of each compressor. The gas equalizer line must be installed
above the maximum oil level. The oil equalizer line must be installed below
the rrimrnum oil level.
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TEMPERATURE RANGES

The tour temperature ranges pertaining to refrigeration are:

High: 32°F and above

Medium: 32° F to 00

Low: 0° F to -40° F

Ultralow: -40°F and below

There are problems in each range that are not found in other ranges. In the high
temperature range there is the problem of condensation, dehumidification and conden-
sate water disposal. Medium temperature range gives us the problem ot automatic
defrost systems. Automatic defrost sAtems are not needed in high temperature work
and cannot be used on ultralow temperature systems. To heat the evaporator coil of an
ultralow system above 320 for defrost purposes would greatly decrease the efficiency
of the system. In low temperature refrigeration work, the effectiveness of the com-
pressor decreases. This is due to the fact that the efficiency of the condensing unit
decreases as the suction pressure decreases.

Ciltralow temperature refrigeration systems present several problems. The prob-
lems become more critical as the temperature lowers. Following are some of the com-
mon problems encountered in the ultralow temperature work:. insulation requirements,
refrigerant requirements, refrigerant controls, lubrication requirements, and loss of
compressor efficiency due to volumetric deficiency.

ULTRALOW TEMPERATURE SYSTEMS

The use of ultralow temperature refrigeration has increased tremendously in the
past few years. It is used for food processing (freeze-dry) and operational testing of
various in.struments, such as electronic equipment. The Air Force uses ultralow
temperature refrigeration for testing of instruments and simulated flight conditions.

Insulation Requirements

As the difference between room temperature and box temperature increases, the
temperature difference is often 2000 F or more. This requires 10 to 12 inches of in-
sulation. If the box is expected to hold a low temperature at all times, it is best to use
a high-thermal capacity insulation such as cork or foam glass. However, if you expect
to simulate flight conditions, a high temperature for one period of time and a low tem-
perature for the next, it is necessary to use an insulating material with a low-thermal
capacity such as "Ferrotherm." This is a number of thin sheets of steel with air of
Santocel siltca aerogel) filling the spaces between each sheet. By using Ferrotherm
it is po,,sible to produce temperatures from 750F above to 75°F below in less than one
hour.
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Refrigerant Requirement's

There are four refrigerants thae',work satisfactorily in ultralow systems. These
are R-22, R-13, R-13B1 and R-502. I, R-22 will produce a temperature of -40°F at at-
mospheric pressure. 'At 23 inches of vacuum it boils at -90°F. This refrigerant is
used very often In meat storage cabinets and in the first stage of the cascade system.
R-13 is the best refrigerant obtainable -16-i1. use in the first stage of a cascade system.
It will produce a temperature of -110°' at atmospheric pressure, but the high side
pressure is very critical. The high side pressure is 100 psig with a temperature of
-25°F. This shows that when using R-13, it is necessary to cool the condenser with
refrigerant. R-13 has a pressure of 520 psig at 80°F which is its critical temperature.

Refrigerants such as ammonia. sulphur dioxide, and methyl chloride cannot be -

used in ultralow temperature systems. The specific volume of ammonia and methyl
chloride is too high, and sulphur dioxide will freeze to a solid at -98°F or less. R-12
has been used in some systems to maintain a temperature of -100°F. Its specific
volume and low evaporator pressure (27 inches of vacuum at -100°F) makes it less
acceptable than either R-22. R-13, R213B1 or R-502.

All low temperature refrigerants.have very high head pressures. For this reason
pressure relief valves thust be installed in each system using these refrigerants.

Refrigerant Controls

Ordinary expansion valves are n, satisfactory for'use in ultralow refrigeration
installations. The excessive superheating at the bulb location makes them unaccept-
able for use in systems with a temperature less than -400F.

Expansion valves for ultralow temperature systemS are notavailable through nor -
mal supply channels. Various manufactUrers will furnikh cross-charged valiies for
ultralow temperature work. Each valve is engineered and designed for a specific load,
temperature range. and application:

Lubrication Requirements

AU halqcarbon refrigerants have a tendency to remove the wax from the oil in the
system. As the temperature decreases, the tendency of the wax to separate from the
oil increases. When the wax separates from the oil, it will "plug up" Elle needle in the
expansion valve giving an indication of a "frozen" expansion valve.

Oil must be processed especially for ultralow temperatures. It must have a very
low wax content and possess lubricating properties at very low temperatures. The use
of an oil separator to keep the oil out of the low temperature evaporator will'help mini-
mize the lubrication problems.
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Volumetric Deficiency

There must be some space between the top of the cylinder and the piston head when
the piston is at top dead center. This space is known as "mechanical clearance. " The
gas left in this space after the compression stroke is equal to the head pressure. As
the piston starts down, this pressure reduces until it is less than the low side. As
soon as the pressure in the cylinder becomes lesS than the low side, the vapor from
the low side flows into the cylinder. The lower the sUction pressure the farther down-
',yard the piston must travel before vapor is emitted into the cylinder. If R-12 is used
to .maintain an evaporator temperature of -800 F, the low side would be 24 inches of
vacuum. If the high side pressure is 100 psig and unless we use a very long cylinder..
the pressure in the cylinder will never reducetelow 24 inches of vacuum. It is appar-
ent that it is impossible to get -80°F temperature using R-12 and a single-stage com-
pressor. The compression ratio would be ever 30:1.

This problem is overcome by using one of two ultralow temperature systems.

TYPES OF ULTRALOW TEMPERATURE SYSTEMS

Direct Compounding

In this system the compressors are connected in series. One compressor will
oompress the refrigerant and discharge it into the suction of the other. The pressure
of the refriorant is increased by the second compressor and discharged into the water-
cr.)oled condenser. The same refrigerant is used throughout the system.

Cascading

This system is composed of two complete refrigeration units connected by an inter-
t:tacc heat exchanger. 'This heat exchanger is the condenser for one unit and the evap-
orator for the-other. The evaporator of the high-pressure unit removes heat from the
condenser of the unit that reaches u4salow temperatures. Two different refrigerants
must be used in this system.

DIRECT COMPOUNDING

A simple direct compounding system consiSts of two or more compressors in ser-
ies. This installation gives satisfactory results, but the addition of intercoolers and
subcoolers will increase the system's efficiency without increasing the cost of opera-
tion. Of several arrangeMents used for direct compounding, .the two most common are
the intercooler and subcooler systems.

lotercooler System

The intercooler system is Illustrated in figure 8. The first-stage compressor
draws the vapor from the evaporator through the heat exchanger. The vapor is then
compressed and discharged to an intercooler where the superheat that was added by
the first stage compressor is removed. You will note that the first compressor has
reduced the volume of gas approximately one-half, resulting in the requirement for
the second compressor to be only one-half as large as the first compressor.
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The cooled vapor from the intercooler is drawn into the suction side of the second
stage compressor where it is compressed and discharged to the condenser. The size
of the intercooler is ciitical. If the vapor is cooled enough in the intercooler. it will
condense into a liquid and cause a liquid lock in the second stage compressor. The
liquid refrigerant leav the condenser, passes through the heat exchanger and then

4aack into the evaporato , completing the cycle. The use of heat exchangers to reduce
the temperature of the ¶iquid before it enters the evaporator is an absolute necessity
in this type of refrigeration system.

TEN,

EV APORATOR

HEAT EXCHANGER

i.tksi
/ STAGL
L.CmPRESSow

*ATER LINES

INTERCOOLER ( SECOND
STAGE

COMPRESSOR

OIL
SEPARATOR

1. CONDENSER

Subcooler System

EQUALIZER LINE

Figure 8. Compound System with Intercooler
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The subcooler type system is shown in figure 9, This system operates on the prin-
ciple that the cooler the refrigerant when it enters the evaporator, the less flash gas
will be formed. The purpose of the subcooler is to cool the hot liquid refrigerant be -
fure it goes into the evaporator. Starting at the.condenser, the hot liquid refrigerant
passes through line C where part of it goes into line B and into the subcooler to be
cooled. The rest of the liquid goes down to line A to the expansion valve and into the
subcooler coil. Here it evaporates and cools the liquid refrigerant in the subcooler.
The second st,i1..:e compressor moves the vapor from the subrooler coil, compresses it.
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7
and relurns tt to'the condenser. The subcooled liquid refrigerant leaves the subcooler,
goes through the expansion valve and into the evaporatc4 where it boils and turns into a
vapor. The first,-stage compressor removes this vapor, compresses it, and discharges
it into rho second compressor. The second-stage compressor completes the compres-
iion and dischart_ws the hot vapor to the condenser, completing the cycle. Very often
[hi type ',;vstem uses a V-type compressor with the first-stage compressor twice as,
iart,,t, as the second. This type compressor requires only one motor and eliminates the
in-,,t)ten1 of oil level equahzing.

t ait't k A t
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csan
.t.t. aka

0 04

thi5Ek

WATt H i.111

Figure 9. Subcooter System

CASCADE SYSTEMS

Fh ord cascade means "steps. It is more often used in referring to a type of
:-ccrtali. The water tails from a high level down to the bOttom. Falls of this type
it4ht be considered two separate waterfalls. This is the same with a cascade refrig-

iration ,;v stem. it is two or three independent refrigeration systems operating in con-
Hfict ion with each +.ther but at different temperature levels. The connecting point of the

cms is a condenser-evaporator. This unit is the condenser for the first system and
the ,..,.'aporat;;r f:Ir the second,.
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There are 4( wo completely independent refrigeration cycles in this system. It has
two main advantages over the direct compounding system; (1) there is no problem of ott
equalizing. and (2) a different refrigerant is used in each system. R-13 is usually used
in the low temperature cycle and R-12 in the high temperature cYcie.

Elementary Cascade System

An elementary eascade system is shown in figure 10. The first stage compressor
'removes the vapor from the low-temperature evaporator, compresses it. and dis-
charges it into the condenser-evaporator. Here it is cooled and condensed by the
second-stage system. The liquid refrigerant goes through the expansion valve into the
evaporator completing the cycle for the first stage system. starting at the condenser
of the second-stage system, the liquid goes through the expansion valve into the coil in
the condenser -evaporator. Here it turns to a vapor from the heat of the first stage
system. The second stage compressor removes the vapor from the coil in the
condelser-eaporator. compresses it. and discharges it into the condenser, com-
pleting the second stage cycle.

TEV

EVAPORA TON

LOW 1PRESSURE CYC.

Figure 10. Elementary Cascade System
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T,wo-Stal4e Cascade System

.1 ht,,u cxchanger has been added, The 3 are several arrangements of the two-stage
Plc (wm-sta40 cascado system is a ietinement over the elementary system, in that

system ,is far as the location of the heat exchaAger is concerned, but the condenser -
evaporator must always be located between the two stages. The cold vapor, figure l.i.
fronl the evaporator passes throu0 the heat exchanger where it is heated by the hot
liquid from the second stage system. From the heat exchanger it passes to the first
'-;tat.;e ,rnmpressor where it is compressed and discharged into the condenser-evaporator.
livre,lt condenses and (urns to a liquid. The liquid passes through the expansion valve
into the tw,iporator completing the first-stage cycle. In the second-stlge cycle. the

IV *PURA TOR

TEV

HEAT EXCHANGER

*A tf,R L INES

Figurv 11. Two-Stage Cascade System
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liquid leaves the condenser and passes to the heat exchanger where it is subcooled bythe cold vapor in the first-stage system. It then passes through the expansion valve
into the condenser-evaporator where it turns into a vapor,- cooling the hot vapor in thefirst-stage system. From the condenser-evaporator the vapor passes to the second -
stage compressor where It is compressed and discharged into the condenser, com-
pleting :he second-stage cycle.

SUMMARY

Multiple evaporator systems are found most often in restaurants, soda fountains,
bars, meat and produce markets. Although multiple installations are used in several
different applications, a must not be presumed that any two evaporators may be con-nected in' a multiple system without regard to size, usage, humidity and temperaturerequirements.

To control the temperature in a multitemperature installation, various combina-
tions of valves and controls must be used, such as solenoid va, s and evaporator
pressure regulating valves.

Solenoid valves may be placed in either the suction or liquid lines: however, if
solenoid valves are used, the size of the receiver must be increased. Check valves
must be used to prevent the vapor in the warmest evapori..or from backing up into the
colder evaporator.

Evaporator pressure regulating valves are designed to maintain a given pressure
in the evaporator. They are used in the suction line at the outlet of the evaporator.

There are four different temperature ranges in refrigeration work. high, medium,
low. and ultralow.

Each temperature range has its own particular problems, but ultralow temperature
ranges present the most complex and critical problems There are two ways to obtain
very low temperatures: direct stag-ing and cascading.

In a direct compounding system, it is necessary to use the same refrigerant but in
a cascading system you must use a different refrigerant in each side of the system.

-QUESTIONS

1. Name and explain the two classifications of multiple evaporator systems.

2. Name the two methodsof controlling the temperature in multiple evaporator
systems.
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When is an aC curtulator used in a multiple evaporator system?

What is the function of the check valve in the system'?

Name two evaporator pressure regulating valves.

Explain the use of the bypass line.

Name the lour temperature ranges.

Wha are four problems encountered in ultralow temperature?

Y. What are the two methods of obtaining ultralow temperature"'

10. \That is the main purpose of the subcooler in a direct compounding system?

25



11. What is the indication of wax separation in ultralow temperature systems'?

12. What is the purpose of equalizing lines on a multiple compressor system'?
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COOLING TOWERS

OBJECTIVE

This study guide will help you in learning:

Purpose and types of cooling towrs.

Major components ad construetipn features.

Purpose if bleed-off and makeupfeatures.

Vffects of scale. corrosion, algae and turbidity on water towers.

Installation and maintenance regairements.

Cooling towers see figure 12) are
used to cool the water from the water-
cooled condensers.of refrigeration and
air-conditioning systems. The hot water
from the condenser is pumped to the top
of the tower, then sprayed on a distribu-
tion deck where it passes through holes
and falls onto the wetted deck. The cool
water falls into the collection pan and
the cycle begins again.

Air passing through the tower
evaporat,s sonic of the water. The
heat of evaporation comes from the
water itself; therefore, when the
water reaches the collecting tank at
the bottom of the tower its tempera-
ture is 10 to 180 less than it was at the':
top of the tower. The smaller the drop:-
lets of water the more surface area is ;

exposed to the action.of the air and the,"
faster the rate of evaporation. The
same process takes place here that
takes place when a swimmer comes
out of the water. As long as the
swimmer is under the water and not Figure 12. Cooling Towers
in contact with the air, he is relatively
warm. However. when he steps out of-the water into the air, evaporation takes place.
The heat for this evaporation comes fkom the swimmer's body and leaves a feeling of
being cold.
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Figure 13. Distributing Deck and Fan

A basic cooling tower (figure 14)
consists of water spray, a collecting
pan, drain connections, and a struc-
ture of louvers or solid panels which
form an enclosure or spray chamber.
A pump is provided for the reci; .ula-
tion of the cooled condenser watt.r.
Most cooling towers are equipped with
an adjustable bleed-off to help reduce
scale and corrosion.

Types

There are two types of cooling tow-
ers; one is the atmospheric or natural
draft tower whic\ti depends on wind ve-
locity, the other is the forced draft type
which uses a fan to force the air througti
the tower.

4

C 0

Figure 14. Schematic Diagram of a
Natural Draft Cooling Tcwer



NATURAL DRAFT. A natural draft or atmoSpheric cooling tower is dependent on
natural air movement hrough its structure for effective operation.. This type tower has
louvered panels on all four sides to permit the wind to pass through the spray chamber.
Structural members of these towers are usually made of steel, and the wetted deck of
cypress or redwood_ They arp normally used for small refrigerating systems and are
always located outdoors. To permit maximum circulation of air through them, they are
placed a good distance from a building or other wind obstruction. All atmospheric tow-
ers must be placed away from wind obstructions to obtain the benefit of prevailing winds
ouring the summer.

Natural draft towers are designed for a 3 to 5 mile wind velocity and are selected
o Cool the water to approximately 70 above the wet bulb temperature. The amount of

water circulated through the tower spray system is at the rate of 5 gallons per minute
per ton f rpirigeration required.

FORCED DRAFT TOWERS_ Forced draft towers are equipped with solid metal
panels on all four sides which are mounted on structural steel members with openings
tor flow of inlet and discharge air. Fans are located either at the inlet or at the outlet
,)f spray chamber depending on manufacturer's particular design. Normally, forced
draft rowers are used on large refrigerating systems and are installed either indoors
or outdoors in any convenient space. . Indoor installations are nei.r the outside wall to

- reduce duct work to and from the outside. Sizes of the duLis are never smaller than
the openings of the tower. Restrictions in ducts and louvers, and sharp or square
hends are avoided since they reduce the airflow.- Forceddraft towers are selected for
the same wet bulb temperature. The amount of water circulated t.!-Arough the tower
spray system is at the rate of 3 gallons per minute per ton of ..'efrigeration required
:ei figure 15).

Regardless of whether a natural convection or a forced convection tower is used,
tin .1;erage of 1,8 gallons of water will be evaporated per hour for each ton of refrig-
oral .on capacity.

Coy ing rowe r Components

The spray noLzies are used to distribute and atomize the condenser water to the
top )f the tower. The distribution deck further distributes the water over the wetted
deck. The wetted deck made of redwood or cypress slats slows the water flow aiding
in evaporative cooling of the water. Louvers are used to direct the airflow through
the tower. The cool water falls into the collection pan or sump. An overflow pipe is
installed in the sump to reduce water spillage and can be used for bleed-off control.
The bleed-off line may also be installed on the water line from the condenser to the
spray nozzles. The float valve is installed in the water makeup line to start and stop
the flow of makeup water. The water circulating pump ouppiles cool water from the
cooling tower sump through the water-cooled condenser, to the spray nozzles
(figure 15).

The forced draft tower has a fan rn force air through the tower and eliminators to
prevent water being pulled out by the fan,
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Figtire 15. Schematic Diagram of a Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower

Cooling Tower Piping

Condenser water-circulating piping is usually of galvanized steel pipe and cast -
iron fittings. Sufficient numbers of valves, flanges, and unions are installed so that
the pump and condenser may be disconnected easily. Gate valves are used in the lines
since they offer less resistance to the tvater flow. Globe type drain and vent valves
are installed at all low and high points to drain or vent the piping system. Multicon-
denser systems have valves on inlet and outlet water connections to each condenser
so that condensers may be disconnected without interfering with the operation of the
rest of the condenser water circulating system. Pipe connections to the cooling tower,
condenser, and pumps should never be smaller than the inlet or outlet connections of
the equipment. The pump inlet connection to the cooliag tower pan Is always the same
pi pe. size as the fitting on the pan for a distance of 5 feet if the connection is vertical,
and for the entire length if it is horizontal. The pump inlet connection at the tower pan
is protected by a wire screen to prevent debris from entering the piping system.

Cooling towers have provisions for adequate bleed-off to keep down concentration
of solids in water. This is done by installing a bleeder line from the spray nozzle
header to'the drain, similar to the bleeder line on evaporative condensers. Makeup
water replaces the water that has been lost due to evaporation, wind drift, overflow,
and bleed -off
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Capacity Control

The amount of heat removed fron-i the condenser may be controlled by one of the
following methods. When these methods are used together, there is a more efficient
control. Figure 16 shows the three main capacity control systems.

MODULATING VALVE. This valve is operated by a Series 90 electric motor and
a thermostat. The thermostat senses the temperature of the water leaving the con-
dvnser. It has an insertion type sensing element that is installed in the outlet water-
Ime from the condenser. The thermostat is set for a desired temperature. When the
condenser water temperature rises to the cut-in setting on the thermostat the bypass
portion of the valve closes. This allows the water to flow from the condenser to the
tower.

CYCLING FAN. In this method of capacity control the cooling tower fan is cycled
by a pressurestat that is connected to the compressor discharge liae. When the dis-
charge pressure increases, the pressurestat will cycle the fan to the on position. This
removes the heat from the water, reducing the pressure. When the discharge pres-
sure decreases to the pressurestat setting, the fan is cycled off.

MODULATLNG DAMPERS. These dampers are located in the tower fan discharge
airflow. The operation of the dampers is controlled by a pneumatic thermostat. A
pneumatic damper operator positions the dampers according to what is called for by
the tiiermostat. A remote bulb sensing element is installed in the collecting pan of the
cooling tower. When the condensing pressure increases, the tower mater temperature
increases. This is sensed by the thermostat. The thermostat sends a signal to the
controller to open the dampers. This allows more air to go through the tower to re-
move the heat. When the temperature is reduced the thermostat signals the damper
operator to close the dampers.

Cooling Tower Maintenance

Coolmg towers can be kept clean and operating efficiently with one service call per
month. The following preventive maintenance procedures will guarantee a clean
trouble-free system. It will be noted that there is nothing complicated about any of
the steps. All of the following steps are necessary but the most important factor to
remember is that they must be performed regularly.

SERVICE PROCEDURES. Following are procedures for servicing cooling towers:

I Keep the water free of dirt and circulating at full rate. As often as required,
clean out any clogged spray nozzles and clean slime and foreign matter from
water distribution pan. At least once a month drain and flush the iirt out of
the cooling tower. Clean all screens and make sure ali lines and pipes are
unrestricted.

Make sure bleed-out is working. Install a bleed line that will not plug up.
Install this line so that the amount of bleed can be measured and changed as
required. For most systems the bleed rate should be two gallons per hour
per ton. If the equipment is large or if the makeup water is exceptionally
hard it may require the use of a water ctemist to determinethe correct
amount of bleed.
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Figure 16. Cooling Tower Capacity Control Diagram



The requirements for satisfactory bleed are as follows:

Flows at the desired rate at all times

Does not plug up or reduce rate between service calls.

Cannot be easily tampered with by unauthorized persons.

Flow rate can be easily measured and reset as required.

3 Maintain adequate concentration of phosphates in the system. Phosphates are
primarily used to control the formation of scale. It will also control corro-
sion. but larger amounts of the chemical must be used.

Keep algae growth controlled by adding appropriate algaecides.

Make physical inspection for corrosion so that corrective steps can be taken
if evidence of corrosion is found.

Determine cleanliness of heat transfer surfaces. Note any abnormal increase
in head pressure or temperature which may indicate fouled up heat exchant.Ter
surfaces or water piping.

LOCATION OF BLEED LINE. The bleed line should be located as illustrated in
fit.mre

ove or both ooints A, and B must
1m4her than the water.level in the

pan (o prevent the water from syphon-
io out when the system is not running.

Lea,e enough clearance between
pipe cap and drain, so quart bottle can
be used to measure bleed rate.

Bleed rate can be measured by de-
termining the number of seconds it takes
to fill a quart bottle. Bleed rate in gal-
lons per hour equals 900-divided by the
number oi seconds required to fill the
bott le .

Safety Precautions
Figure 17. Location of Bleed Line

When work is being performed on ihe tower all electrical switches should be in the
off position. This should prevent the accidental operation of units during maintenance.
Protective clothing should be worn when transferring chemicals from their containers
to the feeders.
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SUMMARY

Cooling towers are an important part of air-conditioning systems, and if taken
care of yill give many years of trouble-free service.

The types of cooling towers are natural draft and forced draft systems.

Cooling tower piping, types of fittings, and types of valves must meet the
requirements for the application of the system.

A capacity control system must be used that will allow the sy§tem to handle the
maximum refrigeration load and also operate at reduced loads. Capacity control is
usually provided for by using a modulating water valve that isioperated by head
pressure.

Cooling tower maintenance and service procedures should be followed to insure an
operational system with as little downtime as possible. This can be accomplished by
correct water treatment and keeping the system clean.

QUESTIONS

What are the two types of cooling towers?

2. At what w nd velocity are natural draft towers designed to operate?

3. What is the evaporation rate?

What is the purpose of the bleed-off?

5. What do we use to control algae growth?
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6. What .is at formula used to- figure bkeed.off rate?
. %

V

A

Why must there be a clearance between pipe arid drain?

0

When using a forAd draft tower, how much water muss b circlated through
the tower?
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The installation sena inaintionance of Contrifugal pumps are yorir reaponstiiiitierf. ,
To properly maintain au enclosed chilled water.system, one niusebe able to service
the centrifugal puntp. The pump moves the chilled water thrchith the system. You

w will alsc be called upon to service the centrifugal pumps used ,to circulate water in a
cootirtower condensing system.

Centrifugal purips may be either single or double suction.',In-the singlersuction
pump the water enters from one side of the impeller only. In the douille -suction type
the water entens the impeller from both sides. Centrifugal Pumps.may.also be 41assi-
fled as single or-muttiple stage. By staging, we mean the ,isamber ollimpellers the wa-
ter must go througlielmfore it goes tn the outlbt of the pump. In a three-stage pump, the
first impeller wo Id pick up'the water, put it in motion ahddlscharge it to the ialet of-
the second imptf. r. The sscond impeller adds more motion to the water and passes
it along to the thi impeller. The third impeller adds more *notion to the water and
discharges it to outlet of the pump. By usipg three or more stages it is possible
to lift water 100-f t or more.

Most ce
stage type.

Principle of Opiraiion,

k
penips used.ln refrigeration work are of the single -suction.lirigle

-The centrifugal pump utilizes the
throwing force of a rapidly revolving
inipeller. The Liquid is pulled in at
the center of the impeller and is dls-
,charced at the outer rim ef the, impel- SUCTION PONT

ler. .By the time the liquid reaches
the outer rim of the imgeller, it has
acquired a coneiderable
The liquid is thenesloired down bybeing
led 'through a volute (a gradually widen-
infrchannel tn ate .punip cuing). See
figure 18. As the velocity decrease,
the pressure increase. \it beaus
preisure which oak* the chimp to raw e 4111110

Centrifugal Pump' Charaoteristics

A centrifugal pump is not a gositive dieplacement paw. That is, it will not de-
liver the same amount of water 'all the time. In fact, cuat of the main characteristics
of a centrifugal pump' is the relationship of the aloud of water it wilt deliver against
a given pressure. A centrifugal pump may deliver 100 gallons per hoar ati420 psi
prissitre hut as the preuure le increased the pump will not deliver as much water.

DnICNA

Figure 18. Simpte Centrifugal Pump

, S
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Eact; ielarifugal pump has a -
pump chaiacteristig curve (see
figure 19) that shows the quantity
of water that the pump will pro-
duce at different pressurea. routs
wilt notice that as the pressure
increases at 100 psi, the galloni
per minute r;daces to zero.

The pressure againsit which
a punip clan operitte awl the.
amount of iwater it will deliver
at that, pressure depends d1rect-4-
ly on the.speed of the impeller:

4 ;

Three factors must be con-
sidered when selectingfa pump
to do a given job.

1. The quantity of watee-
deliVered varies directly
with the pqmp speed.

Theptessurejeveioprariests the square of the( spee4.

The horsepoWbr/r iaries as the Oub:e of the peec17.11

For practical interpretatio the fir!IttActor says that if the speed of the pump is
, doubled, the amonnt.of water dlivered 11 oleo be doubled.-

\3.

-

to

Tis

T130
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250 . 300
or

teristiturve
11.

, .
EXAMPLE: Assume the speed oethe pump,is 1, 000xpm,and ihe water is
flowing at a rate of 75 gallons per minute. Now iarU. tha 'Speed to 2, 000
rpm; the rate of waterflow will increase to150 pitons per minute.

The second factoresays that if the speed.is doubled the pressurs increase four
times.

EXAMP: Assume the speed is 1, 090 rpin and thp'pressureettevelOped Is
.

a el

20 pal. By increasiN the speed to 2, 0010 rpm we idcriue the pressure to
80 psi..

,

Vie third factor states oat if the spss0 irs doubled the hbrsepowpr required to drive
the pump must be inereised eight timec . *

0 L

N" EXAMPLE: Assume we can use, a sae-horsepower +tor' to dr4e. pAt a
speed of 1, 000 rpm and produce a pressure o420 psi and a wat4 rate 9d 15

\ ga.11ons per minute. Now increase the speed el 2, 000 rpm. 'The watiiillpir rate
) will increase to 150 galkma.per minute and thi pressure wilt thciuu. to-88 psi 1,7but we must uve an eight-horsepower motor to drive Or pump.,

S.

4
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An additional charactListic is that centrifugal pumps are nor Self Priming, _be- ,

cause they will not pump air. Therefore, the pump and pipe must be full of water
before the pemp ts started. Filling.the pump prior' to.starting is =Wad priming.
Before priming, you should Make sure all the connections between the pump and the
%veer in the well are airtight. Remove the priming plug from the pump and fill theiNpump and pipe,with water. Tit* must be done sloitly.so the,alr in the pipe his*
chance to. escipe. It is very cbvis that there mfit bp soz4sthtng installed-in the .
end of the pipe to keep the waterfrom runnkng out as fast as ou put. ie inie This unit
is a foot valve. tt is so des to allow water to pass through it from the well to
the pump but will cione if the water tiies to run from the pump back into the well.

.44

Centrifugal Ptrap Componekts

Every Pump has a power end. This is usiiaily antelectric motor. The motor shaft
is connected tO the impeller shaft.by means of a fleble 6oupling. The -other end of the
pump is the fluid end. This consists of the' suction port, diselhafge port, the %',Olute (oi
impeller housing), and the impeller. The bnpeller'shaft must be properly' supported.
Bearings are used to center the oh* and allow for smooth rotation. To keep the pump
from leaking at the point Where thel6aft go.es through the housing, packing is installed.
This packing is held in place by a pickingegland.

Head Preesuie.

'We have been speOdng about
as the head pressure. Vela the
Static bead; Prictton Head

_
e pressure* t thegiimp'develops. This (sanown

'of th following pressiires; Pimping head;:

;,

- PUMPING HEAD. Assume you d a pump that wOula deliver 150 gallons per min-1'
ute only 100 gallons per minute is allowed to flu*. Theilamp will de.velop a given pres-
sure. This is known as the pumping head because die pump ,must operate agianst this
Fessure before it can &Over any water; -

a '

% STATIC HEAD. AThs pnrpose of anY punip'is o iaise witer from one,level to an-
er. A pump may do this by either lifting the water, -pdghing the water oi a combina-

tion of both ways (see figure 20),. A,pump cannot efficiently lift water more than'22 feet.
It ca*push water approximately, 2 feiet taer psi developed. -The distance froin the pump
dovin to the water is known as the suctibn Lift distanec,"The dAtance the pump pushes

. the water above the pump-is kikown as tie boost distance. The static head is the sum of
both the lift and boost distance. Let us MOO= we have a pftlp located at the tap of a
.ten-foot Well. We %re going topump tha water Won (Ink 50 feet above be ground.
The static head Would be equal to the weight of waier inn ierticalpipe 8çfeet high.
The pump muse bvercome the static head pressure hi order tonioe the r from the
Well to the tank .%

RP 4
0 t.

FRICIION E4D. Any tintelyou fait* liquid through a idpe the walls of the pips
have& tendency to,restrict the floW of te liquid. The pressure r,equifed to oiercome
tab restsiction it known as Sim friction head% The friction head is equal in a given
pipe xegardless of whethpr It is ingtalled vatic/11y oi horizontally. It is obvious', the
longer the pipe ahd the faster the flow rate the higher the fricti6n head: The friction
head can be reduced by.,usipg pipes with a large inside diameter and a qean 'smooth

V
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0

4

re.

No- Deliver"; Head

Figure 20. Static Head

S.

-%*

4.

a

4 6.

, - ;If the discharge line is shut offSt) that no water is being(deliverady the putnp will
continue to run and 'maintain a given pressure in MS System. This pressure is Imuem

'aii the no:deliVOry head. ' The no*livery head. pressor* is normally a little higher
than thestimping head presture. Centrifugal pumps IV not develop enough mow*
to dangerous. However, the pumit should not be allowed to run Car long periods of
tfm with the discharge line closed. A pump tat is running without delivering any
1st load.

.
.

. .e. 39
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histalition

A 'Armrest foundation mist b.e laid before a'centrifugal pump.can be installed.Fipre 21 shows the ccinctete foundatioi that is necessary to provide a strong enough,.bas4 to wi " 6 " pump vibration and imtIritaln alignment of the punlp,and motor. A,onslinch'c should be left between_the foundation and the pu0A-base. This is%lone to tam f. grouting. e correct; size bolts should be placed. in the co-ncrete'
berfore,the emigre bards, A drawing or tikmplato shoold be usedin Westing the-. bOlts. A piece of ipe with iameter 2.1/2 times larger than the hnit is placedkits*,thirposition of..the It. This is done to Olow movement of the bake as%cl to align the`* ,
pewit) and die motor h./washer is planed between the head of the bolt and Mt pipe tohold the.,bott In plac The bolts ihould be Long enoUgh to stick up through the.mit aftgrie pump ha* been, talled. ,Wedges axe placed-near the center of the.thotor and pump,sometimes mai the middle of the bedplate. The wedgel prov)de for the leveling of theibedplate and the proper clearance/or grouting..

ore

qb.

LEAVE TO 144 UND R BEDFIATE FQR GROUT

ONCRETi FOUNDATtON

LEAVE TOP OF FOUNDATION ROUGH, AND WET. BEFORE GROUT NG.'

Figure 22. P4mp Foundation
4

Tighten the foundation bolts evenly and fingmtight afte; tl*wedies have 'been sici-
justed.t Be sure the bedplate is still level. Finil tightenini of the foundation bolts.fis
made after tbegrout has.set for 48'hours.

fiemovb

The pump arid motor asselnbly may be removed ifter removing the nuts from the
foundation bolts. Lift the assembly_from the befplate. If only the motor or pomp '4s
to berexwv.4. unfasten the holddown bolts an either one. Discomuct the coupling

U.

and.lift the unit out.

e,
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INSTALLATION OP ME IPLEXIB.FE.COUPLING-,

Steelflix Cotipling

l'he coupling eomes in two pieces. They are referred to as halves. Remove the
motor hoiddown bolts and slide the motor back to increase,the clistance between tho
motor and the pump shafts. Slide one of the halve* on the pump shift and thi other on
the _motor shaft. Tiap slot key is used to position the two haltese Tighten the set-
screws to hold Ale halves in place. 'rip hallecare limbed together by remounting the

d motor. Prests the .stee/flex spring intiPliee around.the coupling halves as shown in
figure 22.. The ccupling cover co-mes Jia two pieces. Install the halves in the rubber
retainers and bait them together.

Figuie 22. Steealex Coupling

Stider'Inseet Type Coupling

Bcfore installing this Coupling the motor ho
motorpushed back to make enough clearance to
shaft. The halves may be secured on the shigts by setsarews. A rubber grommet is

-placed between the halves-as the motoi! issheing lnetalled and the halves are being pulled
together.

' ,

e

wn bolts should bwremovarand the
the couPilet halves, one on each*,

*.

,

The mot-or and purap halves can be brotight into alignMafrby adjupting the wedges
and tightening the pump and motor holddown bolts. Chick the papand angUlar alignment
on the coupling. The coupling shoin, in noire 23 istripider Doerr type, The nor- %-

mal gap is one-sixteenth of an inch. the tap is ,the erence I the ePage betwePe the
counting halvei and the thiekoess of tlie epidir insert..k Angular alignment, a bend in the
couplim May be checked using daliPers at four pointOm the outer ends of the coup-
ling hubs, at 90° intervals as shown in figure .23.

41

103.
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Figure 23. 'Checktng Angubor Aligmainte

,v0

-

V.*

1,

\

When the m asurements sh9w the ends of the % 1 1

A
%tubs to .be the same disiance

apart at all foitr Mtn, the wilt mill be triangular i - nt. The mot r holddown bofts
are loosened 4 4 the motedituthifted or shimmed to obtain gap and alignitent. ,
The bolts are tightened down aftel-the adjuitMents have been made. .

Alignment of the pump and motor ,
;

through the flexible coupling is veky ,
important for tropble-free mechanical
operation. ,.' The following steps must
be followed- testaist alignment of the
pumpingiipit: .

1 ir , s .

1.-, Tigtiten the fciundation bolts.

2. Tighten ihe pump,and moto.r
holddown bolts.,

4
-Figure 24. Checking Parallel AP

3. Check the ;gap and angular adjustment.

Check parallel alignment by laying a straightedge acrOisjeoth caupling rims
at the top, boltom, and bah "sides as shown in fig*. (24. "When the straight-
edge rests evenly on both halves of the cowling at earl sit*, the unit will be ;

horikintal parallel alignment. Thevertical difference Of the shafts should
be 'measured with a straight/4ga and Wear Mi. To nati*Hata ParaUel
watt thin shins stock is Placed under the =kW base. pettularally shims
may be reoired undei the plants bane.

Caution:. Alignment , direction may alter the alignment in moth%
Check through esch 4ent procedure,after an alirnment change.

14

..raftrk,



The spider type coupling may be,removed by using the following steps:

1. Loosen the hoiddbwn bola Cm' the motov. sna slide the unit back enough to
expose the grommet. 4

Remove the grommet. This expa.ies the end of the shaft: 4. I.

Use a wheel Piiller to remove the coupling halves. This forces the halves
straight off the shaft. A 'pallet may be used to tap the halves 'off;

A

SI. Ins x Coupling

groove the coupting cover and the steiitlex spring. Slide the motor back after
removing thi holddown-bolts. The setscrews in Me cotipling should beiooseeek Use
a wheel puller to remove the kilns to prerennt damage to the shaft or bearings.

SUMMARY ..
V

Centrifugal pumps consist of a rapidly.rotatthe impeller In a cisipg. The puiopcw
of the impellee-is to increase the velocity of the water. The amount of 'miter that a
pump can deliver depends on the horsepower, impellerspecK4--and the total head,

., pressure. . . . * .. i

1.1

Flexible couplings ar used tp connect .purnps to motors and to eliminate Wbrations.

QUESTIOVS

1: Define the following terms in-relationto centrifugal pumps?

a. Ptunping head

14. Static heao:i

c. Friction head -

What is meant by single-stage pumps?
- 4

3.. What ii meant by multistag! pumps?

43
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.4

What are the characteristics of a centrifugal pump? '

4

Wtiat are two types of couplings?

4. What instrument is used for paralltsd angular alignment?
1

Why ,Icies the packing permit a small amount of water. leakage? .
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stye* of Chit Enginfiring Tng WB
AF?3, 22 ..lanuary .1975

spzGLE -TEMPERATURE MULTIPLE EVAPORATOR SYStEM

OBJECTIVE

PL.

I
I. To rdentify single temperat -"ire multiple evaporator coMponents,

2.' TO identiky system!'s electrical cumponents,'

3... To trice re4lserant and iurreni, flow through the sytem,

.4. To-service: a4ust and weratev. single -temperature' mtiltipte evaporator.
systOm.

PART I

1. Use the schematic. figure I, arid ider ify the major components.

2. Wriee what each component does in r( lation to the system's operation.

4.. A.

D.

E.

F.

3. Show direction of refrigerant Slow by using arrows.

a. 47. Draw a line seyaracing theikt!.side from the tow side.

a.

I.

A V



k

4

I

Figure 1. Single -Tepperature-E vaporator System
.2

k



\
USe (herehematic.in figre. 4,14 for component identirICsai

t

Write their iiames in the following. ktnkStant state Their purpgse beside tie %time.

PART II -`..
,

A.

Pa

% .

C .

f

D.

F.

G. ,

H.

1.

"

01.

a
4

(Pa

air

I.

3

lii

,1

a
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,*

p.

Figure 2. Sir.gle.-Temperature Evaporator Electrical System.
3. Study the electricaf schematic in figure 2.

.4. Draw lines on figure 3 connecting the components for gorreq flow through the.system.

START

CAPACITCSII

'Ye

PRESSURE' CONTROL

0 0

igure. 3. .Single -Temperatuie Evaporator Electrical' System

4
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PROCEDURE .

PA RT

or

Accomplish all preopgrational eleckS listed below prior Ao operation of the,trainer
and observe the listed pfocedures closely during all operations. t

f
1! . Locate trainer assigned 67 instruclo.

.

62. Perfotm preoperational checkis for:

a. .Frayed or loose wiring.
, 4*ot

Refrigerant line connections for security of,fittings.
. '7."

Masfer switch for offillosition.
.

...,,
.

,

. ; AP-.d. Condiser switch for off position:- . :
.

lei
I'l

-
.. , v-. - .

.t,

e.- Removal,of all o tructions.

Operaltional safety che ks.

a. Wear gogileg while installing gdages andndding refrigerant.

b. Install manifolcrgages.

4

v

-c. Place suction and.diseha4rge sex:vice valves in gage, poiition and ope n. king valve.
P w

d. Observe Kianifold gage assembly for proptr oKrating pressures...

4. Op'en the manual bypass.valves and turn thermostats tojietscoldest setting.
F. .e

NOTE: TVS will bypass the evaporator pressure regulator valves pnd the
soledoid valves will remain open. .

. . .
4

.
. , 2*

i

5. Adjust the pressure c ntrol to cut:in and cut out at,a selected box temperature
ringe. .

'aI .
. , .

a. Cut-in psi. .1 J...
. Ib. Cut -out

6. Operwe system.

psi.

7. Check th ox temperature wi,th a thermometer.-

3. Make adjustments. if nesessar. to maintain temperature ralige.

a



When the Ibr-essure in the conimon sty non line 14acites t'lleicut-out point on the

pressure cpntol, the unit will

It stsrtrts n.) the kuctiOn pressure reaches psi.

Have Instructor check ydur
0

Postopetational cheeks.

a.. Pump the system down usi.iig previously taught procedures.

b. Use.goggles while backseating service valves and remove manifold gage liries.

c. Check all 'switches for OFF posittons.
.k

Have inistructiir check4 your. wcpe.

.

6

Checked by

a

4

7

e 7
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\#: \v. scovri.loiri VALVE MLts.IPLE EVAPORAT'OR SEM,
'OELIECTiVE -i

1. To idenkfy solenoid valtre multyli evaporator comijoents,

2.. To-identify):4y-Stem's 'electrical Components,
. .

3. To, trq.ce refrigerant tund currentnlowliir9uf1i the system
,,_..

4.. To service, adjust and operite a solenoid valve multiple evaporator system.-
. - . , 4-

. PART' I
: 1.

' % . i %
. \ p

Ilse tlie soihematie,of a eolenoid valve hmititempérature tvaporator system in.
1.. ,

. .

1
.

figure 4. . v . , .
..,.

..
.

2. Identify all refrigerati4 system compone nt* and write Mei* names in the blanks
below.- - . f\ *

4- *,
4 ,

..
\

ft

a.

Ce

E.

F.

G.

H.

Ik3

ft

3. Show the direction of flow by arrows.

a

ON,

11.

a

,

,

apre

0



a

4

4

II OM MB 411I

-111.1011Wi

II IS EMI III

4

Figuie 4. Solenoid Valve Multitemperature System Liquid Line)
k 9



PART II

\* Study_ the witiiii ciligragut in Her; 4 Of Sa 341,13.11.5400-14-1.

Start at LI, or 12 in figure 5 and draw linEs connecting the \comitionenter for coirect
_ ,operatipa and current flow. . t-. \

.0 a

a

THEIHIOSTAT

SOLENOID

THENIIOSTAT

1

1 ENNINILL SLOES

SOLENOID

.

PRESSWILLONTROL

0 0

r-

i-
,

111 .Figure 5. Solenoid Valve Aliultitemierature Electrical. SyStem
,

. /,
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.-, PROCEDURE

4

PART m **1

Accomplish all preoperational checks Usted below prior to operation of the trainer
and.observe the listed procedures Cleeely.daring ali 0Peratiene.

.1. Akocatt.trainer asSigned by the instructor,

2. Perform preoperational cheek for:
.

-1...
d . a. 'Frayed or loose wirink.

14
,

b. 4 Refrigerantilin* cinnections for Aecurity of fittings.
. .

c.
.. .

Maste switch for off position.
,I,

4

a.
Clearance of all obstructions. ,

3. OperVional safetyi.checks. .

a. Wear goggles while connecting gages, and adding refrigerant.

b, Install manifold gages.

^e

c. Place suctton and discharge service valves in gage position and open king
valve.
,

'4. Observe manifold gage assembly for proper operahng pressure.

0?en the manualibypass valve.

NOTE: This will bypass, the evaporato - pressure regulator Valves.

5. Serl,ce the system fox-operation.

6. Adjuit the thermostats and pressure 'control for desired box temperatures.

a. Box ;t1

b. Box 024.

c. Box 03

7. Operate the trainer.

oF

oF

F

a

8. Have tbe instructor check your trainer *len it cycles on the correcetiveratUres.

11

s
1 .



lexot. 04,tr.9.rrtr*,.

O. Postoperatitinal checklist.

a. Disconnect source of electrical powir.

. b. Pump systIm down using previod dy taught procedures:

e

c. Use goggles while backseatini service, valyes -and remove manifold gage llneil. ' e
-2,

d. Check all switches for OFF positton. t
.

. 10. Have instructoi. Mack yotir work.

, Checked by

11 q

12
.0

(Instrucior)

I



U.BR566110-V147P3
-EVAPORATOR pRESSURE,REGULATtili Mt LTIPLE EVAPORATOR SYSTind

IOBJECKE
k

0 1. To idintify,Syitem's components,

2. To trap* .refrigerant flow this)* the s7stem.
3. To' service, adjust and operate an evap trator Oressure rep

evaporator system.
, -

- PART

or multiple
I

Use the schematic of the EPR valve system in qgure 6.

Write the names of the components from thr schematfc in the blanks beloiv.
State their purporie.

A.

B.

c .

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

;

4

el

As

Mt,

Draw arrows showing direction of refrigerant flow.

14 .

12 f)

AP

at

4'

4
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Figure 6. Evaporator Presjsure Regulator Sy_stem
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PAIIT
PAOCEbURE or

. . . ..Accomaplisb all preoperational checks listed bilow'prior toperation of the trainerand observe the listed.procethmes closely durink all*operaticine.,
$ .,.

,-
.,.' '...1. Locate trai.nor usignid by instpictor.

, ,,
2. 'Perform preoirrationaL chec4 `for:

a. Trayed'br loose wiring'.

b. Refrigerant,line connections for security oftconnections.
c. Mastee-switch for off position.

d. Clearance of all obstrupttorisi

3. Operational saiety ciecks.

-e

a,. Wear goggles while (Ionnecting gages, and adding refrigerant.
,..

b.. Install'manifold gages. . .

c. Phice suCtion anti discharge seryici valves in gage position and open king Oalve..
d. ,Observe manifold gage assembly for proper operating pressure.

4'. . Turn thermostats to their coldest position. 0

a.

NOTE: `This keeps the; soleneld valvep in the OREN position.
, a

Service the system for operation.

6. Adjust the EPR nixes and Motor control'for.desired box temperatures.
a. Box

4,

b. Box 02

.

°F

ck
c. Box *I OF

Operate the trainer.,
'A

Have the instructOr check your trainer as it cuts out4at designated lemperaturesettings.

.

18
1 ?f2
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9. Postuperallon checks.
,

a. Oisconnect ekctrical supply.

b. Pump sviitem down, using proper procedures.

C. Use goggles while backseating service valves and'remove manifold

d. Chick all switches for OFF position..

,10.. Have'instructor check ;Sir 'work.

Checked by
(Instructor

I



WB 3ABR54530-V14-P4
MULTIPLE COMPRI'SSOR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

I. To identify system's components,
2. To trace refrigerant and electrical flow through the system,
3 To service, adjust and op,rate a multiple xompressot system.

PART I

MULTIPLE COMPRESS( RS IN PARALLEL
I. Use the multiple compressor syptem schematic in figure 7..
3. Write the name and purpose of each unit the blanks below:

A.

13.

C.

D.

E.

G.

,3.

a

4

d3. .Draw arrows shoWing direction of refrigerant flow through the system. -.

18

t.

.
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.14

Figure 7. 'Multiple qopipre4.sor SystenuPApad An Ara

lit



PART

MULTIPLE SYSTEM 4.ECTRICAL DIAGRAM

This project will 'give you practical estworience in tracing the fl9w of currentthrough die mulyple.compressors in parallet eLectricat system.,
1. 'Study the wiring diagram in figure 13*of SG 3ABR5453.041-1.

,

2. Start at Li or L2 and draw lines con:13ecting components-for c;;rec't operation andcuirent flow.

3-I Have the instructor check your work.

20

4.
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PART III

MULTIPLE COMPREMOR TRAINER

Preoperationalchecks:

1. Remove all jewelry.

2. Disconnect all power cords..

3. ALL switches in the OFF position.

4. Check for frayed and Loose wiring.

Operational Procedures:

I. Check condenser fan pressuretrol for correct settings.

2. Open equalizer lines shutoff valves.

3. Check DPMC for proper settings.
at

4. Adjust thermostats to maintain desired evaporator temperatures.

5. To switch Lead compressor's, readjust thermostat settirigs opposike as done instep 4.

6. Put on goggles and install manifold gage asserrbly.

22



ad,

41Vs'

7. Gage service valves apd opear kineval

8 Connect power cord to receptacle.

9. Turn on alfewitches.

10. Observe manifold gage assembly for proptr operation.

11. Check sightglass for bubbles. ,-

PostopetatIon Checks:

fr

11;

1. Close kil3g valve.

2. After is pumped down, remove manifold gage assembly.

3. Turn off all switches. -

el. Disconnect power coa.
5. Returp all equipn26nt to Its proper place.

\tt

23
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PAST IV

COMPOUND SYSTEMS

1.1Use the tntercooler compol system schematic, Agure 9.

2. Idehtify the u ts and write their names in the blanks.

,

3. . Tell if the temperature and pessures are high or Low in the following statemept.-

a. When the refrigerant leaves the first stage compressor its temperature is

and its pressure is

b. When the refrigerant Leaves the intercooler, will the temperature and fires.
sure be higher, lower, or equal to What they were on entering the intercooler?

.(I) The temperature Is

(2) *The pressure is

. Use arrows to trace the flow of refrigerant through the system.

24
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&

Figure 9. Compound System With Intereooler
25
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A

\1"

Visa the colipound subconier synteat in figure 10.
6. Identify the oomponents. and write their names ami purpose in the blanks.

a.

,

I 4

41,

C.

cl.

f:

h.

i.

.
4

nt

Use arrows to inotfcate the diltion of refrigerant-flow.

1"...



t

Mt.

e

Figure 10. Compound System With Subetto ler

27
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CASCADE SYSTEMS
te

Use the elementary cascadf system schematic in figure 11.

Identify the units arid *mita their names in the blanks. #

a.

114

ii

3. Use arrows

V

4

4

8

indicate the direction of refriger4nt flow.

134

1

.

. . .

-

{

1 .

*



. .

4

1 V

a

*

Figure 11. Elementary Cascade System

_



4

4. Using che two-stage casca*ayitim in figure 12
.

.p. r

5. Identify thlt niajor oo4oniiiits and Irriti their =net fa the blanks.

b.

41 .

41=6411441544.
2

.4

r

k.

;

6. Use arrows to indicate direction of refrigerant flow.

.4

136

30

11
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Sow

!NM,

Figure 12. Two-Stage Cascade System
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OBJECTIVE

3

t

.WB 3ABR54530-V1-2-P1

EVAPORATIVE cii0LING TOWER COMPONENTS

- PART

1. To idegify 41 major ststen2 components.

2. Ulm the schematic of thi cooling towerin figure 13.
a

3. Write the names of the iomponents from the schematic in the blanks below.
State their purpose.

a.

b.

I.

k.

COMPONENT PURPOSE

32
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C.

Figure 13. Evaporative Cooling Tower
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PART II --ist4

""

?'

k

;

s

3. Using figures 14 and 15 indicate the flow of lir flow of water through-thek
cooling towers.

a. airfloiv

b. waterfloW

.4. Have the instructor check,yom work.

4

34

Checked 6y 11.RNI

;

(Instructor) '

,
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Figure 14. Natural 'Draft Cooling Torr
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Figurc 15. 9orce0 Draft Cooling Tower
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WB 3ABR54530-VI+P2

BLEED-OFF AND MA1MUP WATER REQUIREMENTS

To determine bleed-tiff and makeup water requirements.

Complete the sentences betsmv witii the most correct response from information inthe Study Guide.
.16

M.

I. For Most systems the bleed riate should be gallons per hour perton.

Makeup water replaces the water that hasilVen lost due to

and
Dor

3. Tim valve ip installed in the water makettp line to start

and stop the flow of makeup water.

4. Leave a clearance between bleed-off line and drain, so a

can be used to measure the bleed rate.

5. Bleed rate can be measuref by determining the

'it takes to fill a

6. BI ed rate in gallons per hour equals I divided by

the`' required to fill a .
,

7. The bleed line must be located highr than the water level in the sump to

prevent the water from out when the system

TI running.

or

36

Checked by
(Instrucior)
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WB 3ABR54 530-VI -2 -123

IVAPOR.ATIVE COOLING, TOWER CAPACITY C011:96L

OinenvE
To trace-the flow of water through the cdOling tower capacity control system.

'Complete the statements with the correct words in the blanks from the information
on capacity control in the study guide.

1., The modulating valve is operated by electric
motor and thermostat.

When the water temperature-decrea ies, the valve
A

waterline from the tower to the

the

3; When the condenser water temperat ire rises to the cut-in setting on the

thermostat bypass portion of the va ve
4

4. The cooling tower fan is cycled by pressurestat that is connected to the

compressor Line.

5. When,the discharge pressure increases, the will

cycle the fdn to the positiOn.

6. When the discharge pressure decreases to the pressurestat setting, the fan is

cycled

7. The modulating dampers are located in the tower fan airflow.

B. A remote bulb sensing element is installed in the

Of the.cooling tower.

9. When".the cOndensing pressure increases, the temperature
increases.

19._ The thermostat sends a signal to the to open the dampers.

I.

4

37

Checked by
(instructor)



WB 3ABR54530-V1-3-P1
.

IDENTIFICATION OF CENTRIFUGAL WATER PUMP COMPONENTS

OBJECTIVE

To list the names and give the function of each munbered portion of the centrifutal
pumP.

Locate each numbered item on the pump trainer. List theroper nomenclature
and &notion.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

NOMENCLATURE FUNCTION

Checked by
(Instructor)



WB 3AB11515,041442

AL= ruxuni COUPLINil =No AL riimtcAfroa

OBJECTIVE P

using a centrihigal pump trainer, die indicator and accusorial, align the flexible
couplings to given conditions. r-

NOtE: Thai*, are two types of misalignment encountered with flexible couplings
anguiar mlignment in which the .shafts are not parallel, and parallel
misalignment where the shafts are parallel but not on the fame axis. See
figure 16^.

STRAIGHT EDGE

iIIIIWEDGE OF
THICKNESS GAUGE

PARALLEL MISALIGNMENT ANauLAR MISALIGNMENT

PROCEDURE

Figure-10

4

PERFECT ALIGNIUNT

cas-o88a

4(-1. Instrubtor will issue cUal'inIcator and'accessories.

NOTE: The dial indicator is precision, delicate instrument. Do -not
abuse by rough handling or mistreatment.

2. Use trainer assigned by instructor. 'IR

3. To check angular alignment will a dial indicator, clamp the dial indicator to
the pump coupling half so that the ball of the indicator *straits on the face
of the motor coupling half. A chalkmark should be made at the point whre
the ball contacts the coupling half. Both the pump shaft and motor shaft should
be rotatad an equal amount so that the reading is taken at all checkpoints with
the ball on the chalkmark (B in figure 17).

4. Tokal runout reading must not United 0.015.

5. Insert shims as required to attain satisfactory runout. .

39



To check parallel nt
with the dial indicator ball
should rest oath* outer I of
the motor coupling haif as
cated by "A" in figure 17. A
chalkmark should be made at
the point of contact, and the
shafts rotated equally so that
the reading is taken with the
ball on the chalkmark at all
checkpoints.

7. Total runout must not exceed
0. 0.15.

Insert shims as required to
attain satisfactory runout.

0

OAAL INDICATOR DIAL INDICATOR

COLIPLI
A

- PARALLEL

HALVES COUPLISHI HAMS
W

miaUlAR

camotiam .

Figure 17

NOTE: Any adjustment to correct one direction of alignment may affectthe other
direction.. Therefore, it is nt zesary to recheck both angular and parallel
alignment after each adjustme.d.

9. After the unit has set, alignment CI
tion bolts torqued.

10. Have instructor check your work.

11. Return dial indicator and accessories to instructor. Instrument will be
checked for abuse and mishandling.

the unit should be checked and the founda-

Checked by

4G

(Instructor)
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Department of Civil Enginearing'Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, Txas

WATER ,CONDITIONING

OBJECTIVE

This stuidy guide wilLhelp you in learning:,

3ABR54530 -VI- 5
22 January 1975

Basic princibles of chemistry and chemical processes.

..Problems encountered when using,water for cooling purposes.

Causes and effects of scale and corrosion.

Methods and procedures for treating scale, corrosion and algae.

To identify laboratory equipment.

410 To perform chemidal experiments to determine the types and aniount ofcontaminants in a sample of water

To test phosphates as used in cooling towers.

INTRODUCTION

, Corrosion is the destruction of metal by chemical or electroChemical action. Rustis a form of corrosion. All metals containitik iron will rust if exposed to the effects ofair and moisture. Water increases the corrosion or.rusting process.
Scale is the residue or deposits left by water. This can be derhonstrated by placingsome water containing minerals in a pan and botlingaway the water. The minerals willbe Left in the pan. If this process is continued several times, the pan will become coy-. eyed with a coat of these minerals. These mitle:01 are called scale.

Algae is small microscopic plant and animal life that forms and grows in water.45 Algae if uncontrolled can become a big problem in Water towers, tanks, piping, pumps,and condensers.



LABORATORY SAFETY

Before making cheniical analysis of water samples, you must be award of the
safety pra,ctices that apply to chemical laboratories.

lqeyer mix cliemicals halihazardly.

x 0- Do nI57; taste or drink chemicals.

* Use smallest 'amount of chemicals nercesury to get desired restIlts.

Perform experiments at arm's length.

Smell gases:, slowly.

Have plenty of ventilation.

0 ,Always add icid to water, npt water to acid.

Keep working area and equipment clean.

Use face shields, rubber gloves, and apices when using scale clearer'.

If hands or skin burn, flush them with plenty of water.

Label all chemicals and tests.

Do not close containers that are heating.

.).

The work of a Refrigeration Specialist in water treatment can be safe if the spec,
ialist will u.se a few simple precautions in the handling and mixing of chemicals, and the

handling cf glassware and operatingequipment. Aceidents just do not happen; they are .
caused by unsafe acts or conditions. The skilled operator knows his chemicals, the
proper method of raising them, the correct manner of operating his equipment, and
the importance of keeping his mind on his work. The last is very important because
many times after an accident, the victim has remarked, "I wasn't thinking."

Handling Acids and Bases (Alkalies)

Acids and bases (alkalies) can cause severe burns when they come in contact with
the skin. When handling chemicals, never put your hands to your eyes or face without
first washing them. The skin tissue al your face ix more sensitive thahlhatioryour
hands and is more easily irritated. Rubber gloves must be worn when handling con,-
tentrated acid to protect your hands. To protect your clothes you niust wear a rubber
apron. Before using these protective devices they should be inspected to assure they
will afford the pi.otection for which they are intended.

c. 4

When mixing eoncentrated acids with water, the &Oil should be slowly poured into
,the wat4 and the ablution should be constantly ;tirred with a glass stirring mho
prevent a concentration of the acid in a %mall area of the water. Failure to follow
this procedure may result 1# the acid boiling and splattering the surrmulding area, *

bausing severe burns to the operator. NEVER POUR WATER INTO ACID. If you get



a spray of acid in ybur face or eyes, don't put your haud to your face. Flush the af-fEtcteci at :,.1a:with a lot of water as fast ai possible 'and then seek a, doctor -for furthertreatinetit... Anytime you are usifig acids. you-shOuld'ilave a container of water and
iCidium bicarbonate (baking soda) iiveilable to neutralite the acid in cace of an adcident.

A few drops of acid on the. hands ma} not cause any discomfort, but if this.acid isrubbed into the eyes it "could cause-tilindness.

Cut From Glassviare

. Before using.any ;glass labdratory equipment, the article should be checked forcracks and rough edges. The rough edges can devglottinto cracks and when a stopperis applied the glass may break, and spill its contentsiall over the lab table and surround-in,.; area.

Ht,ating'Liquids

When heating a liquid, in a beaker or flask, always apply the heat gradually. A
large amount of heat cOnfentrated in a small area can set up a strain that Might causethe beaker or flask to crack.

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

The refrigeration specialist must become_ familiar with the types and functions ofstandard laboratory equipment if he is to test and treat water properly.

Reagent

A reageant is any substance which, bedause of its part in certain chemical reactions,is used in detecting, examining, or measuring other-substances. Standard soap solu-
tion, is a reagent that you will use in performing a hardness.test.

Burette

Burettes are used in the laboratory
to Measure solutions and reagents. (See
figvre 1. You will use a burette to
measure standard soap solutions..

Beaker

A beaker is a large glass container
used when mixing or testing solutions.
(See figure 2.

Funnel

The funnel (figure 2) is used for
pouring liquids and filtering solutioni.

/5

RESERVOIR MARKED
IN MILLILITERS

STEM FROM
RESERVOIR

-GLASS VALVE

--,-TETRATING TIP

Figure 1. Burette

ale



Filters

Filters are used to separate solids suspended in liquids. To prepare a filter,
fold a filter paper first in halves, then into quarters. (See figure 2): Open it with
three flaps on one side and one hap on the other so it will.fit the funnel.

Graduated Cylinder

The graduated cylinder (figure 2) is used to measure liquids. It ts usually grad-
uated in milliliters.

Flask

A flask ih a narrow-necked vessel used for various purposes in a laboratory,
(see figure 2).

BEArER

TEST TUBE

FLASK

FUNNEL

Care of Test Equipment

Oa

GRADUATED
CYLH4DER

;OLD

Figure 2. Laboratory Equipment

In making a number of different tests where various solutions are used, it is
necessary to avoid contamination. Rinsing prior to use and careful cleaning of equip-
ment after the teats have been completed assures accurate results.

Burettes should not be interchanged between standard solutions 'except in emer-
gencies, and then only after thorough rinsing. Stopcocks should be lubricated with
approved stopcock grease at frequent intervals to keep them in good working order.

Expression of Test Results

.Listed below are expressions of test results and their meaning.

PARTS PER MILLION (PPM). A part per million is a measure of proportion by
weight and is equivalent to a unit-weight per million units-weight. A pound of clay in
a million pounds of water is equal to one part per million.



44GRAINS PER GALLON (GPG). The grain I. the smallest unit i 11 the English systemof meuurements pertaining to mass (weilikt). Ons-pound equals 7000 grains. If yonwish to convert ppm use the factor: 17.1 ppm equals gprUS gallon.

LITER. The liter is the standard unit of capacity used in the laboratory. It is the
volume of 1000 grams of water at 4°C, and is divided tat) 1000 smaller imits calledmilliliters. Since the weight of a liter of water is 1000 grams, each milliliter of water
will weigh 1 gran, and 100 milliliters of water will weigh 190 grams, etc.

COMMON E jAEMENTS

ELEMENT SYMBOL ATOMIC NO,

Aluminum Al 13
1.1".

Calcium Ca 20

Carbon C 6

Chlorine Cl 17

Copper, Cu 29

-Fluorine F . 9

Hydrogen
1

Iron Fé 26

Magnesium Mg 12

Mercury Hg 80

Oxygen 0 8

Potassium K 19

SodiuM ,Na 11

Sulfur 16

Table 1, Tabl of Elements

.11
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C9MMON CHEMICALS ASSOCIATED WITH WATER TfctEATMENT

Most of the cheinitols that you will be conOxned with in 41ill course are listed
Table of Chemicals, Table 2: The fOrmula, chemical name, and common naMe or
usage that fill be important to you are Wel Wed. NaCI for instance, is the

rformtila for table salt. The chemical name for table salt is sodium chloride. Table
salt IS some,times used in refrigeration work as a brine.

FORMULA

Ca

Ca (HCO3)2

CaCO3

CaCl2

Ca(OH)2

CO2

CI

HCL

H20

Mg

0

2Cr04

NaqC0
LI 3

NaCI

NaOH

/12S°4

Na
3PO4

CHEMICAL,NAME

Calcium

Calcium Bicarbonat,

Calcitim Carbonate

Calcium Chloride

Calcium Hydroxide

Carbon Dioxide

Chlorine

Hydrochloric Acid

Hydrogen Oxide

Magnesium

Oxygen

Potassium Chromate

Sodium Carbonate

Sodium Chloride

Sodium Hydroxide

Sulphuric Acid

Trisodium Phosphate

COIMON NAME OR USAGE

Scale forming element

Temporary hardness

Limestone (scale)

Brine

Lime (witer treatment)

Corrosion helper

Algae control

Scale cleaner

Water

Scale forming elemen

Corrosion helper

Corrosion control

Soda Ash (water treatment

Brine knd Tablei Salt

Caustic soda

pH'adjustment

airface active agents.

Table 2. Table of ChemiCals

6 '5
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ACIDS, BA:SES AAD SALTS

. 'Azidr, bases, and salts are chemical cOmi:ounds assOciated with waters used in

re frigeration systefns. The e&rly,CheMists discovired that compounds had diatinct

tastes. Vinegar and lemon juice had a sour taste so the chemists named thasi"acids"

'from the Latin word "Acidus:" weaning soui.

The second group of compourgis suckas ca,istic soda ind lime had a bitter taste.
This grotip of compoUnds would, destroy the sourness of acida and would.act as a founda-

tion for the manufacturing or making gi.theNthird.group: Since they acted as a founda-

tion they were called bases.

The thiid group of compountis was obtained by mixing a base' and an acia together.

Thpse compounds had a salty taste and were called salts. Whien_these salts-are mixed

with water, we call them brines. Table salt mixed with water produces a sodium

chloride brine. Cold prines are used in ice'plahts to circulate around fresh water ite

cans to produce ice. Brines are very corrosive to metals; therefore, coriosion in-

hibitors aie employed to reduce eorrosicel. You will perform antifreeze and corro-

sion inhibitor tests on brines.

Ethylene glydol. the antifreeze similaiLto that used in your car, is used in chilled

water systems to lower the freezing point ol water. These solutions are called brines

when used for this purpose. However, cheinically ethylene glycol is not a brine.

Tests for Acids

The acids you will be most concerned with are hydrochloric and sulphuric. These

acids are shown in Table 2:

A very simple test is to place litmus paper in the acid solution. Acids turn blue

litmus paper red. Another test for acids is to check the solution with phènolphthalein

("P" indicator). "P" indicator remains colorless when placed in acids.

Concentrated acids such as scale cleaners are very dangerous and must be han-

dled with extreme care. The use of scale cleaners will be covered at A later ,

time. You are cautioned, however, never4o pour water into acid. There is an urge

in most students to mix chemicals just to see what happens. Remember Rule One of

laboratory ty: NEVER MIX CHEMICALS HAPHAZARDLY. Your first workbook'

will includqfIeckthg diluted acid solutions with litnius paper and "P" indicator.

Tests for Bases

Bases are probably not as well known as acids but they are just as important.

Sodium hydroxide is a white, crystalline solid. It is soluable in water, bitter to

the taste, feels slippery between the fingers and "burns" the skin. It is known as lye

or caustic soda. Next to sulfuric acid, sodium hydroxide is probably the most widely

used chemical. It is a very strong base and must be handled with`caution.

Bases turn red litmus paper blue. When the pH is hove 7.9, bases turn "P" in-.

dicator red, Bases'are used to neutralize acids.

7



COLLECTING AND LABELING WATER SAMPLES

Collecting the F °vie

When making field water tests for turbidity, pH and hardness, it is important thatyour test equipment be clean, and that you obtain a representative sample. There arealso times when water problems require other tests such as oxygen, carbon dioxide,chlorides, etc. When these tests are required, special precautions must be taken incollecting and labeling water samples.

The problem in prepkring water samples is in obtaining a small amount of waterthat is representatiVe of the larger amount. If the larger amount of water is uniformor the same throughout, any portion of it would be representative. If it is not, makethe sample as uniform as possible by obtaining small portions at intervals so arrangedto give a total portion that is representative of the whole, Care must be taken that thesample does not come in contact with anything that will change it. This means that thepiping and containers used must not react chemically in any way with the water, andthat thtlikample, after drawn, does not come in contact with the atmosphere becausethe atmosphere contains many gases and solids that are readily attracted to and dis-solved by water.

lkbeling the Sample

Water samples are practically useless unless they are properly identified. Manytimes samples lose their identity in transporting from the point of collection to the test-ing laboratory. If the containers are properly labeled there is less chance for anymix-up in the resulting analysis. Control would be lost if an operator was instructedto treat lake water based upon a sample taken from a deep well. Properly labeledwa-ter samples also aid the chemist in filling out his reports when he has finished testingthe water.

The label used on the sample contain-
er is usually your own desigii. Some use
tags that are attached to the container by
piees of masking tape or rubber bands;
others use 3 x 5 inch gummed labels.
The information contained on the label
also varies, depending upon the needs of
the chemist or installation. Generally
the date, unit,, specific mission, tem-
perature, pressure in psi, location,
phone and by whom samples were col-
lected are recorded on the label. Fig-
ure 3 shows a typical label.

8
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MISSION

TEMP
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PRESS --
LOCATION PHONE--
SAMPLED

Figure 3. Sample Label Tag
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TESTING FOR pH

tJust as a thertnometer Measures the intensity of heat, pH measures the intensity
of ah acid or base in soltaon. pH means potential hydrogen# a hydrogen atom that
has lost.its eleitrog (ii+)ra positive hydrogen atom; a positiye hydrogen ion. Where
many hydrogen atonis lose their electrces, the water solution .sontaining these hydro-
gen ions beconies very aggressive; so amessive, in facts Chat the water will eat
metal,right off iron pipes. This'aggressive water is acid in nature.

pH determines the degree of acid or -lase in solution. As we explained earlier,
with litmus paper and -I)" indicator We c. n determine whether a solution is acid of
base, .but we cannot determine the,degree of intensity. -.With pH comparators, we can
deterrnine not only the nature of ttrksoluf on but also the intensity of acid or base.
Acids contain more h;drogen ions (II+) th.:n hydroxyl ioni; (OH-) and range in pH from

zero. Rises contain more OH- ioi s than H+ ions and range in pH from 7.1 to.
14.

yure water is made :up of H20, molet &les but also contains H+ ions and OH- ions
in equal amounts. The pH of pure Nater is 7.0 which is nqutral; neither acid nor
base. When there areimptirities.:in water, usually this balance is disturbed and there
is more H+ or OH-; This causes the water to be acid or base. Going a step further,
acids can be identified as ihose substances Which, when diitsoIved in water, increase the
hydrogen ion (1.1+) concentration; bases as those iiubStances ivhich, when dissolved in
water, increase the hydroxyl (OH-) ion concentration. HC.1., is an acid. NaOH is a
base.

It has'been found that the hydrogen ai,d hydroxyl ion goncentration of pure water\is
0.0000001 gram per liter. -This is equal t9_ 1/107 grams'Per liter affd-a pti of 7.0. If

the hydrogen iocr (11+) is increased, say, 10 awes, there would then be 10 times
0.0000001 gram per liter or 0,0000001 1/10° grams. The pH value'of the water
would then be expressed as 6.0.. A pH of 5.0 is 10 more times more acid than a pH

of 6.0.

The relation between 1-1+, OH-, and pH values ib shown in figure 4.
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Figtiri 4. pH Relationship
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Note that as the pH value decreases,, the 11 increases and the OH- decreases. Atzero pH, the 11+ is at maximum and OH- at minimum. 1For basic waters the reverseis true. As the water becomes inore basic, the conceittration of OH- increases butthe II+ decreases. At pH 14, OH- is at maximum and H. is at minimum.
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Figure 5.- pH Adjustment

CORROSION CONTROL

Corrosion is destruction of metal by
chemical or eledtrochemical reaction.
(See figure 6. )

Chemical Corrosion

Corrosion caused by dhemidal reac-
t., a occurs when'the pH of the water.so-
lution is below 7.0. During cftemical at-
tack, the metal dissolves into the acid
solution. Metal is eaten away uniformly .
If corrosion is not arrested, failure of
the pipe or-tubing will take place.

The pH requirement for minimum
corrosion or scale formation in chilled
and cooling water systemsk is between
7.0 andl. 0. Steam boiler* require a pH between 10.0 and 12.0.

if

CP4-0111

ORIGSNAL. THICKNESS
Of PIPE

CNC -040

a Figure 6 . Corrosion
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Electl-ochemical Reaction

. Electrochemical action is similar to
the reaction which-takes place in the bat .
tery of your car. When two dissimilar
metals are in contact, such as brass and
steel, a cell results. (See figure 7 .)
Metal will be removed from one and will
either' go into solution or be deposited
upon the other. Nonuniform corrosion
is produced by electrochemical cells.

Ac electrical equipment should not
be grounded to water pipes that show
signs of electrochemical corrosion, as
this makes more active cells with a resultant increase in the corrosion rate.

MINO.

ELECTRON FLOW

air

STEEL PIPE

=.1. 111P

111
MASS VAI.VE

//
COMOOING AREA

chic -ags

Figure 7 . Cells Created by
Dissimilar Metals

General Methods of Preventing Corrosion

Various methods may be employed to prevent corrosion. Oxygen and carbon diox,
ide may be removed from the water by Mechanical or chemical means. Chemicals
are added to the water to form protective films on the metal and direct current is im-
pressed on the metal to prevent cell type corrosion. As Refrigeration Specialists we
will be primarily concerned with chemical treatment.

Corrosion Prevention by Chemical Treatment

Th

The most common chemicals used by- the Refrigeration Specialist to controi cor-
rosion are chromates and polyphosphates.

CHROMATES. Chrornates are very seldom present in untreated water, however.
they may occur as a result of industrial waste contamination. Chromates are among
the most widely used chemicali for control of corrosion in cooling systems. It is im-
portant that tests be mule to regulate the doper concentration of chrcrmate necessary

for satisfactory corrosith control. The most commonly used ahromate salts are sod-

ium.and potassiun3ichromate and dichromate. The chromates are alkaline while the
dichro1naWs are acidic._ Chromates are anodic inhibitors and can intensify pitting if

used in insufficient concent-ation to completely stop corrosion attack. High chloride
concentrations interfere with the development of a protective film by chromates.

Since chromates have a toxic effect, ci romate silts are not suitare for use in

drinking water.

Chromates may have an irritant action if exposure to the skin is prologged. When
working around chromates, any exposed area,of the body should be washed with soap

and water. Special protective creams and liquids have been developed to aid in the
prevention of skin irritation due to chromate toxicity,'

11
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Optimal dosage of citrOinate depends on the character of the water and of the five -tem: in general, howevl , . *ceiling results are obtained with a Maintained concentra-tion of approximate4 250 - parts of chromate per million 'Parts of water. Guessingat the concentrationAf treat ent in the water is not satisfactory. Field tests must bemade to inakessure that the requirid amount is present. You will perform field testson rhromate concentrations during practical work., ---v-

Chromatedare used primarily in chilled Waterlines and ice plant brines. For cool-ing towers the use of polyphosphates is less expensive.

POarPHGSPHATE

Polyphoiphates, such as Calion';"' Nalco 918 and similar compounds, are used forthe prevention of corrosion. Corrosion inhibition-ifilcaused by.the absorption of thephosphate or one of its complexes on the metal forniing a protective film. The rate of
supplying the phosphate to the meial is-the important fatVr rather ,than its concentra-tion in the water.

*-

For initial installation, it is desirable to have a high feed (10 ppm) to forn: afilm as quickly as possible. As soon as the protective film has formed, the dosage
may be reduced to 2 to 4 ppm depending on what is required to maintain a constant

. film on the metal. Phosphates arp useful in a pH range of 5.0 to 8.0. However, best
results are obtained when the pH ranges from 6. 5 to 7. a. In,beginning the treatment
of corrcrded pipe systems, difficulty is often experienced with the staving off of cor-
rosion products due to phosphate treatment. Therefore, care is required to avoid
problems. Chemical feed is usually by solution feeders identical to hypochlorinators.
Since polyphosphate solutions support,bacterial growth, a small amount (2 - 3. ppm
residual chlorine) of hypochlorite should be used in the solution to avoid contamination.

ALGAE

Algaelire slimy living growths of one cell an . They may be
brought in by birds or high winds. Algae thrives in copling towers and evaporative
condensers where there is abundant sunlight and higlitemperatures to carry an their
tife's processes. Algae formations will plug nozzles and prevent proper distribution
of water which will in turn cause high condensing pressures and lowered efficiencies.
Algae prefers water with high temperatures and pH range between 7.0 and 9.0.

Chlorine Test

Secure a sample of water to be tested. Fill both oft-he standard comparator tubes
to the 15 ML mark with test sample, and place them in Me comparator tester. Using
the graduated dropper, add 0.75 AIL of ortho-tolidine solution to the left tube. Insert
chlorine color disc and rotate until there is a match in color. Read the results and
record directly.

12 i



SCkLE

Causes Of SOO*

Scale is a white deposit consisting
of compounds of calcium and magnesium.
Scale on the inside of piping such as wa-
ter-cooled condensers pressas a seri-
ous problem to the Refrigeration Spec -
fillet because it reduces the efficiency
of a condensing unit. Scale formation
in condenser tubing is shown in figure 8.

Sludge is a soft scali type material
that is easily removed when it forms. U
not t*emoved. it may harden into a hard scale.

Scale Forming Waters

*ATER COOLED
age'CONDENSEN TUSE

SCALE DEPOSA

Figure 8. Scale in Water
Cooled Condenser

Pure water isseidom if ever found in ni:ture. Impurities,are icked up by water as
indicated in figure 9.

vuRE WATER VAPOR
EVAPORATES FROM OCEAN 0

OCEAN

WELL IMATER HEI.E
16 CLEAR BUT HAI-0

RMN PICKS UP OXYGEN
CARSON DIOIIDE

:0 AND DUST

3 6 SOLIDS OR 36 000
PPM SOLIDS SOLIDS
PICKED LIP ON LAND
BY STREAM ARE LErT

IN OCE AN

Figure 9. Impurities in Natural Witers

Pure water evaporates from the ocean and other large, bodies of water. This evap-,
orated water vapor forms into clouds Which are moved inland by winds. Water vapor
is released from clouds as rain. Pure rainwater on its path to earth picks up impuri-
ties such as oxygen, carbon dioxide and dust.

13
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As the rain falls on the land, lame of it ...cavels rapidly on the surface and some ofit goes into the ground. In both cues solids are picked up by the water. In figure 10,the water in the stream is shown to havi picked up turbidity and also calcium and mag-nesium minerals. The calcium and magas t. content is less than 100 mun ; how-ever, because the stream is near the source rainfall, some streams have very hardwater. This means that the calcium akd 11 *41 Um concentration is above 100 ppm.The water in Wichita River is about 900 ppm hardness.
Some of the water that goes into the soil travels slowly through various types offormations. The further the visitor travels, the more minerals the water picks up,but the more turbidity it loses. Thertter b-qlow the surface in figure 9 is showntraveling underground. As4t travels it loses turbidity (solids in suspensian) but itgains calcium and magnesium compounds (solids in solution). When this water ispumped out of a well, the water is clear but hard.

.The water used at Sheppard Air Force Base is surface water that has been filteredand treated by the city of Wichita Falls, and..the water used in Burkburnett, Texas, f6clear well water. The treatetwater used at Sheppard is much less scale farthing thanthat used at Burkburnett becausesthe concentration of hardness minerals is less.
Scale Formation

When water containing-even a small amount of hardness is used in cooling towersas make-up water, sitale may form on heat transfer surfaces. As Mated in the intro-,-
duction, when water evaporates, the hardness increases. Assume a cooling towerusing niav eup water has.80 PPm hardness. By adjusting the bleed-off of two gal-lons ver hour (gip. h.) per ton of refrigeratiOn, the concentration of hardness solidswill double. This meana that the recirculating water will contain 180 . ppm; not scaleforming. Suppose, however, that some one pinches down on the bleed-off. The con-centration qf hardness, known as cycles of c mcentration, may go to 3; Then the re-circulating water will bp 80 x 3 equals 240 Ppin. Since scale starts at about 200ppm heat transfer surfacesimay pick up malt.

Besides evaporation and concentration, :mile forms because calcium and magne-sium compoUnds haie a reverie solubility factor. To explain reverse soluitility, sup-pose we take a glass or water at 800? and dissolve sodium chloride (table salt) in thewater. Soon we would saturate the water with salt; no matter how hard we stirred,we could not get any more salt to go into the salution. No* let us 4eat this water to100°F. Sodium compounds have a direct eplubility; so by stirring, we cen get moresalt to go into solution until the solutico iaturated at 1000F. Calcium and magne-sium saturates si solution in reverse to'iodium. &glass of water at 80°F .. saturatedwith calcium or magnesium compoundi w precipikete some of the compounds whenheated to 100°F. In other words as the' temperature of the water increases, the solu-butt), .of calcium aMrnagnes1um decreasies.

-When calcium an magnesium precipitate on hot condenser surfaces it cattsesscale.

14



EFFECTS OF SCALE

Scale 'is an insulator of heat. `Insulat ng materials similar to asbestos are made
of calcium and magnesium compounds. S tch materials will prevent the heat of a blow-

. , a--torch from penetrating them.

Tests have shown that some scales, the thickness of a dime on condenser sur-
faces, willieduce the efficiency, of the condenser by as much as' 50 percent.

Scale causes condensing units to operate at higher head pressures: Thiscauses
the condensing temperature to become higher which causes even more scale, to form.

METHODS OF REMOVING SCALE

It is 'much easier to prevent 'scale than it is to remove it, but there will be times
when scale removal if necessary. Two general methods are used to remove scale,
the mechanical and tik chemical method.

4.

Mechanical Method

Scale is removed mechanically by brushing, scraping and grit-blasting. Mechan-
ical methods dre very effective on hard, rough surfaces such as evaporative coolers,
cooling tower louvers, spray chambers, water pumps, etc. On soft copper and brass
surfaces, however, the mechanical method may cause scratches, cuts and nicks which
makes a good starting point for scale. In such cases, chemical methods should be
employed.

A

hemical Method

Chemical methods of removing scale from equipment consist of dissolving scale
deposits in a cleaning solution consisting Hf dilute hydrochloric acid. Whenever possi-
ble, commercial inhibitorpowder such as ntracene, pyridene, or dextrine should be
added to the scale.cleaning solution. The inhibitor' will limit metal corrosion without
materially reducing the solvent action on Ile scale deposit.

A most effective scale cleaning acid's Aution consists of one gallon of 1.19 specific
gravity hydrochloric acid, four gallons of water and 1 1/2 ounces of commercial in.-
hibitor powder. Care should be exercised in preparing the scale cleaning solution to
prevent adding water to the acid; the generated heat will cause violent agitation and
possible steam explosions. I Acid must always be added to water. The usual precau-
tions such as wearing goggles, rubber gloves and aprons should be observed. Do not
save or store the spent acid for future use. Prepare a fresh acid solution for each
,leaning.

Chemical methods of removing sctle deposits provide the following advantages
over mechanicarmethods.

More complete reinoval due to ease of fluid penetration.

The equipment need not be dismanteled since the cleaning solution penetrates
wherever water flows.

15
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The metal surface is left clean of old scale particles which would assiet new
scale information.

Zile metal loss is negligible.

METHODS OF PREVIiNTING SCALE

`"- There,ari many methods 'of preventing scale.and eyerY jobyresents an indi-
vidual( problem.. The following methods, in the order listed, are usually tile most
effictfve in preventing scale.

)11 Turbidity Control

Once-Through Water System

Bleed4Off Adjustment

Zeolite Softening

Total Itirdness Test (Scale)

Surface Active Agents

TUrbidity Ccintrol

Turbidity means d!rty or muddy.

Suspended solids may MUSS *rale on surfaces of equipment in contact with it.
The maximum turbidity anrmally allowed for cooling tower water is 50 ppm.

Once-Through Water

Where abundant suppries of cheap water a re mailable, cooling water may pass
through the equipment once and undergo a slight rise in temperature (10°F to 15°F).
Little difficulty from scale will be experienced with thia method unless the hardness
is more than 200 ppm.

Bleed-Off Adjustment

In a system using a cooling tower or evaporative condenser, bleed off is the best
method of preventing scale formation. Bleed-off limits the concentration of hardness
in solution in the circulating water. If the bleed.off plugs up, the concentration of

. scale forming solids will increase rapidly and scaling will result.

With bleed-off 'set at two gallons per hour ( g. p. h. ) per ton of refrigeration the
cycles of concentration willidouble. This bleed-off rate (2 gph/Ton) is used when
the makeup water ranges from Irto 100 ppm hardness. Remember scale usually
starts when the recirculating waters reach 200 ppm.

16



Bleed-off should be set at a minimum of one gallon per hour per ton of cooling.
If scale forms, the bleedroff Should be- gradually increased. The magmum b1eed7off
allowed is 4 ph per ton of cooling. A greater rate iould result in a waste of
water. If scale does continue to form' when bleed-off is set at maximum, then it is
necessary tO chemically. treat the circulating water or soften the makeup water.

Zeolite Softening

If the makeup water is above 100 ppm hardness, it may be necessary to soften
the makeup water with a zeolite softener before it can be used in a system. Zeolite
softeners are sometimes mistaken .for sand and gravel filters, This type softener
is not a filter and will be damaged if turbid.water is passed through it.

Zeolite softeners exchange the
nanscale forming element, sodium, for
the scal forming elements, calcium and
magnesium. Hardness in Makeup water
may be softened to near zero hardness
with zeolite softeners. When the soft-
ener becomes loaded with calcium and
magnesium, it may be rejuvenated
simply by passing a table silt (NaCI
brine) solution through it. See figure
10).

There are many types and 'models
of zeolite softeners on the market
today. They vary in size from the type
used to soften water for steam irons
in the homes, to the family size zeolite
§oftener, and to.very large sizes that
will soften water for cities with popi-
lations of up to 100,000.

Total Hardness Test

'HAND WATER INLET

CNC -ME

Figure 10. Zeolite Softener

The total hardness test is made to determine the amount of calcium and magne-
sium. compounds that are in solution in water. It is these hardness compounds that
cause practically all of the scale problems in water-cooled and evaporative condenser
systems. The equipment used to make a hardness test is shown in figure 11.

Soap is used to make a hardness test. Before free suds will form on a water
sample, the soap must first lieutralize all of the hardness compc.-nds in the water.
The higher the hardness teat in ppm the harder the water and the greater will be
its scale forming tendencies. Have you ever bathed in hard water? ,The ring around

- the tub perhaps contained some of your dirt, .but most of it was scum caused by the
soap neutralizing out the hardness minerals.

A total hardness of 100 ppm is usually the maximum allowed for cooling tower
makeup water. Water above 100 ppm is considered hard, whereas hardness below
100 ppm is considered soft.



/ 51p

BURETTE COMTAOMNG
STANDARD SOAP

STOPPER -

BOTTLE FOR SHAKING
WATER SAMPLE AND

SOAP

SUDS

WATER SAMPLE To make a hardness test, 50so , milliliters (ML) of the water to be tested
is poured ihto a bottle. Standard soap
solution from a harette is added to the
water and the bottle is shaken vigorously.
Just enough standard soap is added to
cause one inch of sud$ to form on the
water and'remain there five minutes.Figure 11. Hardness Test Equipment 'co calculate the total hardness, the ML
of soap minus the lather factor multi-
plied by 20 equals total hardness.

Example: Assume 6 ML of soap waiused and the lather Actor is 0.3. Thelather is the soap required to form one inch of'suds when using 50 ML of distilledwater. To find total hardness subtract 0.3 from 6.0 and multiply by 20. This isequal to 5. 7 x 20 114

BURETTE STAND

MEASURING
GRADUATE
CYLINDER

cim -ass

Formula: Total Hardness (Total Soap Used - Lather Fictor) x 20.
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Surface ACtive Agents

Surface active agents, such as mi-
cromets, are polyphosphates which have
the property of keeping calcium and mag-
nesium compounds (scale fanning) in
solution longer than they normally re-
main. (See figure 12. )

.As indicated in the chart, at 100° F,
scale starts to form at 200 ppm. When
2 ppm of surface active agents is added
to the water, scale does nc$ start form-
ing until the hardness becomes 800 ppm.

For adequate treatment phosphates
t.iust be fed to the tower at i constant
rate. Small amounts of phosphates are
fed to the water at all times. Nylon
mesh bags containing phosphates are
placed in the tower, figure 13. As the
water flows over the wetted deck it

, passes through the mesh bag disiolving
a small amount of phosphates. Other
types of chemical feeders can also be
used. If too large a quantity is added
at a time calcium phosphate sludge
will forrn.

The amount of phosphate required
is dependent upon the bleed rate, hkird-
ness, alkalinity, and amount of water
in the system. For best results the
inaaufacturer's specification should be
followed.

a
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SCALE CORROSION ALGAE

Similar to Sludge Rust- Slime

Caused by Hardness (Ca & Mg)
Reverse Solubility.
gvapora,tiqi & Temp
COACOZUMU012 OK
Hardness

Chemical Action
Battery Action
Oxygen & Carbon
Dioxide Chlorides

One Cell Plants
& Animals )

&Wight

Effect White Scale Builds-
up co pipes
High Head Pressures
L'Temperahlres
Low Heat Transfer
Reduced Efficiency

Eats Away Metal
,-

Plugs
Nozzles
High Head
Low Efficiency

.

Occurs at
pH of

Cure

Above 9.0

HCL Scale Cleaner
Brushing, Scraping
and Grit Blasting

Below 7. 0

Rimove Pipe

pli 7.0 to 9.0
High Temp

Clean
Manually

Prevention Turbidity Control
Once Through Water
Bleed-off 1 to 4
GPH/ton
Surface Active Agents
Adjust pH (H2SO4)
to 8.0
Zeolite Softening

Raise pH (Na0H)
to 8.0
Chromates
Remove Electriu
cal Grounds
Paint with
Asphalt Varnish

Chlorine
Copper Sulfate

Figure 14- Scale, Corrosion and Algae Chart for Cooling
Towers and Evaporative Ccadensers
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WATER CONDITIONING

Purpose of Water-Conditioning System
-

The water-ctwtdltioning system is used to keep the concentration of minerals low
enough in condens water and circulating chill water systems to reduce damage or
interruption of operation. A good water-conditioning program is as important to a
cooling tower system as the water itself. Water conditioning does cost money but
it saves money in longer equipment life and more efficient, troublefree service.

Proper treatment of equipment must be provided which will insure the preservation
of the various systems. The equipment should,be as simple as possible and of the
correct type so that treatment can be efficiently'and economically accomplished as
required. It should be of the quality that it does not break down while it is in service.

Types- of Water-Conditioning Systems

There are various types of feeders to admit chemicals, such as phosphates,
chromates and acids, to the recirculating water of refrigeration and air-conditioning
systems and enclosed chilled water systems.

One type of feeder, the drip or displacement feeder, is placed in the cooling
tower. Pot feedLrs are used for slug feeding of closed systems such as closed heating
and chill water systems. Pump type chemical feeders are used on solution tanks
especially where the injection is to be made into a pipeline. The chemical briquette
feeder is mounted on the cutside of the tower. It feeds dissolved cake type chemicals
into the sump water. The bypass feeder, similar to the pot feeder, receives water
that is bypassed from the circulating water through the feeder tank.

Major Components, Operation and Installations Requirements

The drip feeder can either be gravity or automatic feed. The automatic feeders
are calibrated at the factory to insure accurate feeding. The chemical solution is
placed in a container above the tower sump. The solution drips into the tower water
through a small line from the solution container. The rate of flow is controlled by a
needle valve in the feeder line. Some units use a solenoid valve actuated by the
recirculating pumps on the unit so the valve will open and close as the pumps start
and stop. A constant level reservoir provides steady head pressure to an adjustable
needle valve, which is set to drip at a predetermined rate.

The displacement feeder has a second container placed inside the solution
container. A small portion of the make-up water is allowed to flow directly into the
second container. As the second container fills with water, it forces solution out of
the discharge line of the solution feeder.

A very economical method of asiding phosphate to the water for conditioning against
scale and corrosion is by using a nylon mesh bag. This bag usually comes equipped
with a wire haziger for ipstailing it in the water spray, if possible. It is preferred to
hang the bag so water will spray over it but it can be placed in the sump. The proper
amount of chemicals to place in the bag wiLl be determined by.a chart that comes with
the chemicals and the size of the system. The f....hemicals in thii bag take up to six
months to dissolve.
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The pot type feeder is a sinall cylinder type unit, usually made of clear plastic,
which can be mounted:on a wall or a stand next to a receiving tank or tower sump.
Operating pressure is.supplied by the water system from which. makeup, wilier is
received. All conneitions are through acid-resistant plastic. tubing. This unit has a
plastic water operated injector for feeding acid more easily stnd accurately into an

.open sump. Makeup Water is pasesed through the injector at a rate not greater than
the maketip water requirements. The feeciing al acid into the system is controlled
by a gracivated dial on a,valve in the in ector. The acid is diluted with water within
the plastic body of the injector before i reaches the circulating water. This injeCtor
may be used tainject diluted acid throu the intake side of a circulating pump, if the
Pressure is low enough, into a closed system.

The pot type feeder may be used
to add liquid or briquette chemicals
(figure 15). To fill the tank with chem- ILL VALVE

Wats, close the inlet and outlet valves. INLET VALVE

Then open the bleed, fill and drain
aVLAELEVDEvalves. When all the water has drained

from the taiik, close the drain valve
and fill the tank with the desired chem-
icals. To place feeder into operation
close the fill and bleed vaives. Now
open the inlet, outlet and metering
valves. Adjust the metering valve to
the desired cheiiical flow while Observ-
ing the sight indicator. Pressure from
the circulating pump forces water up
through the inlet valve. Water flows
down through the tank taking some of the
chemicals with it. The metering valve nMi 11
adjustment determines the amount cif DRAIN VALVE

chemicals that enters the system on the
inlet side of the circulating pump. The
treated water goes through the pump ETERING

VALVE
where a small portion of it goes back
through the chemical feeder. The
Urger amount goes to the air-condition-

INDICATOR
CIRCUPULMAPTINGing system. SIGHT

CMA-022

An electric pump is required if the
acid has to come from a large under- Figure 15. Pot Type Chemical Feeder
ground storage tank which is below the water level and the circulating pump sump.
This pump is also required when acid is being ejected into a pipeline where the water
is under pressure. Diluted acid should be used to reduce the chances ci causing
corrosion at the point the acid enters the pipe. The rate of flow of this acid should
be controlled. A plastic injector tube should be installed so that the acid is fed into
the center ci the stream away frail the walls of the pipe. The container from which
the acid,solution is pumped must be of corrosion-resistant material, or a steel
container.with a corrosion-resistant lining. Heavy serviceable plastic containers
as well as steel contiiners, with plastic liners, are available which are ouitable for
acid solutions. Add the acid slowly to avoid spattering.

OUTLET
VALVE%

N4.

CHEMICAL
TA/4X
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l'he chemical briquette feeder is used to inject phosphate or metaphosphate
s lut tons into the system to control corrosion. Chemicals used by this feeder are
obtai,ned in cake or briquette form. These forms have a controlled disaolving rate: The
briquette feeder is usually fastened to the outside of the cooling tower above the water
sump. The chemieals are injected into the system through a tube in the bottom of the
feeder.

Bypass feeders are available for feeding dry chemicals. The feeder is connected
to the inlet and outlet of a valve or the inlet and outlet of the circulating pump. A
controlled stream of water is byp4ssed from the circulating water through the feeder
tank making a solution of the chemicals and controlling the feeding rate. Bypass
feeders are similar to pot feeders, in that both use a needle valve, .or similar valve,
to control. the rate of waterflow through the feeder. In an open pump sump, the inlet
for the feeder can be connected to the pump discharge piping and the feeder discharge
can flow free into the sump. Chemicals are usually prepared in ball or lump form for
bypass feeders.

Servicing Water Conditioning Systems

Each chemical feeder has to be checked periodically. During this check the
tanks are refilled with chemicals, the pumps and pipe connections are checked for
leakage. The valves are checked for leakage. This determines the condition of the
packing and the seating.- The motors are checked for cleanliness, terminal security
and condition of the wires. All units that have fittings for lubrication are lubricated
and checked for freedom of movement. The rate of bleedoff is checked and adjusted
if necessary. The plastic needle valves are checked for freedom of movement and
adjusted if needed. All metal units are checked for evidence of corrosion.

SUWIARY
.1

Remember most accidents can be prevented. _Your part in the safety program
is to become familiar with potential accidents and to follo the prescribed rules and
precauttonS.to prevent them. Some of the conditions whlcf cause accidents are poor
housekeeping, horseplay, improper use of equipment, and nonobservance of rules.
The most impovtant rule in the laboratory is never mix chemicals haphazardly.

Laboratory test equipment should be rinsed prior to use to assure accuracy of
results.

Most compoands can be classified under one of these headings.

Acids

Bases

Salts (Brines)

Acids turn blue litmus paper red and "P" indicator colorlesi.

Eases turn red litmus paper blue and "P" indicator red.
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'Pure water is seldom, if ever, found in nature. Impure water may cause scal
corrosion, or algae to form in air-conditioning and refrigeration systems using
cooling towers and evaporative condensers.

pH is a meisurement of the intensity of acid or base in a solution. A pH of 7 is
neutral. From 6.9 to 0 a solution 1 acid. From 7.1 to 14 a solution is basic.

Corrosion is the destruction of metal by chemical and electrochemical reaction.
Chromates and polyphosphates are chemicals usetto form protective films on the
metal thereby preventing corrosion.

Noimally three tests will give you the information nee4v1 to treat cooling water
used in cooling towers and evaporative condensers. These feats are: turbidity,
hardness, and pH.

Condensing water systems and recirculating chill water systems are conditioned
to prevent the buildup of scale and glue and damage from corrosion. This extends
the life of the unit and reduces costs c/ repairing or replacing parts.

Chemicals are fed into the systems in measured quantifies by varrous types of
feeders. When the bleedoff is actjusted properly, the concentration of mineralc can
be controlled.

QUE STIONS

1. Name five safety practices that apply to mixing chemicals.

What are burettes used for?

3. What is a part per million (ppm)?

4. What is the chemical symbol and common name for sodium chfloride?
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5. What type of injury results from bodily contact with acids and bases?

6. Explain the procedure to be taken in case acid is splashed on the face.

7. What is the effect of an acid solution litmus paper ancl P" indicator solution?

Explain the meaning of pH.

91 How is corrosion prevented?

10. What is scale?

11. How doe's scale effect a condensing unit?

eio

12. How is scale removed from a condenser chemically?

13. What is meant by reverse solubility of calcium and magnesium compounds?
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14. Name five methods of preventing scale.

15. Explain how surface active agents prevent scale formation.

"-?e
16. Wh5 kt is turbidit ?

17. What is 'algae?

18. How is algae prevented?

Th
19. What is the purpose of water conditioning?

20. What chemicals are admitted to water by feeders?

21. Where is the briquette feeder mounted?
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22. Which is he most economical feeder for adding phosphate to the system?

23. Where is the acid diluted in the pot type feeder?

24. What should be done to prevent acid from causing Corrosion at the point it enters
a pipe?

25. In what form are the chemicals that are used by the briquette feeder?

26. In what form are the chemicals that are used by the bypass feeders?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-18. Maintenance and Operation of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning,
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4. AFM 127-101, Accident Prevention Handbook
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ABSORPT1O$ AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

0 EWE CTIVE

To help you learn the scopei application, and maintenance of the lithium bromide
absorption air-conditioning system.

INTRODUCTION

The use of aqua-lithium bromide absorption system began in 1945. The principle
was a century old; but, until this time, it had never been completely fiafe, successful
or economical.

This simplest of all refrigerating machitie uses the cheapest, safest, and most
available of all refrigerants--water: Water is stabl$ nontoxic, low cost, readily
available and has 970 BTUs per pound latent heat of vaporization: Its absorbent is--
lithium bromide, a salt solution. ?pat important, large quantities of water are readily
absorbed by lithium bzomide and easily separated.

The key to understanding the abiorption system's operation is to rememger the
entire unit operates in a deep--vacuum. For water to boil in the evaporator at 38°F
a vacuum of approximately 29. 65 inches mercury s required. To il;vstrate the
necessity of maintaining these presumes, an increase in pressure oronly 0.06 psi in
the unit will increase the leaving chilled water temperature 10°F.

This system is used fOr air conditioning and varies in capacIty from* three to
5000 tons. The absorption unit is in treat demand at the present) time in:Iarger
installations. The machines low operating cost, dependability, minimum maintenance
and space requirement, and long life of serviceability, are the major advantages of
absorption systems. However, liigh initial installation and support equipment costs
are a disadvantage.'

Operation

The absorption refrigeration Unit consists of a generator and an absorber assem-
bly. The condenser and generator are combined in the ftenerator assembly, or upper
shell of the unit; while the evaporator and absorber are combined in the absorber ,

assembly, or the lower shell of the unit. The control panel is located on the side of
the absorber assembly. The other minor units, such as the absorber sight glass,
solution heat exchanger anti thy solution pump are utually mounted betweeti the support-
ing legs of the absorption unit

To understand the operation of the refrigeration cycle, think (if two self -contained
vessels, one containing the salt solution (which is laiown as the absorber) and/the otherliNki...
containing later (atown as the evaporator). Join the two containers as they tire in
figure 16. Ordinary table salt absorbs water vapor when it is exposed to danipweatber.
The salt solution in the absorber bas a much greater ability to absorb the water vapor
from the evaporator. The water that remains in the evaporator is chilled by evapora-
tion, which'produces a refrigeration or coolinlg effect within the tank. Both the absorber
and evaporator are in a vacuum. This vacuum causes water to boil at a much lower
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temPerature. Because of this, the chilled water can be cooled down to a temperature
of 38°F., The evaporator has a pump (shown in figures 17 add 18) which moves the
cooled water from the evaporator tank to the spray header. -Mil; header sprays the
cooled water over the surface of a set Of chilled water coils. The evaporation and
ciwc)ling effect of this spray on the surface of the chilled water coils cool the water
inside the coils as it recirculates through the system.

.41111111MINMERM

WATER tAr APOR

SALT SOLUTION

Figur, 16.

WATER VAPOR

A A A....7\
AOSORSER 1

SAL T SOLUTION

EVAPORATOR

CHILLED
WATER r 0

OUT REFRIGERANT
CHILLED LOAD

olltmt. W ATER
IN

WATER

EVAPORATOR
PUMP

Figure;17.
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When the water drips from the coils, it will fall into the evaporator tank. Some of
the spray will be absorbed by the lithium bromide that is also being sprayed in the
absorber. After the salt solution has absorbed as much as it can, the soludon becomes
weak. It will not absorb any more water vapor. This weak solution is pumped through
the heat exchanger to the generator, figure 19,. where steani coils cause the water to'
boil off and leave a strong salt solution. in e strorg solution will drain from the gen-
erator back to the absorber. The water vac ne will rise to the condenser. The
condensing waterline from the cooling tower will cool the vapors enough for them to
liquify. This water flows back.to the evapoz ator tank where it is pumped through the
spray heider across the coils. The vapor that did not condense in-the condenper`will
flow to the purge unit, and the rxmcondensab té air is discharged into .the atmosphere.
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We can compare the basic absorption cycle with the mechanical compression cycle
which you have already learned. Refer to ilgure 20 as you proce.,Ki i r the comparison.

To simplify the absorption cycle we will start the cycle at ;he outlet of the
condenser :.13 I not at the compressor as you are accustomed to.

'High pressure liquid refrigerant (water) passes from the condenser (1) through
vrifice or restrictor (2) and expands into the lower pressure evaporator (3). As

the refrigerant (w9.ter) is discharged from the orifice into the evaporator (3) the
refrigErant (water() is 'cooled by flash evaporation. The heat will flow from the water
circulating through th&conditioned space to the liquid refrigerant, vaporizing the
refrigerant.

The refrigerant, now a vapor, flows to the absorber (4) where the iressure is the
lowest in the system. In the absorber .the vapor is absorbed by the lithium bromide,
a salt solution. A combination of absorbent and refrigerant, now mixed, forms a
diluted or weak solution. This dilutfti Solution being heavier than the strong absorbent
settles to the bottom of the absorlier ahell where it is pulled out by the solution pump r7
(5). The weak solutiOn is now pumped to the generator op contentrator (6). The
1-7frigerant is recovered from the absorbent in this compenent by distillation. Heat is

plied to the solution by means of low pressure steam or hot water boiling out the
refrigerant. The strong absorbent..solution returns to the absorber axxi repeats the
process. The refrigerant vapor passes to the condenser (1) where it is f2ooled and
condensed by cooling tower water flowing through a tube bundle.
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Figure 20. Compression-Absorption Comparison

Absorption System Components - Refer to figure 21, Lithium_Bromide System.

ABSORBER EVAPORATOR

CAIIA-(;)41

EVAPORATOR. Chilled water flows through the evaporator tube bundle. It iscooled by the refrigerant being sprayed over the tubes. The chilled water is thenpumped to where it furnishes cooling: A refrigerant collection pan, located below thechilled water coils, collects, and stores the refrigerant for further cycling.

ABSORBER. The water vLpor formed in the evaporator is absorbed by the lithium
bromide solution that is being circulated in the absorber. Cooling water from the
tower flows through the tube bundle in the absorber iemoving.the heat of absorption,heat of condensation and sensible heat. The lithium bromide must be kept cool toabsOrb.water.

GENERATOR. Lithium bromide solution is pumped from the absorber to the gen-erator where low7pressure steam, or hot water, provides the heat-necessary to boil
the solution. Boiling removes the water that was absorbed in the absorber and makes
a strong solution out of the weak solution. The strong solution then rOurns to the
absorber section. The low-pressure steam or hot water comes fromia

.0\a.
CONDENSER. The water vapor produced in the generator is condensed in the

condenser by the relatively cool condenser water flowing from the absorber. A water
pan collects the condensed water vapor and returns it to the evaporator section.

HEAT EXCHkNGER. A.shell and tube heat exchanger in the lines between the
absorber and generator transfers heat from the hot strong solution that is leaving the
generator to the weak solution that is entering the generator. This increases the
machine's effiaency by causing the solution to be in the generator for a shorter period
of time.
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PURGE UNIT. . The purge unit is a necessary part of the machine. It removes,
stores, and discharges to the atmosphere. 41 air and noncondensables accumulated in
the machine. It is composed of three basic sections.r

1 Suction Chamber. Weak lithium b Fide solution is supplied to this chamber
from the discharge of the solution pum . As the solution cools a low prefsure
area is formed.. Noncondensables are The drawn into at, chamber from the absorber.
Since the absorber is in the,, lowest vacuun , all air and noncondensahles will collect
tht re.

^ Return Chamber. The lithium bromic e solution and all rioncondensables flow
inti) the return chamber. In this chamber the air and noncondensables bubble up to
the s-torage chamber. The solution is ret rned to the absorber through a return
va:ve.

3. Storage Chamber. The noncondensab s are accumulated in this section until
the exhaust cycle when they are discharge to the atmosphere.

PUM.PS. The pumps that are used wit'
rie centrifugal type.. They are equipped

in a v:i2tIllm, as they are on an absorption :
heaci of water for lubrication so that water

:eal leaks. On the later model units th
sealed.

Che-cks and Servicing

an absorption air conditioner are usually
.vith mechanical seals when they are used
ir conditioner. These seals require a
.ather than air enters the unit in case
pump and pump motor are hermetically

SOL ,..7TION LEVEL. The solution level inthe absorber must be checked. Normal
operating level is approximately one-third i. f the absorber sight glass at full load
operation. At partial-load operation, the solution level will vary between one-third
and two-thirds of the sight glass.

ADD OCTYL ALCOHOL. With the machine running, add the recommended amount
ff octyl alcohol to the solution through the alcohol charging valve in the absorber pump
clischarge4ine.. 'The discharge pressure of the absorber solution pump is approximately
f ive, to fifteen inches of vacuum; therefore, even with the pump ripping, it will be
possible to draw the alcohol intolhe machine. This cleans the outside of the tubes in
the generator and absorber and improve!) their efficiency in transferring heat.

REFRIGERANT LEVEL. The refrigerant level is visually checked through thesight glass located on the evaporator. At a high level the water may spill over the
evaporator tank into the solution in the absorber, causing a loss of operating efficiency.A low level will cause the evaporator water pump to.surge (cavitate) when it is running.A low refrigerant level results in less refrigeration effect.

DRY VACUUM TEST. After completing the annual maintenance, the systein shouldbe checked for leaks. Evacuate the system, until an absolute pressure of at' least .03inches of mercury.is read on the manometer. Record this reading. Check the manom-.veer again 24' hours later. If there is no loss of vacuum then charge the system with
solution and refrigerant (water). If the unit does not meet the vacuum requirements,
it should be tested for leaks with a leak detector.
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To test the system in this manner, it is necessary to first charge the unit with
refrigerant R-12 and water pumped nitrogen. Charge the unit with R-12 to five psi or
ten inches of mercury, continue charging with nitrogen to about 18 psig. When the
charging operations are completed, test the system for leaks with a leak detector.
Make permanent repairs to any leaks found.
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Figure 21. Lithium Bromide System
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CHARGING WITH REFRIGERANT AND SOLUTION. After 'all maintenance is
completed ani the system passes a satisfactory vacuum test, the unit is ready to be
charged with solution and refrigerant.. To charge with refrigerant, connect a vacuum
pump to the purge connection and let it run for several minutes to lower the absolute
pressure of the system (figure 22).

Solution Charging:

I. Connect flexible hose to 1" pipe. Cut end of pipe at a 450 angle to prevent
pipe from sealing itself on botti m of drum. Fill both pipe and hose with
water.

s/. Insert pipe into drum and conne:t flgible hose to solution pump service
valve. .

3. Open service valve. Charge tbs. system with the amount specified by the
manufacturer for the particular unit. Caution should be exercised to never
let the liquid level in the drum strop below the end on the pipe. If this should
happen air would be drawn into the unit.

Ref rigerant Charging:

I. Same procedure as solution cha-..ging.
2. Insert pipe into drum and connect flexible hose to refrigerant pump service

valve.
3. Same procedure as solution cha :ging.

SERVICE VALVE

1/2 PIPS CUT AT AS ANGLE

FLEXISLE HOSE

*ATER OR L.ITNIUN SRONIOE

c - mA-0711/

Figure 22. Charging Refrigerant or Solution
LEAK CHECK. Before starting the unit that has the absorbent and refrigerant in

tt the vacuum should be checked. Air may have entered the system during the charging
process or through a leak while ,it was shut down. To do this, take a manometer
reading (figure 23) and the temperature of the machine room. With these two kilowns,
plot the pressure temperature curve as shown in figure 23A. II the plotted pressurereading is more than .1 inch of mercury higher than the pressure located on the curve
there is air in the unit. If this condition recurs on the next two or three startups, the
unit should be shut down as soon as possible and tested for leaks. Air (oxygen) in the
presence of lithium bromide salt will cause corrosion inside the unit and shorten
equipment life.
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SOLUTION COICENTRATION.CHECK. A common characteristic of the lithium
bromide absorption air eomationer is that the lithium bromide sohtion will crystallize-

iolildify under certain conditions. To solidify or crystallize means the absorbant
- changes from a liquid to a solid state. Solidification will cause the unit to stop, but

will not cause permanent danrge to the unit. After the solutionis desolidified, the
unit may be placed back in operation. To desolidify you would dilute the solidified area
with system liquids and, if necessary, apply heat. One method used to determine
solution concentration cpercent of lithium bromide to water) is as follows. We will
use some figures to form an example along with the diagram in figure 25. Use 100°
tor the temperature of the refrigerant leaving the condenser. Follow the 1000 line
upward until it gets to the diagonal waterline, mark the chart at this point; Use 1600
for the temperature of the solution leaving the generator. Using the mark. that you have
already made on the chart, go horizonally to the right until you intersect the 1600
vertical line. At this point read thc solution concentration from the diagonal lines, it
would be 65 percent.

- _,S v

F
..:61

Fiizure 24. Removing Refrigerant
or Solution

REMOVING REFRIGERANT OR
SOLUTION. When it is-necessary to
remove a part or all of the system charge,
you may use one of the two methods
below. On some units thepump discharge
pressure is above atmospheric. On these
units just open a Valve on the pump
discharge and drain out the quantity
desired. On units that all pressures
are below atmospheric, remove the
charge using the following procedure
Refer to figure 24. (1) Connect
vacuum hoses to service valve, flask,
and vacuum pump. (2) (*rate vacuum

pui.ip to bring flask pressure beloW absorption unit pressure. (3) Open service valve
and solution or refrigerant will flow into flask.

Ab!,,orption System Troubles

In this discussion of absorption machine problems we will Limit the coverage to
ttle most common areas. Crystallization (solidification) will take up the maior Dorton
of this subject since several common absorption machine problems result in the
absorbent solidifing (figure 25),

POWER FAILURE. When a power failure occurs, the machine pumps stop which
set. up the condition necessary for crystalli ation. The power failnre prevents the
machine from going through a normal dilut- on cycle. The dilution cycle is a sequence
which mixes the weak absorbent solution w the concentrated absorbent solution.
This mixture produces a concentration that will not crystallize at room temperature.
Without the dilution cycle, the concentrate< solution will cool and crystallize at
-ipproximately 100°F.

$7
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ABSORPTION TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

PROBLEMS CAUSE REMEDY

I. Lithium bromide a.
s(,iidifies at starttp

Condender water b-low
gesismed temnerail.re-

a. Reset tower water bypass valve.

ii. Air in machine. b. Purge system.
e. Steam pressure too high. c. Reset pressure regulating valve.

Z. L thium bromide
sc.:Udine* during
operation.

a. Condenser water below
deitien tjmperaturç .

a. Reset tower water bypass valve.

b. Im=i r . :4 , b. Check ur s stem.
c. 1 v. tep on Bor. .

tubes and spray nozzles.
c. t': octy coho

3 . Low capacity. Air in qpilnchine. a. RePair leak aixlior Zegtavetem-
b. Scale in condenser t bet ii,

c.
Remove scale ant treatwater.
Check amuunt of steam flow and
Pressure,

c. Not enough soTulfini,on-
cent:ration insenerator.

d. Refrigerant overflow from
evaporator to absorber.

d. Remove part of refrigerant charge.

e.

-

Capacity control valve
returning too much weak
solution back to absorber.

e. Reset control to correct temperature
.

4. Machine shuts down
on safety controls.

a. Motor overload ena. a. Find reason and reset overload
w re e temper-

ature. ,

- temperature controller.
Reset if needed.

5. Solidificatioh during
shutdown.

a. Dilition cycle not long
enough.

a. Lentlien dilution cycle to at least
7 minutes.

. No load when diluting.
,

b. Open reclaiming valve to put load
on machine.

6. Air leak into
machine.

a. Any connection, tittlng, or
component eSposed io
atmosphere may be cauSe.

'a. (1) Perform leak check.
(2) Check vertical purge.

7. Loss of vacuum at
shutdown.

a. Air leakage into machine- a. (1) Check for leakage at valves.
(2) Perform leak check.

8. Failure to keep
machine purged.

a. Air leakage into machine. a-
It.

Perform leak check,
(1) Clock rate of purge.
(2) Purge solution solidified.

Desolidify.

b. ifertica1 purge nalTemoving
noncondensables preperly.

Figure 26. Trouts' ,shooting Chart

9



CONDENSER WATER. Condenser water is the water coming from the coolingtuwer. It enters the system at the absorber. A drop in this water temperature belowits normal 85°F can cause the strong solution to solidify in the heat exchanger. Should`the water temperature drop from 850F to 550F, the temperature of the diluted solutiongoing through the heat exchanger would be too cool. This would reduce the temperatureof the strong solu9 -,r. leaving,the heat exchanger-to apprcbdmately 1000F, thus causingthe solution to begin solidifying. Accurate control is very important for condenserwater. A malfunction in this system will cause not only crystallization WI also loss -of system efficiency.

LOSS OF VACUUM. This prcblem may 3ccur as the results of an air leak, lossot purge, bad pump seal, etc. When ,air leaks into the system the absorber pressurerises with the presence of noncondensables, thus limitidg evaporator capacity. Theleaving chilled water temperature will then rise, which signals the steam valve toopen. This causes the generator temperatur t! to increase and produces a morecrncentrate4 solution. With the increasing pressure there is less load on the absorberwhich results in a decrease in the diluted sohstign temperature. This cooley dilutedsolution, passing through the heat exchanger cools the concentrated solutionsufficiently to cause crystallization. Air leP cage, without a doubt, is the worstenemy of absorption eqiiipment. The conseq iences are serious because in the presenceof air, lithium bromide becomes corrosive t metal and is subject to solidification.
As- you study the troubleshooting chart, figure 26, you will see other problems withthe absorption machine. We have listed some possible causes and remedies for theseproblems.

ABSORPTION UNIT CONTROLS. The operation of an absorption air conditionercan be compared to an expennive airplane. When either one is out of control, theydo not perform the way they should. ,It is, tI erefore, important that you Understandthe control circuits of the lithium bromide svstem.

Absorption systems use electric, electr(inic, and pneumatic controls. We willexplain the operation of a typical control circuit 215 you refer to figure 27.

OPERATION. When the main sWitch is turned on it supplies voltage to the con-trol voltage line. The start-stop switch (S/: ) is energized to the start position,. starting the chilled water pimp thru LS-2 wi ich is interlocked with a set of auxiliarymotor starter contacts. In series with the auxiliary contacts is a flow switch (FS).Once flow has been established in the chilled water circuit,the flow switch (FS) closessupplying voltage to the pneumatic electric switch (PE).

Upon a rise in temperature in the chilled water supply line the branch linepressure of the chilled vatter thermostat (T-1) will rise. The rise in branch linepressure causes the contacts in the pneumatic. electric switch (PE) to close, whichenergizes the candensing.water line starter ( .S4) starting the condenser pimp. Thecooling tower line starter (LS-4) is energize* simultaneously through auxiliary con-,

tacts starting the cooling tower fan. Once th: cooling tower fan is in bperation thecooling tower thermostat (T-2) will cy0e the fan on and off to main/lath designedcooling water temperature).

1



lirning the system's on-off switch (S-1) on, energizing.the time delay relay (TD).
This supplies-control voltage to tie unit Aimpii line starter (LS-1) thru the normally
closed low temperature control (LTC), motor temperature control (BM), and the
liquid level switch (LL) starting the pumps.

Energizing the unit pump line starter (L.5-1) closes auxiliary contacts to supply
control voltage to the solenoid air valve (SV-1). This opens the solenoid supplying
branch pressure to the steam valve.

Systems water temperature changes are sensed by the chilled water thermostat
iT4). The thermostat responds by varying the branch line pressure to the steam
valve.

When lower chilled water temperature is sensed by T-1, indicating that cooling
is tic longer needed, the branch line pressure will decrease causing the pneumatic
electric, switch (PE) to open. This deeneigizes the condenser pump line starter
( LS-3) which in turn deinergizes the time delay relay (TD), solenoid air valve (SV-1),
and the cooling tower fan line starter (LS-.4) stopping the fan. The loss of control
voltage to the solenoid air-valve (SV-1) causeis the steam valve to close, stopping steam
to the generator.

Prior to complete shutdown, the unit pumps will continue to operate for approxi-
mately seven minutes, unger control of the time delay relay (TD), allowing the mixture
of weak and strong solution. This equalization of the sohition throughout the solution
handling portion of the system eliminates the possibility of crystallization during
shutdown.

The purge pump and purge pump solenoid valve (SV-2) are energized by closing
tfie purge pump on and off switch .(S-2).

CONT CIL VOLTAGE

LS-4 L5-3
LTC U 1 T-

15-2
PE FS

e-NP

UNIT
PUMP

CONDENSER
PUMP

5 S

CHILLED WATER
PUMP

5 2

MAIN
AIR

1=ACI BRANCH AI

SV-2

PuRGE
PUMP STEAM VALVE

Figure 27. Lithium Bromide Electrical System
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Care and Handling of Lithium Bromide

Lithium bromide is nontoxic, nonflammable, and nonexplosive. It can easily behandled in an open container. This solution is chemically stable and does not undergoany noticeable change in propertiu evenafter years of use in the absorption machine.
Lithium broniide solution is corrosive when exposed to air. If any solution 4spilled on exposed parts or tools, it should be wiped off and rinsed with fresh wateras soon as possible. Tools should be coated with a light film of oil after rinsing withfresh water to prevent rust.

Empty metal containers used for solution should also be rinsed with fresh waterto prevent corrosion. Lithium bromide solution may be irritating to the akin and tothe eyes. It should be washed off with soap and water: If it gets into the eyes, wash withfresh water and consult a physician immediately. Lithium bromide is a strong salt .solution; do no siphon by mouth.

SUMMARY

The absorption eystem operates on the principle of one material being able toabsorb or take up the vapors of another substance and thus reduce the pressure.

The absorption refrigeration unit consists of.a generator assembly and an absorberassembly. The condenser and generator are combined in the generator auembly, orupper Mei of the unit; while the evaporator and absorber are combined in the absorberassembly,lor lower shell of the latit. The ccatrol panel is located on the side of theabsorber assembly. The other minor units, such as the absorber sigIit glass, solutionheat exchanger, and the solution pump are usually mounted between the supporting legsof the absorption unit.

Air leakage into the machine is the cause of many troubles. It will cause decreasedrefrigeration effect and crystallisation of the lithium bromide solution. Some othertroubles that you will encounter is With controls, improper setting of valves and systemtemperatures not within operating range.

This system is used for air conditioning and industrial process cooling. Theevaporator design temperature is normally 380F. These units are made in a widerange of sizes, varying fron 3 to over 5000 t3nsz

nit42
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QUE STIONS

1. What is used as the refrigerant in the aqua-lithium bromide system?

2. How can you locate a leak in an aqua-lithium bromide system?

3. What is the purpose of routing the condensing water through the absorber?

4. What is the purpose of the purge unit?

5. What are two causes of solutipn solidification?

43. Why is the water pumped thr-ough the spray header?

7 What is the minimum evaporator temperature in the aqua-Lithium bromide
system?

What safety precautions shou be observed. when handling lithium bromide?

43



9. What is octyl alcohol used for?

%If

10. Solution and chilled water pumps are equipped with'what type of seals?

11. What is the primary application of the lithium bromide absorption system?

REFERENCES

1. 8ervice Manual, 18HA Hermetic Absorption Machine, Carrier
2. Textbook, Refrigeration and Air-ConditiOning Service Application Manual (RSES)
3. Service Manual, York Absorption System
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OBJECTIVf

/ 41.5

urI3 3ABR54530-V1-5-Ine
22 Januar/ 1975

CHEMICALLY TREAT WATER FOR CORROSION

You are required tci chemically treat water for corrosion by adding the necessat
chemicals.

Testing With Litmus Paper

1. Secure a 250-miliiiiter (,11.) beaker.

2. Pour. approNiniateiy 20 ML of sample solution marked -pH -1." into the beaker.

3. Drop a strip of blue litmus paper into.the sample/solution.

a. Whal color does the litmus paper turn?

b. Is solution "pH-1" acid or basic?

4. Clean your beaker and place, approxima(tely 20 ML of sample solution rked
"p11-2" into the beaker.

5. Drop a strip of rod litmus paper'illi sample pH-2" solution.

a. What color does the iitmus papdr turn?

b. Is solution H-2" acid or bic?
-40

NOTE: Keep your "pH-2" sample for the 4.4k. test.

TeFting With "P" Indicator

Place about five drops of "P" indicator into the sample o "pH-2" solution.

a. What is the color of the solution?
T

b. Does this indicate ac.id or baiic?

Testing For pH Using a Color Comparator

1. Obtain a"pH tester and place it on a clean/working table.

2, Secure a sample solution niarked'4pH-34! .

2. Check sample "pH-3" with litmus paper.

Is the sample acid or basic?

4.

1.
A



4. Select a pH disc and place it in the comparator.

What disc did you setect.7-
--

5. Fill both test tubes o the 15 ML mark with test sample and place them in the
comparator. .

6. To the left-hand tube. add 0.5 ML of the proper pH indicitor solution and mix
well.

7, Lift the cpmparator from the table and turn the lens toward natural light (not
directly into the sun).

A8. Turn the disc until two colors match.

9. Read the pH from the numbered disc.'

What.is the pH of sample "pH-3"
-1*

Adjusting pH

1. Add either,dilute s4lium hydroxide (NaOH) or'dilnte sulphuric acid H SO4) to the
sample to produce-a pH of 8.0.

2. Clean all equipment and return it to its tapper place.'

3. What causes corrosion?

4. 'What chemicals are-vsed to prevent corrosion?

5. What acid is used to chemically clean a system that tl,s mild corrosion in it?
,

4

6. To raise the pH of water what is used?

7. To lower the pH of water what is used?
L.

S. \What are surface act e

t=2

4

1
2 1.*

Pc

a



,

ft

4 /17
9., tioW does a surface active agent work?

W. What must be done if severe corrosion is pr.sent in an air-conditioning system?
9

A

'r

7

11

3
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OBJECTWE, .

WB 3ABR54530-VI-5-P2

CHEMICALLY TREAT WATER FOR SCALE

Each of you are required to chemically treat witer for scale by adding the necessary.
chemicals.

Phosphate Test

1. Preparation oi dilute stannous chloride: \
a. Add 0.5 ML of stannous chloride to ."Dilute Stannous Chloride" bottle.

ob. Add distilled water to shOulder of bottle.

2. TV Procedure

Secure a phtiSphate color comparator-block, one bottle Conipator Molybdate
Reagent, one dropper bottle stannous chloride reagent, and a sample of cool -
4ing tower water.

4

V. Add sample water to tkie 5 ML mark in the mixing tube

c. Addscomparato .1clybdate Reagent to bring the level up the 15 ML mark.

d. Place stopper in tip of miZtng tube and mix by inverting the tube seberal.times.

e Add fresh Dilute Stannous Chloride up to the 17.5 ML mark.

1. Place stopper in top of mixing tube.and mix by inverting several times.

g. Place mixing tube into comparator btock, and compare colors,

h. Your sample has ppm of phosphates.

i. If your sample is below the required amount add more phosOates to your
sample and retest water sample.

If youridsampie is above the required amount, add more wafer to your sample
and retest water-sample.

k. What causes scie to form?

What is scale?

4
1 r

-

3



s k,

4

m. What can be done to prevent scale?
-st

What iests are performed to-find out if water will cause scale?

o. What effect will scale have on an air-condipoiting system?

p. Where Will scale form in an air -c6ncjitioning snifem?

q. %That is used to remove scAle?
4

,

r. lean all equipment ajid 'return it o its proper place.

Checkegl By
Instructor

.
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.OBJECTIVE
7-

T ) be able to identify aNliue and procedures for controlling algae in cooling toyers.

Identification of Jkiga''''

1. Refer tettudy Wide 3ABR54536-V1-5 and answer the following q t ons.

WE 3A13R54530-V1-5-133

CHEMICALLV TREAT WATER FOR ALGAE

a. What is algae?

b; What pH rangeopromotes the growth of algae?

From to

c. What is the effect of algae orCi cooliw tower system?

(I)

". (2)

--j(3)

d.

a p
I ID

ppm fo ppm of chlorine should be maintained in the

cooling toVer for control of algae.

Testing and Adjusting Chlorine Content .for Algae Control

1. Secure a sample of water to be test

2. Fill beithlubes of the standard com tor to tle 15 ML mark with test samplered
and place them in the compara,tor tes 400

3. Using the graduated dropprer add .75 ML of ortho-tdlidine'solution to die left-hand
tube.

4. Revcilve the chlorine color disc until there is a match in color.

5. Read the results directly.
e

ppm Ckloride

Adjust the chlorine content of the sample to 1.5 ppm using ap wter or calcium
hypochlorite solution.

0



Clean all equipment and requrn it to its proper place.

fr
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IDENTIFY COMPONENTSOF A WATER CONDITIONINd SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

To identify the components of a pot type water-conditioner.

PERFORMANCE

From the diagram in figure r, write the name,of the component besideAhe match-ing number in the diagram, and indicate direction 6f water floW using arrows.

6.

rt

2. 7.

3. -
8. .

,F1

4. 9. -,..,...,

5.

-.
'Checkedby
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IDENTIFICATION OF 'MAJOR COMRONENTS OF A
LITHIUM BROMIDE ABSORPTION SYSTEM

)

OBJECTIVE

To identify the major components of a Lithium Bromide Absorption System.

I. Identify, the lettered components in figure 2 And writ; their names after the corre-
spohding letters below:

a

a

k.

in.

C.*

14-

0

a

Checked by
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4 E.

4

4
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os

Mr.

Figure 2 Lithium 'Bromide Absorption system
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s.REFRIpERANT AND ABSORBAST FLOW

OBAECT.IVE

To locate and trace the" flow of.reffigerant and absorbent it a Lithium Bromide System.

1. Obtain a red and blde pencil from your instructor.

2. Refer o figure 3
, .

3. C the' flaw of weak solution from the bottom of the absorber to the generator
using ht red. Draw an arrow to show direction of flow.

4. Colcir in t.;ie flaw of strorig solution from generator to absorber spray nozzles 4

using heay, dark ired coloring. Draw an arrow to show direction of flow.

Color in primary,refrigerant flow from condenser to evaporator using heavy dark
blluemaIloring. Draw an arrow to show direction of flow.

Color in cooling tower water using light blue coloring. Draw arrow showing
direction of flow.

7. Color in chill-water flow using a regular pencil. :Label the chill-water line
"Chill Water":

8.

41.

ocate the/steam line and label it "Stearn Line".

C

12
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CHECKING MACHINE VACUUM

-t510-V1-6-P3

OBJECTIVE ci

To plotfa pres. sure-temperature curve anctdetermine theAua f he Acuum inside
an absorption system.

1. Refer to figure 4 and 5 and complete the material below.'

2. Figure 4 is a picture of a

3. Figure 5 is a picture of a

chart.

4. To determine the quality of the vacuum, two things must be known; the ambient
s

azid the present reading.

The maximum allowable pressure above the curve is

'vacuum. ,

6. The curve on the P-T chart represeris the corresponding.increase in presstrit

of one inch df

for each increase in

7; The curve also represents the decrease in press4re that arould iolliSw each decreae

in

b. With an equipment room temperature of 750 and a manometer rading of 0.70. the

'vacuum would be (within limits) (outside limits).

-9. With a room temperature of 75° and a reading of b. 90, the vacuum would be

(within limits) (outside limits)..

10. An equipment room temPeratuze of 65° and a press reading .of 1.10 inches

normally indicates that' the system has- inside t.

14
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Wa 3ABR54530-VI- 6-P4

ADDING AND REMOVING OF REFRIGERANT AND ABSORBANT

OBJECTIVE
. ,

Each of you are reqUired to leant how to add and remo
and from a tithiih bromide absorption systtm.

-Adding Refrigelzant or &holution

1. Refei to figures 6 and 7.

refrigerant and solution to

2. When adding refrigerant'the flexible hose is connected to
service.valve.

3. When adding absorbent the flexible hose is connected to

ofor service vaae.

4. How is,the refrigerant or absorbent forced into the machine?r
J

5. Why is the pipe cut at one end at a 45(' angle'?

6. Why -is the flexible hose filled with water before tonnecting it to the service valve?

Removing Refrigerant or Solution

1'.. Refer to figures 7 ancL 8.
4

2. What are the two methods of removing refrigerant or solution?

a.

b.

3, What is the heavy glass flask used for?

4

4 When removing refrigeradt fit= the system the vacuum line is connected to what

service valve?

17
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5. When removing sOlu.tion from thp syStem tile vacuum line is connected to what

service valve? or
. j

6. Men an auxiliary vacuum pciAip is not availablp, Whkt is used'as vacuum pump
vto reniove refrigerant or.solutiqn?

7. When removing refriglerant or solution from the system, hOw long thould the

vacuum pump be run?

,
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CF,UM

SERVICE VALvE

(11:11111=0,

PIPE CU AT 45. ANGLE

FLE XiBLE HOSE

WATER OR LITHIUM BROMIDE

C M.4 -Ws

Figure 6 . Charging Refrigerant or Solution

E xHauST

..7/g

vACuuM LINE

TO
SERV; OE SY ST Em

VALVE

VACUUM
PUMP

FLASK
Cif = 2IC

Figure.: 7. Removing Refrigerant or Solution
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Figure 8. Ldthium BroMide Absorption System
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WB,3A131i54530-VI;6-P5

ABSORBANTt.CONCEN'rRATION

'PAEtT I

OBJECTIVE

This project will give you practical experience in determining the concentration of the
strong lithiutit b omide solution. '

1. Use/the soltion chart in figure 9.
\ -2. Another word meaninTrystallization is

.

. -

. 3. To use this chart, we must know the temperature of the refrigerant coming

out of ehe

4. With a leaving refrigerant temperature of 110° and a leaving solution temperature

of 170°, the solution concentration would be percent.

5. With a leaving refrigerant.temperature of 700 and a leaving solution temperature

of 175° we can expect the lithium bromide solution to be

6. If the leaving solution temperature was' 1600 and the condenser water was too cold

causing the temperature of the refrigerant leaving the condenser to be 75°, the

solution would be

g.,..

Checked by
Instructor
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EQUILIBRIUM DIAbRAM

PART II

OBACT1VE

This project will give you practical experiehce in plotting the behavior of the Lithium
Bromide solution.

1. Use th-e equilibrium diagram in figure 10.

2 The pressures in this diagram are pressures.

3. Plotted on this chut is the normal behavior pattern for Lithium Bromide
-

solution. The. cu
°

. .4.4ation varies from . to c.

a

4. The specific gravity of the solution is determined by using a

5. With a specific gravity of 1.71 all a solution temperature of 170°F the

concentration of the Lithium Bromide solution would be

6. In line 1 to 2 on the diagram, the absorber is absorbirig water vapor. Two

things are happening:here--the concentratioh and the solution

temperature

7. When the sohtion plot alls in the liiwer right-hand corner of the diagram below

the crystallization line,' the solUtion \yin

8. If there were too much steam heat, poi& 5 on the diagram would move in

which direction?

9. Too.much steam would cause an it tenwerature and an

in concentration.

10. Point 5 to 6 on the diagram represents strong solution entering and leaving the

on the way to the absorber.
a

Checked by
Instructor
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LITHIUM BROMIDE AIK.CONDITIONING 41IRI

OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR54530-VI-6-P6

NG DIAGRAM

To levn how to read wiring diagrams for use in checking system operation andtroubleshooting.

1. Refer to figure II.

2. Identify'the fbIlowing components:

h.

3. Draw lines connecting all components in the Line Voltaie Circuit.
4. Draw lines connecting all components in the Control Voltage Circuit.
5. Have the instructor check your work.

0 ( 4

26
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TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

OBACTIVE,

This project will aid you; iirAksinit a Troubleshooting Chart and give you experience*

WB 3ABR54 530-VI-6-P7

4,

in using one.

'1 Refer tollgure 12 and complete the statements below..

2. Each manufacturer of absorPtion systems publishes ah aid to problem 4o1ving.

This aid is a

3. Troublestopting charts are usually divided4nto three columns. These eelumns

are labeled; ,

a.

b.

4. An improperly set capacity control valve can result in the ccindition called

5. Solidification during operation can happen on absorpt4on systems because of

at the solution pumps.-

6. Air inside the maclitne can result in two conditions. These two conditions

are anti

A unit solidified at startup because of excesi steam pressure.. The recommended

remedy is to

8. A machine solidified during operation because the cooling tower water was too

cold. The sumested.remedy is

Electrical power was lost just as the dilution cycle was started and the solution

crystallized in the heat exchanger. The cause of solidification according to the

Troubleshooting Chart is

Checked by.
Instructor
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CONDITION

1.4ow capacity

CAtsr
41.. Improper refrigerant

charge.

. Air in machine.

REMEDIr

Solution leaving genera
tor below 220°F at f011

c load.

. Capacity control valve
improperly set.

. Improper purging.

Condenser water tem-
perature too high oi
kmall condenser water
flow.

Check overflow tube.
Remove tefrigerant.

Find leak and repair.
Purge the machine.

Ralite steam pressure.
Unplug steam strainer.

Reset capacity control
valve to design tempera-
ture.

Check opetation of the
purge unit.

Reset tower bypass
control. Check pump
operation. .

< Solution solidifies at
startup.

imPruPer Purging.

Cooliig tower water
too cold.

Excess steam pressure

Air inside machine.

Poor wetting.of
absorber tubes.

Check purge operation.

Reset cooling tower
bypass valve..to design,
tennperatures.

13eset steam regulating
valve.

Purge the machine.

Add alcohol.

Crystallization of Lithium
Bromide solution Wring-
operation.

Air leakage.

Seal leakage.

Steam pressure high.

Condenser wafer too
cold.

5. Dihition cycle less
seven Inintges.

Check unit for leaks.

Close seal tank makeup
valve. Check seal tank
for water loss.

% Reset to design.

Check and reset cooling
tower bypass valve.

Lengthen dilution cycle.
Desolidify.

4)
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OBJECTIVE

AIR COMPRESSING EiaUPMENT

1

4;

To learn the purpose,;principle of operatioh, and adjustment of 'air compressaq
equipment, and pneumatic controls.
INTRODUCTION

. One of the greatest in air conditioning is the control of\the cooling and
heating effects. Automatic co rols are used to solve this problem bysensing and
contrplling the amount of heating or cooling.

An automatic contrOl system must have some type of energ for operation. Pneu-
matic controls use comPressed air for operation, aid electric nd electronic controls
use electricity for operation. This stkidy guide pertains only to Pneumatic controls.

It has been found that the basic control concepts, taken for ranted by-personnel
working in the control industry, are ntit generally known or und rstood by the layman.

Fundamentals of Automatic Control

Automatic controls enable man to complete his tasks better and at lower operating
cost than if tlie same work were done with manual controls. Their application is wide-
spread. It would be difficult to enumerate all of the uses of automatic controls, but a
few. examples are given below to indicate the scope of the Subject. Uses range from-,
the simple controls in home appliances and automotive devies th domestic heat-
ing and commercial comfort air conditioning to commercial'and ustrial process
controls.

The simple thermostats in the electric flat iron and electric toaster are elementary
examples of automatic control. The numerous automatic controls used in water heaters,
automatic clothes ishers and dryers, and dishwashers suggest Somewhat more,com-
olicated applications. The electric thermostat which starts and stops the oil or gas
burner in the home is well known. Equally important, but not so well knownrare the
various limit and safety controls necessary to the safe operation of Elie burner.

High speed, precision mass production depends on automatic control. some of
the se systems are quite complex. Uniformity of manufacturing conditions and products
are essential. Automatic control provides the necessary uniforntity. More recent
,examples of complex automatic codrol are found in missile laianching, tracking and
guidance systems.

Among the important fields making use of automatic controls are'heating, venti-
lating and air conditioning. From earliest times, comfort has been a goal of man so
that he can live and work at any time in all parts of the world:



owl

First came a crud* shelter, later a fire to warm the shelter. Both shelter andheating means gradually improved, but automatic control for regulating heat dia notbegin to appear until the end of the qineteenth century. Today, we not only expect theplaces we live and work to be heated, but to be. cooled when needed. as well. We ex-pect and get precise comfort conditions with safety and efficiency.

AIR COMPRESSING EQUIPMENT

Air Compressor

The air compressor plays a,Very
important part in pneumatic ritrol sys-
tems. Figure 1, shows a typiczd tank-
mounted compressor. A torn!ctly sized
compressor should not run mo*:e than
50 percent of the time to maintain-opera
ting pressure. A thermal overload pro-
tection is usually built into the electrical
circuit to prevent damage to the system
in event the compressor drive motor be-
comes overloaded.

The air compressor has a suction
intake filter to clean the air that goes
into the compressor. The compressor
ptshes "he air intO the storage tank until
th high pressure motor control stops the
eke tric motor that is turning the com-
pressor. When the pressure goes down,
the control turns the motor on again.
The air leaves the compressor and goes
through a filter andon to the pressure-reducing valve which reduces the high pressureto 15-20 psig as required.

Figure I. Tank-Mounted ComPressor

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.
Although the components of all control
systems are of the highest quality avail-
able and should give years of excellent
service, it islbssentiaI that the following
procedures be followed, see figure 2.

CHECK VALVE

SAFETY RELIEF
VALVE

COMPRESSOR

00TOR

PRESSURE
,REtIUCONG

VALVE

PRESSURE
GAGE

SAFETv
RELIEF
VAL4

PRESSURE
CONTROL

SUCTIOOutside Air Filter. This should be
iNTAKEcleaned each 30 days and replaced at

least twice each year. "A greater fre-
quency of cleaning and replacement may
be required depending on t4e location of
the filter and the amount of dust ald dirt in
in the air.

V

2

SUPPLY
PRESSURE

GAGE

DRAIN VALVE

FILTER
DRIER

DRAIN
vALVE

Figure 2. Air Compressing 'System



Belt Adjustment. Belt tension and cond4ion should be checked every 30 days.
belt should deflect approximately 1/4" with normal hand pressure; if the deflection
varies, the motor should be moved accordingly to adjust the tension. Be sure toleep
the pulleys aliped.

Oil Level. This must be checked at least once a month and' changed every 500 oper-
ating hours or as, specified by the service bulletin. In all cases use a paraffinic base
type oil especially produced for air compressors.

Oil Filters. Large installations require an oil f4lter to remove the oil carried
over from the air system. When properly, sized thesshould be replaced every 90 days.
Installations that do not have 4n oil filter should be inspectecrweekly. Oil that is difty
or white in color. (indicates creoisture) should be replaced immediately.

DraiMng of Air Tank andiAir Line Filter. The air tank or tanks should be draineil
daily:. When the outside air cold and,dry, there will be little moisture, but when it
is hot ahd humid, water will cllect very rapidly. Do not try to outguess the weather
but check regularly.

Reducing Valve Output Prtrsure. Check pressure daily.

Equipment Cleanliness. E uipment should be kept clean and its operating area
,kept free from dirt.

Operation. All
every 30 days for prope
tigated ana repaired im

1

ty devices, controls, and operating devices should be checked
operation\ Any unusual noises or indications should be inves-

,ediately.

Machine Guards. All machine guards on equipment must be secure and checked*
for security at each inspection.

SUMMARY

Pneumatic controls must be supplied with energy (energy is defined as the ability
to do work) before they will operate. This supply of energy is produced and stored in
the air compressor assembly. This air must be clean, dry, and supplied in ample
amounts. To insure this equality of air we as refrigeration and air-conditioning spec-

., ialists must maintain the air compr,essor assemblies to within certain specification.
By proper preventive maintenance and periodic checks we can be assured of a supply
of air capable of being used by the most sensitive pneumatic controller.

3
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QUESTIONS

I. What purpose does the air compressor, assetpbly serve in a pneumatic control loop?

2. At what component does the air first enter the system ?

3. How often should the air compressor's oil be changed?

.4. What purpose does the safety relief valves serve in the air compressor assembly'?

WIL should a correctly sized compressorknot operate mare than 50 percent of the
time?

REFERENCES

1. Johnson Service Company Apparatus and Service Bulletins

2. AFM OPeration and Maintenance of Air Compressors ,

4



PNEUMATIC CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3AHR54530-VII-2
- Ju1y1975 .

To learn the purpose, principle of operation,' and adjustment c( pneumitic controls.

I NIB OD UC TION

One al the greatest problems in kir conditioning Is the control ci the cooling and
heating effects. Automatic controls are used to solve this pi4ig,lem by sensing and
ontrolling the amount ci heating or cooling.

An automatic, control system 'must have some type of energ6, for operation. Pneu-
matic controls -use compressed air for operotion and electric and electrdnic controls
use electricity for operation. This study guide pertains only to/ 'pneumatic controls.

It has been found that the basic control concepts, taken for gran!ed personneL
working in the control industry', are not generally known Or understooki-by the layman.

CONTROL TERMS Aikip THEORY 3"

Control Terms

SUPPLY PRESSURE. The energy source (compressed air) eupplied to the control-
ler. It is usually 15 to 20 psig, but in special cases may be eome other value. It
comes from the tank of the air compressor through a pressure regulating valve, which
determines.the supply line pressure. Supply pressure enters a controller on the left .

and is often referred to as MAIN air.

CONTROL SYSTEM. A grouping of instruments that control or regulate a variable
(temperature, humidity, or pressure) and maintain it at a predetermined value.

CONTROL LOOP. That part of a system that controls the variable in a svecific
_area.

-4

CONTROLLER. An instrument that measures viariations in the controlled Variable
and produces a corresponding control action. Thermostats, humidistats, and pressure-
stats are examples of controllers.

a.

CONTROLLED VARIABLE. The variable being controlled. Air temperature,
relative humidity, or pressure.

CONTROL PRESSU1lE1- The output pressure from a pneumatic controller. .It
varies with the controlled, variable in a manner determined by the control action. Often
referred to as BRANCH pressure.

CONTROL ACTION. Type of action (response) produced by the controller.
7

Direct Acting. Applies to a controller that increames its control pressure as the
controlled variable increases.

Reverse Acting. Applies to a controller that decreases its contriA pressure as the
controlled variable increases.

5
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I.

IVO POSITIOIrACTION (RESPONSE). Type of coMrol action where thevontrol
pressure is either zero or maximum with no intermediate steps. Final device is
either ON or OFF, OPEN or CLOSED.

PROPORTIONAL ACTION (RESPONSE)." An output signal changing in proportion
to the amount of change in the controlled or measured variable. It may be any value
between zero or maximum. Final device is in any position between full open or closed.

CONTROLLED DEVICE. The final control element, such.as a valve or damper.
which is actuated by the controller and regulates the flow or effect of the control agent.

NOII.MALLY OPEN. A controlled device that automatically assumes an OPEN
'position when control pressure is removed. It requires pressureto close.

NORMALLY CLOSED: A controlled device that automatically assumes a CLOSED
position when control air is removed. It requires pressure to open.

CONTROL AGENT. The medium regulated by the controlled device. Steam, ,hot.
or chilled water, brine. etc. These are agents and effect the changes in the controlled,
variable.

. SENSING ELEMENT. That part of a controller that measures the Ichstige-in tem-
perature, humidity, or pressure and converts this change to movement,

NOTE: The following terms pertain to calibration and adjustment ef.freumatic
controls. A thorough knowledge of their definition is essential for you
to operate and adjust pneumatic controls and Insure that'proper calibra-
tion is accomPlished.

DESIRED VALUE. Is the value of the controlled variable (teniperaturé,. humidity
dr pressure) which it is desired to maintain.' This is the condition we WANT.

-$

-1.

SET POINT. The value of the variable for which the controller is Set. It is the .

target value which the controller attempts to maintain. This'is the eondition we Ag{
,for. ,..- ,

COp:TROL POINT. The actual value of the'variable 'which the cohtroller is ma n-
taining at any given time. This is the condition weGET:

DEVIATION. The difference between the set 'point :old the cpntrol poinlz at any
given time. When the difference remains constant, it is called offSet..

SENSITIVITY. The change or number of psi the contropr output changts per unit
change in the controlled variable, "(psi/degree,temperaturs (psi percent relative
humidity) (psi/psi pressure change). The sensitivity may be fixed or adjustable.

THROTTLING RANGE. The change in controlled variable required to produce lull
movement of the controlled device or devices.

21
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SPRING RANGE. The rangelihrough which the signal applied, must change to pro-
duce' total movement the contio4ed device from one extreme itosition to the other.

Nominal Sprilig Ran*. The change in applied signal that causes total-Movement
Ilawhen thertfis no external force oppbSing the operator. Iris the range lis!ed in the

Manufacturer's ser/yice bulletin.

Actuak Epring Range. The change in applied signal that operates the, controlled
device under conditions when it uSt overcome forces due to fluid:flow, friction, etc
in addition, to nominal spring rang".

, EXAMPLE: An operator has a sPring With t range ot 8.to 13, psi. The bperatcir ,

will not move until 8 pqi is applied and will be Fully 'actuated at 13

psi. This ppritig nas i span of 5 psi i.e. 13 minus 8 equaLs 6 psi.

It must be noted that spring range. span, throttling range and seasitiVity haVe a

dirt,ct relationship to each other. This can be seen by the.following formula and tables.

Formula: degree temperature Change divided into psi span equals sensitivity.

I 'TEM' OUTPUT
VALVE

POSITION

77F 6 psig Closed

76F 7 psig 1 4 Open

6 psig 1 2 Open75F,

i

c 74F 5 psig 3 4 Open

4 psig Wide Open

psi 1 degree

TEMP OUTPUT
VALiE

posITION

-,-,
76F 8 psig Closed -

75F 6 psig -.1 2 Open
,

74F 4 psig, Wide Open

2 psi/1 de

PROPORTIONAL HAND. The change in controlled7ariable.required.t0 move the

yontrolled device from one of its extreme limits of travelto the other.. It is 'normally

used:in conjunction with recording and indicating controllers and epressed in PER'-'

CENT OF-THE CHART OR SCALE RANGE (Compare to throttli* range).

7 4110.446.



Purpose of Pneumatic Controls,'

The nialn purpose o, pneuinatic controts is to,automatically maintain a predeter-
mined condition in §chools, office buildings, hospitals, and various places occupied by
pOopie and equipment.

Application of Pneumatic Controls

Preumatit! contYols are needed when we desire 40 automat4kally control temper-
ature, relative humidity; pressure, level, flow, and yarioui othdr conditions. The
primary appi Lions are euntrol of teniperature, relative humiditY, and pressure:

Pneumatic Cottrol System
.

To understand`the pneumatic control system, it.is necessary to understand all
the elements that produce the varfouS con$rol effeqs. While alf instrument designers
use the same basiielements, their finished products differ considerably in performr

0 ance, maintenance reqUirement., and adjustment
. , . . .

Essentially, a basic controA system consists of a ontroller. ad operator, a con-
trolled device and the energy source necessary for the operation of these devices. -
For exaMple, the .controller mafbe a room thermostat, the operator may be a damper
operator, and ,the energy source compressed air. More complex syskems are simply '
a group or groups of suitably coordinated basic..control systems. Controls can be
classified according to 'source of energy and. function.

A typical control systeM is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Control System
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Control Theory

CONTROL LOOP. All automatic control systems have a common pattern which
recognizes the relationship of "cause and effect, " that is. the interdependence of,one
thing upon another. ,Thisis commonly called "feedback." Feedback makcS true auto-
matic control or self -retitilation possible. The following examples clarify this point.

In figure 4. the.room thermostat (TR) measures the temperature of the air sur-
rounding it.. As the temperature rises, the thermostat causes.a reduction of the heat
input 0-1I) to the room, which allows,the room temperature (RT) to stop rising or to
drop. This, in turn, affects the thermostat, which readjpsts its influence ahd on heat
input until a balance is stabilized. Thus, one change is dependent upon another and a
"closed 'loop system" has been established.

TRROOM TilERMOSTA

MI,HEAT INPUT

RTPROOM TEMPERATURE

Figure 4. Closed Loop Systeni

There are three basic parts which must be considered when putting together a
closed loop system. They are:

The Control Agent. This source of energy supplied/to the system can be either
hot or cold, su,ch.as steam, hot/water, heated air, chilled water or chilled air.

The Controlled Device. A valve or damper can be either Normally Open or Nor-
mally Closed 6 regulate the flow of the Control Agent. It is chosen primarily for
"failsafe" operation

t he Controller Action. A contryller is furnished with either Direct Action or
Reverse Action. This will allow the .a.lance mentioned above.

The proper combination of these three .parts must be applied or the Closed Loop
System will not,operate.



PNEUMATIC CONTROLLERS
1 N.

The pneumatic contrdller is an instrument that measures the temp erature. humidity.
and pressure, ,or varies the control pressure to the final controlled device as a correc-tion is needed. The Controller must have a measuring element.to sense changes in the
temperature, humidity, or peessure and then convert it into mechanical movement. ,

The mechanical movement will.cause another part of the controller.to chanV tile con-
trol pressure going to the final controlled device.

Bleed Controls
t .

The Simple bleed conteol System
slown in figiare 5 is an example of an
automatic co4rol accomplished with
compreseciall'.

Air from th'e source (air compres-
sor), after it has been reduced, is fed
throukka restrictor or small-Er:ince,
tt) a leaRport. The restrictor opening
is smaller than the opening in the leak-
port. Because of the difference in size
of the openings. ,the pressure will re-
duce after it pi-.sse,s the orifice. With
the lid moved away from the leakport
as in figure 5 you can see that the gage
to the valve reads (1),psi.

cVALL
S .

Figure 5. Simple Bleed
Control Principle

J.

A temperature increase causes the
lid to move closer to the leakport arcci this movement reduces the amount of air bleeding
from the leakport. The air continues to flow through the restrictor. and since the
bleeding is reduced, the valve pressure increases. The valve opem; and capses the
temperature to be lowered.

A decrease in temperature causes the lid to move away froni the leakport, and
more air can bleed to the atmosphere. Since the restrictor only allows so much air-
flow, the pressure will decrease. This decrease in pressure allows the valve to move
toward the closed position, reducing the amount of cooling for temperature. control.

Do you know why this control is called a bleed type`71,..Think for a minute; can the
leakport and the lid make a positive seal? Does the orifice change in size? NO.
Therefore, in a bleed type the air bleeds to the atmosphere constantly.

t) ,
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A two-position controller is an instrument that provides a full output signal, or no

output signal. with no intermediate steps. .It is also known as an "On-Off" or snap
controllvr.

The controlled device can be a yalve or damper operator which ;ell be either fully
d)pen or fully closed. depeading on the signal from the two-position controller. A
spring :n all controlled devices is under tension at all times and will return the con-
trolled deyice to its normal position when the controller's signal is removed. See
fipre 5.

7. PM 00N,

t.

Figure 6. Response of a Two-Position Controller

A proportional controller is an instrument that produces an output signal in direct
proportion to a change in input (controlled variable). The output signal of a proportion-
al pneumatic controller can vary.trom 0 psig to the maximum pressure supplied to the
system. Most controllers can be adjusted to vary their output pressure for a given
change in the controlled variable. This is referred to as "sensitivity." See figure 7.

11
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Figure 7. Response of a Proportional Controller

We have discussed the' simple bleed type controllia and you have seen how the tit
pressure is changed. The simple-bleed control is r)ot as-a/ccurate as it is desireid in
some controls, such as the pneumatic controllers that we will dispass later.

For a more accurate control, most controllers use. a pneumatic relay.

The standard sroportional pneumatic relay is a device designed to be supplied with
a constant supply pressure, and uses a small quantity of this'air to control a large
volume of output air at any pressure between zero and full supply air pressure. The
small quantity of air that determines the output air pressure is Called pilot air. It is
a small portion of the supply air admitted to the pilot chamber through a pin valve
restrictor set for 5" water gage pressure with'the pilot chamber open to atmosphere.
i.e., with the control port wide open. Pilot...air pressure Varies with the quantity of
air passed through the control port. The quantity.passed is controlled by a movable
lid usually regulated by the element measuring the value of a controlled variable.
Thus the output weialtre varies in proportion to changes in the controlled variable.
Proportional relays are of two types:

DIRECy ACTING. A relay that increases output pressure when pilot air increases.
figure 8.4-

REVERSE ACTING. A relay that decreases output pressure when pilot air in-
creases, figure 9.

OPERATION. Both direct and reverse acting relays have a cone-shaped valve
that serves a dual function. The 'Cone closes against both the main valve seat and the
exhaust valve seat.
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.. fi, ,Ls wain %lave- ,unction, the cone is normally closed agaiiist the-oPening between
ult. suPPlv air l'itissage 44nd the control air chamber. The exhaust'Val,e action is in the
, ipposite direct-ion.

The exhaust valve opening, a part of the internal mechanism. moves toward the
scat on)he c,ine surface between the main valve seat and the tip of the cone.

Direct Acting. Relay

'As shown in l'igurP BA. partially closing the control port causeS the pilot pressure
to increase and move the pilot diaphragm and springcloaded internal mechanism so that
the exhaust valve seats on the main valve cone. This closes the control chamber to
atmosphere. This action continues and the mring-loailed main valve is forcedopen,
allowing sUpply air to pass through the control line. 'Since this is a closed line.% pres-
sort, increases and acts againsrthe control diaphragm, #thus opposing the moveMent
cau:k.d by the increasint; pilot pressure.

BALANCED CONOITION. As shown lire 813. when pilot pressurr stops
changing, t'he control prpsUre increases until theieombined force of.the_sPrings and
control diaphragm equals the oppoSing force from the pilot diaphragm. The main
valve is held .tightly closed by its spring and the exhaugt valve is also clbsed against
t he main valve cone. rThe relay istiow in a balanced lotition as shown in figure 7B.
No air enters or leave,s the controfchamber and output presgtire remains constant.

A INCREASING PRESSUWE

r

B BALANCED POSITION

a

C DECREASING PRESSURE'

Figure B. Direct tkcting Proportional Relays
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ale DECREASING PRESSi1RE. Openitt the control port as shown in fipre BC .causes
the pressure in the pilot chamber to decrease. This causes the internal mechanism
and exhaust valve to move away from the main valve cone which remains seated and
allows the air in the control chamber to pass through the open exhaust valve and escape

to atmosphere through the exhaust port. The decreasing pressure in the control cham-
ber reduces the pressure on the control diaphragm until the exhaust valve close and
the relay is again in balance.

Reverse Acting Proport onal Relays

The reverse-actirc; relay is similar to the direct-acting relay excibpt that the pilot
pressure is applied to the opposite side of the pilot diaphragm and'its direction of oper-
ation is opposite. A third diaphragm is added between the pilot and control diaphragms
to act as a seal to maintain atmospheric pressure in the center chamber. See figure 9.

TBzu
rt),

NIP

A INCREASING PRESSURE

111

I

B BALANCED POSITION C DECREASING PRESSURE

Figure 4. Reverse Acting Proportional Relays

A spiral spring with adjustable compression opposes movement of the internal
mechanism. "The spring compression and its resultant force in the reverse-acting re-
lay determine the amount of pilot pressure required to start the main valve moving
toward its seat. The main valve is normally open and the exhaust valve is normally
ciosed. All diaphragms are attached to the internal mechanism and the exhaust pas-
sage through the internal mechanism discharges its air into the spiral spring chamber
formed by the.pilot diaphragm and the, spring housing. A hole in the center of the
housing alloWs the air to escape to atmosphere when the*valve is open.



c40(
'INCREASING PILOT PRESSURE. On an increasing pilot pressure. figure 9A, the

pilot d,iaphragm :jvercomes the spring force to move the internal rrichanism toward
the spiral sprrig. This action allows the main valve spring to close the math valve.
As this movement continues, the exhaust valve passage opening moves away from the
main ;sive cone allowing the control air to,escape throughithe passage to atmosphere.
This reduces the pressure in the control chamber until the control air is completely .

exhausted or a balanced condition is reached as shown in figure 9.

The relay we have been discussing uses a cone-shaped valve to control the output
-of the controller. The controllers we will use in the classroom are of the flapper type.
Ill operating theory remains the same except the cone is replaced wilb a flapper which

is not as subject to .vibration and also the relay has a fixed restrictor Which is set at
5 inches water gage. See figure 10.
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SUPPLY CONTROL
PRESSURE
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Figure 10. Flapper Type Relay

PNEUMATIC VALVE

The pneumatic valves are designed for precise regulation of water or steam flow

through heating or cooling equipment in response to demand signals from a pneumatic
controller. Valves are .offered in a wide range of standard sizes and capacities to
meet any requirements. and in a variety of body patterns and connections to allow
flexibility of application. However, there are only three basic body styles and all
patterns fall into one of these styles: normally-open, normally-closed and three-way.
The normally-open valve will close when air pressure from the controller is applied
to the--idiaphragm. A normally-closed valve will open when the air pressure from the
controller is applied to the diaphragm..
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The third type is tie three-way valve. This may be callecCa mixing, a diverting, or a
bypass valve. There are three connections on tlis type. cOmmon, normally open. and
normally closed. The mixing valve has two inlets and one common outlet. Air pressure
from tte controller regulates the inner valve so that the entire flow is from either one
of tte two inlets or a portion from both. Bypass or diverting valves hive one inlet and
two outlets. The flow is directed to either one of de two outlets when air pressure
from ae controller is applied to the valve operator. Any portionef the flow can be
directed to both outlets by an intermediate air pressure in tte operator.

In the operation of the pneumatic valve, air pressure from the controller enters
the diaphragm chamber. rhe pressure rise in the chamber causes the diaphragm to
push the plate down against the spring. .The spring is compressed. and the valve disk
or plug is Moved against or away from the valve seat, depending on whether it is a
normally open or normally closed valve. The valve should be installed to close against
the flow to prevent the flow from slamming it Shut.

The amount of pressure required to move the valve f.rom open to close is the spring
range. The spring range of a valve can be determined by applying pressure to see when
the valve starts moving and when it has.moved as far as it will. go. If the valve starts
moving at 7 psig and completes its move at 11 psig, the spring range is 7 to 11 psig.
The midspring range is used in the calibration of a controller, so it is important to
understand this term.

The midspring range between the high and low psig of .11 and 7 is 9. This mid,
spring range can be determined by adding the high and low, and dividing by 2 (11 4- 7 18
and 18 4- 2 is 9). When the controller sends 9 psig to the diaphragm, the pneumatic
will be positioned half open.

The different components of a pneu-
matic valve are shown in figure 11. As
stated before, the controlled device con-
sists of the pneumatic operator and the
unit (valve) that controls the flow of the
control agent. The parts that form the
operator are the top, diaphragm, dia-
phragm plate, spider with setscrews,
stem extension, spring plates, spring
and yoke. The parts of the valve are
the body, bonnet, disk or plug, and
the seat.

T OP

RUBBER
DIAPHRAGM

DIAPHRAGM
PLAT E

7 SET SCREW

SPIDER ---)4114---Inir
STEM EXTENSION

SPRING

YOK E

VALVE
STEM

ALVE
The rubber diaphragm operator socrt,

has a molded reinforced rubber dia-
phkagm enclosed in a strong metal
housing for protection against dirt
and damage. This operator is avail-
able in four sizes and can be used on
valves up to eight iviches in size. The
entire operator can be removed by loosening three screws.

SPRING PLATE

PACK ING NUT

BONNET
OtSK PL.

SEA T

Figure 11. Components of
Pneumatic Valve
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DAMPER OPERATORS

Damper operators are used to control the flow of air, its operation is similar to '
t ha of the pneumatic valve.

The majortty of damper operators are of the piston type. This operator ha4 a long-
powerful straight stroke which requires no lever arrangements.

Air from the controller is applied to the molded diaphragm which has a positive
seal to prevent leakase. fii,rure 16. This air pressure expands the diaphragm forcing .

the, piston and stern outward against the force of the spring. The movement of the
piSton varies proportionally with the agi pressure applied to the diaphragm.. This air
preSsure. from the controller, varies oiler the full pressure range.

The spring returns the operator to its normal position when the air pressure is
remoYed from the diaphragm. Rill movement of the operator can be restricted to set
limits by using yaLious _spring ranges. The most common spring 'range is 5 to 10 psi.
With'this spring the operator is in its normal position when the air pressure applied' to
the diaphragm is 5 psi or less. Between 5 and 10 psi Ltie stroke will be proportional
to the air pressure in the diaphragm. Above 10 psi the operator will be at its maxi-
mum stroke.

Piston operators can be mounted on tlie dainper frame and coupled directly to the
damper blades. In some cases the operator is mounted on the duct Work and doupled
t,) the damper blade axis through a crank arm and linkage arrangement. Reversal of
the action of the operator on the damper is obtained by mounting the operator in the -4

oppoite direction.

Dampers

There are many sizes and styles of dampers each depending on the installation and
purpose. However, there are four basic types. Figure 12 shows a proportioning type
with the blades rotating in the opposite direction.. A damper with parallel blades is
shown in figure 13. A mixing damper can be seen in figti.re 14. Figure 15 is a volume
damper. Depending on the function of the damper the blades may be normally open'or
normally closed. The mixing damper, figure 14. has one set of blades normally open
and the other set normally closed.

N f ACE DAMPEN'

lk
0H----0A 1

,

OAPAPE Fi'

LIN wATON

, HY PASS t)AMPE

Figure 12. Face and Bypass Damper
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Figure 14. Mixing Damper

All sizes of piston type operators
are provided with adjustable stops for
limiting the stroke of the operator in
the "normal" position, as well as in
the "pressure" position. The latter
is the position which the operator as-
sumes when full air pressure is ap-
plied to it. When a piston type oper-
ator is attached to a dainper or other
controlled apparatus, it is very im-
portant that these stops be adjusted
properly, as the incorrect adjustment
of stops may cause damage to the
damper operator o the damper, due gic1;:2 teifi
to the great power of the piston type
operator. Figure 16 indicates the
piston type damper operator with the
piston in the two extreme positions of
the stroke, ihe "normal" position,
which the piston assumes when air
pressure is exhausted, and the "pres-
sure" pbsition, which the piston assumes when full air pressure is applied'. Referring
to figure 16, stop nut "3" is screwed on piston rod "7" and is locked in place by lock-
nut "2." The piston is in the zormal position and the force of spring "8" pulis stop
nut "3" tightly against cap "4" of the damper operator. Therefore, stop nut'"3" pro-
vides the normal position limit of the stroke of the damper operator. By screwing
stop nut "3" in or out, the 'normal" position limit of the stroke can be adjusted'.

2

W AL L

6AMPER
OPURMOR . ; . .

OuT LE I
_

k.,F4IL it

Figure 15. Volume Damper

NORMAL

PRESSURE POSiT 1ON

Figure 16- Positions of Piston Operator

When air pressure is applied, piston "9" moves outward against the tensioil of :-
spring "8," until the end of the piston strikes stop screws "5." Stop screws "5" are
screwed into cap "4" awl provide the pressure limit of the sti)oke of the damper oper-
ator. They are locked in place by nuts "6." By screwing stop screws "5" in or out.
the pressure position limit of the stroke also can be adjusted. Ai stated above, the
correct adjustment of the stops is very important. In the fully open or the fully closed
position of the damper blades, the travel of piston "9w must be sthpped by screws "5"
or nut "3, " and not by the damper.

18
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For example, as the blades of a normally open damper, approach their closed
position, thc end of piston "9" approaches stop screws "5." If stop screws "5" are
screwed out too far, the damper will be closed before piston "9" has Teached screws
"5." The damper, being fully closed, will prevent piston "9" from Moving further
and the full force of the air pressure will be tranSmitted through piston rod "7" and
connecting rod "I" to the damper blade. This puts a great strain on the rods, as well
as on the damper blades and may bend these parts out of shape. For correct adjust-
ment, stop screws "5" should be screwed in so that the end of piston "9" seats againit
these screws at the moment when the damper blades reach the closed position. Piston
"9- then cannot move further, and no strain is put on rods "7" and "I." The fbrce of
the air pressure acts against stop screws "5." and these screws are designed to carry
the force safeh% It is also important that both stop screws "5" be screwed in,an equal
distance. Otherwise. piston "9" will rest against only one of the stop screws, and the
air pressure will tend to `tip the piston.

If stop screws "5" .are screwed in too far, they will stop piston "9" before the
damper has closed fully, and this will prevent the damper from closing completely.

Stop nut "3, which limits the travel of piston "9," at the other end of the stroke,
must likewise be adjusted carefully. The proper adjustment of this nut is determined
by consideration similar to those explained above.

Therefore, the adjustable stops which limit the travel of piston "9" at either end of
the stroke should be adjusted so as to permit a full degree movement of the damper
'blades, yet they must prevent the damper operator f m putting any strain oil the link-
age ,Ir on the damper blades, when the damper is full closed of wide open. To do this
properly, the stops must be adjusted so that pist.titi "9" reaches the stop at the same
time that the damper blades reach the closed or open positions, respectively. If the
stops are screwed in too far, they will not permit the damper to open or close com-
pletely. Vice versa, if they are screwed out too far they will not stop the piston in
time to prevent the damper operator from putting strain on the connecting rods.

Spring Ranges

The control pressure range in which piston type damper operators operate is de-
termined by the characteristics of springs "8." A number of different springs are
available. The springs for the various ranges of a certain size operator are all of the
same outside diameter, are compressed to the same length when assembled in the
operator and therefore are interchangeable.

Lubrication

Piston rod "7" which slides in a long bearing which is part of cap "4" is covered
in the Lictory with a l'ibricating film and needs no further lubrication. No oil should
ever be applied to this rod, for if oil should find its way to the rubber diaphragm, it
might deteriorate the rubber.
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PILOT POSITIONER

A pilot positioner is a relay applied to the operator of a controlled device, which
permits maximum and accurate positioning of the controlled device. Friction to Mo,e-
!tient of the controlled device can be overcome by using a pilot positioner. The accur-
ate control., possible only with.the pilot positiOner, is obtained by maintaining a bal-
aire between the control pressure (now called pilot pressure) from the controller and
the position of the stem of the controlled device, acting on a spring.

START POINT ADJUSTMENT

EXHAUST
VALVE BALL

SUPPLY AIR

OPERATOR STEM

PIVOT

VI.1011711.

IME kLL

1 II1fftllhIIII 4211110101IIIIIIIIIIN11111t
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9

SUPPLY BALL.
CONTROL

PRESSURE OUTLET

PILOT
PRESSURE

(CONTROLLER
OUTPUT)

PILOT PRESSURE
CHAMBER

SPRING LEVER

Figure 17. Pilot Positioner.

A cross section of the pil9t positioner is shown in figure 17. The controller ores-
iure enters the pilot chambeiand causes it to expand upward when the pressure rises.
The upward motion is transferred to the lever which rotates above the pivot. The
other end of the lever is forced down against the exhaust valve assembly. The down-
ward/motion closes the exhenst valve and pushes the supply valve open. The supply
pressure begins running into the control pressure chamber and out of the outlet to the
valve. If the valve moves and stretches the spring, it cancels or equals the.pilot pres-
sure and the relay is balanced (supply and exhaust closed). If the stem does not move
(due to friction, etc), the relay keeps adding pressure until it does move to the right
position.

0 4
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A drop in the controller pressure will cause the pilot chamber to collapse, since,
the spring is pulling the lever against the chamber. The other end of the lever lifts up'
and the exhaust valve opens. The control pressure begins running out of the ,control
pressure chamber to the atmosphere. The operator stem will move back and the lesser
spring tension will cancel the smaller pilot pressure and once again the relay will be
in balance.

The balancing aixi unbalancing of the pilot pressure against the spring tension
'governs the operation of the pilot positioner.

Various conditrions can cause inaccurate positioning of the valve.. When these con-
ditions exist. the controller cannot, move the valve to the right pocition. The controller
sends the correct amotint of pressure, but the resistance to moveinerit keeps the valve
from moving to the right positián. The valve positioner (kee figure 18) will make the
pneumatic valve go the proper position.

The pneumatic damper can also have corrosion on damper linkages and opposition
to movement due to airflow through the dampers which hamper the correct positioning
of the damper. The damper positioner (see figure 19) insures that the damper moves
to the position called for by the controller.

Valve and Damper Positioners

The pilot positioner is applicable on a pneumatic valve or a pneumatic damper..
These, two applications are shown in figures 18 and 19.

a

CONTROLL ER

0 TO Is
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Figure 18. Pilot Positioner on a Pneumatic Valve
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Figure 19. Pilot Positioner on a Pneumatic Damper

The adjustment of a pilOt positioner is an important part of your job. Precise
positioning of the final control device is impossible if the positioner is not properly
adjusted. The method of adjustment is as follows.

Operating Range

The operating range is determined by the span and starting point adjustments of the
pilot positioner: The lower value of the range is the pilot pressure at which the oper-
ator begins its soroke. The upper value is the pilot pressure at which the opeator
reaches its maximum stroke. The difference between the' upper value and lower value
is the operating span.

Operating Span

The operating spap is adjustable from 4 to 13 psi. It is estabkshed by placing one
end of the pilot spring into the hole in Me lever arm which corresponds to the desired
span. When attached to the inner end of the arm the spring allows a span of 4 psi.
At the other end of the lever arm the span is 13 psi.

Starting point

The starting point, which is adjustable frOm I to 12 psi, is the point at which the
operator begins its stroke. It is established 13S7 adjusting the screw located under the
cover. Turning, the screw Clockwise decreases the starting point and Counterclockwise
increases the starting point.

On all of the piston operators, the distance between the pilot spring clips, on the
operator stem, and the pilot spring lever, on the positioner, is adjustable by turning
the connection head on the operator stem. This distance sliould be such that the pilot
spring is just at its free length. The nominal values of these dimensions are shown
in figure 20.
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14100A1 THERMOSTATS

A l'6011) Uiermostat is a device that measures the temperature of an individual
room. The thermostat converts the temperature changeS into an air pressure (control
pressure) that is sent to a controlled dev#te (valve"or damper). The controlled device
reolates the flow of Ine control agent (chilled water, hot water, steam. etc) which
will. control the temperature.

The room therinostat can be used to automatically control the temperature for
heating dr cuoling, OUL wily one at a time. An application for cooling is shown in
figure 21. The room thermostat is installed on a wall where it will sense the tem-
perature of the room. The room thermostat modulates the chilled water vaive to
contrel the 'temperature of the supply air. The room thermostat can be applied for
twatinl: as well ai cooling.

rile operation the room thermostat is very similar to the operation or the basic
pneumatic relay. The room thermostat has some type of sensing element. The one
.:ou will ad)ust has a bimetallic element. When the room temperature increases, one
side of the bimetal expands faster than the other, so that the element bends. When
the temperature increases on a direct -acting thermostat, the bimetal element bends
down. When the temperature on a direct-acting thermostat decreases, the bimetal
element hds up.

The openiRg and closing of the leakport causes the pilot pressure to increase or
decrease. If we assume that the thermostat is reverse acting, a rise in temperature
will cause a decrease in pilot pressure. The control pressure decreases proportion-
ally to the rise in temperature, and the controlled device moves proportionally. This
ehntrol has a pneumatic feedback which provides proportional control.
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The Johnson T -4002 room thermostat, figure 22, is a single temperature instru-
ment employing pneumatic feedback for extremely accurate proportional control.

Specifications

Model
Action
Element
Dial Range
Dial Graduations

Sensitivity
Maxiinum Supply Pressure
Relay

Operation

T -4002
Proportional, Direct or Reverse Acting
Bimetal Strip
559 F to 850 F
One Degree Divisions. SpacedEqually
Over Entire Range
Adjustable 1 to 8 psi, Deg F
25 psi
Flapper Type

DIRECT ACTING INSTRUMENT. On a rising ambient temperature the bimetal
element bends toward the control port. This causes the relay pilot chamber pressure
to increase. The increasing pressure actuates the instrument relay, allowing supply
air to flow to the control line, thereby increasing the control pressure. Control pres-
sure acting on the feedback diaphragm causes the lever to rotate away from the control
port, establishing an exact output pressure corresponding to the temperature meas-
ured by the bimetal element.
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On a decreasing ambient tempera-
ture the bimetal element bends away
from the control port. allowing the re-
lay pilot chamber pressure to escape
through it to the atmosphere. This de-
creasing pilot pressure actuates the in-
strument relay. allowing the control and
feedback chamber pressures to simul-
taneously decrease. The decreasing
pressure op the feedbcck diaphragm
causes the lever to rotate toward the
control port and output pressure is
varied in proportion to the ambient
temperature change measured by the
bimetal element,

REVERSE ACTING INSTRUMENT.

The operation o a reverse acting
instrument is similar to the direct
actirig thermostat except that the direction of change in control air pressure is re-
versed. A rising ambient temperature causes a decrease in control air pressure and
a decreasing ambient t..?mperature causes an increase in control air pressure.

FEENIACK
LEYER

DIRECT
ACTING

STRIP

ADJUSTING SCREW

SENSITIVITY-SLIDE

CONTROL LINE TEST GAGE

Figure 22. Single Temperature
Room Thermostat

The relay used in this instrument is the flapper type. figure 23.

Temperaturo Measuring Elements

TEM PERATURE . Temperature-measUring elements are made in various types to
fit the several kinds of controllers. Wall-mounted thermostats normally use bimetal
or vapor-filled be,llows elements. Remotely mounted or external elements have liquid.

s or refrigerant filled bulbs and capillaries. The capillary or connecting section on
Oulb types is furnished in various lengths to allow the controller to be mounted away
trni the measured variable.
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eizs.re dy/
iiimetal Elements. Are twc) thin strips of dissimilar metal fused together to'form

devicA winch chanizes its shape,at 'a coustant rate .4,s its ambient temperature
changes. mu.o 24. Because the two metars bmided into one pieCe expand and contract
at vastk ditl(rent rates, ttv "measuring element bends as the temperature varies, thus
Iranslating luIllpe rat uro into motion. Brass is frequentty uSed as the metal with the
Htl,twr coefficient of expansion. It niav be bonded to invar metal (a nickel steel alloy)

Ich clues ntit chani4e dimensions in anvdTh"reetion to any significant degree aslits
!,inperature varies. When the ambient Temperature rises, the bimetal strip bends
toward the metal which makes little or no respont4e to temperature. This unresponSive
j)ort ion of the eleinent provides the stability factor which makes bimetal strips usable
as te mperaturt: measuring elements.

E-F7 :"FiEDI

MOVEMENT

NIGH EXPANSION
SiOE

(COPPER COLORED)

Cf1.-017A

Figure 24

TYPES OF
BIMETAL ELEMENTS

ca-ogr

Remote Bulb Elements. Are used when temperatures are to be measured in tanks,
pipes. ducts. or other inaccessible locations. These elements have three parts: the
bulb, or temperature sensitive portion, the capillary, which transmits the variable
einperature signal over its length:, and the diaphragm or operating head, which trans-
lates the signal into movement, figure 25.

BUL

CAPILLARY TUBE

UNION NUT

DIAPHRAGM SPRING

Immt-impflflt

TEMPERATURE CHANGES CAUSE LIQUID

IN BULB TO EXPAND AND CONTRACT

CAPILLARY TUBE TRANSMITS THESE

CHANGES TO DIAPHRAGM AND POST

Figure 15. Remote Bulb-Sensing Element
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Rigid Stem (Insertion). This type
element uses dissimilar metals in a rod
type form. The outer portion being
brass with h coefficient of expan-
sion, and an _..er rod of invar. Invar
is a metal composed of 36 percent
nickel and steel, -1t has a negligible co-
efficient of expansion. With an increase
in temperature the brass extends mov-
ing the invar rod away from the leak-
port decreasing cofitrol air'? As the

-temperature decreases the brass con-
tracts moving the invar rod over the
leakport increasing corltrol pressure.
See figure 26.

Pressure Elements. Pressure
elements are to sense pressure.
One type is sho in figure 27. As
pressure increases the diaphragm ex-
pands covering the leakport, increas-
ing control pressure. As pressure
decreases the diaphragm contracts
opening the leakport. decreasing con-
trol pressure.

Calibration

BRASS TUBE GETS
LOWER *HEN TEM-
PERATURE RISES.
CAUSING MOVEMENT
OF INVIIR ROD.

RIGID STEM_I
ELEMENT

BRASS TUBE

*MR ROD.--'

CROSS SECTION OF RIGID
STEM ELEMENT

FOR CONTROLLAG DUCT TEMPERATURES FOR
CONTROLLING LIQUID. ELEMENT IS PROVIDED
WITH PIPE THREADS

Figure 26.

DIAPHRAGM

TUBING

PRESSURE
CONNECTION

C Qa 7C

Figure 27. Pressure Element

SENSITIVITY: The sensitivity should always be as high as possible without pro-
ducing excessive hunting or cycling. The thermostat is factory set for approximately
2 1, 2 psi per degree, but the sensitivity is adjustable between 1 and 8 psi per degree.
To increase the sensitivity, move the slider toward the control port: to decrease it.
move the slider away from the control port. NOTE: DO NOT turn the adjustment
screw inithe sensitivity slider because the set point of the instrument will shift.
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DIAL ADJUSTMENT:

I. Remove capscrew and insert coptrol tine test gage into Ow opening. Apply
15 psi suppity air.

2. Note ambient temperatuArat the bimetal element.

3. Set dial to this temperature.

4. Turn the adjusting screw until the control pressure is in the middle of the
spring range of the controlled device.

the c
5. Turn dial to the desireemperature set point, remove the gage, and-replace
a psc rew,

N te: This instrun*ut has a built -in.restrictor which produces a pilot
pressure of 5" W.c: No adjustment is necessary.

It must be remembered that these calibration steps are the basic proc4dures and
by no means 'cover all adjustments,necesmsary. However, these five basic stgps will
always be included in more complex adjustMents. Again, system specifications and
the manufacturer's bulletins should be cottsulted on compleic control loops.

ROOM HUMIDISTAT

A room humidistat is a device that senses changes in rMative humidity of an in-
dividual room. When.a change occuirs, the humidistat changes the, control air pres-
sure to the controlled device. The room humidistat can be used to autpMatieally con-
trol the relative huinidity for humidification or dehUmidifiCation, but only one or th-e
other. It is installed on a wall where it will sense the humidity of the room and mod-
ulates the chilled water valve to control the relative humidity (moisture content) of the
supply air.

Room Humid stat, H-4100 (see figure 28)

This humidistat is a proportional
action, direct cr reverse acting instru-
ment designed to control humidifying
and dehumidifying equipment. The
instrument uses a biwood element and
is available either for horizontal or
vertical mounting.

SENSITIVITY. The change in con-
trol pressure for each unit change in
relative humidity, for this instrument
is adjustable form 1 to 8 psi per 1 per-
cent relative humidity. The instrument
will operate within a range of 10 to 95 percent RH. The dial is marked,: WET-MED-
DRY. and has a range of 30 percent. Design features of this controller include:

PLUGGED
CONTROL PORT

SIIN000
ELEMENT

0,41

tt___Crfrx.wl

A LISTING SCREW

SENSITMTY SLIDER

cONTROL LINE TEST GAGE

Figure 28. Room Humidistat,
H-4100
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(1) plug-in mounting, which reduces installation time; (2) built-in resistance to shock
and vibration: (3) pneumatic feedback; which provides extremely accurate control
even at low sensitivities.

OPERATION. Direct Acting Instrument OPeration. On a rising relative humidity
the biwood element bends toward the controlport. This causes therelay pilot cham-
ber pressure to increase, the increasing pressure actuates the instrument relay,
allowing supply air to flow to the control line, thereby increasing the, control pressure.
Control pressure acting on the feedback diaphragm causes the lever to rotate away
from the control port. es, Ablishing an exact output pressure corresponding to the hu-
midity measured by the biwood element.

On a decreasing relative humidity the\biwood element bends away from the c9ntrol
port, allowing the relay pilot chamber pressure to escape through it to the atmosphere.
This decreasing pilot pressure actuates the instrument relay, allowing the control and
feedback chamber pressure to simuitaneopsly decrease. The decreasing pressure on
the feedt ack diaphragm causes the lever to rotate toward the control port and output
pressure is vari0 in proportion to the relative humidity change measured by the bi-
wood eleMent.

Reverse ActingInstrument Operation: The operation of a reverse acting instru-
ment is similar tkthe direct acting humidistat except that the direction that the element
bends is reversed.. A. rising relative humidity causes a decrease in control air pressure
an1 a decreasing relative humidity causes an increase in cOntrol air pressUre.

The relay used in this controller is the flapper type. A cutaway diaphragnrcis
shown in figure 29.
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Humid tv Measuring Elements

RELATIVE HUMIDITY. Elements for measuring relative humidity are usually
made from hygroscopic materials, which respond to humiditY changes by changing
their size. These measuring elements are most.commonly produced from organic
substances such as thin layers of animal horn, wood. membrane. or hair. Animal
substances become longer with a rise in relative humidity and shorter with a decrease
in humidity. figure 30. and are mounted so that their change in length activates the
relay.

Thin strips of two kinds of wood are glued together to form a biwood element. one
layer is made .)f yew wood, cut with the grain running across the width of the strip.
rhe second layer is made from cedar, cut with the grain running the length of the strip.
The v.ez w_g,dd cells swell on a rise in humidity and elongate the strip. The cedar strip

les-s'l-tisceptible to moisture changes. This difference in response produces a tiviid-

int action in the biwood strip. similar to the movement of the bimetal temperature
measuring element.

Si -WOOD
EL EME NT

81-WOOD BENDS AS
RE L ATIVE HUMIDITY
CHANGE S. FOR REVERSE
ACTION ELEMENT 15
TURNED AROUND.

Figure 30

MEMBRANE
ELEMENT

MEMBRANE
LENGTH AS
HUMIDITY CH

HANGES
ELATIVE
NGE5.

FOR REVERSE ArTION
POSITIONS OF ELEMENT
AND SPRING ARE
INTERCHANGED.,

The calibration and adjustment of a room humidistat is another .mportant part of
your job. Control of humidity in a room is impossible if the humidistat is not properly
adjusted. The adjustment and calibration procedures for the humidistat are basically
the s:ime as for the room therniostat.
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CALIBRATION ?R9CEDURES. The four basic steps of calibration will again
apply. However, the method of determining the ambient relative humidity (Rit) will
require some special attentio\

1. Connect the supply preassure of 20 psig.

2. Determine the ambient relative hurrii.dity (RH) and turn the set point dial to
correspond with the determined RH: ambient RH may. be obtained by using the sling
psychrometer and ps's chrometric chart or a hygrometer.

NOTE: The humidistat has a control range of 10% to 95% RH. The dial range,
however is only 30ry RH (e.g. 30% to 60'1 or .20c7o to 50) of the control range. The
dial can control any 30'7, between 10% and 95c'o RH. The dial is marked Dry - Med -
Wet so some trial and error adjustments may be necessary.

, 3. Adjust the calibration screw to bring the 'control pressure to midrange pres-
sure of the controlled device.

4. Turn set point dial tudesired condition: the desired condition should always
bring the set point dial to -Med" on the dial. This gives control both above and below
set point.

Relative humidity is the ratio of the moisture in the air in comparison to what it
could hold at a certain temperature. The ratio is expressed as a percent rel4tive
humidity. The humidistat senses the amount of moisture in the air and will raise or
lower the moisture content to control the relative humidity.

A sling psychrometer is shown in
figure 31. It consists of a frame that
has two thermometers attached. One
of the thermometers has a cloth sock
on its bulb. The sock is dipped in
water, and then the psythrometer is

' slung around the air.
WET auus

The tiry bulb temper ture is the THERMOMETER

measure of the degree Fa1renheit on
the thermometer of the sli g psychrom-
eter. It measures the intesity of heat.

F

Ii\IThe air moving past th wetted
thermometer causes evapor tion,
whiCh produces cooling of the ther-
mometer to give a wet bulb reading.
This reading is lower than th dry
bulb unless the relative humi4lity is
100%. at which time the wet nd dry SOCK

bulbs will be the same value.lIf the
air is very dry, there will be_.\rapid
and great amount of evaporttin and
a low wet bulb reading. A hig. ,

amount of moisture content in he air
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causes a small amount of evaporation and a greater wet bulb reading. When the air is
saturated, there can be no evaporation (cooling): therefore, the wet bulb and dry bulb
will be equal.

For example, we will assume a reading on the sling psychrometer of 70°F dry
bulb anti 58"F wet bulb (see the handout). To find the relative humidity of the air in
which the reading was taken, a plot has to be made on the psychrometric chart. The
psychrometric chart is a graphic representation of one pound of air and its properties.
Looking a( a chart, you will see the 70°F dry bulb vertical line intersects the 580 wet
bulb line at the 50': relative humidity line. This means that tpe air is holding one-half

50', ol what it could hold at 70°F.

HEATING -COOLING THERMOSTAT

heating-cooluig thermostat is a controlled device which measures the temper-
ature oi an individual room. The heating-cooling thermostat converts temperature
changos into pressure changes in the same manner as the room thermostat. The heat-
ing-cooling thermostat is a combination of two room thermostats (a direct acting and a
roverse acting) into one thermostat. In reality, it is a room thermostat that uses direct
acting for control of heating in the winter and reverse acting for control cf cooling in
the summer. This crntroller can also be referred to as a summer-winter thermostat.

The heating-cool lig thermostat can be used to automatically control the tempera-
ture for heating- and cooling. The heating-cooling thermostat is installed on a Wall
v:here it will sense the temperature of the room. The controller modulates the con-
trolled device to control the flow of chilled water in the summer and hot water in the
winter.

The operation of the heating-cooling thermostat is very similar to the operation of
t ho room thermostat, difference being it is applied for both heating and cooling The
application of the heating-cooling thermostat we will discuss is used in conjunction with
a two position controller sensing outside conditions and an air switching valve. Before
the operation ,f the heating-cooling thermostat can be appreciated, an understanding of
the two position controller and the air switching valve must be gained. We will discuss
each one individually and,a typical operation for heating and cooling will be shown.

Two-Position Remote Bulb Thermostat

The remote bulb thermostat is fur applications which require the sensing element
to be located where extreme conditions do not permit controller mounting. The re-
mote buib controller is equipped with ball type relays which provide more air handling

and a wider range of control.

OPERATION OF THE TWO-POSITION (POSITIVE) BALL TYPE RELAY, figures
32 and 33. This relay is reverse acting. The main spring normally forces lower
diaphragm, exhaust valve seat and upper diaphragm toward the upper diaphragm plate.
The exhaust valve spring being stronger than the main valve spring forces the exhaust
valve ball against its seat. rhe main valve spring holds the main valve ball away from
its seat. Supply pressure is transmitted to supply air chamber from whence it passes
through the main valve to the control air chamber, and then to the final control device.
Thus, in its normal position, the two-position relay has full pressure in its control line.
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Figure 32. 2-Position Relay Pressurized

2

r

Figure 33. 2-Position Relay Depressurized

:

, r

Supply air also passethrough the pin valve tolhe pilot air chamber and escapes to
the atmosphpre through the leakport. The pin valve is so adjusted that, with the leak-
port wide open, the pressure back of the leakport is approximately 5 inches water gage.
The opening of the leakport may be varied by movement of the lid assembly. As the lid
assembly moves closer to thç leakport, less air escapes to the atmosphere, and the
pressure builds up in the pUct chamber. When the force of thii pilot pressure acting
on the upper diaphragm beco es greater than the force of the main spring plus the
force of the full control press re acting on the lower diaphragm, both diaphragms and
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exhaust valve seat move in a direction away from the diaphragm plate. This movement
is transmitted to the main valve balLby the loOse pin and the main valve ball is seated.
When the main valve ball is seated, go further movement of this ball takes place, but
continued movement of the exhausevalve seat.forces the exhaust valve ball off its seat.
Mr from the control air chamber and control air line escapes to the atmosphere
through the exhaust valve. The escape of air from the control air chamber reduces
the pressure on the lower diaphragm, thus causing the exhaust valve to open further,
aseuring that once the control pressure starts to escape, the process willzontinue --

until all of the air in the control line is exhausted to the atmosphere.

To again supply pressure to the control line, it ks necessary to reduce the pilot
pressure by moving file lid assembly away from the leakport. When the force of this
pressure on the upper diaphragiai becomes less than the force of the main spring, both
oiaphragnis and the exhaust valve are moved toward the upper diaphragm plate by the
main spring. The exhaust valve ball closes, then the'main valve ball moves away ,

from its seat. Supply pressure flows into.the control air chamber and the control air
line, and acts against the lower diaphragm to further open the main valve.

The above description shows that once a change in th e. control pressure has started
to take place, the effect of thi4 change on the lower diaphragm is such that the cycle
continues until it, is completed. Hence. it is impossible for the control pressure to
have any value except zero or maximum.

Now that you have a knowledge of ball type relays, we will discuss a controller
using this application and the specifications you will need to know for its operation
and adjustment.

T-8000 Remote Bulb Thermostat Operation, Figure 34

The, instrument is resistant to shock
and vibration. The use of flexure levers
reduces friction. The thermostat can be
made to function as a direct or reverse
acting instrunient by changing the position
of the sliding control port. Sensitivity is
also established by positioning the sliding
control port. The controller is manufac-
tured as a direct acting instrument, cali-
brated to produce an output prissure of
8 psi at 70°F with a sensitivity setting of
1 psi per degree F. The output pressure
of the thermostat is indicated on an integral
0 to 30 psi gage that is visible through the
cover. The set point dial is also vfilble
through the cover. An external dial adjust-
ment is available. The set point dial has
ranges on both sides. The range is from
-10 to 124 degrees Fahrenheit on one side
ang from 110 to 244 degtrees Fahrenheit on
side, two. If it is necessary to use the
range on,the opposite side, place the non-
graduated portion of the dial in the same
position.
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Figure 34. Remote Bulb Thermostat
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The operation of the valve is as follows: With zero pressure applied to the oper-
ator. air flows thrmigh the "N.O." port and out the "C" port to the heating-cooling
thermostat. Air flows from a pressure regulating valve set at 15 psi. -With 15 psi
apvlied, to the operator air flows through the "N.C." port,alid out the "C" port to the
heating-couling thermostat. Air flows from a second pressure regnlating valve set
at 19 psi.

CALIBRATION. The air switching valve requires no Calibration. Because of
. the difficulty of simulating*conditions. no calibration of the T-8000 remote bulb ther-

mostat will be attempted in the classroom, a discussion of the procedures will be out-
lined in the classroom.

Heating application of the complete system using the T-8000 two-position, re-
mote bulb thermostat, air switching valve, and the T-4752 heating-cooling thermostat
is shown in figure 3b. Looking at figure 36 you see that zero psi comes to the air
switching valve when the outdoor thermostat senses a cool temperature. The "N.O."
and ports of the air switching valve are open directing 15 psi to the heating-
cooling thermostat. Looking at figure 37 you see that the thermostat has two tat-
metallic sensing elements, the 15 psi supply air goes through the switchovermechan-
ism and supplies pressure to the upper pilot chamber and out the correSponding leak-
port. The lower sensing element being direct acting bends'down on a rise in tem-
perature which gives a rise in control pressure. The rise in control air pressure
from the controller modulates the Controlled device to regulate the amount of hot
water fur heating the air.
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AND CLOSES N 0 CHAMBER ALI OmNG 19 PS; TO FLOW
TO LOWER PILOT eCHAMBER

Figure 37

Cooling)application of the complete system Using the T-8006 two-position, re-
mote bulb therthostat, air switching valve, and the T-4752 heating-cooling thermostat
is shown in figure 3,8. Looking at figure 38 you see that.15 psi comes to the air switch-
ing valve operator when the outdoor thermostat senses a hot temperature. The "N.C."
and "C" ports of the air switching valve are open directing 19 psi to the heating-
cooling thermostat. -Looking at fivre 39 you see that.the rise 'in supply pressure
causes the switchover mechanism to send pilot pressure to the lower chamber. The
upper sensing element being reirerse acting bends upward and lowers the pilot pres-
sure on a rise in temperature. The decrease in pilot pleasure allows the exhaust
port to open and exhaust a portion of the control air-from the control line thxdligh the
controller. The decreased control pressure from the controller modulates the con-
trolled device to regulate the amount of chilled water for cooling the ,air.

C .)
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CHAMBER CHAMBER

Figure 39

The calibration and adjustment of aheating-cooling thermostat is another Im-
portant part of your job. Control of the temperature in a room in summer and wintei
is impossible if the thermostat is not properly adjusted.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES. In the heating and cooling thermostat it must be
remembered that two (2) calibrations are necessary, one for each sensing element.
Since the steps are identical, we will list only one procedure. We will assume that
both set point temperatures are the same for calibrating.

1. Adjust w.ipply pressure to 15 psig: this is accomplished by using the pressure
regulating valve (PRV).

2. Determine ambient temperature and turn set point dial to this temperature:
use a thermometer to obtain ambient temperature.

3. Adjust the lower calibration screw to bring the control pressure to midspring
range of the controlled device.

4. Adjustsupply pressure to 19 psig: again by adjusting the PRV.

5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 used with 15 psig supply pressure with one exception:
use the upper calibration screw to adjust control pressure.

40
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RP9O8A CONTROLLER WITH L13914A ENSOR

LP914A Sensor (Fi 4ure 40)

Theretare four types ut sensors. teMperature. humidity. pressure. and dewpoint.
Each'can be used With the RP908A nOnbleed controller.. The temperature'sensor'.
which we Will wor.k with. has.an invar rod, brass rod, and a stainless steel

The sensor can be inserted into a duct or large water pipe in a remote area.' It 1:3

:onnected to the controller'by tubing.

.OPERATION. On an increase in temperature the brass rod expands, moving the
invar rod away from the lid. With the lid closed, the pressure will back up to the in-
put chamber of the cnntroller.

On a decrease in temperature the .brass rod will contract. causing the invar rod to
nve r±ie lid away from the seat. The movement of the lid is less than one ten-

jiousandths (.0001) 0: an inch. This will allow all pressure above 3 psi to escape to
the atnwsphere.

The sensor will '.perate accurately at a distance of one mile or less, and it is not
affected by vibration.

CALIBRATION. The sensor is factors- calibrated and sealed with a plastic cover.
If the senscir fails, the comprete sensor should be removed and replaced. DO NOT
ATTEMPT TO CALIBRATE.

BRASS Tu8E--, INVAR ROD

RIGID ST6A SENSOR

Figure 40. LP9l4A Sensor

j \r-STAINLESS
STEEL LID

piri \

11.141/4
-SENSOR LINE

TO CONTROLLER

111:3908A Controller

The controller can be located in a remote equipment room or on a control panel.
It ts cormected,to the sensor by tubing and takes a small pressure change from the
sensor and amplifies it through the main lever, secondary lever, and the relay cham-
ber to provide a 3 to 15 psig branch line preszure.

The controller is equipped with three swings (see figure 41)- The two small
springs are connected to the secondary levOr if reverse action is desired pr discon-
nected if direct action is desired. The large spring is used only when the proportional
band adjustment IS set at 15' or above.
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Figure 41. RP908A Controller
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ADJUSTMENT

OPERATION. The main air enters the controller where it passes through a small
restriOor (.005), to port #1 (which is connected to the sensor) and the input chamber.
On a riSe in temperature the pressure will increase in the input chamber moving the
main lever against the set point adjustment spring. This movement causes the main
lever t4 push up on the secondary lever, which will pivot the secondary lever upwards.
This causes the lever assembly to pivot on the exhaust port,- which causes the main air
port to:open allowing air pressure to enter the relay chamber, thus supplying air to the
branch line and operating the controlled device.

On a decrease in temperature the sensor will bleed the pressure from the input
'chamber, causing all the levers to move in the opposite direction, and the lever as-
semblY will pivot on the main air port to allow the branch line pressure to bleed out
the exhaust port.

*1
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SUMMARY

Air -conditioning systems are fast becoming an automatic factory in which the
product is the production of conditioned air. Controls dominate the process; there-
fore .it is necessary that you understand the theory of controls, bleed, t -position,
and proportional. A knowledge. of the terms applied to cotitrols and the cations
are essential, so these controls operate at peak efficiency.

A pneumatic valve controls the flow of water ani steam, a pneum lc damper op-
eratottrols various arrangements of dampers to control airflow.

The pilot positioner is used on valves and damper operators to ake them more
positive and sensitive, to small changes in control pressure.

A room thermOstat is a device that measures the temperature f an individual
room. The-thermcistat converts the temperature changes into an a pressure (control
pressure) that is sent to a controlled device (valve or damper). e controlled de-
vice the flow of the control agent (chilled water, hot wat r, steam, etc)
which will control the temperature.

A room humidistat is a device that senses changes in relative h midity of an indi-
vidual roam. When a change occurs, the humidistat changes the co 1 air pressure
to the controlled device.

The heating-cooling thermostat is equipped_ with two bimetallic ele ergs. The
standard model operates as a direct acting thermostat for heating and a reverse
acting thermostat for cooling. The changeover from heating to cooling Is accomplished
by changing the supply pressure. The change in supply air pressure ac s an index-
ing bellows which positions a set of cams, making one strip inoperative wh the other
is free to operate. Each of the two bimetal thermostatic elements has its o cali-
brating mechanism and can be adjusted to meet the condition of the installatio

The temperature sensor is connected by tubing to the controller. The actiiri of
the controller can be changed by moving the pivot point and connecting the reverie
action springs. A larger spring is connected to the main lever when the proportional
band setting is above lVo.

43
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QUESTIONS

'\
4

1. What are three applications of pneumatic controllers?

2. What deterinines the pressure in the air supply tank?

3. What determines the.pressure iA the supply line?

4. What determines the pressure of the control air'?

5. What are `the parts of the control loop?

,

6. Where does the air first enter the system?

7. Which side of the controner does the air enter ?

8. What is the usual pressure of supy air?

2cL$'
44
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What is thee range of controll air for proportional controllers?

I What are three control agents?

hat is a charaeristic eif a two-position control loop:

Vhat is Le purp,,se of any sensinwelement?

What is desired temperature referred to as?

14. What is the difference between set point and control point?

13 What is throttnniz range ?

1 What is the designation of a controller that decreases control pressure on a drop
in measurable variable?

45



1 . What is the designation Of a Controller that decreases control pressure on a rise
in measurable variOle?

18. What is sensitivity?

19. In operation. what are two types of pneumatic valve?

20. What is required,to actuate a normally open pneumatic valve?

21. flow can the actual sprIng range d a pneumatic valve be de ermined?

22. What is the midrange pressure for a pneumatic valve that begins opening at 5 psi
and is fully opened at 12 psi?

23. Ca.n the pneumatic valve be used to control the flow of air?

24. What is a mixing or bypass,valve?

46



25. U a damper operator has a range of 2-14 psi: What would you regulate'pressure to?

26 What limit. the travel of the damper operator?

Where should the stops on the damper operator be adjusted to?

28. What are t\Vo adjustments on the daniper operator ?

29. What is the source of air to the pilot chamber ?

30. What is the name of the four chambers of the pilot positioner?

t,31. How is the operat ng range changed on the pilot positioner ?

32. What can you add to a pneumatic actuator to make it more positive and more
sensitive to small changes in control pressure?

47
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33. What are two adjus'tments that can be made on the pilot positioner ?

34. What are the names of the five air chambers in the relay used with the T-4002 and
H-4100?

35. What would occur if you lost control air from a controller?

1St

36. What is the purpose of the.pneumatic relay in, a pilot-bleed type cOntraller ?

37. On bleed-type instruments: What opeils Or closes the leakport to allow supply air
to enter the control chamber?

38. When is a proportional controller in a ,balaficed position?

39. What is pneumatic feedback?

40. What type sensing element is found on the T-4002?



am.

41. What part of. a'pneumatic controller do you adjust to regulate the control pressure?

4-.

42. What type of sensing element is found on the H-4100 humidistat!

43. When callbrating a humidistat: Where is the indicator dial set?

44. What is the dial range of most humidistats?

45. Why calibrate the controller to midrange of the controlled device'?

4.

4 vo9 have an RA humidistat on an NC steam valve: What will the valve do on an
incr ase in relative humidity?

47. What is the sensitivity of a hurnidistat defined as ?

48. What action is used in the summer-winter thermostat?

49



49. In order to calibrate a summee-winter thermostat correctly: Where do you position
the dial?

.
5 . Does the heating-cooling thermostat automatically maintain a constant temperature

during summer and winter ?

51. What air pressure is supplied to the System when the air switching valve is in the
normal position?

52. In a pneumatic control 'system designed for heating and cooling: How is the supply
air to the heating-cooling thermostat increased and decreased?

53. What is the dial range of the T-8040 remote bulb thermostat?

54. What is the range of the sensitivity of the remotP bulb thermostat?

55. How can the action of the RP-908A- controller be changed from RA to DA?

56. What is the definition for Proportional Band'

50
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57. When does the controller use main air ?

What is the teniperature range of the LP914A sensor?

59. With a scale plate of 50°F to 150°F. what would the scale range be?

t30. What are the different types of sensors that ean be used with the RP9O8A controller?

..61. What are the advantages of the RP908A controller ?

62. When must the proportional band spring be connected

FERENCES

Johnson Service Company Apparatus and Serv".ce Bulletins

2. Minneapolis-Honeywell Company Service Bulletins

3. Instruments and Process Control, New York Vocational arvi Practical Arts
Publication
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IDENTIFYING COMPONENTS OF AN AIR COMPRESSOR SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

To be able to locate and identify the major components of an air compressing system.

tato.==11Ia

r

Figure 1. Air Compressing System

1



1. Identify each of the lettered items on figure 1 by placing their name and purpose
in the following form beside the item letter.

ITEM NAME P UR POSE

A

B
,

C

D
-

E

F

G

H

I ,
,

K

L

M
,

N .

2



WB 3ABF64530-V11-1-P2
July 1975

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE OF AN AIR COMPRESSOR SYSTEM

OB.JECTIVE

To be able to service and perform maintenance on an air compressor system.

NOTE: This performance will be accomplished on a system
designated by the instructor.

1. Turn all electrical switches to the OFF position.

Visibly check condition cif electrical wires.

3. Are the wires in good condition?

If -NO," iriform the instructor.

4. Check oil.

a. Is the oil level correct .

b. What is the condition of the oil?

5. Check the air intake filter: Is it clean enough for proplit operation?

6. Check the compressor belts:

a. What Li the actual belt depression?

b. Correct tension allows approximately inqh of belt d ession

7. Drain all water from tank by opening the hand drain valve.

8. Turn compressor line starter ON.

3 -
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9. After compressor cycles OFF:

a. What is the high pressure supply? psig

b. Check the pressure reducing valve (PRV ) setting.

What is the supply pressure? psi g.

Checked by

4

Ins truc tor



WB 3ABR4530-VII -2-P1
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IDENTIFICATION AND DEFINITION OF CONTROL COMPONENTS AND TERMS
OF A PNEUMATIC CONTR,OL SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

To locate and define pneumatic control system components and terms.

LOCATING AND DEFINING CONTROL TERMS

I. Study the control loop shown in figure 2.

2. From this loop list the number that corresponds to the control term sted and then
give its definition.

i. Set Point. No. Def inition

b. Desired Value. No. Definition

c . Control Point. No. Definition

d. Direct Acting Controller, No. Definition

e. Normally Closed Valve, No. Definition

Control Agent. No.

g. Control Line. No.

Def inition

DefiMtion

h. Supply Line. No. Definition

5
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WB 3ABR54530-VII-2-P2

DETER MINIk THE MIDSPRING RANGE
OF A PNEUMATIC VALVE

OBJECTIVE

To determine the midspring range of a pneumatic valve.

I. Locate trainer assigned by instructor.

9 Preoperational checks.

a. Close all air line valves

b. Check Master Switch for ON position

It

Check air compressor switch for ON position.

3. Connect the valve to the variable supply pressure. See figure 3.

4. Operational safety checks.

a Check for air leaks.

b. At.no time during operation should the controlled deviees be handled.

5. Increase the pressure until valve moves.

At what pressure did it move? psig

6. Raise the pressure until the valve stops moving.

At what pressure did it stop? psig

7 Figure the difference of the two pressures.

a. Start psig.

b. Stop psig.

c. Midrange psig.

f

*or,.

-t
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AIR

VALVE

0

DAMPER OPERATOR

Figure 3.

8. Have the instructor check your work.

9. Shutdown procedures.

a. Close air line valves.

b. Disat:semble hoses from regulators and valve.

C. Check all switches for OFF position.

10. Have instructor check your work.

cats -Ice

CLacked by
Instructor
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ADJUSTMENTS OF A PNEUMATIC DAMPER OPERATOR

OBJECTIVE

To adjust a pneumatic damper operator.

PROCEDURES

Accomplish all preoperational checks listed below prior to operation of the trainer
and observe the listed procedures closely during all operations.

PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS AND ADJUSTMENTS

I. Locate trainer assigned by instructor.

2. Preoperational checks.

a. Close all air line valves.

b. Check Master Switch for ON position.

c. Check Air Compressor Switch for ON position.

3. Connect da.mper operator as shown in figure 4.

4. Increase the pressure from the gradual switch until the operator stem justbegins

to move. At what pressure did this occur ? psi

5. Increase thi pressure from the gradual switch until We stem fully extends:

At what pressure did this occur ? psi.

6. What is the midrange of this operator ? psi.

7. What is the desired stroke of the operator? inches.
,

What is the actual ;stroke of the operator ? inches.

Reduce pressure to zero.



INPUT REG THERMOMETER
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GRADUAL SWITCH

20 PSI AIR SUPPLY
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VALVE
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AIR

MotED AIR

WIGH PRESS
AIR

Figure 4.

COLD AIR

DAMPER OPERATOR

CG-1011

8. The normal position of a damper assembly is determined by

ADJUSTING OPE:RAIN:a STOPS

I. Check the retracted stroke by completing the following sfeps:

a. Apply air pressure to move operator stem slightly.

b. Loosen locknut and back atif completely.

c. Release air pressure.

d. Tighten stop nut against housing.

e. Add air pressure wough to move the stem approximately 1/8 inch; -then tighten
stop nut against hi5Using again., (This step allows cleara:Ace between diaphragni
and cylinder head to keep from hammering the diaphragm between head and
piston. )

f. Tighten locknut against stop nut.

lo
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Check extended stroke by completing the following steps:

,a. Apply pressure which is equal tO the top Et the spring range of the operator.

b. Loosen locknuis on the two stop screws at front et operator.

c. Adjust stop screws evenly until they contact the piston.

d. Ti Own lockhuts.

3. Have instructor check your work.

4. Shutdown procedures.

a. Close all line valves.

b. DiSassemble hoses from regulators and damper operator.

c. Check all switches for OFF position.

5. Have instructor check your work.

Checked by

2 Q -5

Instructor.
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OPERATION AM ADJUSTMENT 9, F PILOT POSITIONER

a

7

WE 3AER54530-1/11-2-P4Z.7
July 1975

!OBJECTIVE

To adjust a pilot'. positioner.

PROCEDURES

Accomfilish all preopersitional checks listed beloir prior to operatioli of
and observe the listed procedures closely duiing all operations.

ADJUSTMENT OF PILOT POSITIONER ON DAMPFR

.1., Locate trainei aisigned bY instruclor.

2. Perform preoperational checks al follows:

Close all,air line valves: \
b. Cheek Master Switch for ON position

c. Check Air Comprissor &witch for.,,ON position.

4.

3. ',Connect the positioner as shown in figure 5.

'NOTE: Make stwe pilot:Wring is connected to pilot positioher lever arm.

INPUT. I. REG

SWITPIES
M C F. A/Ce 2II I I I

THERMOMETER
GRADUAL SWITCH

20 PSI AIR SU.PPLY 3I 1 1

I. VARIABLE

HOT AIR
AIR

el

HIGH PRESS
AIR

SOLD AIR

VALVE

DAMPER' OPERATOR

44
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Awes Aiiy Srupply pressur.e (20 psi) to the pilot positioner.
Ar

5. Increase the pressure (pilot) from the gradual switch until operator begins to move.

a. At what pilot pressure diehe stem begin to move? psi

b. &an. this starting pressure be changed?

6 fncrease the pilot pressure until piston touches the stops. At what pressure did

the operator stop? psi.

7. What operating range did the pilot positioner produce?

ADJUSTMENT

I. Operating range is determined by the and
/

.

. c.adjustments of the pilot positioner.

Operating span is adjusiable from phi to psi.

-3. 8tarting point is:

a. Adjustable from psi to Psi.

b. Established by adjusting the screw located under the cover. Turning screw_

counterclockwise starting lioint. Turning

the screw clockwise starting point.

4. Adjustment'. The operator installed on the trainer has a spring range of 8 to 18 psi
(5 psi span) and, it is desired to use the pilot positi6ner to -obtain an operating range
of 8 'to 13 psi. the starting point will be 8 psi, and a span of 5 psi.

a. Place one end ci the pilot spring in the, hole of the-lever arm that give a

5 psi span.

Increase pressure from the gradual switch io 8 psi.

c. Turn adjusting screw until the_ operator just- begins to move.

d. the pilot positioner will now poatietn the piston damper opertor over a range
of 8 to 13 psi. . .

-.

e. Vary pilot presqure from gradual switch to check for proper starting and span.

0,4

13
9',

4
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5. Have instrucior checleyour work.

6. Shutdown -proceilures.

a. Close all line valves.

b. Disassemble hopes from regulators and co trc.S".'-'

c. Check ail switches for OFF Asition.

7. Have instructor check pour work.

di

1

Checked by

4
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July 1975

CALIBRATING A PNEUMATIC ROOM THERMOSTAT
te

OBSECT!VEi?

calibrateia room thermdstat.

pRoCEDUR

Aceomplish all pr perational checicalisted below prior to operation of the trainer
,, . and observe the listed; rocedures closely during all operaticns.

PREOPERATIONAL C ICS AM ADJUSTMENTS

1. ',pc-at* trainer assigned by instructor.
.

2. Preoperational'checks and control settings- .

e. Close all air line valves.

b1., Check Master Switch for ON position.

c. Check Air Compressor Switch for ON porition.
,

using a T-4002 Room-type thermostat and da.mpefoperator cqnnect, temperature m
control loop as shown in figure 6.

4. Apply 20 psi to thermostat.

5. is-tife thermostat direct or reverse acting?

6. thd sensitivity setting of the instrtment. The sensitivitradjustment shoulO
always be as high as possible without producing excessive bunting or cycling. To
increase the sensitivity, move slider toward control port. To decrease the sensi-
tivity, move 4.11E, slider away from the control port. Make necessary slider
adjustment.

7. Adjust slider..
4

a. Turn set-point dial to produce an intermediate pressure on the controkair
pressure gage (say 10 psi).

A

b. Move skider to desired sensi vity setting.

Turn adjusting screw in th sensitivity slider midi the pressure on theicontrol-
prestitwe age returns to tI1e same pressure as indicated in step 7a.

C.

.4
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T-4002
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AIR
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0

44 I
DAMPER OPERATOR

cti:170

Figure 6. Single Temperature Thermostat Applic;kflon

DIAL ADJUSTMENT

1. .Note ambient temperature at the bimetal element with fan, h4eaters and air
conditioner off.

2. Set dial to correspond, to temperature prevailing at the bimetal elem:nt.

3. Turn adjusting screw, above set point dial, until control air presaure reacjing
on th*gage is at midrange.

r-
4. Tur-dial tg desireqk temperature set point (75°F),

5. Turn on\fan, heaters and air conditioner. Observe response of controller.
111

6. Shutdown procedures.

a. Close air line valVei

b. Disassemble hoses from regulators and controls

c. Checi all sw,tches for ?FF position
.00 2
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7. \hofteplace cover.

8, lave instructor check your work.

*.

Checked by,

17

Instructor

e.
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CALIBRATING A'PNEUMATIC HEATING-COOLING THERMOSTAT

OBJECTIVE

To calibrate a heating-cooling thermostat.

PROCED&LES I
'Rh

Accomplish all preoperat)onal checks listed below prior to operation of the trainer
and observe the listed procedures closely during all operations.

PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS AN? AD= NTS

I. 'locate trainer assigned ily instructor:

2. Piebperational checks.

"N a. Clôs all Aline vitlife,

b. :Check Mast* Switch,for ON position.

csnc. Check Air : 'presstr &itch. for ON positipii

Connect, the 04fing-cooling thernosiat as shown_iri fizige

.

4

5-7 'A

,.
REG:

SWITCHES

M C r AA 1 2

I I I -I I t

THERMOMETER
GRADUAL SW.ITCA

20 PSI AIR SUPPLY1111
nt.

or

_ HIGH PRESS
t* AIR

VALVE

MIXED AIR

\494.1.11

Films 7. 2
18

e
DAMPER ORERATOR

4,
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s.
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42 Op ly 15 prig supply ..to ths therpostat..

5. Check sensitivity.

6. Warm the lower sensing eleinent by extislidt on it.

a. Is this part of the controller direct-acting or reverse4cting?

b. Would itebe used foiyoolingor heatini?

Meaiure the ambient

Adjust the set point ot the m4sured teMperature.
40-

Turn the heating calibration screw to midspring range of controlled device.

Increase the supply pressure to 19 psig using th-e gradtuA !stitch.

NOTE: We will assume 'that the heating and cooling set
so the -controller can be adjusted more simply.
condition where they arirnot the same, refer to
for the method of adjustment.

ints will be the same
you encounter a
seFvice minuet 1/4

49'

10. Turn ihe cooling calibration screw th obtain midspring range of co Aroded device.'
-

II. Turn the dial 10 the desired value to be controlled
or.

Thrn on fan, heaters and air oonditioner. Observe response of Controllax.

-13. Shutdown procelur es.

a. Close air line valves.

b. Disassemble hoses from ,regulators ahd controls.

c. Cheek i.ii switches for OFF position.

14.. Replace cover.

15. Htve instructor check' your work.

Checked try'
Instructor

19

20
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CALIBRATION OF A PNEUMATIC NON-BLEED COKIROLLICS
a V

OBJEC7VE

To calibrate andsadjuit a noii-bleed controller (RP-9011A) and a temperature
sensor (LP914)..

PROCEDURES

Acconiplish all preoperational checks listed below prier to operatic:al of *the trainer,
and observe, the listed procedures closely during all operations.

PREOPERATIOPIAL CHECKS'AND ADJUSTMENTS

1. Locate trainer assigned by the imstructor.

2. Preoperational checks.

a. Close all air line valves.'

b. Check Master Witch for ON position.

c. Check Air Convressor SWitch for ON position.

3. Connect the control loop ai shown in figure 8.

INPUT REG THERMOMETER

-r

GRADUAL SW ITCH.
PNEUMATIC

VALVE

LP ,14

Figure 8, 29 7
20

a

DAMPER OPERATOR

C.- I 30

t.

* .



4. Remove cover from controller.

,5. ,Apply 20 psi supply pressure.

CALIARATION

1. Deterrhine the *action.

a. Warm the sensor with your hand.

Ili Observe the branch line gage:

(1) Did the pressure increase or decrease?

(2) .1s the contNler direct or reverse action?

(3) How can the action be c

Action.

.2. Set the controller for direct action. -

NOTE: The two action' Springs are left disOonnected when the ;ontroller
is-adjusted for direct attion. *rings are connected fot-reveree action.

3.. Adjust the proportional band setting for 5,0icent P. B. .

140TE: The main lever which has the a B. adjustment MO hat two P, B.

scales. Ctie scale is for- dir action and the other for reverse

. ,

actiqn. When adjusting`this eating, be sure the proper scale is used
for the action tile controller il set for. ,

i ...

When the P. B. Setting islpercent, what ip the throttling range of this controller,
.. v_

having a -40 to 160°F raige? -.'

or.
. 4

'4 ..

1
,

,

..

4. Check the proportional baid spring.

's

e
NJTE: This spring is connoeted to the main lever when the proportional band

setting is,15 pkrceng and aboire. /
et '

With a propqrtional_ band settint of 10 percent, is this spring connicted?

,5. turn the set point adjusting sckbew to obtatn mideprine nixie' of tile controlled
device. . t

6: Find the imbient sensed temperature ci the eenapr.

. a. Sensor temperature F.

b. Using.the pneumatic temperature chazti(Pgure 0 ), what preSsure shouids

Port No. 1 be-indicatpg?

S.

r$

21 fr



) .
. 4., Note thikemperature,setting on dial., oF.,

1CTE: The temperanire sistlitne difference obtained with a 8-13, pai branch line ,

pVessur.0 change should equal the proportional band setting. /
. . /, .

- 'ie. .
5. ri the proportional bancisetting is ne4 -correct, then readjust P.B. and recalibiate,

/ //. , /6. if the above clieck indicates a correct adjustments the pneumatPc controlierls in
calibration.' ' .

,

. . .
S.

: a

"

I. I
lb

1 a

7. ;clown the scale plkte scrn.ind adjust scalp`With dial to indicate the sensed
tertil*ratu_re a

PRoPORTIONAL BAND clack(
1. Turn.the fat point adjuisting sera until 8 psi branch line pressure is obtained.

. 2. Vote the_temperituref letting on
`. .

3. Now, turn the 'set point adjusting icrew until 13 pal branch line pressure is
obtainet N.0

controller following calibration step procedure.

7. 'film the set point adjustment-to a set point of 70° and the pneuinitic sensor- :
controller will be in control.

8.- Mutdown procedure:J.

a. Close air line valves.

b. Disassemble hoses from ieguIators and controls.

c. Check all switcheS fot OFF position.

9. Replace cover.

, 10. Have instructor check your work.

Checked by

2 0

Instructor

I 1%

0 , 0imws
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ELECTRIC CONTEtOLS

C VE

A

1. 'To develop a knowledge and understandlig of eleciric controls, their, use.,
advantages, andVplications.

To develop the skills'necessary for the installation, caiibration, and main-,
tenance of electric ,control loops to include the fdllowing:

e

a,- Seties 2-0. 40. and 80 mInneafiolis-Honeywell controls.

. b. Series 10 and 90 Minneapolis-Honeywell oontrols.-

INTRODUCTION

,P4

The applications of automatic controls rangefrom simple domestic temperature
control to precision control of industrial processes. Auttimatic controls can be used
wheneer a variable condition must be controlled. Thesefoonditionn may be pressure,
timperature. Ivimidity-or rate and 14)1..ume,of flow. AutoinsAic con&ols arei.applied to
refrigeration, alr conditioning, heating, Ventilation-or a cmnbination thereof. All

automatic controls are to

1. Ensure that a desirecttonclion is 'filaintained:
oi%

2. Seive a safety function by keeping variable conditioni within predeierniined
limits dr by preventing mech.lnical equipment from operating when its' opera-
tion wouid be hazardous.'

3. Ensure economical control byproviding operating cycles, 9r a level of system
performance that matches-load conditions.

'S

4. Eliminate human error. A complete and properly designed automatic control
ystem has the capability or interlocking and coordinatthereirigeration, air-

conditioning; heating, and ventilation Stems in a mann*r imposstbIt
accomplish with manual controls.

There are six basic functions that must be p. erformecl*by the cohtrofs if the, systeni
is to be fully automatic. These functions and the units thaeperform them are - J

1. Function:
Performed By:

2. Function:

Performed By:

Measure changes in one or morS variable conditions.
Sensing or measuring element.

Translate these changes into force or -energy of a kifid that
can,b-e_ used by the final control element.
Controller mechanisin.

1
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es\

S.' Function:
Performed By:

E unction:

7..performed Bv:
a

5., Function:
Performed By:

6. , Function:
Performed

44'

4Ie

Transmitting this energy to the point of corrective action.
EIectrical*iring. p umatic piping and mechanical linkage.

Use energy to positioWthef,ihal control element effecting a
corrective change in.-the control variable...
Controlled device or actuator. as a vairR .or damper.

4

.-Detect the completion>of the corrective change.
Sensing orlmeasuring element.

Terminate corrective change toprevent overcorrection.
By: 4-introller mechanism. connecting.piping. wiring and linkage.

,and the controlled device.
s

To a large degree. the type of energy which is best suited for a particular control
problem determines thelkind of control equipment selected. 'Electrical energy is
commonly used.. to transtriit the Icontriller n4asureTent of a changqin a controlled
variablelö other tarts'Or the system. It also tram:Cates that measurement into work
at the final control element. For this purpose electricity has the-following advantages:

F.

It i4s. readily available. '.
. ,

Electrical wiring is usually simple ancl.easy to install.

.Electrical energy rAdily amplifies the'relatively sMall signal:received by the
sensing element making it .1:)isible to control systems which ordinarily could
not be controlled.

I The impulse rvceived from the sensing element can be applied directly-to
Produce one or several combinations or sequences in electrical outputs.

It readily permits controlling from a remote point.
4.

ELECTRICAL DEVIcES

Before ybu can fully understand the operation of electrical controls you must first
have a working knowledge of electricity. electrical circuits and erectrical devices.
For a review of these items consult SG 3A14154530-11-2 and SG 3ABR54530-11-3 and 4.
There are several ctevices which are commonly found ir) electric control ciieuits. We
will briefly cover these items and their basic operations.

S\vitches

, Switches are used to open and close circuital The two main types of switches used
in controls are snap acting and mercury bulb.

2
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SNAP ACTING SWITCH S These switches are constructed witlyfixetcontacts

see'urely attached to the theijuostat base, 'These,lixed contacts are moilinted inside 'a
permanent 'iold mignetwhich provides a magnetic field _in the area 4 the cOntaFts.
The in("vable ! intact is attachelyto.shbitnetareIement. Upon a decrease in temperature:r .
it will move towards the fixed cônta-Ft.:_. As the contact enters the magnetic field. the
inagnetic' field -pulls" this 'contict against the fixed contaa with a positive snap. As the
temperature increases the bimetal becomes warimer and wants Là pull the moVable con-
taot away from the fixed contact.--Because the,Moyable contact is in the magnetic field.,,
the blmetal does not (a't thi/ instantl.have enoughipice to overconie the, 'map\ !tic force..
As the bime;ar continues to NI/arm and bend, it sootitsimtelopit erxzugh force,to,overcome
the magnetic field. The movable contact breaks away with wpositive .4.iihp. Figure 1_
illustrates an SPST snap Switch. eare 2 illustrates an SPDT snap-witch..

Er

91;

WO.A
SpNTACT Foal,

iONTACT,

a FirED
CONTACT " t ,

AICANIILE'
CCNTACT

14 .4,

Flgure 1. SPST &lap Act,ng 9.vitch
.

.
F 2. SPDT Sriap Acting Switch

N. , (11 i .
. ..

C)ntrollers are supplied wip dust cover'si to prevent dust and other cpataminants'
ir:mi getting on the tontacts. Should it become necesisary to clean the C?kitacts, use a
clean business.card or smooth thin cardboard. The card should be inserted between .
the contacts and gently4pu1led back-and forth to remove 'the 'dirt or film. Never ude a
f ile or sandpaper for this purpose. - ,

MERaRY SWITCHES These Switchesiiierform the same switch actions . s .he

:;nap aCting. but in a cfifferent manner. Thevitching is aCcomplished by a globvie of
mercury moving between two or three fixectprobes sealed within a glass bulb. The
mericury bulb is attaehed to the thermostat bimetal,' 'Figures4.and 4 illustrate an SPST
and an SPDT meicury switch. Figalrf 5 illustrates a mercury switch attglched to the
bimetal. .

t4-

.)'

F giire 3. SPST Mercury.Sw tch 9

4

EC -11115

4.ure 4. SPOT Mercury Switch

A4
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0a 00
Figure 5. Mercury. 9witsp and Bimetal

Control Transformers

In this study guide the term "line" voltage refers to the normal electric supply
voltage which is usually in the range of 115 or 230 volts. Line voltage may be used
directly or connected to the primary sidetf aa'stepdown transformer for a low voltage
circuit. Most of the electrical controls we will discuss uses from 20 to 24 volts ac.
The conirol transformer is used to °Wahl this low voltage supply. Figure 6 illustrate
a multicoil multitap transforMer used for this purpose.

ale

8V

20V

12V 1 ,24 V

16V

4V

Figure 6. Control Transformer t

TROUBLE ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Before you can effectivelrtroubleshoot a control circuit or system. you should
khow the circuit and how it operates. You can find these items in the wiring diagram
of the circuit, located on the inside of the controller cover or control panel cover.' If
the system does not operate properlp, the circuit is defective and an analysis as to the
type of trouble and its location must be made.

4
t.

4
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Types of Troubles '

in practically all cases, the actual trouble will be one of the following types,:
an open. a short :. or isew power.

An open circuit is one that has a break in any part ot the electrical circuit between.
the unit of resistance and the source of power, The effect of an open is that no current
can flow so the unit is inoperative.

t.

A short circuit is one in which a conduCtor makes contact with another conductor.
A "hot" conductor touching a deutral conductor is called a "direct shOrt.'' As .you prob-
ably know. this will blow a fuse or trip theicircuit breaker because there is no resiitance
in the circuit. Whenxtwo differen't "hot': conductors come in contact*With each other. it
is called a "cross short. This can cause powEr to be applied even.thbugh power has
been opened in one "hot" conductor.

eLow Power causes units to operate improperly. Two effects are sluggish motor*.
and dim lights. Besides low voltage from the pciwer source, law power-can be caused
by loose, dirty or corroded connections.

Location of Trouble., 4.

As soon as you have studied the wiring diagram, the next step is to locate 04
trouble by properly using a testing instrument.

Opens can be found in cirpits with a voltmeter when the power is left on. Fiiire .7
shows the voltmeter indicationa of a control circuit thlt is operating properly. The

readlngs ill' figure 8 show ihat thermostat switch has an "open. The switch is Cldsed
but the motor still is not opeating.

41e.

Figure 7. Normal Voltmeter Readings

Figure 8. Voltmeter Readings Indicate an "Opep" in the Thermostat

.
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You can see from the contrast of fiftires 7 and 8 that the voltmeter readings will
tell if the circuit is properly operating. It also tells where the.existing troublk is
located.

may be located With any 4evice which checks continuity, such as a continuity
meter continuity light or ohmmeter. These testers are used when power is OFF. An
ohmnieter could ber:used in figure 8 to leicafe the open in the switch. With the power
off i the ohmmeterovould indicate infinity (00 ) across the switch which means .it is

tb opel. ,
.

4 .

_7
. , Shorts are usualW lo'cated with an ohmmtterli. A direct short would blow the fuse

: or trip the circuitbleaker; therefOre.,power:canitot be applied to cheek with a volt-
meter. A gross sltort in Most cases'would, not blow a fuse. but a voltmeter would not
tell if a cross shoit was presait. The proper thing to do would be to isolate the circiiit

. .,..>..- and check for continuity betwken the two wires, -Ai- ..

The circuit in figure 9 his a dtrect short between L1 and L2. Ilie blown fuse
indicates theremay be a direct short. The.ohmmeter indicates a direct short because
irreads zero resistance.. A reading of infinity would have indicated there waS no short.
A cross short would be located in the same, manner.

4

,OL

ee.°.:at
TOE SI.

FiQir . Direct Short
z

The same procedtire.is used to locatg.troubles in three; and four-wire systems.
The main thing is to study the wiring diagras_and iietermine how the circuit should
operate. The trouble can be located with thfillroper instrument as vou use your knowt-

ge of locating troubles.

ELECTRICAL CONTROL LOOPS

The following table classifies and describes the Minneapolis-.Floneywell control
circmts AS shown in figure 10.

t

6 3



SERIES CONTROLLER SIGNAL. CIRCUIT . ACTUATOR CONTROL MOM

...
20 IC* di one circuit to start.

breaks it asS makes a
second circuit to stop.

Thswe-wire.
low voltage.

Agi gain 20 device.
,

.

Tat-pciaitioa

40. . . Makes circuit when switch
i is closed. breaks it.when

switch is open. ..

Two-wise. '
line voltage.

,

Any Saries 40 device, . poro,..positton.

,.
al' Line voltage equivalent

'No-. of Series 20.
position

Three-wire -
line voltage.

Series 60 rivo-polition
cuntrol motor..

t

'No-poaltion..

,

50 Line or lope; voltage
Floating floating ciintrol. tamilar

tO niodulating action)

ee-wire.

- .

Series 80 floating motor.
'1

angle speed floati

.

80 Low voltage.equwalent
of Series 40, ../,-7-.......

.

No-wire.
low voltage-

Any Series 80 motor
or solehoie.

.
Two-position,

90 Modulating action
(proportionili 1 4, -...

Three-wire.
i OW vamp.

Any Series '90 motor.,
...-

Proportional.
1.

Ifigure 10. Minneapolis-Honeywell Cbritrol Circuits.

Series-20 Control Circuit

ng.

The series-20 control circuit is designed for low voltage. two-position control of

1. motorized valves

2. motorized dampers.

Series-20 control circuits are not "fail-safe" and should not be used Where continued
operation of the controlled equipment would be. hazardous if the power failed. Series-20
motors (and equipment under their control) remain in whatever position they happen to
occupy at time of power fail,ure. The valve has provisions whereby it may be positioned
manually by use of an Allen wrench.

The series-20 control circuit consists of nne holding and two starting circuits.
.The motor rotates in one direction only. making a half turn (1801) each tima one of the
starting circuits and 'holding circuits are completed. A camand switch arrangement on
tti' motor shaft makes the holding circuit at the beginning and breaks the holding circuit
at the end of 'the 1800 shaft travel. To obtain tWo-position operafirin. the motor and
circuit are constructed so that once the Motor is started it cannot stop until it has
rotated a full half turn or 1800.

*ft
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Figure 11 Illustrates a complete series-20 control loop used to control room
temperature utilizing a-steam radiator. The equipment includes a 24-volt.transformer.
a series-20 thermostat, and a series-20 motorized valve.

Figure 11. iiries-20 Control Loop

Series-20 Operation

The thermostat is constructed with a bimetal blade which engages the blbe contact
on a drop in temperature and the white contact on a rise in temperature. In figure 12
the blade is shown in the satisfied'position. The maintaining switch cam aad contacts,
the motor, gear train and ciank arm are symbolically shown. The followIng figures
show the prcigressive completion of the circuit.

r .ftire
affit

TIIIAMIPOW sa.is

Figur' e 12. Complete Basic Series-20 Control Circuit
8
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In the shaded diagrams that follow a solid-white line labeled inilicates that Maximuni
'current is flowing.-throut9 that part ok,the circuit;, a broken White lint labeled indicates
that negligible current is flowing thrdugh that labelfid part of the circuit: and a solid
blaCk line labeled indicates inactive portion of the circuit.

TEMPERATURE DROP

1. The thermostat blade engages
the Blue contact:

2_ The starting circuit iS CLOSED.

3., The Motor is energized and
begins to rotate clockwise.

HOLDING Clic UIT ESTA8L1Sh'ED

As the motor and cam rotate:

1. The left blade of the maintaining
-witch makes contact with SI and the hold-
ing circuit is closed. The holding circuit
is independent a the -starting circuit and
once made. will' furnish current- to the
motor regardless of the action of the
thermostat.

2. If thv thermostat continues to hold,
the Blue contact closed, a small amount of
current wiil flow through it. Most of the
current will flow through the holding circuit
because it offers the path of least resigtance.

*.a

3 1 )

T4t +if 't
.

4

a
CTIATegiMAr T
MISS

..... .
k

CAM

'-rokifosigki;

.Figure 13.

.$1

'1

/74
NM- -77."

z
NUM

TiPIPaskaa

Figure 14.
tittle
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1
HOLDING CIRCUIT BROKEN

ttie motor shaft has rotated
180 degrees:

.

I. The ,cani breaks contact S2.

2. All cir.cuits are opened.

3. The motor stops.
la 4

4. NeKligible current passes throligh
the heater resistance: current )s insufficient
for motor travel.

TEMPERATURE RISE

Both temperature rise in the contr011ed
space and'heat from the resistance heater
caukes.these actions:

*4t1

1. The thermostat blade moves to the
right and engages the White contact. .

2. The starting circuit is closed.

3. The motor starts to rotate clock-
wise:

,

The additional heat pr6vided by the
resistance heater causes.4w.thermostat
to close R to W sooner than normal. This
actidn tends to smooth out the "overshooting
swings" which prevail in simple two-
position control.

-

4

3

P

r

Tt

MUMER--

4.1gx--44

sc

Figure 15.
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HO1LING C.IRCUIT REISTABLISHED

1. -The right.biade olihe
switch makes contaik,with S2,

2. The motor continues tvotate until
it hair made a 1800 turn.

.-
. . When,the motor has completed the

180° turn, the holdicircuit is again
broken at contatt Si -MN the motor stops.

1. 1It has then completed i cycle. . 4

Series-40 and Series-80 Control Circuit's .

TIROMPOSION I. g

Figure 17.

The series-40 and -80 are the simplest Df the Minneapolis-Honeywell control cir-
cuits: their control combinations are Also very ailziple. The series-40.and -80*control
circuits act to make and)break an electrical circuit which results in two-potition.
r e sponse .

Series-40 and -SO controllers include the following: room thermostats, insertion
thermostats, pressure controllers and huritidity controllers.

The, lie.ries40 control circuit is a line voltage circuit and the series-80 is a low- .

voltage circuit. Both are switched directly by the SPST switching action of the series-40
or -80 controller. These controllers may have either open contacts or mese6lry switches.
In most cases they are snap acting. As was stated earlier this controller is two-
position and requires two wires and can be used to control fans. lights1 electric motors.
and dther standard line or low-Noltage equipment as well as the series-40 or -80 motors.

Series-dirt) and Series-80 Operation

The equipment under control is energized when the controller switch is closed and
deenergized when it is opened. This arrangement is very simple in principle. Fig-
ure 18 shows a basic circuit.

11
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CONTROLLER

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

(S-41 LINE VOLTAGE)
(5-60 LOT VOLTAGE)

Figure 18.

Figure 19 shows a complete series-40 or series.-80 control loop. It fnclucles a
controller. control Motor, conirol device, aad a power supply. The thermostat is
-sensing the teMpe'rature of the water. A drip in temperature below the.set point causes(
the mercuzfr bulb to rotate, allowing the mercury to close the circuit to the motor
winding amithe brake solenoid coil. .As the motor turns, the valve will open and allow
steam to enter The motor is equipped with a spring Thich winds up as the'mctor
operates and the t turns. At the end of the power stroke, a cam assembly opens
,the limit switch and ttiV motor stops. The motor4s held in the eitendad position by the .

brake solenoid. as long as the controller keeps the circuit closed. As the temperature
of the water rises the mercury bulb will rotate.once again, in the opposite direction.
When the' controller breaks its circuit (or when a power failure occurs) the brake sole-
noid Circuit is broken and the spring failure occurs) the brake solenoid circuit is
broken and the spring winds the motor to the deenergized or normal position. For ihis
reason the series-40 and the series-80 motors are FAIL-SAFE

saws '4o
Of

SERIES -
MOTOR



Figure 19. Serieb-40 or -80 Control Loop

Series-60 Control Circuits
-

The series-60 control circuits make and break electrical circuits h results
in two kinds of responsestwo-position, figure 20; or floating, figure 22.

13
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SERIEg-60 IWO-POSITION CONTROL CIRCUIT. The series-60 two-position
controfcircuit is Similar to the series-20 except that series-60 is, a line voltage circuit
It 'can be used for:

1. Industr ittl. applications using .
line voltage equipment. .

2. Installations where 'single-pole
double-throw ($PDT) control of line
voltage is needed.

A series-60 two-position contrA
circuit is not "fail-safe" and should not
be used where continued operation of the.
controlled eqpipment wolita be hazardous
if the contror circuit pover should fail.
Series-60 two-position motors (and equip-
ment under their control) remain in the
position they happen to be in at power
failure.t

The basic series-60 two-position
control circuit can be obtained by com-
bining a series-60 two-position motor
and a series-60 two-position controller.

TwO POSITION CONTI1OLLIS

=b

tp 110 VOLT POW'S!

1.1041010tECTIONAL
SERIES-40 TWO-POSITION MOTOR

11C-alf

Figure 20.
,r

SERIES-60 FLOATING CONTRbL CIRCUIT. The series-60 floating control pro-
duces a response that is different from two-position response. Floating controls are- usually applied to the followlig:

1. Motorized valves as used on tarik level control systems, f i eirr) 21.

2. Motorized dampers for static pressure regulation. figure 22. (Static pressure
regulation will be used to demonstrate the operation of the series-60 floating control
loop. )

There is no fixed number of positions in floating control, as it is intended that the'
final control such as a valve or damper, be allowed to assume ny position,
between its tw extremes (fully open to fully closed) as long as the controlled variable
remains between the limits of the controller.

14
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MARTON
MOTOR ,

1.011 OR
LOW VOLTAGE

-

Figure 21. Tank LeveliCrintrni

Series-60 ,Flbating Operation

Figure 22.illustrates a complete
series-60 floating control circuit. The
equipment includes the following:

I. A static pressure controller;
a control especially des4gned to measure-
and control extremely small pressures,
such as in an air-conditioning duct or
ENE 1, 'room.

to,

2. A series-60 floating control
motor.

35
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Figure 22. Complete Series.60 Floating
Control Circuit
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A wiring diagram of the power,unit
showing the coils WI and W2 capa itor M.
and the circuit connectiOns will be f und
in figure 23. The commons or
terminal is connected to.one side of the
powerline. When the other side of the
powerline is connedted to either the White
or the Blue terminal, the motor will run.
The directiog of rotation depends on which
terminal the powerline is connected to.
Thus the motor can be reversed by the
switching action cif the controller as it
directs the power to either the White or
Blue terminal when a corrective action is
desired at the final control element.

a

(C.1111

Figure 23. Diagram of the Internal.
Circuit of thi Series-60 Mqtor

4

If the controller is positioned so that the White terminal is energized. the current
will pass directly through the W2 winding. Current also flows through the WI winding
but must first flow, through the capacitor M? The phase of the current thrhugh WZ is
shifted relative to that through WI and,theinotor will,turt in a corresponding direction.
When the controller switch is positioned so that the Blue terminal is energized. the
phase is shifted in the other direction and the motor t reversed. When no power iss
furnished to either the Blue or White terminal, the motor remains stationary.

Limit switches are included in floating motors so that the White ancl Blue circuits
can be opened when the motor shaft reaches the end of its travel. The rotation of the
motor crank arm is ustally limited to 160 degrees in this way.

1. On a drop in pressure:

a. The controller' blade con-
tacts the Blue terminal, making Red to
Blue

b. The Blue terminal of the
motor is energized.

c. The motor turns in thi
direction which will establish a correc-
tive action of the final control element..

16
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Figure 24. Pressure Drop
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2. If the pressure drop cannot)e
immediately corrected by the floatiEg
action of the controller:

a. The motor continues to
drive the final control element toward
the corrective ppiiition until it reaches
the end of, its trave).

b. The limit switch SI is
opened by the motor cam and thi Circuit
is deenergized.

c. The motor stops.

r

3. Rise in pressure

svilhe MOW C101141.1.1111

VW 1.0
Lew

"ILN11114% 6,611

111

S

S 3

NO TOO
ia

Figure 25. Sustained Pressure Drop

On a rise in pressurq. the controllee blade makes contact with the White terminal.
The motor then turns in the other direction until it has corrected the pressure rise or
until it has reached the end 91 its travel and opened the limit switch 32.

When the controller blade is moving between the Blue and White cbntacts, he

motor is deenergized. The circuit remains deeneriized as long as the pressure stays
between the upper and lower limits of the controller neutral zone.

Series-90 Control Circuit

The series-90 control circuit supplies modulating or proportioning control aetion
and may be applied to:

1. Motorized valves f

2. Motprized dampers

3. Sequence switching mechanisms

The circuit operates to position the controlled device at any point between 4y open
and fully closed, which will proportion the delivery of the agent to the immediate need
as indicated by the controller.

1
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2. Floating: The Math% control circuit eliminates crass. is that the flaal
control element can take any position between fully open mid fully closed. Chrorshoot-
lag and senior shooting is not problem with the flatUnit OMittols., IMMO* the usable
is kept within the range atthe dlfl.rinttal. A time lag still eitiststetween the contrnller
and the control device.- Once agent has beim supplied it may Mks 120 seconds or more
before the change produced will basswood and,reasted to by dm controller. Figure 27
will illustrate the floating control circuit.

76

68*

a

11

MP. AT CONT4OLLP

Mr. AT C. 411111

vALYI POSTIONIANT POSITION
Ilywlis OMNI AIM CLOUD

41Ttall LA4 SITVIEPOILCOOITIOOLL14
M. C. IIPIPPICI

Figure 27. Floating Control Circuit Graph

111C.-686

4

3. Modulating: The term "modulating" refers to electrical control circuits. The
term "Proportional" refers to pneumatic control circuits. They produce the same type
of control, for they both have feedback: pneumatic feecthack, produced by the feedback
chamber in the pneumatic relay; and mechanical feedback, produced by the balancing
potentiometer in the series-90 control cicuit. From figure 28 you will see that the .,
modulating control circuit produces a very close 'control el the variable. Overshooting
and undershooting is minimum. The lag time between the controller and the control
device is also minimum. Figure 29 illustrates a mechanical link between the controller
and the final control element.

19
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Seriee-Controliers
-

Before you can fully understand the
series-90 controller, you must understand
the operation of a potentiometer. A poten-
tiometer is a variable resistor. Figure 30
illustrates this component which is a mkmber
of turns of resistance wire wound an a cyl-
inder and.constructecrwith three connections..
The center connectin is a movable finger or
wiper which rides over the length cd the coil
completing the circuit wherever it,touches.
The vrtper can be positioned manually or
automatically, by the sensing element
responding to a variable change.

Series-90 Circuits

Figure 30. Potentiometers

. _1""

The series-90 control loop consists of two circuits. 'Each of them habit speciftc
junction in the overall operation of the series-90 control ldop.

1. Contral circuit: Figure 31 illustrates a modification al the Wheatstone bridge.
It consists af two potentiometers. One potentiometer is in the contr011er /rand its wiper -

is moved by the sensing element reaction to each variable change. The other paten-.
tiometer is located in the Motor and its wiper is moved by the rotation d the motor.
You will note that the control citcuit also contains two coils ail a 24-volt power source. ,

As shown, the thermoptat is satisfied and the bridge is balanced: Power (24 volts) is
applied to the bridge by the transformer. There are two paths for current to flow. The
left circuit has a total of 135 ohms resistance plus coil Ci The right circuit has et
total of 135 ohms resiitance !Atli ceil'C2 The amount aCcurrent flow is equal in both
circuits. This is called a balanced bridge.

2. Motor Circuit: The series-90 motor consists of a rversible capecitor-type
motor unit and a balancing relay. awe 32 illustrates how 4 balancing relay is con- .

structed. The motor is started, stOpped, and reversed by the SPDT contacts cd the
balancing relay. The ielay consists d two solenoid cells and a U-shaped armatuiv.
The armature is pivoted in the center and each leg extends into the hollow.core of fact;
solenoid coil. A contact arm is fastened to the armature in such a manner that one or
the other of the two statiorary contacts may be enpged as the armature is moved back
and forth on its pivot. When the relay is in a balanced condition, as shown in figure 32,
the contact arm floats between the two statiotary contacts and the motor is at rest.

21



Figure 31. :Series-90 Control Circuit

I C

Figure 32. Diagram ot a Balancing Relay
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Series-90 Operition
.

.

Change id conditions at the con,roilir nasets the control circuit so. that- ihe amount
:iiLcurrpniNowing thrciugh the Iwo rilay iails te'not idinticil: Whenever the current
tiprough thede two coils beeonnf's uthalanced one of them becomes strongei and the
AI-shaped armature is moved.

The movement, of the armature closes oloti.of the relay-contacts whic'h in turii edicts
the motpi running In the proper direction. 1 coIl Ci becomes strongerLthecanInct
blade is moved to the left making a-circuit fr m one side of the transiormer directly
to Ithatot windings W1. Current ie also-supplied to7W2 through the capacitor. The

irotur iverates in one direction until the bridge, istalanced. At this time, th contacts
._(,)t the balancing relay is broken.

If coil CI becomes the stronger the right-hand ccdttact is.made and W2 windings

are direetly flowered whi,ke winding W1 is powered thwrough the capacitor. -The motor
^ I

is aiin energized but now in the Dpposite direAtiono

Figures 33. 34. and 35 ve diagrams of the series-90 control circidt at, wnrk in
variouS modest of operation.

-Figure 33 shows an instantaneoUs conditionfin which thecurient is flowing from the
transformer, through the potentiometer pointer, and dtiwn through both legs of the

circuii. In the positions shown,, the thermostat potentiometer pointer and the motOr
tialancing pAntiometer pointer.divide their respective coils so that RI * Rtand R2 *

R3. Therefore RI # R3--. R2 + R4 and the resistances on both 'sides d the circuit are
equal. The coils CI and C2 of the balancing relay are equally energisfd and. the arma-

ture of the balancing relay is balanced. The contact arm is floating between the two
cuntacts. no current is going to the motor, and the motor is at rest....

(4' 1/4
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Figure 33. Diagram f a Series-90 Control Circuit in Balanced Condition
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Figute 34 Vows another iastaptaneous
condition in which the temperabw had
decreased &small arpount. Al'a resat,/
the pointer 'of the tkermbetat (potentioMeter

.

rieVIN":"
OMR...

IIIVAC:014

Me moved toward the right end ot.thlke
potentiometee coil. The amount of rests-
tance on both sides of the circuit is'no
longer equal (RI +113 i eater than

.±R2 R4). The greater s of the cdrreat
now flows through the ri t leg &the Mr:-

*3 'CUit and coil C2 of the balancing relay ex-
. erts a greater force on the armature than

does Cl. ,The armature has-rotated, mak-
ing contact to the aide of thelkircuit that ..,........m..sends ourrnt directly to motor winding wt. 3:11"0-

o

The motor is running in the cokresponding'
direction and moving the motor bilancing
potentiometer to a hew pc.iition. 1.

. . .

Is

Figure 35 shows an instantaneous
condition after the motor shaft haloved
the motbr balancing potentiometer tcea
position which equalizes the current pass-
ing through the two legs of the circuit. In
this condition, the right side of the thermo-
stM potentiometer has a resistance equal
to that cal the left side of the motor balanc-
ing potentiometer. Likevalse, the resis-,
tance of the left side ci the thermostat
potentioMpter is eq*1 to that of the right
side of the Motoebalancing potentiometer.
Again, R1 + R3 2 R2 * R4, current flow-
ing through the two"legs ci the circuit is
equal, and the motor is at rest.

By careful 'analysis of the diagrams, .

it will be seen that the motor runs until
the pointer of the motor balancing poten-
tiometer reaches a position which corre-
sponds to the position of the pointer ct the
thermostat potentiometer.

24
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SUMMARY

.

The purpose of electrical contrpts is to contral temperature. pressure. nr humidity.
1.

. The types of switches that aro used are SPST and SPDT: snap acting or mercury
bulb.

'11F

Series-20 control loop is a low voltagel two-position control circuit. Sir1es-40
is line voltage and.series-80 is a low voltage circuit. Both are two-position. The
series-60 control loop is either two-positián or floating and caMuse either line or low
voltage. The series-90 is a low voltage, modulating control loop, used primarily for
'close variable control.

QUESTIONS. 4'

1 Automatic ceontrols are designea to be used on what systems?

2. What are*the operational steps of an SPDT snapecting switch?

3 What is the main advantage at the mercury bulb switch over other types of switches?

4 When troubleshooting with an ohmmeter. an operf is indicated by w.liat type of
reading?

5. What are the common causes of low eiower in electrical control circuits?

6 What are the disadvantages of the series-20 control circuit?

What is the main applic.ation of the-series-20 motorized valve control circuit?

8 How can a series-20 control loop be changed from heating control to cooling
control?

What type of motor is used in the series-20 motorized valve assembly?

1

10 What voltage is used on the series-20 motorized valve?

1 1 The\serits-20 valve has been thanged tor a cooling control system. What would
be the result d the blue lead developed an open when it came in contact with the
red lead?

25
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12. The series-20 valve is in the heating mode. What would be thejesult if the blue
lead developed an open when it came in contact wi4h the red lead?

-r

. 13. In the series-20 control circuit, what starts the motor ? What stops the motor

14. What type of switching action is used on the sekqes-I0 controller ?

15. What is the purpose of the stepdown transformer, when used in the series-20
. contr.& cirtuit.

16. What would happen if we had a power loss on a series-20 electrical system while
it is in operation?

17. Cin an SPDT switch used on a two-position control loop complete two circuits
at the same time? Explain.

18. In what direction ct rotation does the series-20 motor turn?

19. On an increase in temperature in the heating cycle for a series-20 what would
the "red" lead come in 'contact with?

20. What is the voltage required for a series-40 motor, for a series-80 motor ?

21. While in operation, U the Source of power is removed from the series-60 motor,
what would the result be?

22. What is the purpose cif the limit switches in the series-60 floating motor?

23. What type responses are the series-60 controllers used for ?

24. Systems requiring fast reaction to any variable change used what type of series-60
control circuit?

25. What type of switching act n is usectin the series-60 controller ?

26. What is the voltage required on the series-60 floating motor?

27. While in operation, if the brake soleribid in the series-40 motor develops an open.
what would be the resuli,on me-sr operation?

26
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28. Whit is mlant by the term "tail-sate"?

29. What is the switching action of the seties-40 controller?

30. What type of motor is tined in the series-60 floating control loop?

31. In the series-60 control loop what starts the motor?

32. If the blue lead was in, contact 'with the red lead on the series-60 system, what
would be the result if th blue lead developed an open?

33. Does the series-40 motor contain two lhnit switches? Exptain.

34. What is the vr)Itage requirementifor the series-80 motor ?

35. Does current flow through a balanced series-90 bridge? Explain.

36. What is the voltage required on the series-90 control loop.?

.37. What type motor is uaed in the series-90 control circuit?

38. What would be the result if the white lead developed an open in the series-90
control circuit?

39. Sithat controls the balancing relay in the series-90 control loop?

40. If the signal wiper arm in the series-90 controller became insulated from the
resistor, what wculd be the reSult?

41. What is an advantage of modulating controls over two-position?

42. What is meant by modulation control loop?

43. What type switching action does the series-90 balancing relay contain?

44. On an increase in temperature the red lead of the series-90 controller will
contact what lead'?

3.;11
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45. , What are the two electrical circuits in the series-90 control/ lookA Explain
the function of each.
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ELEC1RONIC CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

.

3ABR,54530-1/11-5
July 1975

This study guide will aid you in learning electronlis as applied to refrioration
and lir-conditioning control 'systems.

This information'is presbnted under the following topics:

VACUUM TUBES

SOLID STATE SEMICONDUC Tat s

f .*. INTRODUCTION
, 0

Electronic controls are being deed more each clay. Temperature, pressure, and
humidity can be controlled electronically.' The major components 1 Iiii electronic qtr-. .cult are ihevacuurn tube or the semiconductor.,! .

t. Lt .

You will be required lb inspect, adjust, troubleshoot andireplace electronic fontras.
To do this you muSt know the constructiOn characteriscies, °Orating prtnciples, and
limitations of both the vacuum tube and the solid state semiconductor.

, .FACUUil TUBES i
4 ":. --,

The main difference betieen a yacuumithe and other electrical equipMent is that
the current in a vacuum tube-does not floweArctugh a conductor, but -through empty
space--a vacuum. This is poisible when "free/elect:if:ins" are introduced into the
vacuum.

NEATER

Figure 36.

4

r-

figure b. Tube ComponInts
29
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,.
One.of the most common ways of introducing electrons into the vacuum is by placing

a conductor in the vacutim and heating it. This "giving cif" of electrons by heating the
conductor is called thermionic emission.

If a thin wire or filament is heated to a very high temperature inside a vacuum,
many electrons will be driven off the surface or "emitted" from the conductor into the
vacuum. This wire becomes an electron "emitter." Aa the temperature is increased
(within certain limits) the ngmber of electrons released from the filament will increase.
These electrons emitted into the vacuum (space) form a neNative charge around the
"emitter." ,This c!aarge is called a "space charge." The emitter is commonly Called
the cathode.

It is not necessary that the heating current always flow through the actual material
that does the emitting. The heater can be electrically separated from the part that emits
electrons. There are two types ci cathodes in vacuum tubes. They arekerketly heated'
and indirectly heated. See figures 38 and 39.

RLMIENT "Mt
SYMIOL

CAT t

EATER

Figure 38. Directly "Heated Cathode Figure 49. Indirectly Heated Cathode

Operation of the Diode Tube

A basic, law electricity states tbitt like charges repel each other and unlike
charges attract each other. Electrons emitted from the cathode of an electron tube are
negutivg electrical charges. These charges may either be attracted to or repelled
from"Th-e plate of a diode tube depending whether the plate is positively or negativeh .
charged.

Figure 40 is a simple illustrationof
a-diode circuit and its basic action. A
battery has been connected between the
plate and cathode so as to make the plate
negative and the cathode positive. A high
voltage power source must be used to help
pull the electrons through the vacuum.
With a voltage now applied to the heater,
the cithede will emit electrons (thermionic
emission). These electrons arelitrongly
repelled from the negatively charged plate
and tend to fill the space between the cath-
ode and plate. Since none of the electrons
actually reach the plate and the tube acts

30
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Figure 40. No Cutrent when Plate is
Negative
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as an open circuit and the milliammeter connected externally between tlw Wiwi, and
plate indicates no current flow.

If the batteiy.connections are re-
versed u shown in figure 41, the plate
now becomes positive and the cathode
negative. Again applying a hentnr volt-
age results in emission of elecfrons
from the cathode. These electrons follow
the magneticlines of force and are liter-
ally yanked (pulled) to the positive plate
(due to the high voltage power source) and
strike the plate at a very high speed.
Since moving electrons comprise an elec-
trical current. the streain of electrons
to the plate is an electrical.current and
is termed "Plate Current."

Figure 41. Current in a Diode with a
Positive Plate

Upon reaching the plate the electron current continues to flow through the external
circuit made up of a milliammeter, battery and eonnecting wires. The arriving *lee-

trons are absorbed into the positive terminal at the battery and an equal number of
electrons flow out the negative terminkl replacing the supply of electrons lost by fber-

mionic emission.

The (ollOwing conclusions may be drawn from figures 40 and 41:

yr
I. ,Flectrons flow (plate current) in the diode tube only when the plate is made

pOsitive.
c.

-
2- No current can flow when the plate is negative.

3. Current, flOw within a diode tube is one-directional and takes place only from

che cathode to the plate. Never from the plate to the cathode.

1

4. Because 4 its unidirectional characteristic a diode can be made to act as a
switch orkalve, automatically stopping or 'starting the plate current depending

on whether the plate is positive or negatiVe with respect to.the cathode. This
ability permits diode tubes to change alternating current to direct current, or
as this,. is termed, to rectify.

RECTIFICATION. Rectification is the changing of alternating current into pulsating

direct current by eliminating the negative half cycle or alternations of the ac voltage.
An deal rectifier can be thought of as a switch that closes a load circuit when the alter

na.

-

ng current is pcisitive and opens the circuit when the alternating current is negative.

This is called unidirectional characteristic.

Half-wave rectification--diode rectifier. A diode is any electronic device consist

mg of two elements, one being an electron emitter (cathode) and the othop an electron

collector (plate or-anode). Since a diode will permit current to flow only during the

positive half cycles of the applied ac 'voltage, it'is termed a half wave rectifier.
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Figure 42 illustrates a half-wave rectifier circuit with its input and output wave-
forms. As you can sed this is a very simple circuit.

Ii hmtENT

Figure 42. Rectification in a Dibie Vacuum Tube

The ac supply voltage is applied through a transfornier which is in series with the diode
tube and the resistance load. Plate current flows through the tube every, other half cycle
or during the positive alternation of the input voltage and is blocked during the negative
half cycle. The efficiency of the half-wave rectifier is very low and it is used only for
applications requiring a small current drain.

Full-wave rectificationduodiode rectifier. Frequently the elements for two or
more tubes are placed in one envelope. When the elements of two diodes are placed
in one envelope, the tube is called a duodiode. See figure 43.

Both alternations of the ac cycle are used. If the p4te at A is positive, electronk
will flow as indicated by the solid arrows. The plate at fl is negative so it will not con-
duct during the first alternation. During the second alternation the plate at B is positive.
Electrons will flow as indicated by the arrows during the second alternation.

, A center-tap transformer m4st be used to produce full-wave rectification. Figure
43 illustrates a center-tap multicoil transformer. The heater is supplied with low volt-
age. The two plates and load "R"are electrically connected tc the center-tap portion of
the transformer. The center-tap supplies electrons to the cathode. The two ends
supply high voltage ac to the plates.
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Figure 43. Full-Wave Rectifier

FILTER CIRCUIT. Although the rectifier circuits deliver an output voltage that
always has the same polarity, this voltage is not suitable for most dc electronic equip-
ment, because of the pulsations or ripples. These ptilsations must be smoothed out
before this current czkri be applied to various electronic circuits.

Figure 44 illustrates a typical filter circuit. The filtering action d the coil and
capacitors depend on basic electrical principles.

A capatitor opposes any change in the voltage applied across its terminals storing
up energy when the voltage tends to rise (goes positive) and converts this, stored energy
back into current flow when the voltage across its terminals tendi to fall (goes negative).
Thus, some of the energy of the rectifier output pulsations is stored in the electrical
field of the capacitor and the capacitor diecharges between current pulses. The ripple
in the output is reduced.

An inductor coil (choke) opposes any change in the magnitude of Current flowing
through it by storing energy in a magnetic field when the current through it tends to
increase and by taking energy away from the field to maintain current flow whelk the
current through the inductor tends to deCrease.
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Figure 44. Fulk-Wave Power Supply

VOLTAGE DIVIDER. The voltage divider is a resistor connected across the out-
put terminals af the power supply. Its functions in the system are as follows:

1. Its main purpose is to place a minimum load across the rectifier during the
time when the tubes are heating up and not drawing any current. Without this
there would be an initial high voltage surge when the rectifier is turned on.

2. The iesistor discharges the capacitors after the rectifier has been turned off
and so prevents shocks.

3. The resistor is provided with taps for supplying voltiges of different amount,'
to various tube electrodes or electronic equipment.

Operation of the Triode Tube

In 1907 Lae DeForest added a third element to a tube and increased its application
hundreds of times. When the third electrode (grid) is placed between the cathode and
plate, the tube is called a triode. Its ability to amplify tiny signals and its ability to
control current flow of electrons has led to many developments in the world cf electronici.
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This third electrode or grid will IN referred to as a Control Grid. It it a mesh or
spiral of fine wire placed close to and around the cathode. It is an electrode that con-
tains openings through which "free" electrons can flow. The purpose of this grid is to
COWIROL the 'flow of electrons to the plate and not to attract their.. The grid itself
does not present an obstacle to the flow of electrons, but a negative potential on the
grid has an important controlling effect on the nuMber of electrons reaching the plate.

Since the control grid is physically closer to the cathode than the plate, a very
small voltage change on the grid will have the same effect on the plate as a large change
in pi; voltage.

Methods of varying plate current. in their order of efficiency;

1. Grid potential.. (Varying the small grid voltage.)

2. Plate potential. (Varying the large plate voltage.-)

3. Heater potential. (Varying the small voltage to the filament. )

Figure 45 illustrates a triode tube and its electrical symbol.

9.11*E
C4T A*A,
S100, 7?PlE*
ELEAE%'S!

SASE riv,vm

?e,00E Cu? Away

OT
CATI+00E

C TR OL
GRID

ELECTRICAL S18110). I CIACul

Figure 45. Triode Tube

Grid Bias. The difference in potential or dc voltage between the control grid and
the cathode.

The purpose of this grid bias is to place the tube in the desired operating condition
as determined by its purpose in the circuit.

The difference in potential will allow more or lea electrons to flow from the
cathode to the plate. The more negative the bias, the less electrons will flow; the more
positive the bias. the more electrons will flow.
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By varying the *nun* of electrons flowing through the tube, the triode arniolifiei
and controls current flow. .

SOLID STATE SEMICONDUCTORS

In the nett few years, we in the Air Force Will see great strides forward in the
field .of solid state devices as applied to refrigeration and air-conditioning control
systems.

This section cl your study guide will familiarize you with some of the many types
of solid state devices, their advantages, operational.principleii, and various applica-
tions in the control systems.

The advantages of solid state controls are as follows:

1. Long life

2. Reliability

3. Speed of response

4. Smaller siZi.
I

5. Ruggedness

8. Less heat generated

7. Reduced cost of operation

8. High resistance to extreme environmental changes

The term "solid state".is applied to semiconducting devices. because they are
solid. They are made of crystalline substances, so they do not contain filaments.

glass enclosures, or rare gases, as tubes do.

Another term we shoulil define at this time is "seiniconductor. 'You know the
characteristics of conductors which reagily allow current to flow through them and
with insulafors which blAck all currentlow. Semiconductors however have some of
the characteristics of both conductors and insulators. They do allow current to flow

through them, but normally have very high resistance.

There are /two basic types of materials used to construct solid state electronic
devices. They are germanium and silicone. These materials have a crystalline struc:
ture. They are electrically stable materials. That is. they have as many electrons
as they do protons within their atomic structure. Due to this electrical stabily. they
are not suitable by themselves to do the Job of rectifyV and amplifying.
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Electrical Signals.

In their natural state germanium and silicone have four valence electrons: that is,
there are lour electrons in the outermost orbit from the melees 1100101W la fifiare
46 below.

Figure 46.

The atoms of silicone and germanium bond together to form what is called electron
pair bonds, see figure 47.

Figure 47. Electron Pair Bonding of a SlLicone Atom

This bonding takes ; ze as a result of chemical instability within the atom. -This
joining together or bending is also known as "covalent bonding." When atoms bond
together in this man r, a lattice structure is formed.
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Figure 50. P-Type Seiniconductor Lattice

In this structure there is an electron missing in the lattice. When this condition
exists, we say tht.re is a "ho1e" in the miterial. This condition causes the electrical
balance of.the material to be upset. The material now has a positive charge. This
,type of material is desirmated with a "Fr., Meaning positive, see figure 50A.

Electrically unstable material with a positive charge.
Material has a deficiency of electrons.

Figure 50A. P-Type Material Symbol

The other type matepial that can be made when an impurity with one extra electron
is added to the semiconducting material is the N-Type. The impurity added is called a
-donor," because it gives or donatesoae electron to the lattice structure. The type
material that is formed is called "N" meaningnegative. The lattice structure that is
formed from this combination is illustrated by figure 51.

1 I

DONOR ATONI

EXCES!

Figure 51. N-Type Mater kd Lattice

This type material then has a negative charge. The symbol for this type material
is shown in figure 51A.

'Electrically unstable material with a negative charge.
Material has an excess of electrons.

Figure 51A. N-Type Material Symbol
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Now that you know.what 'For and "N" type.semiconducting material is. We can
proceed to a discussion of the simplest of all semiconducting devices, the junction diode.

JUNCTION DIODE

h e junction diode consists oi two dissimilar blocks of semiconducting material
joined together with wire leads attached. See figure 52.

Wheitc molten dissimilar semi-
conducting materials are joined together
in this manner, a junction is formed
where the two types of material come
together. The reaction that ocCurs
when these materials are joined is
what makes them usable in electronic
circuits.

Figure 52. Junction Diode

One would think that when a piece of positively charged material and a piece of
negatively charged material are brought together in this manner that their charges
would neutralize. This is not the case, however, at the junction some of these posi-
tively charged atoms do take the extra electron from the negatively charged atoms.
When ,this happens the atoms involved dO become electrically neutral. When this
takes place the neutral atoms tend to remain at the junction. As a result a neutral
barriel- or depletion region is formed at the junction, which prevents further rombining
taking place. see figure .53.

DEPLETION REGION

4/INIM .1.11

-4---1-+I

Figure 53. Junction Diode Depletion Region

As a result of the depletion region forming within the crystal a peculiar phenomenon

takes place when an external source of electrical energy is attached to the wire leads.
The external source of energy is called biasing.
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When a battery is connected as shown in figure 54, no current will flow across the
junction. DEPLETION REGION

1-- ±
± ±1

1 WIMmilmo

11
=.10,11 =mm

=1-i I I I 4-

Figure 54: Junction Diode Reverse Bias

The lack of current flow in figure 54 is due ta the fact that the negative terminal of
th'e battery attracts the positive ions from the P-type material and the positive terminal
attracts the neg-ative ions of the Isl-type material toward its battery terminal. Thrs
causes the neutral or depletion region to grow larger. Thus, no current can flow due
to the increase in size 1 the depletion region.

IL howeyei we connect the battery as shown inligure 55. current will flow.
) DEPLETION REGION

,

alMmio, 11
.11;

111.0.11140.,

F gure 55. Junction Diode Forward Bias

The flow of current is due to the positive terminal repelling the positive ions in
the P-type material toward the junction and the negative terminal repelling the negative
ions in the N-type material toward the junction. This causes the depletion region to
become very ,small. When the depletion region becomes small. the.negative ions will
again start to combine with the positive ions. When this happens. electrons will flow
from the N-type material into the P-type material and on to the positive terminal of the
battery. Thus when it is forward biased. we have a current flow from negative to post-.
rive through the junction diode.
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The lead attached to the P-type material is called the collector and the lead attached
to the N-type material is called the emitter, see figure 56.

f
COLLECTOR

Figure 56. Junction Diode

EMITTER

1,)r the ;unction diode is shown in figure 57.

p TYPE MATERIAL

COLLEC

CURRENT FLOW

57. Junction Dwde Symbol

TYPE MAtERIAL

r" he junction diode will inly,aliow current to flow in une
4 uum tube diode clues the same thing. They are used to

, vu;., .Literriating current

ustra te,, the use of the solid 9tate diode as a rectifier.
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Fiaire 58. Full-Wave Rectifier with Filter
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ThOsi.lid state diode like the vacuum diode cannot amplify. As you recall, we had
hi add a third electrode to the diode tube called the grid, before it.could be used as an
amplifier The samc is true with the solid state diode. We must add a third element
called the base before ,-se can use the device as an amplifier.

SOLID STATE TRIODES
--

The si)lid state triode or transistor. as it is called, can be found in two basic types.
These ,tre the NPN and PNP types. Refer to figure 59 for a block diagram and symbol
1-1* these trans,,,ti,rs,
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BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 59. 1.-ansistor Symbols

BASE

To identtfy a PNP or NPN transistor you -nust look at the direction the arrow is
pointing on the symbol. The PNP transistor ht $ the arrow pointing toward the base,
while the NPN arrow points away from the base. This is the only method of identifying
them on a schematic. The majority of the current flow through a transistor is from
the collettor to the emitter, or emitter to the collector and is opposite to the direction
indicated by the arrow:

As with tubes, transistors must be biased properly before they will operate.
Figure 60 illustrates the basic method of biasing a common emitter circuit for both an
NPN and PNP transistor.

Figure 60. Proper Bias of the Grounded Emitter Amplifier

This method at connecting a transisor into a circuit is the one most commonly
used. It also has the highest power gain of any transistor circuit. There are two
other basic methods of connecting transistors, they are, the grounded base and grounded
collector circuits.

Transistors perform the same tasks aur tubes in the electronic circuit, but they do
the job much better.
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SUMMARY

In general solid state devices have many advantages over tubes. Solid state devices
are neither conductors or insulators. They are semiconductors. because they display
some of the characteristics of both. Semiconductors are made by doping a germanium
(,r silicone crystal with an impurity which makes them either positively or negatively
charged. ''he two basic types of material derived from this process are called N- or
P-type m rial.

By combining these two basic types of material in various ways. solid state recti-
fiers and amplifiers are made.
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BASIC ELEC TRICAL4 CONTROL CIRCUIT

Figure 61 illustrates a block diagram of die components of an eleitronic

circuit. Temperature changes it the thermostat)will unbalance. the bridge cirt

The voltage changewhich results from this unbalance is increased by an amp/4-

to energize the regulatory element (switching relay)., The activated rellys will

gize one or more final control elements (valves or dampers).
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Figure 61. 13asic Electronic Control Circuit

The sensing elements, bridge circuits. amplifier, regulatory tlemerits and the

final control element will now be discussed in a sequence of operation.

Sensing Elements

The sensing element of an electronic
thermostat is a coil of fine wire wound

on a bobbin, figure 62. 'The type of wire

most often used is Balco. Resistance
of this type of wire varies directly with
temperature and at 74°F it will have

1000 ohms resistance. A temperature
change of 1°F changes the resistance by

2. 2 ohms.

The senging element of the humidity
controller is a Gold Leaf Grid embossed
on a plastic base and covered with a
-special salt (lithium chloride). Figure 63

illustrates a typical humidity element.
You will note that the gold foil forms two

grids. The salt forms a conductive path

between these grids. The electrical
resistance in this circuit measured in

thousandths of an ohm changes as the

chemical film absorbs or releases mois-

ture with each change in relative humidity

cif the surrounding air.
46
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Figure 62. Sensing Element of an

Electronic Space Thermostat
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Figure 63. Sensing Element of a

Space Humidity Controller



Bridge Circuits

The brain of most electronic controls is a modified Wheatstone brides. To undey-
stand the bridge circuit we will review the operation al a variable resistor (potentiom-
eter) first.

Figure 64 shows two resistors
connected in parallel with their wipers
connctqd to a voltmeter. Since the two
reetstoi are comtected in parallel, the
voltage 4ptted by the battery is eqtally

alonreach ci the two pots.
Such a çoznination of pots is called a
bridge. Notice that each wiper is at a
positive potential with respect to point C
of 6 volts and consequently the voltmeter
indication is znro volts. Since no current
flows between the wipers, the bridge is
said to be balanced. ff wiper A is moved to the center of the top pot, figure 65, it
would take off 12 volts; however, wiper B is taking off 6 volts and the meter would
read f. .rolts (the difference between 6 and 12). Electrons would.flow from B (negative)
through the meter to A (ricaitive in respect to B). The meter would be deflected to the
right 6V so we can say the, bridge is unbalanced to the right. Moving wiper B toward
the positive pogential and A toward negative will cause the bridge to Imbalance to the
left because current would flow .from A to B deflecting the meter to the left. This is
demonstiated in figure 65b..

Figure 64. Simple Bridge

a
Unbalanced to Right

Figure 65
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.. Figure 66 shows a Wheatstone bridge. The basic operation is the same as the
common bridge shown in figure 65 but it uses only one variable resistor.

ilti
24V

A
Figure 66. Wheatstone Bridge

24 V

The variable resistor has a higher resistance value than the three fixed resistors.
When the variable resistor is centered, it has the same value as the fixed resistors and
the bridge is in balance for no voltage is indicated by the meter. Each resistor drops
12V. Figure 66A shows R4 unbalanced to the Left. Due to its higher resistance it now
drops 18 of the applied volts and the remaining 6V are dropped by R1. The difference
be tw ee n 6 and 12 or 12 and 18 is across the meter (6V). Since current flows from
negative to positive, the flow through the meter is toward the top of the page. Figure
668 shows R4 unbalanced to the right. This drops its value, causing most of the applied
voltage to be dropped across R1 (18V). The difference between 12 and 18 (6V) is across
the meter but in this case flowing toward the bottom of the page (- to +).

The Wheatstone bridge can be used on ac or dc but if ac is used, it requires a phase
detector discussed later in this guide.

The ac Wheatstone bridge is used with most electronic controls. Note that in
figure 67, the dc power source has been replaced with a transformer and the voltmeter
has been replaced s .th an amplifier. The amplifier simply builds up the small signal
from the bridge to operate a relay.

Ti (thermostat) now takes the place of R3. The sensing element is a piece of Balco
wire that changes in value as the temperature changes. An increase in temperature
wili cause a proportional increase in resistance. As you will note in figure 67, at set
point of 740F', the bridge is in balance. The voltage at points C and D is the same
(7.5V), and the amplifier will keep the final control element in its present position
until we have a temperature change. Now let's assume the control point changes.

When the temperature at T1 is lower than set point, its resistance is less than
1,000 ohms. This causes more than 7.5 volts to be dropped by R2. This means that
point C has a higher voltage than point D. The amplifier will then take the necessary
action to correct the control point.
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Figure 67. AC Wheatstone Bridge

When the temperature at Ti is higher than set point, its resistance is more thank
1,000 ohms, causing less than 7.5 volts to be dropped across R2. This means that
point C has a lower voltage than point D. The .mplifier will once again take the neces'-
sary corrective aclion.

The'resistance of Ti changes 2.2 ohms for each degree of temperature change.
This will cause only . 0085 volt change between points C and D. ror this reason, to
check the bridge circuit, one will have to use an electronic meter usually called a
VTVM for vacuum tube voltmeter. The vacuum tube voltmeter will usually have an
ohms scale, as well as ac and dc voltage scales.

Discriminator Circuit

See figure 68 for a typical discriminator (phase detector) circuit. The bridge
originates the signal voltage, the amplifier increases the strength of this voltage and
the discrimiriator discriminates this signal. That is, it prepares the power to the
motor in such a way that it will cause the shaft to rotate in the right direction to cor-
rect the condition, which caused the signal to be introduced into the bridge.
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MIDGE APAPLIFIER

LOWER CONTACTS

DISRIMINATOR

Figure 68. Schematic of Bridge, Amplifier.
and Discriminator (Phase Detector) Circuit

For the sake of simplicity, many of the resisOrs and condensers are not shown
in these diagrams.

The conditions when the discriminator tubes will conduct are

1. When plate is positive.

2. When signal on grid is positive. That is, on the positive alternation.

It

TO amp TOO

Figure 69. Thbe A Conducts

YO rOTOO

I 41

Figure 70. Neither Tube Conducts

On the other alternation of this cycle, see figure 70. Tube "B" has a positive plate,
but since the sipial is on the negative alternation, neither tube can conduct.
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With bridge unbalanced to the right, the only tuba which will conduct is tvbe A.

Now going to figure 71B, the bridge i unbalanced to the left, and the negative alter-
nation of signal is applied to the grids of hs discriminator tubs so neither tube can
conduct.

On the.next alternation, with bridge still unbalanced to the left, see figure 71A,
tube B meets the conditions necessary so i : will concluct. Tube A has a neettive plate
and cannot conduct.

111 I MC

- no.

Figure 71A. Tube B Conchicts Figure 71B. Neither Tube Conducts

With the bridge unbalanced to right, one tube conducts, and with the bridge
unbalanced to the left, the other tube conducts.

Figure '12 shows the phase relations
of the line voltage, the voltage applied
o tube A and the voltage applied to tube B.
rhe line voltage will be used as reference
voltage. Voltage applied to tube A is 180
degrees out of phase with line voltage.
Voltage applied to Aube B is in phase with
line voltage, see figures 68, 69, 70, and
71.

-1
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Modulating Control

For modulating control, figure 73, a modulating motor is used with a balancing--potentiometer. The balancing potentiometer is wired in series with the thermostatresistor. Its purpote is to bring the bridge back into balance when a deviation occurs.Assuming a rise in temperature at T1 and the polarity as shown by the solid.symbols(.:), point C will be negative. Neither of the discriminator tubes% will conduct as thecontrol grids of both are negative beyond eu. toff bias. During the next alternation(dotted symbols. -) when the signal 'is positive, Cs will charge and relay 2 will ener-gize, causing the motor to run counterclockvise. This moves die wiper of the balanc-ing potentiometer to the right, adding resiwtance toit1 and removing resistance fromT1 until no signal is applied to the amplifiem Cutoff bias is reached on the controlgrids of the discriminators', capacitor C5 discharges, relay 2 deenergizes, and themotor stops in its new position.

Figure 74 shOws a decrease id tempet-atitire at T1 causes a 180 degree Phase shiftfrom the bridge. This places the grid of discriminator tube No. 1 positive at the sametime as the plate. Ftot lay 1 energizes and the motor runs clockwise until the bridge isonce apin balanced.

For control of relative humidity the thermostat is replaced_by a gold leaf humidi-stat. The principle of operation is the same; however, one must remember that in-creasing the moisture on a gold leaf causes the resistance to decrease.

Since these vacuum tubes conduct on only one alternation of each cycle, a panelswitch coil will receive power to operate oa only one alternation. E ough magnetismis developed, however, to maintain the connicts in a closed posi without chattering.
Figure 75 shows a partial wiring diagram of an electronic humidity control. Whenthe space humidity increases to 51 percent, the bridge is unbalanced to the right andtube A conducts. The upper switch on the electronic panel closes. Power is now avail-able to the motor.

Current from the 24V transformer flows through the upper switch and through thelimit switch. Because current leads voltage in a capacitive circuit and ac apparently
goes through capacitors, current will follow the arrows as indicated in figure 75.

On the next alternation when the transformer polarity reverses, current will againgo through the clockwise stator windings. WhenevOr the upper switch is closed, thst is,when tube A conducts, the motor will rotate clockwise, this closes a steam humidifyingvalve and at the same time balanCes the bridge in a new position. By controlling thesteam valve in this manner, the space humidity can be maintained near the set point.
When the bridge is unbalanced to,the left, that is, whenfthe humidity decreases,tube B conducts find starts current floar through the counterClockwise 'stator windings,opening the steam'humidifying valve.

Temperature and pressure may be controlled electronically by substituting teraper-ature or pressure sensing elements for the gold leaf sensing element.
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Figure 73B. Modulating Electronic Control Using Transistors
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SUMMARY

s#4/47

When an alternating current bridge is unbalanced to the right and gives a positive

signal. it will, if unbalanced to the left, give a negative signal. If the unbalanced bridge

to the right produces a voltage which is in phase with the line voltage, then the unbal-

anced bridge to the left will produce a voltage which is 180 degrees out of phase with

the line voltage.

The discriminator circuit is capable of determining the direction in which the

bridge is unbalanced. It can. therefore. prepare switching which will cause a valve or

damper to operate in a direction which will correct the condition which caused the bridge

to be unbalanced.
-

Discriminator tubes will conduct only when the plate is positive and when the signal

on the !,rrid is positive.

Humidity. temperature, and pressure may be controlled electronically through the

use of the bridge and discriminator circuits.

QUESTIONS

1. What is thermionic emission?

2. How can electron flow be increased in the diode tube?

3. The diode tube has how many elements?

4. What type of transformer is used for full-wave rectification'?
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5. What are two comp:ments of the f titer circuit?

6. What are the internal components of a diode tube?

7. Define the term "semiconductor."

8. What is a P-type semiconductor material?

9. What is an N-type serniconduct r material?

10. What are the two elements of the solid state diode?

11. What are the three elements of a transistor?
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12. Why are impurities added to pure semiconductor material?

13. 11 the Control grid in the triode tube is made more negative, what is the result?

14 As relative humidity goes up, what happens to the resistance of the gold leaf grid?

15. As the temperature goes up, what happens to the resistance of the BaIco wire

thermostat''

16. Will current flow through a balanced electronic bridge?

17 What is the purpose of the amplifier tubes?

18. When will a discriminator tube conduct?
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19. What is the purpose of the discriminator tube in the phase detector circuit ?

20. What adjustment is used in the electronic control loop to center the motor?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 52-7, Elementary Electricity

2. AFM 52-8, Electronic Circuit Analysis

3. Minneapolis-Honeywell Electric and Electronic Controls Manual

4. Electricity One-Seven, Harry Mileaf
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TROUBLESHOOTING E !EC TRICAL CONTRO:roS

OBJECTIVE

This project *ill develop your skill in using an ohmmeter to locate shorts and opens
in an electrical coptrol circuit.

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Very often an electrical control circuit will be very long
and the wires may be located inside of a conduit. In trouble-
shooting these, you must find the malfunction by checking
at the outlet boxes only.

1. Use an ohmmeter and check each wire.

2. Record the trouble fo;:nd in the space provided.

3. Turn all switches to Cm OFF or ON position before troubleshooting.

OFF ON

a. a.

b. b.

c . C.

d. d.

e. e.

4. Return all equipment to its proper place.

Checked by
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TROUBLESHOOTING ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

This project will develop your skill in using ah ohmmeter to locate shorts and opens
in an electrical control circuit.

PROCEDURE

NOTE: Very of ten an electrical control circuit will be very long
and the wires may be located inside of a conduit. In trouble-
shooting these, you must find the malfunction by checking
at the outlet boxes only.

I . Use an ohmmeter and check each wire.

2. Record the trouble found in the space provided.

3. Turn all switches to the OFF or ON position before troubleshooting.

OFF ON

a. a.

t) b.

d. d.

e. e.

4. Return all equipment to its proper place.

...1.11......111.4..

Checked by
(Instructor)
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OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF SEiIES-20 CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose al this exercise is to assist you in learning to connect. adjust, and operate
a two-position electrical control circuit.

Connecting a Two-Position Electrical Control Circuit

1. Connect the 3-wire signal ancl power circuit and indicate the switch movement
on a rise in variable in figUre 1. 1-

MERCURY SWITCH
CONTROLLER

M "'ORIN° VALVE

Figure I. Control Circuit

CAUTION: Remove your jewelry, observe safety precautions,
and keep hands off hot terminals.

2. Secure the following equipment:

a. Stepdown transformer, 110V to 24V.

b. Radiator valve.

c. Series-20 two-position electrical controller.

d. Wire

3. Connect the wires as indicated in your drawing, figure

4. Have the instructor check your wiring.

.r,

2

1.
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Operation and Adjustment of Position Electrical Controls

1. Connect transformer to source ot power.

2. Move controller set point to lowest point.

3. Turn thermostat up.

a.- This simulates a room that is cold and calling for steam.

b. What is the action of the two-position control?

4. Thrn thermostat down.

a. This sithulates a w m roonainwhich steam is no longer needed.

b. What is the acti of the two-position control?

Adjuw the set po t to the desired condition.

a. What de Ines the desired condition?

b. What advantage does the series-20 have over a snap-action type valv?

c. What is the differential of this controller ?

Have tilt. instructor check your work.

7. Disconnect all equipment and return it to its proper place.

Checked by

3

(Instructor)
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OPIVRATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF' SERIES-40 AND SERIES-80 CONTROL LOOPS

OBJECTIVE

Each of you will jre, adjust, operate, and troubleshoot a series-40 or series-80
two-position control loop.

Connecting the Two-Position Electrical Control Circuit

I. Draw lines to indicate proper wiring, see figure 2.

SOVICE OF POWER

SERIES 40

op
suits $o

MOTOR

Figure 2. Control Circuit

2. The series-40 control circuit is supplied with volts.

3. The series-80 control circuit is supplied with volts,

to reduce the power supply.and therefore must use a

CAUTION: Remove your jewtdry, observe safety precautions,
and keep hands df hot terminals.

4. Secure the following equipment:

a. Stepdown transformer (for series-80 control loops)

b. Series-40 or sehes-80 motor

c. Two-position pressuretrol

d. Wire

5. Connect the wires as indicated in your drawing, figure 2.

6. Have the instructor check your wiring.
4

3
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Operation and Adjustment

1. Calibrgtion of the pressuretrol.

a. Apply set point pressure.

b Set differential to minimum

c. Level controller

d. Adjust cut-in and cut-out.

e. Ndjust scale plate, ii necessary.

2. Increase the pressure above the nut-in setting.

Explain the reaction cif the control loop:

360

4 Decrease the pressure below cut-out.

Explain the reaction of the control

6. While the motor is ruiining, disconnect the source of power.

7. Explain the !eaction of the control loop:

8 When Is the brake solenoid energized?

9. What is the purpose of the brake solenoid?

10. It the brake solenoid develops an open, how would the motor react?

5



11. What is the full power stroke of this control loop?

12. Disconnect all equipment and return it to its proper place.

Checked by

6

(Instructor)
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OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENT OF SERIES-60 CONTROL LOOP

OBJEC TIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to de elop your skills in connecting, adjusting, and
1operating the series-60 controls

Connecting the Floatiniz Electrical Control Circuit.

Draw lines tn Indic-ate proper wiring, figure 3.

122)-

0

Figure 3. Control Circuit

SERIES GO ROTOR

..1M11.71111.

MATING CONTROLLER

CAUTION; Remove all jewelry, observe safety precautions.
and keep hands off hot terminals.

2. Secure the following equipment:

a. Stepdown transformer

b. Series-60 motor

c. Contpdller

d. Wire

3. C,nnect the wires as indicated in your drawing. figure 3.

4 Have the instructor check your wiring.
7
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Operation and Adjustment

1. Adjust the controller to indicate a decrease in variable.

2. What is the reaction of the motor ?

3. Adjust the controller to indicate an increase in variable.

4. What is the reaction °tithe motor?

5. What is the purpose of the limit switches?

6. Explain the term "floating" as it --?plies to the series-60 control loop.

4. Disconnect the source of power.

8. Disconnect the white wire.

9. Adjust the controller to indicate a variable decrease.

10, Connect the control loop to the source of power.

11. What is the reaction of the motor" Explain.

12. Disconnect all equipment and return it to its proper place.

8

Checked by
(Instructor)
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OPERATION. ADJUSTMENT. AND MOUBLESHOOTING OF SERIES-90 CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this exercise is to develop your skills in connecting, adjusting, and
troubleshooting series-90 controls.

Connecting the Ser1es-90 Electrical Control Circuit

1. Draw lines to indicate proper wiring. figure 4.

DAMPIR MOTOR

Figure 4. Control Circuit

CAUTION: Remove all .jewelry, observe sidety precations,
and keep hands off hot terminals.

secure the following equipment:

i. Stepdown transformer

b. Series-90 motor

c. Series-90 controller

Wire

Connect the wires as indicated in your drawing, figure 4.

Have the instructor check your wiring.



Operation and Adjustment'

I. Calibrating the series-90 pressuretrol

a. Apply set point pressure

b. Set differential to minimum

c. Center wiper arm. (Use ohmmeter; all wires must be disconnected.

d. Check scale plate; it should read set point pressure. Adjust if necessary.

e. Set differential if desired.

2. What will cause the circuit to become unbalanced?

3. Will current flow when the bridge is balanced?

4. Connect source of power.

5. Decrease the measured variable at the controller.

6. Does the motor turn clockwise or counterclockwise (from terminal end)?

.'roubleshooting

1. Incr?ase the measured variable at the controller to position signal wiper arm at the
midposition ci the potentiometer.

2. Allow the motor time to rotate to a balanced position.

3. Disconnect the blue wire from the controller.

4. Turn the adjustment screw on the controller moving the wiperAcm to the left.
What is the reaction of the motor?

5. Turn the adjustment screw on the controller moving the wiper arm to the extreme
right. What is the reaction of the motor?

6. Connect the blue wire.

7. Center wiPer arm once again by turning the adjustment screw.

10 3
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Allow the motor time to rotate to a balanced position.

9. Place a small piece of paper (this will simulate a dirty wiper arm) between the
wiper arm and signal potentiometer.

10. Increase tbe measured variable. What is the reaction of the motor?

11. Disconnect all wires and return equipment to its proper place.

12. What effects will low voltage have on the control loop?

13 How would you determine if the voltage was low?

..01Mm

14. What wnuld happen if the capacitor was bad?

15. What effect would an open in the red lead have on the control locip?

Checked by

ILMIM

(Instructor)
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IDENTIFICATION AND PURPOSE OF CONVENTIONAL AND SOLID STATE DEVICES

OBJECTIVE

This project will aid you in learning how to identify the various components of conven-
tional and solid state electronic control circuits. This project will aid you in learning
the purpose and function at these various components that are used in refrigeration and
air-conditioning controls.

1. Identify the following items and state the purpose of each item in an electronic
circuit.

a.

b.

C.

I I

1! Name:

Purpose:

Name:

Purpose:

Name:

Purpose:



d.

e .

Name:

Purpose:

Name:

Purpose:

f. Name:

--I <1-
g.

Purpose:

.1111.

Name:

Purpose:

13
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h.

J

k.

Name:

Purpose:

.,

Name:

Purpose:,

Name:

Purpose:

Name:

Purpose:

;
1. Nathe:

Purpose:

4
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2. Schematically connect the following components to form a complete circuit.
A

APPLED

Figure 5.

3, With arrows, show the direction of current flow in this circuiL

4. Draw the waveform of the current passing through component C:

270

5. This is known as a circuit.

6. Schematically connect the following components to form a complete circuit.

A

APPLIED

H5 V

A C. cA

0

Figure 6.

With arrows, show the direction of current flow in this circuit.

8. Draw t',e waveform of the current passing through component C:

11

RL

9. Component B is a

15
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10. Schematically connect the followinicomponents to form a complete circuit:

APPLED

A

RL

Figure 7.

11. With arrows, show the direction of current flow in this circuit.

12. Draw the waveform of the current passing through component B:

13. This is known as a

14. Identify the components: A.

B.

C.

15. Answer the following questions;

a. What is the purpose of the duodiode vacuum tube?

circuit.

b. What is the purpose of the bleeder resistor or v(Itage divider ?

c. What is the purpose of the low voltage ac on the filament?

d. What type of transformer is used in this power supply?

.1=.1..1.M.

16
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e. What is the purpose of the filter in the power sul,ply?

1. Is current through the bleeder resistor ac or dc ?

!..; What are the two components of the filter system?

1+ The two types of transistors are

a.

17. Transt6tors are used as. and

when used in electronic temperature and humidity control

loops.

18. Transistors are made of what material?

and

19. What impurities are added to the transistors to make PNP transistors?

_

20. What znaterials are added to the transistors to make NPN transistors?

b.
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WIRE AND OPERATE AN ELECTRONIC HUMIDITY CONTROL LOOP

OBJECTIVE

To learn to wire electronic control circuits and how to adjust electronic controllers.

PROCEDURES

.Accomplish all preoperational checks listed below prior to operation of the trainer
and observe the listed procedures closely during all operation.

I. Proceed to trainer assigned by the instructor and perform preoperational checks
as follows;

a. Remove all jewelry.

b. Check applied voltage against data plate of controllers and motors.

c. Open all switches and remove all electrical plugs before starting projects.

2. Operational safety checks.

a. Wire all projects as illustrated in the project diagramfigure 8.

b. Have instructoi check wiring before connecting electrical equipment.

c. Proceed with project, making adjustments of controllers to allow motors
to operate.

3. Examine the trainer taking note of its 'circuit diagram. Identify the following
(on trainer and diagram, figure 8.

a. Electronic control panel.

b. Modulating motor.

(1) What is the source of power for the dodulating motor?

(2) Themotor operates on volts.

c. Stepdown transformer (external).

d. Controller with its gold leaf measuring element.

3 c
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Figure 8. Electronic Humidity Control with Simplified Wiring Diagram
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e. Circuit breaker..

(1), What size circr i. breaker protects dr trainer circuits?
4

(2) What' size fuse protects the bridge circuit transformer ?

4. Remove the electronic control panel cover. Locate the terminal boardt identify
the wiring connections on the terminal board and diagram. Locate follbw-
ing on the control panel.

a. Amplifier discriminator assembly,

b. Balancing relays.

(1) Where would the balancing relay be found in an electronic control system?

(2) What operates the balancing relays found on the panel?

c. Control point ustment,

d. Throttling sang adjustment.

5. Wire the trainer as indicated in the diagram furnished.

6. Have the instructor check your wiing.

7. , Set the throttling range to 10, 'the control point adjustment to 0.

8. Turn the power switch"ON and olakerve the motor operation.

NOTE: If the motor does.not operate, change the aajustments (in step 7)
to the necessary maities to make the motor turn to a tnidrotation
position.

,

With the motor at midrotation, expose the measurink element to moist air by blow-
ing on it through the small holes in the cover.

What direction did the motor shaft turn?

V.

20
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10. Allow the room air to dry the measuring element.

NOTE:, This May take a few minutes.

What direction did the shaft turn?

Postoperational checks

,MmYPlIII.01
4.

a. Disconnect equiPment electrically.

b. Remove wiring from trainers.

c. Replace all equipmera.

12. Have 'instructor check your work.

r

21
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Checkbd by
(Instructor)
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AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
,

OBJECTIVE
This study guide is designed to aid you in learning about air conditioning., It will

provide yop with instrxiction concerning the various equipment used in air codilitioning,
make a comparison of air conditioning and refrigeration, and point out the goals estab-
lished for air conditioning.

INTRODUCTION','.

As early as 1500 AD man was designing devices to tool and ventilate.his domestic
environment. Methods such as waterudriven devices, gear-driven devices, and other
attempts gradually gave way to ouf modern concept of r. conditioning. Improvedore
nology has expanded this field from domestic to industrial, commercial, rnilitarY,
aviation, transportation. marine, and outer space utilization. -In the early 1900's air

.conditioning was used to control the maradacture cmany products (candy, matches,
etc.). In the 1920's air-conditioning principles/welleapplied-to commercial uses such
as theaters. Th4s was the birth of our controlled environment applitation for air con-,
ditioning as we know it today.

Air critioning is defined as "that process used for the control of temperatures.
humidity, iltration. and circulation of air." Air conditioning is playing a more impor-
tan4 part in man's envirrnent. His home and automobile, business, and recreational
locations are air-conditioned in order that the maximum corniOrt may be maintained,
increasing the efficiency of the activity being performed.

TtPES AND APPLICATIONS OF AMCONDIT.nNING EQUIPMENT

Air con.Ationers are designed to fulfill the definition that "air conditioning is the
control of terr41-7-itere. humidity, filtration, and circulation of itir." There are several
applicatl os to.' air conditioners; they include comfort cnoling, equipment cooling,'"

proces..s -ool.ing. and transportation cnoliiti; As there are many applications, there are
many tt.:es of units. The 545X0 Career Field:has the responnility for the service and
mainten2..nce of these -many types of equipment. Souj e of the general cliases of equip-
ment are discussed in the remaining pages of this efildy vide.

Window Units

Window units are compac\t, efficient units that are designed to cool a smalfarea.
k,unit is normally installed in it window; however, it can be installed in a hole in a wall
with the cooling coil section on The-inside and the condenser section on the.outside.
Window units- are manufactured in Cies ranging from 3,000 Btu - 36,000 Btu-per hour

capacity. Sma4er units usua.4ly less than 10,000 Btu oPerate on a 120v it circuit., while
the larger units tisually require 240v ac single-phase power.

Industrial Units t
These sydtems are as large and coMplex as requited to produce the. conditions-

needed. They can vary in size from 25 tons to 10,000 ions per system. They can be
u sed in the fields of manidaCturing, communications, trici data automation, just to name
a few.
Portable Units ,

Portable systems ate found in many styles and types. They are self-contained(
some have gasoline-driven engines as a power pource. Some are wheel-mounted for
mobility, They .are used for primary or backup systems in the fields of aviation.
communications, and photography.

3 9 9



SIM iLARITIES OF AIR-CONDITIONING ,EQUIPMIN't

Compressor Types e t.

. .,.D. r .

' Earlier in the course, you found that compressors are Classifiedas hermetic, semi-
hermetic, open, or centrifugal. Any of these compressors is liable to be found in
field applications, depending on the system's size.

HERMETIC COMPRXSSORS. Hermitio compressors are sealed, self-dontained
units which can employ either the recfprocating or rotary compreslion method. The
rotary compressor is used wail refrigerators, water codlers, and small capacity equip-
ment up to approximately 2rhp. The larger reciprocating compressors used in window
units, residential units, commercial, and industrial systems can be as 'large as approx-
imately 10 hp and must be positively lubricated bolicause of tthe.sealed housing.

_ SEMIHERMET1C COMPRESSORS. Semihermatic compresSors are ext imely desir-
i

. ,

able in applications where low rame temperatures.arp used. They can beim viced, / f

but they do ndt contain a-shaft seil. The units are more free of vibrations, and the ...-

motor is more positively lubricated, plus' the suction gas aids in keeping the motor wind-
ings cool. These units normally run 5 - 15 hp. ,

1
f 4

2 ,

OPEN ipMPRBSSORS. Open compressors are ,always field serviceable _and are
popuiiz becaUse they will not contaminate the entire syStem with acid if the motor should
turn out. They can employ a direct drive or belt-driven-eonnection. . i

,. .
.

They do require a shaft -seal and, if a direct drive is used, .a flexible coupling. U

multiple Speeds are desired a gear train can be applied, or variable speed pulleys inct. 8 ..."
porated easily on this type unit. Should a different motor be used, pulleys can be in-
stalled or changed to insure proper rpm. The opentypicompressor can-be as large
as 50 hp rated per unit.

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS. These ire designed to produce a large vohime
of refrigerant flow at a low preuure differentiaL Centrifugal force causes the com-
pression to take place-. The unit can be staged to effect even better operation. This
typo unit will normally be used in systems in excess of 100 tons. Howeven, a smaller
system has been de,igned for aeronautical use on aircraft environmental control,;74

Evaporator's
v)

"The evaporator or cooling coil is the device which picks up the.heat in the controlled
space causing the boiling of the refrigerant and changing the state from HPHT liquid to an
LPLT gas. There are Om types of evaporators, flooded Ind dry. The dry evaporator
is always filled with a mixture of liquid refrigerant Mid vapor and must eritiploy scree
method of expansion by use of a metering device. Isuch a a capill Aube. ASV or TEV.
This type of system, if, applied to the airlource being cooled, is as a direct ex-
pansion (DX) cooling coil. The exchange of heat is accomplished by using a fih-and-

. . e
tube or plate-type Assembly.

.,

In a floOded system a constint level of refrigeicant is main.,ained by a float,valbe
.

.
,

assembly. This method' is very popular in chiller operatiOns using_ shell-and-tubesr
tube-within-a-tube assembly: This can be used inlir dinceexpansfon system. or, if
chilled water'is to be supplied to a remote coil as a seoondar* refr erant, we have an
iiadirece expansion (DC) aliplication. .i 2

3 ;it
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Evaporator taMperature ranges wilr vary. however, for air-conditioning work the

apparatus temperature is normally, fron1.35° - 450 Most cooling coils are designed at
. 40' which will prbduce 5204iir at *40411 for supply Ourposes. Air terapesitfte will vary

with changes in air vtolume through coils. ,

Condensers 4 r
Condensing systems are divided into three grpups according to size. 'Ilmall systems

from one to three horsepower, medium systems from five to one hundred horsepower,
and systems 100 hp and over, called large installations. The type used will depend on

the size of the instillation. Ger;erally,.fractionally, sized units (1/4 to 1. hp) are seg.:.
contained. ,

. 4... -
. , a

At our disposal ire three methods to effect the condensing process. There are air-
cboled. water-cooled, apd evaporativejcooled condensers. AirLcooled condensers are
restricted to small and ium size installations. Water-cooled condensers are 41,..-
stricted only by water.sup if (.condition and availability) and maintenance expense. (They
are used on systsips size from 3 tons Co the largest size made.

4 II 0 f
Evaporative condensers opmate on the principle that fater evaporfated tb the air

dissipates heat to the atmoopheTt. This heat is approximately 1000 Btu/pound 3t water

evaporated.
. 1

. .

Keep in mind that the condenser's function is to discharge the heat pickeq up in thee
evaporator and also the heallef compression, which is approximately 10 percent of the

4 total heat being dispelled. In the condensing cycle there are three stages. The hot ps
entering must be desuperheated (choke gas to a vapor). It is thenondensed (vapor to
a liquid) and finally it is subcoolid (re:nov-0 of excess tempera' Jre awl pressure). Non-

condensable gases will collect in the condellier or receiver and can be vented or purged'
from this-point in the system when they affett the, unit's operation. Some systems,
usually centrifugal, have a separate unit (purge unit)whicti *ill automatically perform
this functton.

70,1eter ing 135(vices
4

The function of the meter4ig device is to control the flow of the refrigerant to the
evaporator so as to keep the evaporatorfully aetive ckiring the entire cycle. This means'
that the hfrigerant is boiling throughout the evaporator, except for the small sectioir--1-
reservedjor superheat. 'The normal superheat setting is factory set at 7°F but in oper-
atjon will give us-a 100F superheat setting.

THERMOSTATIC EXPANSION V.i.LVES. Thermostatic exppnsiba valves were de-
signed to maintain a constant evaporator superheat by distritiitik the refrigerant at
rate which will keep the evaporatot fully active. The additiqn of the feeler tsilb elen*nt
sensing device, placed at the outlet, aids in maintaining this constant superheat by. vary-

ing the volume oI gas being fed to the $vaporator, according to the load being hantiled.
On some models a multiple distributor is used to feed smaller volumes of the totarivipor
into equal segments of the evaporator to provide a more even floir.of refrigerant through
the evaporator. Other applications Use anexternal equalizer line which is incorporated
to compensate for excessive pressure drops across the evaporator.

t.
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CAPILLARY TURE. Capillary babes are used as the nieteting devices in smallsystems. They are acceptable V a cceetant load is required. They are low ccist itemsand eliminate the need (alight* cost expansion valves and liquid receivers. Vi sys-tems using capillary tubes are all critically charria since the uhits ate designed 1.0maintain-a constant load. Normally capillary tubes are not used on systems larger thanthree tons capacity.

Insulation ,

Insulation is used for two main reasons. Primarily, it is to retard heat flow andsecoodarily, to reduce noise. This is determined by the type selected and the physfoalplacement -of die material. ay applyini your knowledge of transmission heat 01.1111, youcan better determae the type ti Insulation required to maintain the temperature in theducts.

The materials surrounding a heat source vary in their abilityf to conduct heat, just
as inaulations vary in their retaraing ability against heat trmisfer. -MateriAls capable ofof retarding heat effectively must be composed of tiny, totally'enclosed ail cells prfibers. Some insulation material consists of hairfelt, mineral wool, fiberglus, asbes-tos, cork, or foam. In the event the insulation requires moisture retardation.0a material such as asphalt, tar,I. or-polyethylene sheeting is added. If a reflective insu-lation is roquired, then aluminum or some reflective quality material is added. Foran insulation to be effectivellit shoultiscontain u 4nany of the following characteristicsas possibie.

LOW THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (K-PAdT011..). This is the amount of heat thatwill pass through a 1-equare foot area, 1 inchthick, in bfie hour with a' TD of 1°F.

RESISTANCE ID SETTLING. Some materials will Bettie. so that after a few yearsthe top 4 -.5 inches of the wall will not be insulated. Therefore. loole type materials
should not be'used in vertical walls.

'MOISTURE.RESISTANCE. Monitore resistance of a material affects the heat re-tarding abinty 1 an iniulation. If an imitation becomes laden with moisture there is
practically no retardation of the heat transferring through the area insulated. Some
mateials will swell with t..kt additiOn ci moisture; therefore, could cause Walls to swell,and in colder climates could freeze causing damage to imputation and surrounding areas.

FIRE RESISTANCE. Materials 'should be nonflammable, nontoxic, and noncom-
bustible as possible. Some al thi materials that artrnonflarnmable include foam glass.glass wool,'.perlite, vermkulite, mineral wool, asbestos wool and redwood batik.

a
VERMIN RESISTANCE. -Rats, mice, and other forms of vermin render some insu-. lation worthless in 'a very short time. '

1

LMHT WEIGHT. If the insulation is not strong enough to support instill, a heavywall must be-protided to supPort it. The weight of the insulation must be figured to
determine Ii, added support needed for' the ceiling.

RAI1ON RESISTANCE. Deterioration is generally caused by chemical
riaction, accelerated by moishire. A chemical treatment must be used on matetialswhich *re waMr absorbing to retard rot, mold, or other deterioration elements.

4
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/DENSITY. The heavier the insulation the stronger must be the supporting structure
ceiling, floors, etc).

Other areas al esonMderation, such as the specific heat, odor; ease al installation,
and coet must also be weighed in the 'election of the best insulatioi (Or the job fo be
done.

Fans

Air is moved by Mechanical moans in an air-conditioning system. The fan converts
mechanical energy (fan bled* rotation) into gas energy (airflow) This is accomplished
by means of a wheel or blade, imparting a sPin on the air so that it will leave the fan

1, assembly in a forward motion bo the point of destinatbn. .0 .

Fan are c Luatf ied 'into two major categories: AXIAL and RADIAL.

TyPes of Fans,

,AXIAL FANS. These fins *owe tr in a flow parallel tO day shaft. The air Will
have .a spiral motion, but will be moving in a parallel plane Axial fans hive three blade
ca.es1ftcat1cns.

Propeller Fan Blades. Propeller
fan blacjes are found on the pedestal or ."
table fan common to,home use. Fans
of the ceiling variety use propeller blades.
These fans are used to move air within a
given, area (circulation). Normally,
have a safety shrtrad.a.round them
-operate satisfactorily against s
sures el 1/7 to 3/4 inch water:pres
Tney can be used only if a low vohune of
air movement is required and normally
are used fqr exhaustor ventilatimpur-
poses. Vey can be direct drive or belt
driven, see figure 1.

!hibe-Axial Fans. bey amused
for heavier auty air movement. They are
Wilt for mounting in ductwork whereas
Lte.propelier type is mounted in a Wall.
Since the-air Will Move it a higher Velocity,
the increase el the spiral'movsment will
incur greater cluct.Fressuretlosses; and
will increase the a:nougat 1 noin inS
duct system. For this rouge !hey tire
normally usAd for industrial appiications
dnere.noise is a ,minor tonsidisration,

space is of no concern. The bib.-
axialkans can withstand pressures up to

1 "'Mtn 3" water pressure. They are
also direct drive or belt dr,iven. -..The propeller
tc-f!r..sti: of using most power at maximum air

5
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Figure 1. Propeller Fan

Figure 2. Tube-Axial Fan

fans alt all types have the added (par -
delivery. See figure 2;



Vane-Azial Fana.*- Thse fans are in
reality *thing izit a tube-axial fan with
varies installed in ik tan housipg. The
vanes are used to stklghtsn ,af tbe
spiraling motiati at the air. Mils offers
the added factor al leas noisp and in- .

creased effitiency. The va6a.azial fka.can
withstand*presuires up to 3" water pres-
sure (secftgure 3).

'N 0.
. Figure 3. Vane-Axisl Fans

I

RAflAL FANS. They =rye the air-Ato the blower housing parallel to the shaft
bizt,dischstrge leradially to tke shaft (eee figure f). This means that the air is dis-
'Charged 'at a 900 angle'or plane from the shaft d the fan. The centrifugal fan consists
of a wheel (sometimes talled'asqnircel cage) mounted horizontally on a shaft, which et
rotates within the housing. Air enters parallel to the axis thrmigh the fan housing.
The air mai/ enter at either one or both ends of the wheel. The Ontrifugal fan will
operate with less nois, but consume more power under maximum air delivery when
comored to an axial flow fun.

FORINAM CURVE
BLADE

RADIAL
BLADE,

- Figure 4. Fan Blades'

Air-conditioning specialists often refer to centrifugal fans as blowers, There are
some factors which will beyeed in the determination of the fan type to be used for a
particular applicative. They include:

BACKWARD INCLINEO
BLAME

Unit size

* Drive motor -selected

Internal layout of the unit

* Shape of the coil

* Registance.of system ducts

Fans are used to ventilate (induce fresh air), circulate the same air in a system,
or to exhaust odor-laden air which is part of the ventilation-circulation process.

a
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Controls

",.

1...

. ..
. .

cofttroli ueSti in air-condltioning alip4catt3is can be electric,- electmate, int/ papa-
matte. This segment of year train/mina covemd lia earlier bled" et the lehn;, bee-

- ever. u a means ot.review, here is a list of some ci, the ContrOls you will find in this
type work.

..e4

Temperature - Thermostats of all three typos.
,-

Humidity - Hurnidistata at all three type!.

- High Pressure Motor Control
Low Pressure Motor Control
Oil Pressure Sidety Control

-

- Devices which, depending on the position,
an operatiOnal mode oF newence.

Pressure Controls

Selector Switches-
\

-*Accessory Equipment

You have studied a number of accessory items such as mufflers, driers, sight glass
indicators, Schrader valves, crankcase heaters, and seerice valies. Also included in
this general class would be items such as strainers, boilere, sumps, traps, wraps.
and regulator valves.

V

will deterMine

Pilters r. 4

One of the major functions clan air-conditioning system is to deliver c4ean air to
the controlled space. just as temperature and humidity must be coattolled, the air con-
tent in regard to dust, Oollen, odors*, and bacteria can be controlled.

Nearly all systems Introducc a cdrtain amount of 'Afresh air", into the system. Thiti
fresh air is,brought in.from an outaide source, and it will contain foreign matter that is
undesirable for conditioned .air; therefore the filter has a vital.role in the air-conditioning
system. Keep fa mind that any combinition cif filtering devices can be used together or
in different combinations so that the desired condition Is reached.

Filters are classified as PER.MANENT or THROWAWAY (DISPOSABLE). Perim-
neat filters can. be cleaned and reueed over and over. Disposable filters are used on a
one-time basis.

The dry-type filter is ofeither type of construction. The throwaway (Mir is nor-
mally composed of a cardboard frame with cotton, fiberglass, papei, gauze. or glass
woo in,the center. When the maWrial is dirty, the filter is discarded and replaced '40th
a clean filter. These are the most common in home Units, and smaller systems 9r -in-
dustrial systems where maintenance Ome is limited.

fa'

The permanent filter has a metal frame'and a washable center filler Usually of
aluminvm or some other synthetic product. When it becomes dirty, it is removed and
cleaned with warm soapy water and air pressure, if needed.

7
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The vipcoui type filter hu the Irsiost use. It is a filter of either type that has been
impregnated with oil. As the air passei through the filter, the dust particles adhere to
the oil, atm.( When the Utter becoinesidIrtyi it can be thrown) away or cleaned,depending
on the type in tise. If the cleanable Hitter Isiused, once it is cleaned a coat of filter oil
;mist t. 4pplied Ind any excess oil should be orained off for a period of not less than
10 tól2.hours.

The -elscirostatic precipitator orlilectronic air Alter is the best type of air cleaning
-device.- It operates on the principle-that particles in the air possess a positive charge
that ,willbe attracted by a_negative charge.

e

ir is' Passed through a hig
ion (see flgure 5). ,The ele
trona in the fWld puta chant% on the
itatticls that.gus h the field of
plates orogridsi(, I tei a potential of
6, 000 - 12,000v dc,.depending on the
size of-the unit). air with its charged
particles then pansies through a field of
plates and the'oppdVisig Oiarge mrill attract
and" hold the particles to the'plates, which
can be Cleaned pe;iodically, Figure 5. Electrostatic Precipitator

To clean them, .cut off the power, remove the plate section, clean, let dry and then
reinStall in the system. The collector pads found in some units collect matter that
breaks loose and they must be replaced or cleaned periodically.

Air purification Devices

Not truly classified as filters are the air r rification devic3s. -These items are
used to remove odor, bacteria, etc. \

CARBON OR CHARCOAL. These are used for odor control. Often air that is
brought in'from the outiiide is heavy laden with industrial odors and other contaminants..
The charcoal will absorb the odors.. To reactivate charcoal it must be baked in an oven
for a given amount of time at a set temperature, depending on the type being used.

ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT% Ultraviolet Sight is used to control air that is laden with
bacteria. Hospitab sick rooms, isolation lea:de% meat processing areas, dairies, etc. ,
all use ultraViolet light to contfol bacteria in Lhe air and maintain purity.

Filter Maintenance

As s Mei- becomes clogged or dirty, the velocity pressure of the system is reduced
and the efficiency of the system suffers considekbly. Filter cleaning involves the fol-
lowing-Iteps in the sequence listed: ,

1. Reinove the cloggcd filter and replace with a clian one.

2. 'Clean chi iirty filter)with hdt water, soap, and pressitre if needed.

3. Allow to drain _dry.

.t



4. Dip the filter in odorless filter oil, or apply a sprayed coat of-011.

5. AllOw excess oil to drain off or a centrifugal machine can be used to sling off
the excess oil.

6. Place the filter in storage until needed as a replacement.

Filters muit be checked periodically tO insure their degree of efficiency. They
should be cleaned as often as conditions require: The general allowable pressure drop
is .25" water pressure. This is measured with E araft gage.

WINDOW UNITS

Window units (see'figure 6) are
compact, efficient units that are designed
to cool a small area. A unit is normally
installed in a window; however, it can be
installed in a hole in a wall with the cool-
ing section on the inside and the condenser
section on the outside. Window units are

, manufactured in sizes ranging from
3,000 Btu - 36,000 Btu per hour capacity.
Smaller units, usually less than 10,000
Btu, operate on a 120-volt ac circuit while
the Targer units usually require 240-volt
ac single-phase power.

Major Components

Figure 6. Window Unit (TOp View)

Window air conditionerstare.essentially high temperature systems. Therefore,
the major components of window air conditioners are the same as for refrigeration.
The components are designed for high temperature application and are used primarily
for personal comfort.

FAN MOTOR. The fan,rnotor is specially designed, rugged, two-speed motor with'
a double 3haft. The low speed range is 875 to 950 rpm. One end of the motor shaft
drives the squirrel cage blower that forces air through the evaporator. The other end
of the shaft drives the blower that farces air thruugh the condenser Coil. Most of these
motors have sealed bearings whieh require no lubrication:. Most of these motors also
use a small run capacitor in the circuit. The rhotor is subject to two main malfunctions,
burnout and worn bearings. If the worn bearings aren't immediately replaced. they
can be the cause of a motor burnout.

EVAPORATOR BLOWEIZII`f gder to make window units as quiet as possible, a
squirrel cage blower is used to force air through the cooling coil. Squiirel cage blowers
are much quieter than the blade type fans and will move a higher volume of air providing
the diameter of the fans is the same. The blower is designed to move approximately
400 cfrh per ton of refrigeration.

CONDENSER FAN. A fan is used to force air through the crAcienser. The con-
denser fan operates in the outside Area to dissipate the unwanted heat, therefore, noise
is not a major consideration. The fan blades .xe connected at the oute: tip by a metal
band which gives the blades stability, but the trukin purpose of this band is to pick up
condensate water and sling it against the condenuer. Naturally, this ring is called a
slinger ring. This water aids in displacing unwanted heat through the process of evap-
oration adding to the efficiency of the condenser coil.

9
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, EVAPORATOR. The cooling sectio is usually compoired of rows of copper tubing
covered with aluminum !Inc The'collec droniets c ileFt at the bottom of the
cooling coil and aie drained through a tu or rench:to tile bacikif the mit. 'linger
ring will then pick up the water and throw it against dte.condenser where it evObrates.
The evaporator is designed to lower the temperature approximately 20 degrees. If the
air entering the Coil is 90 degrees and the air leaving the coil ii.70

i
deirees, the unit is

1 ,.. .said to be perforthing at maxituuni design. , s, *
,

THERMdSTAT. Window units are-equipped with a thermostat tharcyc les the com-
pressor when the temperature reaches' Lie set point. The therfnostat uaually tas a fixed
differential of 5 degrees and an acHustable range of 58-91°F.

1

of.

CONDENSER. The condenser is usually composed of ,rows al copper tiibing cove ec)
with, alumipum fins. It is larger than the evaporator, so it can diasipater all of the4eaE
picked up 1Dy the evaporator plus the heat of compiession.,.. The condensate water whth
is relatively free of scaling minerals is thrown against the Condenser, thus, aiding
reducing the head pressure by making 4 an evaporative condenser. The water thrown
against the condenser causes dirt and teash to collect on, the'fins. As a result, the con-
denser must be cleaned periodically.

0

MR FILTERS. Air filters used in window units are either throw away or permar
nent inliesign. They must be changed or cleaned as soon as they become dirty. This
shoulcl,be.done as often as needed. The cleanable type should be washed in warm, soapy
water, all9wed to drain dry, then coated with a thin coat of filter oil. The fitters re-
duce the imount of lint and dust in the air, but *heir main function is to keep the evap-
'orator coil.clean. U the air conditioner is operated tr.,ithout the filter in place, the evap-
orator becomes dirty and requires cleaning with Watev and air pressure. 1.

SELECTOR SWITCH. Most window units are equipped with a selector switch having
5 positions: OFF, LOW-COOL, HIGH-COOL, LOW-FAN, and HIGlik-FAN. The selec-z'
tions may be made by pushing a button or turning a knob. The high-speedtornpressor
operates at a constant-speed. The fan has two speeds and will operate on either 11411 or
low. When selector switches give trouble, they must be replaced.

VOLTAGE SELECTOR. Some units are designed to operate on either 208v or 23Cv
ac. Be sure the voltage selector switch is correctly positioned for the voltage being
used in the circuit.

CAPACITORS. Start capacitors are usually small in size and round in shape. They
are encased in bakelite, plastic, or cardboard. Run capacitors are larger and are long.
often iiblong in shape, or sometimes square with the case being made of metal. The
larger microfarad ratings identify the start capacitors.

COMPRESSORS. Most of the window units use the hermetic style compressor and
have potential starting relays. However, many window units use a permanent split
capacitor (PSC) compresspr, (see figure 7). A PSC compressor has two main advantages.

1. It does.not require a starting relay.

2. A small unit will produce more power because the start winding
*is also used for running.

10
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Figure 7.. Wirtg Diagrarb of PSC Compressol:

REFF1.16ERAN'T. Moat Window Units use R42 refrigerant. The unit can be about
one-third smaller in size. This is due to the fact that the hp P4. el vaporilation ofR-22
isL,69 Btu, compared to tgily 37 Bb.i for R-12.

Possible Trpubles
,

Window air conditioners have the same troubles and malfunctithis as other types of..
'hermetic refrigeration units plus a few of their own. &Me of the problems peculiar to
window units are discussed below.

FREEZEUP. A faulty thermostat will cause frbezetp. However, under certail
condition. it LIB y ossible to have a freezeup with the thermostat in perfect candition. For
'instance, it may be warmer inside the house than it is outside. When the rooni thermo-
stat,temperature gets high enough, Abe unit will start the corapresser and pull the ref rig-
eratit vapor out of the cooling coil. The head prestaire is so low (due to low ambient
temperature) that very little liquid refrigerant hi 'forced through the capillary tube. , 4r

Evenbolly the liquid going through the capillary bibe is boiling 'below 32°r. and the evap-
orator begins freezing at the cutlet of the capillary tube. The coat ct ice rastrtets the
airflow atsthis point and some of the liquid refiiierant moves out of the evaporator-lpto
the suction line. ,This process repeats itself until the cooling coil is covered with frlost.

Usually a freezeuip will at night, particularly during a cool, rainy seasons. Some
manufacturers are install a freezestat on the evaporator to stop the compressor if
th_ temperature drops to 33 F. A dirty filter or evaporator.will also cause a freezeup
by restricting the airflow across the coil.

CLEANING. All refrigeration units require periodic cleaning. The cleaning of a
\ window unit is particularly important. Since the condensate water is evaporated very
'slowly at times, it-collects dirt and trash very rapidly. Window units should be re-
movted from the window and cleaned after every cooling season. Usuall. the water from
a hole will clean them adequately; however, in some cases,,y.sai may 14ave to use an air-
hose. If watek is used, make sure that the fan motor ia 'completely dry before operating
the unit. Just a little.water in the fan motor windjngs will c se the motor to burn out.
Best results are obtain If steam is used. Steam clean re ires the followinjuesLai
L.tutions:wain

4
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Be sure that the steam temperature is below the melting temperatUre of the
copper, aluminum, or the solAer tieed on th? joints and seams..., . .

* Be sure that the system ii completely dry PNor to startup'of the'unit,
.., Steam will enetrate better than witter and can cause motors to burn out

if moisture broplets are left on the inner surfacer of the electrical ' )
components. ir

,

. FA.N MOToRS. As previottely mentioned, there are two major maKunctions found
in window units', bad bearings Ad burnouts. If the condition requires removal of the
"motor, follow tOe procedures as outlirr:\ci:

'''

1. Use a special long shank allen Wrench to lodia biower screy.

2. . Use a standard shank allen wrench to loosen the fan setscrew.

3. Either the condenser or evaporatOr can be moved if needed.

VELE: Deternitne which is,easier to\rnovet, tieually ithe 'condenser will be.

4. Reimove the holding screws from the unit being moved, then lift it out of the
way being careful nottpo kink 'any of the lines.

:
5. Remove the moior leads and mark the tonnections so.that they can be

properly reinstalled.

6. Remove the motor retaiing nuts and remove the motor.

7. REPLACEMENT IS THE.REVERSAL OF THIS ORDER.

1

8. After the replacement has been completed rotate the fan ,bladei'and be .
sure that they are property aligned prior to startup of the unit; Check to
be sure that all wires are a'ttached and no tools or other cibjects have been
left inside theunit. 11'

9. Bench check the unit prior to reinstallation.,,

Installation proceckires will differ a little between models and manufacturers'.
However, if ycu can install one type, you can figure out how to install any of .the other
types. Sorne general procedures are listed below.

Install in the shade if possible'.

Guarantee complete ventilation for the condenser if possible.

The back of the unit should be 1/2" - 1/4" lower than the fiont tab allow
proper drainage al condensate water from the evaporator.

Support the unit securely.

U the power cord ihat is supplied with the unit is not long enough,
have another receptacle installed.

12
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Make sure that all;window, Air condttiorttra-are connected to a.single
receptacle circuit.

In accordance with Unclerwriters LaboratorieSTecailiements; and for your
protection and safety, special plugs have been developed for each typo of ,
unit. The proper receptacle must be used, to match the plug (see fiture 8).

ALL liSY AC UNITS 208-230V AC UNITS 20111-230V AC UNITS

15 AMPERES IS AMPERES 30 AMPERES
PARALLEL rLuG TANDEM' PLUG

A

Figure 8, 'Power Receptacles
CIA -0

Ppwer cords for 115-120v units usually have three 'wires: white, black,
arid-green. fhe green wire is the ground wire according to safety stand-
ard color codes. cline end of this wire mugt be attached to the unit body
and thc other to the grouid terminal ci the plug. ,,The bladk wire is the
hot le-ad. and, the whit, wire is the common lead. I

r

RESIDENTIAL HOME HEATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM

It is not the primary ctuty of the 545X0 to service and reioair furnaces; however, since

the furnace is ofterran integral part of, the air-conditioning system, it is necessary to

understand the operation 9o( the furnaceSto be able to7service the air conditioner. There

are several Cypes of the cntral air-conditioning systeMs. It is impossible to cover all

the makes and types. In essence, they are all the same in operation but vary in nomen-

.c lature and bpic design. The system that we will discuss has a lee, 000 Blif gas-fired

turnaceand a 38,000 Btu electrical air conditioner.

-a?
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Tie Mal System
5111:

Since the heatthg and the cooling are produced in the same portion f the package
(the furnace body), let's look at the overall basic structure of the combi ed units as

, shown in figure 9.

GAS

SUPPLY

....
i.

SUPPLY AIR Pit'ENUN
..

)
( COOLING SECTION

.1

i
HEATING SECTION

4 ...=10 -

,

,.

sLotiut SECTION

FILTER SECTION

RETURN AIR mown

INSIDE -UNIT

I.

/1pONTROL
' ANEL

SECTION

YM....=i1.6

COMP

Figur," 9. Dual System

14

OUTSIDE UNIT
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The following are used by both heating and cooling operations.

THE RETURN PLENUM, Titthe return plenum, sir isi returned either by duets or
velocity preseure from the controlled space tor reconditioning.

THE FTQLTkal SECTION. In this section the dust, lint, and other foreign materials
are filtered out of the air prior to reconditioning.

k

THE BLOWER SECTION, This section contains the unit used to convey the air
through the active conlitioning process and recirculate, it back to the space being
controlled.

THE HEATING OR COOLING SECTION. This is where the air is rec9nditioned
to the desired temperature.

THE SUPPLY AIR PLE14M.. In this section the reconditioned air is collected
prior to beine distributed into the various pirts of the house- or building.

THE SUPPLY DUCTS. Supply" ducts are usedlo convey the reconditioned air to till
rooms being serviced. They 'ate normally round in'construction and are insulated to
prevent heat gain or beat toss be controlled variable and the system. Each of
the ducts is supplied with a balancing in the outlet from the plenum and a room
damper in the outlet extending into the co oiled space. The balaming damper is theie
to insure that the proper amount of air en s the controlled space to achieve the desired
condition.

THE DUCT OUTLETS. Duct outlets in each room containagrill device to uniformly
distribute the pattern of airflow to ackieve maximum results. There are several types
of outlets, depending on the design desired for each applicatioll.

The power requirement for the furnace is 120* ac to run the blower, and this volt-
age is stepped down by the transformer to 26v aelor the control circuit. 'The air con-
ditioner operates off of, 240v ac single-phase power and 26v ac control voltage circuit.

The refrigerant used by the systeni is R42.

The gas used in the furnace burners is dependent upon local gas usage. It can oper-
ate on natural or bottled gas. If the gas type is changtd, the Jets in the burner must, be
changed to accommodate the new type of gas. The trainer is using natural gas.

Heating System

The heatinmystem consists of a gas-fired furnace rated at 100,000 Btti .per hour
input at the burner, and 80,000 Btu per hour output into the controlled space. See fig-
ure 10 for the component 'locations.

FURNACE BODY
9AS PRE`SSURE RE.GULATOR
GAS.VALVE
GAS BURNER
FAN
FAN RELAY

15

HEAT EXCHANGER
TRANSFOWER
FAN SWITCH
LIMIT SWITCH
PILOT VALVE
FILTER

k;



SUPPLY AIR PLENUM

NEAi EXCHANGER

LINO SWiTCal

FAN SVOTCH

TRANSFORMER

FAN RELAY.

GAS VALVE

GAS PRE SSURIE.
REGULATOR

a
F 1,4 A CE ROD'

GAS SURNERS

;

CENTRIFUGAL
FAN

FILTER SECTION

RE TuRN AIR
GRILL

RETURN AIR PLENUM

Figure 10. Gu-Fired Furnace
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THE FURNACE 1300if. It coniists cd the outskle shellv6and the stiroctsral membtre.

THE GAS PRESSURE REGULATOR. The regulator is a diaphragm-rho gas valve
located in the-gas inlet line. Its purpose is to reapply constant gas prelsure to the
turners. 4

THE GAS VALVE. The gas valve is a two-position solenoid val4and is used to
controt the flow of gas lc the turners.

/ THE GAS BURNERS. c.'1"he turners are composed of cast iroh with several holes or
outietaAvenly duqributed along their length. The majority of gas burners are the Bin.
sen type aied operate with a nonluminous flame. The air supply must be adjusted so tb4
ail of tbeigas- is consumed in the combistion chamber. Unburned gas causes carbon
deposits tb Nlog up the iieat exchanger.

THE ;AN. It is of the centrifuial forward curved type apd draws air from the
rewn plenum forcing it through tOe heat exchanger and out the ducts to each room.

THE HEAT EXCIIANGER. The beat exchanger*cmelstssof two completely separate
sections. The fire is produced in one section and the corslitioned air is Passed throigh
the other sectioh.

U.

THE TRANSFORMER. The transformer has a primary voltage of 120v ac and a
secondary voltage of 26v ac and a capacity rating of 40v amps. It supplies the control
circuit for both the eooling and heating cycle.

THE ,FA,k1 SWITCH. The fan' switch is used during the HEATING CYCLE ONLY.
The switch haaea bimetal element that closes on a,rise in the temperature. The bimetal

, element is ext4ncled into the heat exchO.nger to sense the temperature changes and cycle
the blower fan:'

THE LIMIT SWITCH: This switch is a high temperature safety device. If the
- temperature inside th, heat exchanger exceeds 2000F , _the limit switch will open and

cause the gas valve to close stopping the turner flame.

THE PILOT LIGHTw There are two types of flame safety devices agtivaled by the
pilot light flame. They are the thermocouple and thermopile. When the thermocouple
is heated by the pilot flame, the thermocouple produces milliirolts that energize a
magnet coil An the pilotstat. ,With the.thermopilii,ethe millivolts produced provide the
current, in series, to the gas burner control circuit. If the pilot light goes.aut, the
c irCu it to the gas valve is permanently opened and cannot be ereclosed until,the pilot is
reignited. The furnace wiringrciiagrarn is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11. Furnace Wiring Diagram

Cooling System

The cooling system consists of an eleetricalair-conditioningunit. The trainer is
a Carrier Model 28 G134300. It has a 38,000 3W capacity. This size Linit is adaptable
to Capehart or Wherry housing until! found on most bales. It can adequately 'cool a
flooi space of 1500 to 1800 square feet. This figure is dirived from the general rule
of thumb, used with smaller air-conditioning systems, that one ton of refrigeration effect
will cool 600 square feet. The air conditioner is divided into two major sections. The
condensing section is mounted outside Of the house on a concrete slab, and the evapora-

. tor- section is mounted in the supply air'\plenum above the furnace body.
18
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Th4 condone* Unit is really very simple in mekeup and membles a window unit .

in coostrU . except that the evaporator isn't inside the unit body. Components con-
taited in condensing unit are; condenser coil, CompredSor, condenser fan and MA
tio...1 con Is? wiring and tubing. The evaporator seetke,constats d the evaporatos
coil and the TEV or capillary lupe, dePending on the type at metering device required
by the unit.

%.

..

The compressor contitins a high-speed hermetically
t
sealed Rtotor and is very off i-

tient if aftl-proper procedures and precautions are followed. A crankcase heater is in-
stalled amain, the compressor body to keep the oil irars.thus, keeping the liquid re- *
fr rant boiled out al the 'oil at all times. The heatee is connected directly to the
po r circuit and is in operation at all times. If the current flow to the heater lain-
ter4upted, the oil must be reheated the same'length of time as the interruption, up to
12 rs. Th. heater must be operated 12 ho$irs prior to startup-of the system, folloW-
ing, hutdown. No more than 12 hours are required to heat the oil at any time.

(-

All of the controls are located in the control panel on.the eandensitig unit. By re-
moving the control panel cover, it is possible to see everything but the condenser and
fan.

The unit is equipped with a step-down transformer, tut, in this application it is not
used. The control voltage is drawn from the 'transformer of the furnace. The same
circuit is wired in singles with the dual-purpose thermostat.

Heating and Cooling Thermostats (Low Vologe)

, Think for a minute. How many thermostats have you studied during this course ?
They all serve the same purpose, to control the temperature range of the Controlled
variable. The thermostat that you will study during this area Of instruction is.the dual-

- purpose, iolizvoltage, heating-cooling thermostat as used in domestic Applications.

(- Low-voltage themostats operate on 24 or 26v ac depending on the current load and
type of transformer used. In homes, wired for 110v ac, the 24v ac thermostat tattled.
Newer homes, wired for 115-120v ac, provide 'the thermostat with 26v ac. There are
several styles of thermostats; the one most commonly used is the tip@ which places the
contactors in a sealed glass bulb containing meroiry, see figure 12. The bulb is
attached to the sensing device, normally a bimetal coil; and the bulb tilts. in response .

to the change in the controlled variable.

Antic ipators

Since low voltage temperature thermostats are operatid solely by mechanical action,
they are not too sensitive. This results in wide temperature variations in the controlled
space, in both the heating and. cooling cycles of the system. To compensate for the
mechanical iction and to increase the sensitivity of the instrument, a device known as
an anticipator is added to the thermostat.

19
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Figure 12. Low-Voltage Thermospit Wiring Schernatic

'HEATING ANTICIPATORS. These anticipators generate a small amount of heat
inside the thermostat during the heating cycle. The bimetal element senses two heat
sources', the room temperature change, and the temperature change emitted by Vie
anticipator. This Callan the circuit to be broken a few moments Wore the`room tern-
perature is reached, closing the gas valve and shutting off the burners in the furnace.
Then the remaining heat in the heat exchanger is discharged into the ro6m which r.aises
the temperature to set point. When the thermostat calls for heat, the gas valve will

again open and the burner will ignite repeating the cycle-Until enoqgh heat is produced
to satisfy the thermostat, With the incorporation of the 'anticipator, the undesirable
coodition of wide temperature variations between cycles is eliminated. The.anticipator
can contain the room temperature to ± 3°F 4ifferential Making them. much more sensi-
tive than older models of the thermostats on tir Market. .

Heating anticipators are normally adjUstable. Adjustment is generally acc6m-
plishad by placing the wiper arm at the correct resistance.value. If you know _the cur-
rent drilw of the gas valve, set the wiper arm at that point. If the current diaw is

20 4
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unknown, UN a very sensitive-ammeter an etermine e amperage dray. V the sok,-a th
ipator has to be adjusted by trial and error, move the-irm one direction:And, if short
eycling occurs, move it in the other'ditettion a littl 'at a tirlie until satisfactory results
ars obtained.

1

THE COOLING ANTICIPAM. The cooling anticipator appears -as a flied resistor
in the thermostat'subbase. She anticipation function is the revers° for the coolizig inlet
as-it is for the heating cycle. The cooling anticipator is active'osly cluiing the OFF
cycle, and it is wired in the thermostat circuit in parallel.with the power Bettie* (See
figure 12). During the off cycle, the points in the contactor itre open, so current taking
the padi of least resistance will divert through the antiiipator and produce a minute'
amount of heat which is sensed by the bimetal coif in contunctiim with the rill* in the
room temperature. This small amount cf heat causes the thermostat to react prior to
the .temperature in controlled space getting too warm, thus allowtng the temperature
differential to be within = 3°F.

Remember, the heating anticipator is wirid in series with the controlcircuit, and
the cooling anticipator is wired in parallel with the points of the thermostat.

THERMOSTAT SUBBASE. The dual-purpose thermostat has two major .components:
the thermostat and the Subbase..The subbase serves as a receetacle for the wiring and
the cooling anticipator.

Installation Requirements. Thermostats -should be mounted on'a solid inside wall
approximately four to fivi feet above the floor. There should be conditioned spade on
both-sides ci the wall. The wall must not contain hot or cold pipes, alr duct!, or chim-
neys. The thermostat must be installed wheie it will not be affected by drafts from out-
side doors, or heat rays-from the sun or appliances. The airflow, preferably the
-return air,ishould be sensed by the thermostat.'

DO NOT ATTEM pT Ito REPAIR A 'IHERMOSTAT: REPLACE IT IF IT FAMS.
The time spent finding-parts and the -labor consuniption involved in the repair of a
thermostat would cost more than the new thermostat.

The ;furnace wiring diagram as shown in figure 13 includes the thermostat and
subbase wiring.
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QUESTIONS

I. Define air conditioning.

2. List four uses of air -conditioning equipment.

3. List three types of air-conditioning systems identified in this study gui

4. What type of condenser is used on the residential Unit, window unit?' .

5. Wtiat are the two most common types of metering devices used for air conditioning?

6. What is the purpose of insulation?

7. Name the six types of insulation.

8. In regard to air conditioning, what is the prime reason,asbestos would be used
and to insulate what?

9. Why is styrofoam such an effective insulation?

10. What is the most flammable insulation discussed in this study guide?

11. What three applications are fans used for?

12. Name the two fan classifications.

13. Name the three axial flow fans.

14. Name the three radial flow flip blade types.

15. What is the normal evaporator temperature of an air-conditioning'coil
designed to maintain?

16. Why is a centrifugal ulower preferable to an axial flow fan?

17. Name the controls used to maintain temperabire.

18. Humidistats are devices operated by

or

19. Name the pressure controls used io safely operate a system.

1.?
20. How are filters classified?

21. What is meant by filter media?

22. What is. a visCous media filter?

23. Describe the principle of operation of an electronicair cleaner.
23
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24. What use does ultraviolet light serve asp air pUrifiction device? -

25. 'A filter iA the intake ororeturn plenum of a system containing carbon granules

wotild be used to control

25. Name seven components identified in the dual system of.the reskdential-heiting
and cooling syitems.

4

27. Name 10 componints idedified on the gas-fired furnace.
"14

i" .

28: What partdof the circuit does each of the following terminals of the low-voltage
thermostat control?

yellow red

4 green _. white
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AIR FL')W INSTRUMENTS
I

'OBJECTIVE

This study guide will acquaint yoU with the various types of air .measuring instru-
ments, how to measure the rate of firflow, and how to determine the velocity of air.

INTRODUCTION

One of the functions of an air-conditioning system i to deliver the proper amount
of air to an area at a spectfic time. It is the air-conditionincspecialist's job to know
if the system is Rroducing properly: There are several instruments on the market that-
will. measure the veloity of the air. We will rneasere the velocity of the air using some
of these instruments. There ait two basic factors that determine the =cunt of airflow.
The, velocity or r4te of air movement and the area that it must pass through. When
talking about veloc,ity we use the term "feet per minute (fpm)."

AIR MEASURING '10.1TRUMENTS

There are three types of instruments commonly used in the field. These are the
anemometer. inclined manoineter, and.velometer. All of these instruments are em-
plciyed to measure the velocity in fpm of airflow. Readings can be $aken at the follow-
ing locations: Return Air duct, Supply Air duct, outsidefair duet. or inside the duct
system.

Anemometer
The anemometer is an instrument used ,to measure air velocity in linear feet. ,

This meter is composed of the fan housing, three dial faces, and lhe propeller
which moves at the rate uf the air speed turning a gear mechanism which operatei the
dials. There is,an engaging lever and a reset lever on top of the dial face.

In using the anemometer, we normally
take readings at the duct face. The face
should be divided into equal 6" squakes.
U the duct measured 24° x 18", then there
would be four 6"- squares aciosti the length,
and three 6" squares across the height, or
a total of (4 x 3 12) equal 6" squares of
surface'area (gee figure 14).

At each of these six-inch openings,
the anemometer will be used for 10 seconds.

surent is exp. sed as eiapsed time and
The resulting tim4lapse for the total mea-

me
is obtained by niatiplyiirg the number of
equal 6" squares by ten,. For example:
12 x 120 seconds.
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To operate the aSepiometer, place IA instrument into the stream of air being mea-
sured. Before starting, check to be sure that your hands are cupped around the meter
in such a war to preient obstnicting the iirflow through the meter. Allow the propeller
to reach maximum speed, then trip the engag)ng lever and hold it in the same location"
for 10.seconds, then move to the next arek(a) intil all of the'6" areas have been mea-
sured and trip the lever io the OFF position7)*

In reading the anemometer, suppose you held the instrument in the airstream for
120 seconds. The reading on the dials would read in the following sequence:

1. Left dial reading

2. Right dial reading

3. Center dial reading

If the indicator on the-two smaller dials is between ady two numters, take the read-
ing of the lesser number and read the large dial exactly as indicated (see figure 15).

In figure 15, the left dial reading would be.8000, the right dial reading would be 300,
and the c4nter dial reading would be 80. Therefore combining the numbers into proper
sequence, the resulting anemometer reading would be 8380.

ANE MOMET E R

Figure 15. Anemometer Reading (AR)

The following formula is used to convert the anemometer reading to.fpm velocity:

Anemometer Reading (AR) X 60
fpM Elapsed Time (ET)

To figure the Ipm of 9111-. sample problem, the answer would be

AR X 60 8380 X 60 84380
fpm or = 4190 fpm

ET 120 2

26 1
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Inclined Manometer

the manometer family of air measuring Mstfuments contains various types and
styles: however we .will limit the study of manometers to one type, the incllead manom-
e ter. The manometer is used to measure the pressure of air in inchesA Water. Within
the duct system we find two predominant pressures, static and velocity.. Static pressure "

ts the outward pressure of air, in all directions. Velocity pressure is the force exerted
by the movement of air in the direction of flow. Often it is imposiiible 'to get the manom-
eter into the airstream to measure the pressute, so the pitot tube was developed to
allow access to the internal sections of the duct in hard-to-get-to arias. In reality the
pitot tube is a tu-be within a tube as indicated in figure 16.

V EL OCI T Y PRESSURE
0

T OT AL

TOTAL
PRESSURE

ST AT IC PRESSURE

STATIC
-NIPRESSURE

, 20

.60
80

vELOCITY PRESSURE
-014

Figure 16. Pitot Tube and Manometer Installed

The pitot tube is inserted into the airstream and velocity pressure goes into the .

center of the assembly to the manometer, forcing'the oil column in the milker downward.
The static pressure enters the small ports surrounding the tube to the manometer forc-
ing the column of oil in the-meter tube upward. The velocity reading is taken on the
adjustable scale where the oil level stabilizes.

The pressure indicated on the manometer is known as pressure of velocity, It is
represented as PV in the conversion formula used to convert pressure into feet per
minute. To convert pressure of velocity into fpm, the following formulas will be
applied:

fprn VFW X 4006

fpm - the n 'Tiber of feet of air which will pass through a duct area in one minute

symbolizes square root

4
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PV pressure of velocity as read on the inclined manometer',

"X Tailtiplied by

4005 - is a constant and is based on the velociti of standard air.

Now, let's see how the formula works. Assume the velocitY pressure reading of . 25
has been obtainnd with the Manometer.

fpma V.25 x 4005 =, .5 x 4005 = 2002.5
Velometer

The velometer is a rugged mechanical system, soundly engineered for very concise
readings. Inside the meter, air impinges on an aluminum vane moving the pointer.
This vane travels in a calibrated air chamber or tunnel constructed to be airtight to
provide a desirable scale distribution. The Moving syf tem is balanced by counterweights
to provide accuracy in all positions. The moving system is equ\Ved T,ith bronze hair-
dprings and mous on moral pivots which ride in upphire jewel arings. Soma velom-.
eters are equipped with filters to protect them from extreme dust 'conditions. When a
filter icsupplied with the instrument; the filter is an integral part-of the instrument and
=let be used. If the filter is left out, the instrument will give a false reading.

To measure velocities at supply openings, attach the proper jet by means of the
appropriate tube aud tube fittings. To determine the average velocity mentally divide
the opening into a number al equal areas. Take a reading at each cf the areas and aver-
age the readings. There 41 no exact rule ter the exact number of readings that mist be
taken, bit the more that are taken, the more accurate the aOrage, and HOB recom-
mended that a minirraim of six readings be used.

To measure the air velocity at the suction opening, connect the proper jet by means
of the Mbe and tube fittings to the right-hand port oi the meter. While taking the read-
ing; hold the jet so that it is perpendicular and the tip is in the same plane as the open-
ing. This is very important because the velocity changes very fast in front of a suction
opening.- To measure velocities inside ci ducts, use the duct jet called for in the man-
ual ci instructions. The duct jet should be inserted into the left-hand port. Read ihe
scale marked with the same number of jdt being used.

Calculating Cubic Feet per Minute (am)

After establishing the fpm, the cfm can be established using the formula:

dm .1 fpm*X duct area (sq ft)

Once the cfm has been established, we can calculate the pounds of air chainged per
minute in the space being considered.

cfm
ibis of air = or cfm X specific density

specific volume

NOTE: Remember if no means is provided for finding specific volume,
'use the value for standard air which is 13.5 cu. ft. Specific
density for standard air is .075.

28
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BALANCING *IR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS '

Air &KUM:ming systems are designed to cieiditian the air within the system and
then to tlibialbote this treated air to the proper,place, in the proper 'amounts, ind with
the least possible annoyance to thr consumer of the conditioned air.

use of Air

Iw air-conditioning practice, as air is passed througk the. Unit, it is heated or cooled,
huinidifiad or dehumidified, cleaned, Ind then distributed to places where it is'needed.
An air-conditiening unit, regardless of its efficiency, and its.sise, would be handicapped
if the air could not pe properly distributed. It is important that the air distribution be
accurately proportioned to the need and adapted to the apparatus in Which it is to be
used. The distributed air must be clean, provide the proper ,amount of ventilation, and
must carry enough hint to keep the sOnditioned space warm or must be able to absorb
enough heat to cool Pre conditioned spaces.

Stratification of Mr

Air in an occupied space must be kept moloing, or stagnation or stratification
results. Warm air tends to rise, cold air tends tosettle. In a room wkere the air is
not deliberately moved, the air will assume levels according to temperature.'

It is important to locate all automatic thermostats and humidistats at the proper
level because of this stratification. Also, stratification tends to make smoke haze
hover in layers.

Unfortunately, some grilles are so located that the air wil.) be moved only in certain
parts of the room and the air will become stagnant in other parts of the room. There is
also the problem of the obstruction to the air movemsnt caused by the furnishinp of the
room. For this reason, and to enable higher grille velocities, some'grilles are located
high in the room (6 feet or more), and some are located in the ceilings. These high
grille locations necessitate that the grilles be attractive in appearance or concealed.
This is called a diffusion grill because its design promotes mixing of some of the room
air with the entering air.

Air Ducts

To deliver air to the Conditioned space, air carriers are needed. These carriers
are called ducts. The ducts are made of sheet metal or some nomcombustible
structural material.

The ducts work on the principle of air pressure difference. If a pressure difference
exists, air will move from the higher pressure to the area of. lower pressure. The
greater the pressure difference, the faster the air will flow.

Two shapes of ducts Commohly used for carrying air are: (I) round duct, (2) square
or rectancular duct. The round duct is the more efficient based on volume of air
h...ndled per perimeter distance (distance around). That is, less duct material is needed
to make a large enough duct to carry the necessary air.
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The square or rectangular duct harmonizes with building construction and fits into
walls and ceilings better than round ducts. it is easier to install rectangular ducts
between Joists and studs.

Ducts Sizes

To determine the size duct that shouki be used to carry air to a room, it is
necessary to first find the volume of air that is to be delivered to the room.

This volume of air depends on the amount of heat the air must deliver to the room
during the heating season, or the amount of heat to be removed during the cooling

Nseasell.

Determining Air Quantities

'To determine the proper air quantities to each room there are certain things that
must be known:

1. Specific heat of air

2. Weight of air

3. Temperature difference between supply and room temperature

4. Total Btu's of the conditioned space

The specific heat of air is the amount of heat required or released to change the
temperature of one pouzid of air 1°F. The specific heat pf air is .24 Btu's/Lb/Deg. F.

The weight of air is derived from the definition of standard air, which is one pound
of dry air at 70°F, which occupies 13.34 cubic feet, one cubic foot has a specific density
(weight) of .075 at atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia or 0 9.ge, at sea level.

Now that we know what the specific heat of air and the specific density or weight of
'standard air is, we can compute the CFM required for each room by using the formula:

Room Heat Load (Btu's/HR)
Crm oe TD -

Room load will be found during heat load estimating, normally done by engineers.
The temperature difference (TD) would depend on the design conditions. The 1.08 is
derived from multiplying the weight of on& cubic foot of standard air (.075) times the
specific heat of air (.24). This will rive you the arount of heat the air is capable of
absorbing in one minute. We then multiply this times the number of minutes in one
hour (80), which eves us our 1.08, the heat absorbing capability of air in one hour.
Then by multiplying times our design temperature difference then dividing into our room
load will give us our Cubic Feet Per Minute (CFM)*.required to maintain desired room
temperatures.

4
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SUMMARY

.
.

,

Air velocity can be measured with an anemometer, manometer, or velometer.

After velocity is known, it is a simple matter to determine the cfm and.pounds per

minute cif air being changed in the space invOlVed.
,

t
QUOTIONS

1. What does the anemometer read?

2. Write the following equations for the Anemometer, Velometer, and Manometer.

a. fpnil.'
1.)

N,3. ft A duct opening measures 36" by 48", what is the ET when using an anemometer?

4. When is'a pitot tube used with a manometer?

5. Whit is velocity pressure?
.,-,

6. Wtiat, is static pressure?

7. On a.velOmeter equipped with a filter, what wetuld occur if the filter were not used?

8. If air in a conditioned space is not kept moving what may occur ?

9. Air ducts work on whatyinciple?

10. What are the two most common duct designs?

_11. What is meant by specific heat of air?
,

12. In the formula for determining CF 14 flow balancing what does the 1.08

represent ?

a,
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PSYCHROMETRICS

OBJECTIVE

4//
SG 3A8R54530.V111.3

This study guide and related material will aid ot.i in gaining knowledge' d psychro-
metric& as related to air conditioning and will provide practical experience in the use
of the psychrometric chart.

INTRODUCTION

For the air-cohditioning specialist to properly analyze his eciuipment he should
know about the conditions that he is trying to control. *Since air the prime medbm
used to cool or heat the controlled space, it stands- to reason thitspicialist should be
well aware of the air that he is trying to control. This 4; done by'an ahallibis of the
conditionp and properties that air contains.

PSYCHROMETRICS

Air is the primary medium that is used to control the conditions lit the controlled
Space. Air can be used to control the humidity and temperature for three general deep;
personnel or comfort cooling, equipment cooling, and process cooling. New applica-
tions for air conditioning-are continually being found. 1

The purpose of air conditioning is to c4tro1 temperature, humidity, and the ,

rirculatice of the air. ,

The field of psychrometric study is a breakdown of the varioutprOperties contained
in the air and a graphic analysis f the air conditions. U the specialist understAnds ll
he can about the air being used, e understanding of the equipMent operation'bicomet
more realistic.

Psychrometrics is defined as the study ci air and its related properties. As you
icnow, air contains some moisture (humiditY). However, let us consider the other prop-
erties relating to graphic analysis of moisture-laden air. Air is a-mixture of highly
superheated gases. About 78 percent of the air is nitrogen, 21 percent oxygen, and the
remaining one percent is composed of minute quantities ct other gases,sych as carbon
dioxide, argon, neon, ozone, hydrogen, helium, and krypton. All of these form the air
that we breathe, and use for air conditioning. Air.exerts a force of 14.7 psis on the
surface of the earth at sea level. Air and water vapors are mixed, occupying the lame
space and following Dalton's law of partial pressures, "The pressure of a mixture hi
the sum of the partial pressures of the constituent gases... " Vapor pressures are
regulated by the movement of the molscules at the surface of the substance. For ex-
ample, water at a temperature of 212 F has a vapor pressure of 14. 7 psis.
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Temperature ot the Mr

Temperature is the measurable heat contained in-a volume of air, read in degrees.
It can be expressed as degrees Fahrenheit or Centigrade, depending on the scale being
used. In the psychrometric analysis such ternperihires as dry tuP), wet bulb, dewpoint.
saturation, and aPParabis dewpoint temperatures will be considered.

Humidity of the Mr

Humidity is the moisture vapor contained in the 'air. There 'is,. generally speaking,
two humidity expressions: specific humidity is the actual moisture contained in the air

. _or the grains of /moisture content; the relative humidity is an expression 11 the specific
humidity in relation to die volume.

Heat Content of the Air

This term refers to the heat contained in a given condition of air. It is Measured
in British thermal usits (Btu). It is also expressed as the enthalpy. Remember, that
a Btu is the amcdtit of heel required to raise the temperature of one pound of water one
degree Fahrenheit. Sued on this standard are other standards such as one ton of refrig-
erAtion. We know that it will take one ton of ice 24 hours to change from 32°F ice to
32'F water, and, that it will absorb 288,000 Btu during that time. This means that Btu
were absorbed at the rate of 121,000/hr, 200/min, or 3.33/sec. Any of thesewalues
means one ton Of refrigeration.

Volume of itie 'Air e"7-1

Air, as any taitistanc4, must occupy space. This space is volume, and is expressed
in cubic feet. The volurn e.. of air will vary with the heat contained in, the air. As the
temperature increases ea does Ate vohime,, provided room for expansion exists. U

there is no room for expankon, the pressure will increase due to the timitations'irn-
/posed' by the containing device./ In the case of =confined air, the pressure remains ccestant. .The air T:Polume

champs with the heat content. A volume of air contracts or expands 1/.480 of Its volume
at 0°F for each degree of temperature change. If absolute zero (7460PF):was reached,
the volume would shrink to zero as well. Although this is strictly theoretical and has
never been aphievedit does point out the *lationship of temperature to volume.
Specific volume is the number of cubic feet of air that itttakes to weigh one Round.

Weigh", of the Air

U the air has all of the foregoing properties, then it must be concluded that it has
weight. This weight is referred to as specific density. The psychrometric chars will
prOvide the basis for computing the denSity. The specific volurrie is known as cubic feet
of air per pound of dry air. The weight cd the air is dependent on the amount of mois-
ture contained in the air and we will ule the Constant of one (1) which is divided by the
specific volume obtained from the chart. U the S. V. is 13,5 cu ft then the S.D. will
be .075.

.075
13. 5/17-7

It can be noted that as the sipecific volume increases, the density of the aii will decreue.
34
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psychrometric Chart

.

The chsort is the tool used to,analyae the rillationithip of the propesties at the air.
The specialist shculd Master at last the meanie( ci the chart in-order to properly under-
's:04 the air thpit Is bsti conbitioáid. ,

The relationships of the prOpertles it the air, are graphically illustrated on the
psychrometric 'chutes a series of lines and curves that have-been scientifically forum-
iatod to show the whole picture ci the*. !mak studied. , .

The comparison of the lines and cikves, a intersecting points of the scales on thoe .

chart gives us a very comprehensive arrialysil of the air being studied. 'More tian.one
condition may appear, on the Chart to giver us more accurate analysis and true operation
of the system in consideration. .

Sling Psychrometer

The sling psychrometer is the inetrunient that ienioet often used to obtain U.e
basic values needed to work a psybhrometric.problem. The sling Psychrometer (see
figure 17)is an instrument that is very basic in design Ind operation. ,Thet:* are two.

standard thermometers mantel on a holder with provisions for the defies to be whirled

in the air. One of the theriimmeters his a scick attached .to the-bulb, which le moiskened

in distilled water prior to slinging of the fnstrutirt, The slinging pf the instrument
will pick up two temperatures. 'One is ambient or dry bulb temperature; * second,
-wet bulb temperature.

The operation of the psychronieter is
verj, simple, The wet bulb soek is satu-
xated with distilled water (because there
.are no mineral deposits in the water that
will form residual scale deposits follow-
ing evaporaticin). Then the instrument is
whirled in front of the individual for abotit
30 seconds, reed and then whirled for an-

tther 15-30 secOnds and read a second INT-04.4
rmillemouitga

time.

Curing this process air passing through
the sock causes evaporation: The evapora-
tion will cool the temperature of the wet
bulb thermometer below the dry bulb temp-
erature, depending on the amount of Moil-
ttl re that ts in the air being measured. The
drier the' air, the higher the ivaporation
rate. The second reading helps insure that
the miudmum evaporation rate was attained.

The difference between wet bulb temp-
erature and dry bulb temperature is known
is wet bulb depression.

35
Figure 17.1 Sling Psychrometer
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Psoychrometric Chart Scales
.1

Obcp the dry bulb temperature and wet bulb temperature have.been Obtained, we
zee' that' begin the plotting terocedurs. In ortler.to know what we are doing, the scales
that ate read on the psychronistric chart are the first poiritof identification on the chart.
The psychrometric chart contains linos and cueves which have corresponding ;males
and are read at intersectim points;

'
0..

In figure 18, the lines and scales are identified, thin the tater figuies that accOm-
pally the tetms and definitions will pooint Out the namen of the lines cOrresponding to
each set ci scales. %There aro basically five setaxescales that ve used on the pay-.
chrometric chart. Some al the readings will be scale differential readings.

a

MINOS OF MOISTURE
GRAINS or MOISTURE

117 I 81

20 DRY BULB SCALE

Figure 18. ps yc hrometric Chart Scales a

4 ?'
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TERMS, DEFINITIONS AND PLOTS
440,

Dry ailb Temperature (D B )
WY

Dry bulb temPerature is the ambient air temperature read on a standard thermom-
eter. Dry lailb plots will appear on. the vertical lines of the chart which correspond to
the dry bulb scale located along the bottom of the graph. Dor bulb is plotted by locating
the indicated condition on the scale, and drawing a vertical line corresponding to the
temperature value as shown by the heavy line in figure 19.

40
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100
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20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 :

Figure 19. Dry Bulb Line

CM-044

Figure 19 is a representative sketch of the dry bulb temperature portion of a
psychrometric chart. A cbmplete psychrometric chart has a vertical line for each
degree of temperature. Usually, every fifth line is numbered with its corresponding
temperature. The common range for a psychrometric chart is from about 20°F to
105°F. This type of arrangement makes it simple to plot any dry bulb temperature '727
the chart to the nearest degree. The remaining figures in this series are also sketcLes

nd do not include all the line's on the psychrometric chart.



Wet Bulb Temperantre (W 13 )

Wet bulb temperature is the temperature at which air ceases to be cooled by the
process 41 evaporation. Wet bulb temperature is cletermined by the sling psychrometer
previously described in this section: Keep in. mind that- the sling psychrometer can only
be used effectively if the ambient teniperature is glove 320F because the freetfing point
of water is any temperature below that point.' You .will notice the slope of the/psychro-
metric chart charges to smaller increments as temperature drops in intensity. Wet
bulb temperature is piotted frdm the temperature values given on the satUration or wet
bulbeecale. To plot a Wet bulb temperature,- start with the gorresponding temperature
reading on the iv t bulb scale. The wet bulb temperature is plotted ce tlip diagonal line
that extends to the right and downward from the wet bulb scale. A wet bulb plot is shown
by the heavy line 19 figure 20. It is not necessaxy to extend the wet bulb line past-its
intersection with a previously plotted dry bulb line.

CM Oat

Figure 20. Wet Bulb Line
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Relative Humidity ('T RH)
D'//6

rtelative humidiry s theratio ci the amount of moisture the air compared to what
it cotild hold at the same temperature. 4

It is a percentage expression of the grains of moitture contained in the air, Rela-
Vve humidity is read on or between the curved Lines on the psychrOthetac chart that
Correspond approximately tuto the saration curve at the point of inter tion of the wet
bi lb aiid dry lxilb lines. They are valued from 0-100 percent. The saturation curve is
the 100 percent R. H. line. Relative humidity is read at the point of intersection of the
dry bulb and wet bulb lines (figure 21).

70

Figure 21. '7- Relative Humidity

39
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Dewpoint (DP)

Dewpoint or saturation temperahire, both terms mean ighe lame. Tbewpoint or
saturation temperature is the temperature that will allow moishire to condense on a sur-
face. This is exemplified by the droplets of moistare, called dew found on the grass in
the warmer months , or by the frozen dew (frost) in the winter monVies Wiadows or
contalners that sweat have an extreme ottemperature on each side 'of th&airfAlce arid
are examples ci dewpoint temperature tieing reached, Dewpoint is plot-onithe hori-
zontal line of the psychrometric chart t4t eitends from the point of tRH to We !atura-
tion curve and the value is read at the point a intersection with' the curve (see figure 22).

41

Figure 22. Dewpoint Line

4
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Heat Content or riihalpy

Both terms mean the same. Heat content is the measure cd the Diu contained in
one pcund of dry air. Heat content is plotted by extending the vet tulb line through the
saturation curve to the heat content or enthalpy scale located located to the left of the
saturation scale. Read the Btu value at the point the extended wet bulb line intetsects
the heat content scale as shown in figure 23.

Figure-23. Heat Content iline

41
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Grains of Moisture (GM)

Grains of moisture or specific humklity...toth terms mean the same. Grains of
moisture or tweak humidity is the unit of measurement expressing the actual amaint
of moisture contained in one pound.of dry Mr. Relative humidity can be determined from
this measurement, but you use %RH to determine grains of moisture. A grain of mois-
ture io abaft the same as a drop of water. A pound of water (about 1 pint) contains 7,000
grains. To plot grains of moisture contained per pound, draw a horizontal line from the
point of %RH to the grains of moisture scale and read the intersecting value on the chart .
(see figure 14).

die

50

24 GOr

C M 0 41

Figure 24. Grains of Moisture



Specitic Volume (SV)

Specific volume is the number of cubic feet cif air rewired to weigh one pound.
The specific volume lines appear as diagonal-parallel lines extending from the satura-
tion curve to the dry bulb scale. There are five of these lines and they have a corre-
sponding vahie of 12.5 cu ft thru 14.5 cu ft reading from left to right (see figure 26).
To plot specific volume, draw a line parallel to the established specific volume lines
from the point of % RH to the dry lxilb scale.

To read specific volume plots, start with the specific
new plot. For every degree Fahrenheit grackiation on the
you reach the new line that you drew. Each group of four
specific volume .1 cu ft. Five groups of fear graduations
the next established line of the chart (see figure 27).

C11-962A

Figure 26. Specific Volume Lines

Standard Air

Standard air is one pound of dry air
at 700F, at atmospheric pressure (14.7 psia)
which occupies 13.34 cu ft and has a specific
density ci .075 at sea level (see figure 28).

This standard is used as a guideline
for the mamifacturers of coils, fans, and
other air-conditioning equipment. Prac-
tically all substances will contract or ex-
pand with temperature variations. Fig-

' ure 28 is a graphic illustration of the con-
ditions involved when speaking of standard
air.

44

volume line to the left of the
dry bulb scale, add .025 until
graduations will increase the
will raise the volume .5 or to

36 56 76 96

C10-01120

Figure 27. Specific Volume Scale

LB OF AIR

Figure 28. Standard Air
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Pounds of Moisture

Pounds of moisture per pound of dry air is the weight of the grains of moisture
contained in one pound of dry air. It Is determined by drawthea horizontal line from
the grains of moisture plot to the pounds of moisture scale and reading the correspond-
ing value at the point of intersection with the scale (see figure 25).

020

015
'Ott PM

010

.
0 CM -ON

Figure 25 Pounds of Moisture Line
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D I S V

Figure 29. Psychrometric Plot

At this point we have defined the lines and the scales that we will use on the chart
Figure 29 shows a composite of the lines discussed and the relationship of the various
lines and scales to each other. This figure shows only a single plot, bit psychrometric
analysis will involve two to four plots in order to compare all of the temperahires and
properties.

To have a good comparative analysis of the air, we must be able to identify the ,

various names given to the air as it goes ttirough the system. Air at outside concliticns
is called Outside Air (OA). It is introduced into the system through the ducts and var-
ious plenums, taking ori other names during its travels.

Supply Air (SA) (air leaving coiTati.ras air that is cooled to the final desired ccodi-
don and supplied to the controlled e. As it is recirculatitinto the return duct, it
becomes Return Air (RA) (air entering the coil). U the air I. to be exhausted to offset
the OA brought in, then the air exhausted is labeled as Exhaust Air (EA). If any of the
a,ir types are mixed in' a mixing plenum, then the name Itivel to the air following this
process is Mixed Air (MA). All of these situations can be plotted. Mixed air will be
covered later.
Psychrometric Probiems

In solving psychrometric problems, we will plot the cceditions of the air passing
through the system. To graphically illustrate the conditions of the air at given points,
we rriust identify a few more terms that will apply in this; analysis. Some al the terms
include tile following:

45 .
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Grains of Moisture Removed

Pounds of Moisture Removed

Total Btu Removed

Sensible 13b.i Removed

Latent Heat 'Btu Removed

Coil Slope

Room Slope

Apparatus Dewpoint

Mixed Air Plots

NOTE: In psychrometrics, all valuern the chart are per pound of dry air.

GRArNS OF MOISTURE REMOVED. Th
of the smaller plot considered from the GM of

antitY is found by subtracting the GM
arger plot being cOnsidered.

For example if the RA plot contained 98 GM and the SA plot contained 77 GM, sub-
tract 77 from 98 and the difference would be 21 GM removed.

POUNDS OF MOISTURE REMOVED. This amount would be determined by the same
procedure. If the OA plot contained .014 lb and the CA plot contained . 0076 lb, sub-
tract .0076 from .014 and the difference would be .0064 pounds of moisture that were
removed.

HEAT CONTENT REMOVED. This can be found by subtracting the HC of the
smaller plot from the HC ci the larger plot and the difference would be the Btu heat
content difference. Earlier in this course you learned that total heat is sensible heat
plus latent heat. Therefore, when necessary, the total heat removed can be separated
in*o specIfic amounts ci sensible heat and latent heat.

Sensible heat is heat that changes the temperature of a substance but not its state.
Latent heat is heat that changes the state ot a substance but not its temperature. When
applied to water, sensible heat changes the temperature of the water but it remains
water. .Latent heat changes water at 212°F to steam at 212°F, thereby changing its
state from a liquid to a vapor bit with no change of te'Mperature. Sensible heat is
measurable with a thermometer; latent heat is not. In air-conditioning work, latent
heat is involved only by the addition or removal of moisture in the air. The psychrom-
etric chart is the only tool you have to calculate latent heat.

The total heat removed by an air conditioning unit is simple to calculate on a
psychrometric chart. You begin by determining both the dry lxilb and wet bulb tem-
perature of the supply air and the return air. Plot both dry bulb temperatures on the
chart, as shown in figure 30. Then, plot the wet bulb temperatures and extend their

46
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lines through the heat content scale. The total heat removed is the dliterenee between
the Btu readinp taken at the intersection iodate of the WB lines- with the beak content
scale. For example, as shown in figure 30, 34 ems 15 squids 19 Btu of heat removed.

SA RA cal -041

. Figure 30. Heat Removal Plots

When necessary, you can determine how much of the heat removed is sensible heat
and how much is latent heat. To determine sensible heat, draw a hwrizontal line from
the RH point for SA until it intersects with the RA line as shown in figure 16 From
this point of intersection, draw a line parallel to the WB lines to the heat content scale.
The difference in the Btu readings at this point and the SA wet bulb line is sensible heat .
As shown in figure 30, 28 minus 15 equals 11 Btu of sensible heat. Latent heat is the
total heat minus sensible heat. Following through on figure 30, this is 19 minus 11,
giving a latent heat (figure 30) content of 8 Btu,

COLL SLOPE. This is the amount of Btu removed from the air entering and leav-
ing a coil. To graphically illustrate coil slope, you must join the % RH points of the
TE and the TL with a straight line, and read the answer cc the HC scale by subtracting
the HC of TL from the HC of TE (see figure 31).

ROOM SLOPE. This is the amount of Btu that are picked up in a room from the
time air enters as supply air and leaves as return air. Plotting procedures are the
same as for coil slope; join the % RH of TE and the TL with a straight line and read
the answer on the HC scale by subtracting the HC of SA from the MC of RA and record-
ing the difference (sae figure 31).-

41



APPARATUS DEWPOINT. Thia is the temperature of the cooling coil. ,The term
apparatus durpoint refers to the cooling coil ct an air-conditioning system. To plot
apparent' dewpoint, join the % RH of TE cf the coil and the TL ct the coil and extend the
straight line to the saturation curve and read the temperature at the point of 'Marilee -
tion: Moat manufacturers design theirunits with coils to be maintained at 40uF, to
prevent freezeup of the coil.

cP`.

001A SL.OPE
APPARATUS DEW POINT

1

Figure 31. Coil Slope, Room Slope, and Apparatus Devrpoint

, .
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SUMMARY

The analysis of air is a Valuable tool for the specialist. Psychrometrics.give him

an understanding of what the mechanital coaling process must overcome to properly

perform. In order to correctly determine the properties of air, the refrigeration spec-

ialist must be able toutto the psychrometric chart.

QUESTIONS

a 1. What are the five properties of air?

D. 2. What is the difference betwien relative arid specific humidity?

3. What is standard air ?

4. Why should distilled water be used with a sling psychrometer?

5. What are the six main scales on the psychrometric chart?

6. What does enthalpv per pound of dry air mean?

7. How is specific density determined?

8. On what line of the psychrometric chart is sensible heat removed?

REFtRENC

1, AFM 85-18. Maintenance and Operation of Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and

Evaporative Cooling and Mechanical Ventilating Systems.

2. Textbook, Trane Air Conditioning Manual

3. Textbook, Air Conditioning, Delmar

4. Textbook, Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Althouse, Turnquifit and

Bracciano
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Shepp -d AFB, Texas October 1975

SELECT FAN, FILTER, AND INSULATION

PART I--Fans

OBJECTIVE: Using Study Guide 3ABR54530-VIII-1 and air conditioning trainers,
identify major components, their types, purpose, and principle of operation with no
more than two errors.

PROCEDURES FOR PART 1. 2. and 3

Research and answer the following questions using SG 3A8R54530-VM-1 and
mstructions provided by your instructor.

1. What type fan is best for overcoming the resistance of a duct system?

?. What applications are the axial flow fans best suited?

3. Why does a radial flow fan consume more power when not discharging into a duct

system?

4. WIpt is the purpose of the vane in the vane-axial type fans?

1



5. Identify the following types of fans.

a.

C.

b.

d.

0

Figure 32. Typical Tans
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PART 2--Filters

1. Why are filters sothetirnes coated with a viscous coatint?

2. What is the major difference behreen permanent and throwaway filters as far as

construction ?*

3. What types of filters would be most applicable for a conditioned space that must be

clustfree?

4. Why are filters located upstream to the fan and cooling coils?

5. Filters are used to control the air content in regard to

and

+.=4.11

nMi=.14111MIWIMINE.

6. Identify the following filter media as permanent or throraway.

a. ' Fiberglass

b. Glass Wool

c . A luminum

d. Gauze

e. Sponge Rubber

vl..1.mrm

Checked by

3
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PART.3 --Insulation

1. The two main purposes of insulation art

2. Describe the characteristics of a good insulatidn.

a.

b.

c .

g.

and

3. List the types of insulation commonly used in air conditioning.

a. d.

b. e.

4. List the type of insulation best suited for the following applications.

a. Hot Water or Steatn

b. Supply Air Ducts

c. Attics

d. Walls

Checked by
Instructor

,
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PART 4Airflow thtough the Duct System

PROCEDURES

Using a duct schematic, label the parts and indicate direction of airflow.

Figure 33. Duct System (Top View)

1. Label the items indicated hy letters in the schematic.

2. Use arrows to show the airflow through the duct system.

3. What do the initials DX stand for?

4. Could a chill water coil be used in place of the DX coil?

5. Could the fan be located downstream from the coil?

Checked by
Instructor
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"k WB 3M3R54530-VIII-1-P2

FAMILIARIZATION OF WINDOW AIR CONDITIONERS
low

, PART 1

OBJECTIVE: Provided with a winoow air conditioner tMner, required toola and work-
book, correctly operate and serviVe the unit.

PROCEDURES for Part 1

Using window unit trainer, identify.major components, fill in blanks from informa-
tion provided on data plate and trace flOw of refrigerant and airflow on system.

PROCEDURES for Part 2

Following procedures in wbrkbook, perform preoperational check, operate,
troubleshoot, and answer questions as required.

FAMILIARIZATION

I_ Locate the following units:

a. : an motor f. Air filter

b. Evaporator fan g. Thermostat

c. Condenser fan h. Selector switch

d. Evaporator i. Metering dektice

e. Condenser j. Compressor

" Fill in the blanks:

Compressor- phase . voltage .

running amps and compressor capacit

b. Evaporator Ian motor hp voltage

running amps

c. Manufacturer f unit

d. Charge

e. Test pressure

lb of refrigerant L.

psi low side, psi high side.

3. Star! At T.he con, ssor and trace the flow of rf-frigerant through the system.

Start at *.ne fatt and trace the flow r,f ,tir through the system.

Checked by
7 Instructor



PART 2

TO OPERATE AND TROUBLESHOOT A WINDOW AIR CONDITIONER

I. Perform preoperational checks

a. Disconnect the power cord.

b. Rem le cover.

c. Check fans for freedom of mor .ment.

d. Check security of Mounting of components.

e. Inspect filter.

2. Operation.

a. Be sure that the thermostat is in the OFF position.

b. Plug in thiQinit and turn the blower to LOW FAN,

c. Allow,the fan to operate for 30 seconds.

d. Turn selector switch to LOW COOL.,

NOTE:. Compressor may not operate due to low ambient temperature.

e. Adjust thermostat to bring compressor on.

f. Allow compressoi to operate for approximately three minutes.

g. Dete.rmine supply air temperature degrees.

h. Turn selector switch to HIGH COOL and operate for approximately three
minutes.

i. Determine supply air temperature degrees.

j. Turn selector switch tb OFF.

NOTE: Wait at least two minutes before attempting 40 restart.

WHY?

k. Unplug unit.

I.

8



(3) Fan motor will not operate.

(a) Probable causes

(b) Remedy

IMliNIN111=.1.111mEmPP=1MM,

b. Use diagnostic chart to check window unit for common malfunctions.

c. install manifold gage assembly and check system for abnormal low and high
side pressures and indications of rcstricted refrigerant lines.

Checked by

10

Instructor

-93&
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3. Trouble Diagnosis

a. Without referring tO SG 3ABR54530-VIII-1, Ust the robable causes and
remedies for the following troubles.

(1) Insufficient cooling

la) Probable causes

lb, Remedy

12 Compress Jr will not start.

'al Probable causes

y,.,1...
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PART 3

PROCEDURE

Using a window air conditioner, inspect the unit, check for correctlajtallation
and change the system following outline procedures.

I. Inspection

NOTE: AUpowerOlF.

a. Unplug power cord.

b. Check fan bearings for lubrication.

c. Clean or replace alter as necessary.

d. Check unit for cleanliness, clean if necessary.

e. Check condition of evaporator aad condenser fins, straighten if necessary.

2. Maintenance and Installation.

a. Servicing and replacing fans:

(1) Chedirection of rotation.

(2) Check and clean blade to assure design airflow.

(3) Replace damaged fan with one that moves same air volume.

(a) How does incorrect air volume effect the system performance ?

(b) Will a higher fan speed overload the motor?

.1.1.4=ppYMMIIN

(c) What should be considered when replacing the fan motor?

IIIffl.
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b. Window unit installation:

(1) The back of the mit shoukl be 1/2" - 1/4" lower than the front to allow

(2) If the power cord that is supplied with the unit is not long enough, what

precaution should be taken? .i.M.11.1111.1,0,...

(3) What type power receptacle mould be titled with the following voltage and
amperage ratings?

(a) AU 115v units

(b) 208-230v, 0-12 amps

(c) 209-230v, 12.1-16 amps

NOTE: In accordance with National Electrical Code, the maximum allowable
current cn a 15-amp circuit is 12 amps. Normal ratings for 115v air
conditioners will not exceed 12 amps.

(fr) In reference to the above nate, why are window air conditioners connected

to a separately fused cirCuit?

c. Charging Procedures:

NOTE: All power OFF.

(1) Data Plate Information. Type of refrigerant

voltage , FLA . amount of charge

(2) Evacuate system. inches of vacuum

(3) Add refrigerant to minimum pressure of 60 psi.

\,IC Leak check system. Leaks: YES . 0

NOTE: Turn power ON.

12 4
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(5) Charge refrigerant gas into the Low side of the system.

(6) Start unit compressor And monitor the pressures.

4,1

(7) Restrict the cpkdenser airflow so as to create a discharge pressure
equivalent to ctOdoor conditions. (This will simulate actual operating
discharge pressures aut cause correct refrigerant flof througti capillary

tube. )

Continue to charge until a 40-degree evaporator is reached. (CAUTION:

If entering air is below 80 degrees, a forty-degree evaporator may not be

reached without overcharging. )

91 Pressures psi high side -4!
psi Loy side.

NOTE: Pressure on high side should still be equivalent to outdoor
cdnditions plus thirty degrees heat of compression.

do) Check running ainperage
entering air temtierature.)

FLA. (This may be low due to low

11 What is the temperature difference?
(Normal temperature diffeience is twenty degrees.)

13
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WB 3ABR54530-VM-1-P3

FAMILIARIZATION OF RESIDENTIAL. HEATING
AND COOLLNIG SYSTEMS

PART 1

OBJECTIVE: Using workbook and residentialair conuitioner, identify major
components. and their functions errollree.

PROCEDURES

Using the Residential Air Conditioner trainer, identify all numbered components
and state their functions.

Locate the numbered components, identify, and state their function.

IN:UMBER COMPONENT FUNCTION

1 .

3.

4.

5.

..r.I..ra*..............mma....=

....1.114M..1

1 r:



NUMBER COMPONENT

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

.44'Yoz

FUNCTION

....ssommOulsR11..

WPMPs.....,.M

Checked by
Instructor



4/4/3
PART 2

PROCEDURES

Operate the residential air conditioner in both heating and cooling cycles.

1. Per form preoperational check.

a. Cooling cycle.

Check power source.

NOTE Crankcase heater must be in operation at least 12 hours prior to
peration.

a: What is the function of the crankcase heater4?

.21- Heat-Cool switch OFF-,

31 Turn gas supply valve OFF. NOTE: The gas supply is left ON when the
heating-c .\oling system features automatic changeover.

4 Check ret',..rn air grille and filter.,Nr obstructions and cleanliness.

Check condenser fins for obStructions.

b. Heating cycle.

(1) Heat-Cool switch OFF.

2) Turn main gas supply ON.

Check for gas leaks.

4 Check flue for obstructit.ns.

Light the pilot.

.6, Check ret..1rn air grille and filter for obstruction and cleanliness.

Perform starting procedures.

a. Select heat or cool.

b. Select fan automatic or manual position.

c. Set thermostat mr desired temperature.

d. Check operat:.)n of svstem.

17



3. Accomplish operational checks.

a. Observe burner flame and adjust accordingly if in heating.

b. Observe refrigerant sight glass if in cooling.

. Check unit for unusual noise or excessive vibration.

d. Check supply air for proper flow and air distribution.

e. Check wet bulb and dry bulb temperature of supply air.

4. Accomplish shutdown procedures.

a. Turn heat-cool selector switch to OFF.

b. Turn main gas valve OFF.

Checked by
Instructor



WB 3ABR54530-VIII-1-P4

HEATING AND COOLING WIRING DIAGRAMS

OBJECTIVE: Using workbook and residential air conditioner trainer, trace electrical
circuits errorfree.

PROCEDURES

1. 1sing diagram below, identify the components controlled by the thermostat
according to color coded wiring.

COOLING
4pOIC;PATOR

COOLING

HEATING

rAN SELECTOR
5* iTCH

AD-) NEAT
ANTICIPATOR

THERMOSTAT

ApSUB-9ASE

e:e.C. YCLE SELECTOR
SWITCH

TO COMPONENT

a. Terminal G.

b. Termmai Y.

c. Terminal W.

TO COMPONENT

26

TO COMPONENT

Figure 34. Low Voltage Thermostat

19
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2. Complete the following wiring diagrams.

AC.) .sL A TING
COOtiNG AhiriCiPAtCP

!

L.

Figure 35. Heating/Cooling Thermostat Wiring



A I

a At

CONOENSING uNIT

GAS VALVE

IN S'AIT(L1.4

;6PNACE

Figur 36. Furnace and Condensing Unit Wiring

3 Have instructor check your work.

21
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5. From the table below, compute the data using the formulas listed in iteris 2-4.

Velocity Preuure Duct Size Duct Area FPM CFM

1. .25 12" x 24"

2. .36 24" x 36"

3. .16 12" x 18"

4. .46 36" x 48"

5. .09 12" x 12"

USING THE ANEMOMETER

1. Measure the height and width of the duct.

a. Height =

b. Width =

c. Area in sq = W X H

d. Area in sq ft = Area sq in

Checked by

2. Divide the duct area 1116 equal 6" square areas.

a. Width

b. Height =

C. W
6" squares.

H

6" squares

6" squares

Instructor

sq in

- 144 sq in sq ft

Total equal

To find elapsed time you will have to take a reading of 10 seconds at the center of
each 6" square.

d. Elapsed time =Co. 6" squares

e. Elapsed time is seconds.

24

x 10 seconds seconds
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WB 3ABR54530-VIII -2-PI

DETERMINE VELOCITY AND CFM OF AIR

OBJECTIVE: Using workbook, airflow instruments and, selected air conditioner,
determine CFM to within two percent accuracy.

PROCEDURES

Determine air velocity and volume by using specific a rflow instruments.

NOTE: The instructor will show you where the velocity readings should be taken.

USLNG MANOMETER AND P1TOT TUBE

1, Connect the manometer and pitot tube for measuring velocity pressure in the duct.

What 's t'ie velocity pressure (V13r) H O.2

Calculate! the FPM.

a. FPM 4005 X \,/-1.7P

h. FPM = 4005 X

c. FPM

3. Measure the width and height of the duct.

a. W:dth

ight

Area in sq m = X H sq in

Area in sq - area in sq 1-144 sq in -

Figure t he C FM.

a CFM FPN1 X duct area (1DA in sq ft

h. CFM X

sq ft

23
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3. Using the anemometer to measure linear feet.

a. After completing the measurement of the air, read the linear feet.

(1) The left dial reads

4/ro

(2) The right dial reads

(3) The central dial reads

14) What is the anemometer reading

4. Convert the anemometer reading to FPM.

L. FPM -- AR x 60 ET

b. FPM X 613 =

ET

c. FPM -

Determine the CFM

a. CFM FPM X DA

. C FV.

c. C

F r n: the Tiable

X

,v. compute the data using the formulas in steps 1-5.

emornet,.,r
Readim: nuct Size Duct Area

Elapsed
Time FPM FM

42" x 12"

3P 24" x 12"

135C x 12"

x 12"

150. .?" x

(-necked by
Instructor



USING THE VELOMETER

1. Att.tch testing proues to velometer.

2. Use the velorneter to find the FPM.
You will have to average the readings.

a. Reading 1 e. Reading 5

b. Reading 2 f. Reading 6

c. Reading 3 g. Reading 7

d. Reading 4 h. Reading 8

Total of readings a through h =

Number of readings =

Ave-A-zee of readings = Total e Number

FPM

3. Figure the duct area.

a. Width in inches =

b. Height in inches =

c. Duct area in sq M

d. uctareainsqft=sqifl1445q11

e. DA =

f. DA =

4. Figure the CFM

a.

b.

C.

sq in e 144 84 in =

CFM =FPMxDA

CFM

CFM

28



5. From the table beloy/. compute the data using the formulas in steps 1 through 4.

Velometer Average
Readini Duct Size Duct Area

1. 500 12" x 12"

2. ".'50 12" x 18"

3. 1000 18" x 18"

1820 24" x 24"

D. 2400 36" x 36"

1280 24" x 30"

Have the instructor check your work.

27
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WB 3A8R54530-V111-2-P2

BALANCING AIR-CONIZTIONING SYSTEMS

PART 1

OBJECTIVE: Using residential air conditioner trainer and airflow instruments,
balance the airflow to meet required specifications in workbook within five percent

accuracy.

PROCEDURES

Using heat load formula, determine the volume of air needed to condition a room to

a specified temperature.

NOTE: The specified conditions and the hourly heat load for each room are shown

on the building blueprint. (Figure 37)

FORMULA: CFM
ROOM HEAT LOAD (Btu) _

1.08 XTD

NOTE: This formula will determine the CFM needed to handle the HOURLY HEAT

LOAD of each room.

DETERMINE THE CFM REQUIREMENT FOR EACH ROOM.

Using'the specified conditions and given formula, cpmpute the CFM requirement

for each room.

ROOM A.

ROOM B.

ROOM C.

ROOM D.

ROOM DESIGN TEMPERATURE--75oF (DB)

DESIGN SUPPLY AIR TEMPERATURE--52°F (DB)

DUCT SIZES--ALL 8 inches in diameter.

a

29



Fi g-ure 37. Building Diagram

Checked by
:nstructor



PART 2

PROCEDURES

Utilize a method for balancing airflow to meet the requirements as determined in
Part 1 of this project.

NOTE: The velometer will be used to measure the airflow.

1. Position dampers and room diffusers to obtain maximum airflow.

2. Check and list the CFM requirements as determined in Part 1 for each room.

A. 17:1\.1w C. D.

3. Determine existing CFM to each of the rooms.

A. D.

4 Adjust balancing dampers to obtain air volume that is closer to the required CFM.

NOTE: This step must be repeated several ti es because each damper adjustment
affect the other air volumes.

List the air volumes as you make a round of adjustments.

A . B. C. D.

r). Continue making adjustments until t.he required CFM is obtained for each room.

List your final results.

B.

A. B. C. D.

31
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WB 3ABR54530-VM-3-PI

USING SLING PSYCHROMETER TO DETERMINE DRY BULB AND
WET BULB TEMPERATURES

F.IECTI\E Using the sling psychrometer, determine the wet bulb and d.ry bulb tem-
nl,rJture of air within two degrees.

PRO( FTPUFtES

!.'5ing slim: psychrometer to determine wet and dry bulb temperatures under
. condit:,ns following instructl,...ms below.

ps",'('Ilrorneter. wet the wet bulb thermometer and rotate the psychrom-
eter :apit.::- T1tI the reading on the wet bulb thermometer reaches the lowest point
and stabhzes (about 30 -ieconds).

wtn chart. record the reading from both the wet bulb and dry bulb
n!e..m,nneters. Detern;ine the 'Net bulb depression of the problem.

nHY U F WET BULB
TUR.E TEM PE RATURE

tht- quest:on!-:-

41, WET BULB DEPRESSION

4

.1i is t t- t Hermometer with the wet wick indicate a lower temperature
"- rv t hfrmorneter ?

t ini psychrometer, the difference between the reading of the
..vot Lhermometer is called

3 ':,

4,

Checked by
Insti ,c Jr
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USING PSYCHROMETRIC CHART TO DETERMINE THE
PROPERTIES OF AIR

ECT4VE Using psychrometric chart and workbook values, determine dewpoint
temperatdres, relative humidity, specific humidity, and heat content within two percent.

PROCEDURES

Using a psychronietric chart and two known conditions determine other air
prTerties.

PLQTTING AIR PROPERTIES

1. Supply all missing values, using the Psychrometric Chart furnished by the
instructor.

r

DB WB

72F

85F

6IF

7IF

24F

62,gr

1. Under saturated conditions, how much more vapor can 60CF air hold than 30°F air ?

IL A room air conditioner was started when the temperature was 75°F and the
relative humidity (RH) was 70 percent:

a. How much moisture did the air contain?

b. After three hours of operation, the temperature was 70°F and RH 50 percent.

C. How much moisture had been removed?

4°1°'

4
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4. A homeowner complains of dryness from his hot air heating system.
the Dil temperature was 72°F and the WEI temperature was 48uF.

a. What Is the relati-e humidity (RH)1

When checked.

b. °How much moisture must be added to the system to bring the RH up to

50 percent'

Have the instructor check your work.

Checked hv
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HEAT PUMPS

ECT IV E

Lpor completion )1 this unit of instruction you will be able to identify the major
noonents of the heat pump trainer as to their type, purpose, and principle of

1),.ration and trace the flow of refrigerant through the cooiing and heating cycles.

IN TRODUCTION

As ear .A.s 1500 AD man was designing devices to cool and ventilate his domestic
onyironment. Methods suc as water-driven devices, gear-driven devices, and other
attempts gradually gave way to our modern concept of air conditioning. Improved tech-
nology has expanded this field from domestic to industrial, commercial, military,
aviatior.. transportation. marine, and outer space utilization. In the early I900's air
conditioning was used to control the manufacture of many products (candy, matches.
etc Ir. the 1920's ar: -conditioning principles were applied to commercial uses such
as theaters. This was the birth of our controlled environment application for air con-
ditioning as we know it today.

,Air conditioning is defined as -that process used for the control f temperatures.
humidity, filtration., and ventilation of air." Air conditioning is playing a more impor-
:..ir: part In nian's en' .r1nrhent. His home and automobile, business, and recreational
locations are air -cril.:..ioned in order that the maximum comfort may be maintained,
increasing the efficiere:.v of the activity being performed.

Heat Pumps

A heat pump is
c.ioling in zhe sumiii,
t1,at tne inside coil -

The reversing is CIOnt

"A---Kversinc Yam-
connections. plus a s
line and line two, th..
Ir. figurc 7E. whict-
vilve body is being GI
the heat 15 dissipated
coil where picks i.i
lrne bacc to the reve.

T-
which al.lows the lin
capillary tube to the :.

:.;uie ...it:* IE.
Oienci hc.Les
right eno
ire:reases above the
izas -ne one r

a

or conditioner that may be used for heating in the winter and
This is accomplished by reversing the 311/ of refrigerant so

mnes the condenser and the outside coil b c mes the evaporator.
a reversing valve (figure 1).

,onsists of a valve body with four lines and two capillary tube
.enoid operated pilot valve. Line one is always the discharge
.,uction line whether the tmit is in the cooling or heating cycle.

vs the heating cycle. the hot. high-pressure gas entering the
r.Tted out Line four to the inside coil. From the inside coil where
1.,e refrigerant passes by way of the capillary tube to the outside

cat. From the outside coil the rei,Igeraht flows through the
srng valve and into line two for returr to the compressor.

cooling. th,2 ,olenoid of the pito_ valve is deenergized
be shifted by sprint.- pressure. This opens the left end

-iion line and cOses off the right enc. capillary. Looking at
II seE there ic a bleed hole in eacl end of the piston. The

t!,,? dischai4:P line into both ends of the piston. Due to the
oeong closed to the suction line. tne pressure in the right side
end and repos], lns main valve slide tc the left. Now, the hot

:,.cted to line tlirle c')Ing to the outside .2oll first as in figure 1P..

1
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Figure 1. Reversing Valve

Condensers and Evaporator Coils

The coil mounted inside the house is usually a standard finned coil with a blower

The outside coil comes in a variety of designs. The coil lesiL,rn depends on what
substance the coil is to release its heat to or pick up its heat 1: -)m. Some types of
coils classified as to the heat medium are.

1. Air coil

2. Lake water coil

3. Well water coil

4. Ground coil

Air Coil

The easiest to install and the least expensive of the outdof,r coils for heat pump
is a coil ased to release its heat to the outside air, or to pick u!. heat from the outside
air. This type coil has a number of advantages in climate.; where the fiutside tempera-
tures do not vary more than from 20 to 110 F.

The coil itsell is a standard haat transfer coil with tubing for primary surface and
extended fins bonded to the tubing. A blower is mounted in the housing that protects
the coil from the weather. The coils have been mounted on the outside wall of a build -
ing on the roof and in separate shelters adjacent to che building.

2
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During the heating cycle there is a tendency for these units to frost and ice in
otain weather coeditions. To prevent this action, moat heat pumps have a special

thermostat mounted on the coil. If frost or ice starts to accumulate, this control
shvi ..ff the system and start .4 defrost action (heating coils) or will reverse the

,f e lone enough to defrost the coil. Some systems use a timer to rid the ottdoor coil
trust >r

1..tk N :t:r

voral installati, qls hay. hucti tried where the outside coil is dropped on the bottom
Like idjacent to tl.e premises. The coil,if installed at the bottom of the lake, has a

"(instant temperature than.otherwise. During the cooling cycle, this coil readily
:-s Itases its heat to the lake water. During the heating cycle the evaporator coil
wsurbs heat frun the water at the bottom of the lake.

The ',emperaturc ot maximum density of water is 39°F. This means that the
t, .operature of the water at the bottom of the lake will be 39°F or above. If the water
S cooled below 391'F. it will expand and rise to the surface, and a temperature of 32°F

will cause it to freeze. This is the reason that ice forms on the surface of a lake.
I he lake would be frmzen solid before the temperature of the water at the bottom could

below 39°F.

From this you can see that a lake, even one covered with ice. may be a reservoir
twat.

NA, ill Water CLul

Well water may provide i.lficient heat pickup unit for heating and a good heat
dissipator during the c(oling cycle.

The cost of the will Is a disiwvantage. but its cost will probably soon be offset by
tt;,' lower cost of iveration.

A popular method of usine well water is to pump the water out of the well, then
after heat has been removed from the water or released to it, the water is returned tc,
the well using a tube-within-a-tube or a shell-and-tube heat exchInger.

When well water is 600 F, a condensing temterature of 800F can be used during
cooling cycle. An evaporator temperature of 40°F can be ased during heating cycle.

Often flowing weils s !rigs are used to supply water for the heat ',Jump
installations.

Ground Coil

A type of outside coil which is receiving conskierable attention is a ground coil.
It has been found that, regardless of the latitude and the air temperature changes, the
temperature in the ground at a depth of 4 to 6 feet changes very little. These tempera-'
tures average between 40°I- and 60°F.

If a coil is buried in the groin-- at ddepth of 4 to 6 feet and it has sufficient heat
transfer surface, the coil can km. ..sed as an outdoor coil for both heating and cooling
4. yr les
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Installations have been made using a combination of air coils and either a lake cod,
well coil, or ground coil. The air coil is used alone when the outdoor temperature pc: -
mita efficient operation, but when the outside air becomes too cold or too hot the
auxiliary coil may be camected into the system.

Servicing Heat Pumps

Because the heat pump system is a refrigerating unit, the service techniques of
troubleshooting and repair are much the same as the service procedures for any
refrigeration unit.

Routine maintenance requires that the refrigerant pressures be checked and the
voltage and current at the unit be checked. The heat pump should be cleaned. Blow
out the coils, clean the duct passages, and oil the fan bearings and fan motor bearings
The unit should be operated on both heating and cooling cycles to check the operation
the reversing valve.

Service calls usually start with a complai-`, such as:

1, Unit will not operate on cooling or heat.

2. Units runs too much.

3. System is noisy.

The diagnosis must not only find the cause of the complaint, but. must ai find
reason for the trouble. For example, a lack of refrigerant indicates i lou. The le.tr:
must be found and repaired.

A four-way valve that will not operate must be replaced.

Heat pumps have one main operational problem--freezeup of the outside coil. Tc,
prevent freezeup of the outside coil, a defrost thermostat is installed on the unit to
switch the coils long enough to change the temperature of the outside coil to 2revent
freezeup. On misty days where the ambient temperature outside is 32° - 30uF the
unit will spend almost equal time in the heating and defrost cycles.

QUESTIONS

1. List one disadvantage of each type of outside coil used or. heat pumps.

2. Nanae tritee sources of derived heat fur heat purnp operation.

3. What is the chief restriction to using heat pumps of the a.;r. s )urce tpi

4 What component is responsible for actuating the hea i. pump r'.versini.,

4
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5. What happens as the heat pump reversing valve changes the flow oi refrigerant

within the system.

6. What is the most common problem to heat pumps?

::i.FERENCES

Modern Refrigeration and itir Conditioning, Althouse,Turnquist /Bracciano

Air Conditioning (Paul V. Lang)

AFM 85-18. Maintenance and Oneration of Refrigeration. Air Conditioning and
Cooling anti Mechanical Ventilating Systems

5
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PACKAGE AER CONDITIONER

OBJECTrVE

SG 3ABR54530-VIII-6

Upon completion of this unit of instructions, you will be able to identify the
components and list their functions on the Package Air Conditioner. You will also be
able to trace the flow of reirigerant air and water through the system.

INTRODUCTION

The package air-conditioning units differ from the remote unit in that one housing
contains all of the components. These *mita are usually found in offices or in a portion
of a building that is separate where it would be impractical to air-condition the wnok
building because of differing heat loads.

Package air conditioners (see figure
2) are built in sizes from one to 30 tons.
This type of equipment is used to cool rather
large roams or areas with or without
ductwork. A package unit provides the
means for fast and easrconditioning of a
large area. If the area 'is long and
narrow or it has partitions or objects
that will restrict the airflow, it may be
necessary to use ductwork to distribute
the air. The main advantage in the use
of the package unit is that it can easily
be moved from one location to another.
For this reason package units are used
as part of the mobile equipment due to
tneir ease in mOving and ability to
become quickly operational.

Service and maintenance for package
units are the same as for any other
refrigeration system. The components
are the same as for any other refrigeration
system. They do have some peculiarities
of their own.

Refrigerant

The systems in packaged air
conditioners will use either R-12, R-22,
or R-500 depending on the individual
application and desired temperatk res
being maintained.

6
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Motors

There are normally three individual motors found on this equipment. the compres-
soi drive motor, thr condenser fan motor, and the evaporator blower motor. If the
unit has a water-cooled condensr, then the condenser motor is not required.

Power Requirements

These systems are designed to operate cm 220-240v ac. single- or three-phase
power. Th. control circuits will range from 24v ac to Line voltage.

Blowers

Th Yaporator blower is usually of the squirrel-cage typc. In some cases the
win will have two individual blowers to facilitate the air movement. A double blower
could be attached to separate motors or be driven by a single motor having a double
shaft.

ans

The c. Indenser tan *ari be oi the squirrel-cage or the propeller type. The fan-blade
.t will oc governed the amount of heat to be dissipated from the condenser coil.

bcal wind velocities, etc. The condenser fans are usually wired into the circuit through
pressurc sensing switch used as a controller. As the pressure increases or decreases.

the fan(s1 will become active or inactive. This is known as cycling the fan and is one of
the methods of capacity control.

Condensers

The most common is the air-cooled condenser. Refrigerant cooling is oOtained
to adequate condenser surface and maximum air circulation over the coil and fin sur-

Owe. The shell and tu ,;,. water cooled condenser consists of a gas type sealed shell
contaminz a copper coil or tubes. The hot refrigerant gas is admitted into the conden-
ser shell and flows down over the condenser tubes in which cooling water is circulated,
The gas condenses on toe surface of the tubes and runs to the bottom of the condenser
shell. These condensers are used frequently where the cooling load is heavy and the
ambient temperature toay rise above 90°F. These units require plumbing connections
to both iresh water and a drain for return water and condensate from evaporator coil

Ar a water cooling tower whichever is used. The flow of water through the ccedenser
is controlled by a water pressure regulating valve which has a small tube connected
to the compressor sensing the head pressure. As the head pressure varies the flow of

water varies to maintain a constant head pressure.

ompress

Any of the stiles compressors can be fotind in package units: hermetic, semi-
ierrnetic. and

It :% U.r1Corrirn.,:". see 7'.vo c'Imprey,..sars in a package -mut. Each compressor is

inocpendert lf the ottv_ :ind f..er.-is poriOr of the split evaporator. This type of sys-
tere.IS convenient not only to tne maintenance man, but it will continue to operate at 50
percent capacity if one of the rompressors develops trouble. The maintenance man c ar.
isolate the defective system for repair while the remaining portion of the system re-
mains in operation.

7
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Installing the Package Air Conditioners

Package units are factory assembled. After physically moving the unit into plai
plumbing and electncal connections are required. Both the plumbing ;And electrical
work must conform to codes in force in the locality. The unit must he mount.,:d leye .

The motor-compressor is usually hermetic. but can be of the semihermetic, or
open type. The refrigerant control is normally accomplished b thermostatic expan.4
sion valve. The should be thoroughly checked for obvious da:nage whit h can occur
during shipment. Ti,e air temperatures both in and out. the el.-2ctrIcal load, and the
operating pressures should be checked and recorded :or future :elerence.

Servicing the Package Air Conditioner

Access to the internal parts of the unit are obtained by removing paneis.

Periodic maintenance duties include replacing the filter or cleaning it, cleaning
evaporator coil and fins, cleaning the fan motor and oiling it unless it has sealed be..tr-
ings, cleaning the drain pan and drain tube. The inner lining o. the cabinet om etimLs
accumulates lint and it should be removed by vacuuming. It is also important to chenf,
the refrigerant charge, the operation of the thermostatic expansion v4Ive. the water
flow, etc.

QUESTIONS

1. How does the package air conditioner differ frJm a remce unit ?

2. What are the three motors normally found on this unit?

3. What type of evaporator blower does this unit usually have?

A. Explain one method of capacity control on a unit with an air-cooled condenser?

5. 'What type of condenser is a shell and tube?

What is the control used in a water-cooled condenser in the package unit to maintain
head pressure?

What is the difference ketween a condenser water return line and a condensate water
drain line '7

't
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OBJECTIVE

3ABR54530-V/II-7

DIRECT EXPANSION AIR6CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

When you have completed this unitfif instruction on the 25-,f7n :i-ainer.
beAhle to:

. * Locate; identify, and-state the functins of safety controls and major .

coMponents.*

* Locate opel-aticinal and capacity controls. functions, an,d adjust fer
proper operations. \1/4,4IP

* Use the hygruthermograph, an,air flow instrument, a ph:,chrometric chart
sid the 25-ton trainer to pérforma capacity check.

. INTPODUCTION
f

The successful operation of-radar -equipment, communications networks, .mssik
guidance, automatic dAta processing computers, and othOr applications require eatsip-
rnent cooling and ventilation systems which cannot stand wide temperature'and humidir.
variations.

;the control. of emperature may be required to within 110 F, and the humidity
lolerance within t percent. Relative humidity control usually allows a greater
tolerance but must bb low en4ugh to minimize rust and corrosron while high enough to
prevent static electricity charges from arcing.

To control ihe temperijure, humidityrand ventilation in large equipment applica
ticins, many controls must be used to effect,the desired conditions. Combinations of
electrical, pneumatic, and electrceic controllers, and-controlled device& work as a
unified team to priduce the successful system operation. 4

The checking ofilystem efficiency Against designed perfprmance d?ta is just as
important as checki* the calibration and adjustment. In fact, it should be a primary
considerattn.

Compressor capacity control can be Ichleved in numerous methods--ranging from

pressure switches...to/complex hydsaulic systems, depending upon the system in use.

In all fiela of. air conditioning, the design condit4ons will have variable limits.
. The usual extrefte conditions exist when the temperature is oier 800F or below 70°F,

and if the humidity is leslhan 30 percent-or more than 50 percent: Maintaining the
exact range is soften difficult but can be achieved- With properly operating systems.

I , SAFEI Y. PRECAUTIONS
r '\

,*
.

; 'Because of the important part safety plays in all subjects covered in this text, itt4_

will be listed first. However., it shbuiti be remembered that. safety must be observed,'
at all times. 'Y" A. ,

.
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In the first day of this course, you were given a briefing on ground safety. Revie:
the study guide dealing with grotal safety. , You can find it in Study Guides AFS-54. 55,

This study guide will apply primarily to electrical safety precautions.

Asftquipment becomes more complex SQ does safety consideration for both the
qperator and the equipment. You noted in this course that the equipment and controls
became more complicated. Equipment cooling systems, especially for radar and mis-
sile sites. are very complex,- Safety first is a must in wo-king with all equipment
cooling.

Operatmg Electrical Equipment

As 'a refrig ation and air-conditioning specialist, you may be required to operate
...quiprnent and coltrols with voltages ranging from 1 1/2 volts to 14,000 volts. When
working near high voltage equipment, be extremely alert; don't guess; know what you
are doing. If you become careless, you may end up a casualty or cause damage to
expensive equipment.

There are things whIch you can do that will make your working conditions *aft; but
remember, even with switches and circuit breakers off, it is possible for' you to get
shocked through electrical feedback. Before you work.cn electrical equipment, tuni the
power off. It is extremely important to you to insure that the power,,is off and that the
system is grounds' in accoraance with instructions contained in AFP 85-1.

Beware of the extremely high voltages in some missile sites. You can receive a
shock withoi,t even makmg physical contatt with electrical conductors or equipment.
The electrician's handbook lists one foot as the minimum safe distance from circuits
having operating voltages of 5,000 to 7,000 volts. If you get nearer than one foot, the
voltage may arc over to you. The exact distance dependi on the humidity, the surface
upon which you are standing, the type of shoes you wear, and other factors.

If you have maintenance on electrical equipment with line voltage oi above, call an
electrician. 'He is responsible for repairing high-voltage circuits and equipment.
Remember that the electrician may not be fantiliar with the equipmient, controls, and
circuits that you operate. Advise the electrician and help him check out the equipment
once it is repaired. The electrician has Oen espeqally trained in the use of electrical
safety equipment. Should you have to make emergency repairs, use all..the safety
equipment at your disposal.

Safety equipment is provided for working on electrical devices. Thie equipment
consists of neon test lights, rubber gloves, rubber floor mats, and tools having insu-
lated handles. Proper care and use of this safety equipment must be taken to insure
its protective value.

Equipment Safety

Groundsafety applies to the causes and prevention,of accidents and first aid proce-
dures-which must be administered should a person become injured. Damage to material
is also of major concern to the USAF. The loss of air conditioning in a site for 30

11
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seconds may cause damage. Very delicate autonlatic controls keep spaces,"-computers.
guidance systems, misililes, fuels, etcat the proper psychrometric condition so that
when needed they will function properly. We love to" tinker with switches, dials, ther-mostats, etc. We should not adjust and calibrate controls when we do not have sufficienttraining. In this block of instruction, you are,to operate controls only when directed to
do so by an instructor or a workbook. Equipinpnt cooling 'machines are slaves to con-trols, and controls are slaves of the operator..7'9,earn ail you can about automatic con-trols and treat them gently. These rentrols, when properly-calibrated and adjusted,will make your job easier.

FUNDAMENTALS OF 'DIRECT EXPANSION
AIR-CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

Direct,expansion is a descriptive term. It describes the type 01 refrigeration sys-tem used. Evaporators are sometimes called expansion coils. When the evaporator
cools the air, the system is called direct expansion. If a secondary refrigerant (brine
or chilled water) is used to cool the air, theisys1/4tem is known as indirect expansion.

Y Expansion Valves

Most large air-conditioning systems use 'clOrressors with so-ne .ype of capacity
control. This capacity control is usuadly accOMp shed by holding one lr more of the
suction valves open when operating under reduced load.. Unfortunateix . the capacity of
a thermostatic expansion valve cannot be conttled that easily. With the capacitof;
the expansion valve at a relativeV constant val , it becomes overF izec: when the capar -
ity of the compressor is lowered. However, vOthin reasonable lim.7.fr. a thermostatic'
expansion valve will adjust to a lovi-load condition and,S*l maintam the required
refrigerant control. Actually, smooth valve control is ndt necess....rv Lu reduce toads
because full evaporator capacity is not required undebthese cond:ti.ms. .

When operating upcier reduced loads, the greatest refrigerant cmfro problem'is to
prevent flood-back to the compiessor: This flood-back problem .'aii ..Ie s veci by usin.J
an accumulator.

410'

Good desiem and installation practices will insure the best possible control algal,.
minimize the danger.of flood-back. It is very difficult to prediet expanvon valve ptr-
formance at reduced capacities because of the many influencing faczors such as design
of the evaporator, location, and efficiency of the heat exchanger. .Ctixi line piping.
bulb location, valve and distributor size and power element chargt. -;:-Itnie systems
operate very satisfactorily at 15 to 25,percent of full loads.while (Ant:: systems mail
cause trouble wtien the load reduces to 50 percent of cipacity. DunL tne desiwt an6
fabrication of the system, if the follOwing factors are observed. tt ystem should
operate atitdads of 35percent of catiacity without difficulty. shows_actual
system design methods for split evaporator being fed by two TEV- This system u.Se!,
only two evaporators regardless of the number of cylinders in ttic !,oress or. Thc
abibty of an evaporator to:operate at reduced loads will tak.e car,. X V,- t,;
reduci.ion.i One of the solenoid valves is closed when the c'myi pl t- .L,

reduced 50 percent. The evaporator and TEV operatir4; hav(-- a c . Lot
rectuceo capacity of the compressor.

4
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Figure 3. Capacity ReduCtion - Two or More
Evaporators Handling ths Same Load

DISTmlluton

Figure 4 illusitrates the use of two thermostatic expansion valves and two distributors
feeding one evaporator: Each evaporator circuit in fed ba two distributor circuits, one
from each distributor. The solenold'valves aro actuated by the compressor modulation

system«

ExTERNAL IOUALIZIEn LIME

pitAPORATOR

Figure 4. Capacity Redoution - Single Eviarstor Coitrolled
With TEVs and Two So lepoW Valves
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By sizing one solenoid viilve,iexPiinihon valve, and distributor to handle approxi.-
maiely 67 percent of the load and the otheir to handle 33 percent, the following capacity
reductions are possible:

7, /
c ompr e se or Valve Valve . Distributor` . Evaporator

Capacity A ,B . Loading Capacity
,

*

,...
loock Open Open wock loo,,,,r

83% Open Open 83% 83 -t-

8erck Open Closed 100% 67c-c

50% \pRlosedpen Closed 75% 50-c
33% i t Open 100% 3r*c
15% Closed Open 50% 16-c

Table I

Figure 5 illastrates an arrangement similar to Figure 4 but without the use of
solenoid valves. In this example, both expansion valve and distributors are the same
size, and at full load both valves handle half of the load. However, expansion valve A
is adjusted-for a higher superheal than valve Under a.high -load condition. valve B
will not be able to maintain the low superheat to which it is adjusted. Valve A (with a
higher superheat setting) will open and Make up the *deficiency in the capacity of valve B.

ErtERAIAL EQUALIZER LINE

EVAPORATOR

Figure 5. Two Thermal Expansion Valve& (TEVs)
Having Different Superheat Settings

,.
When the compressor unloads to the point where valve B is abie to handle the loac .

alone, valve A will be forced closed by its higher superheat setting. The superheat at
the.evaporatoroutlet is then ontrolled solely by valve B with its capacity matched
closely. This system is not commended for low-temperature systems or any systri..
where aslose control of' super eat is required, such as equipment coolin6 systems
requirements. A

N., \
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FrIlatt Protector Thermostat

The feeler bulb for the freezestat is located in the airstream immediately following
the cooling coil. This bully senses the temperature of the air leaving the cooling coil.

If the temperature driips below 30°F, .the thermostat closes the solenoid valve in the
liquid line, and the tmit pumps dOWn and cuts off on the low pressure motor control.
The malfunction that caused the abnormal low temperature must be removed before

- restarting the unit:

C ompressor

Due to the temperatures required and the size of the load4 reciprocating compres-
sor! are usua'J.A used in tilis type application. If the load is lazge (over 40 tons) rhulti-
pie compressors In parallel are often utilized. This allows the use of only one comp-, eZ-
sor when the unit is operating under a light load. Most small systems utilize a single
multiple cylinder compressor with capacity control. This control allows the compressor
to operate under a light load without cycling.

Complex Condenser System

Equipment is cooied by giving up heat. This heat is rejected to the outside air
througn condensersO complex condenser system consisting of air -cooled, evaporative-
cool..xi and witter-coOted condensers is indicated in figure 6. Study this system thor-
ougt ly as you will have to operate it.

AIR-COOLED CONDENSER OPERATION (See figure 61. The equipment cooling
refrigeration system operates with air-cooled condensers as follows:. numbered valves
Z. 4 and 7are open: all other numberpd valves are closed. Hot high pressure
refrigerant gas from th c. compressor passes Virotich valves 3 and 4 and goes through
both air-cooled condense:rs. There hest is -.0,noved frozn the hot gee changing its state
to a warm high-pressure liqind refr1,40-ant The liquid refrigerant flows from the air-
cced to the receiver. FrcfA tlie receiver, die warm refrigerant liquid
moves through the lint. to .)e thermcstatic expansion valve. passing through the
therrnostauc expansion virive. it becomes a cold low-pressure'refrigerant. The cold
rtfrigerant flows through the DX coil picking up the heat that had previously been given

up from. the equipment in the cooled ep.lce,. The heat ladened refrigerant now goes to
the compressor where tne cycle :eliealt itself over and over.

Water-Cooled Conoense:

Mos;. Larg, :)rnink:r9al refrigeratio r. units use the water-cooled type condenser.*
It is construciP- s th4: refrigerant goes directly from the compressor into the interior
of a tank or snel,..

The shell-,xpe condenser, or stiell and tube ad it is commqnly called, is a cylinder
mail., of stee! with copper tubes inserted in tilt- shell. Water circulates through the
.unir z am' condenses th ot vapots into a liqvie. The bottotr pciirtion of the shell
sem e aeth' Liquid -ver. The adyant'.ge of this style of construction are compact-
ness .3f des4rr, thr., ...?! hation of fans, ahri :h t. need for separate condensers and
rce vet., A ,s, eAry.i; les a 'iexible t'pe 04' assembly. Two designs are used. One
depiin 113,= th, 13g coil inside th rec3iver. The other uses a number of
strai.;ht tubes uici. ',!. ,-eceiver with water, manifolds on both ends. When these mani-
folds are reniaved th.. water tubes can be easily cleaned of deposits which may reduc?
heat transter. 15
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Thu Caparity or a water-cooled condenser is Aigh due to good thermal contact
bvtwej.m the cfmling medium (waters and the refrigerant ,(11-12).

The transfer varies directly as the ainount of water passed through the condenser.
lf the flow of water is fast, more heat will be removed, and if water flow is slow the
hea:*removal will be lea. To control how fastihis water plisses through the condenser
a modulating tA:se valve is usuilly )nstalled:. This modulating valve will open and close
deponding on the amount cif heat tebe reMoved to maintain a constant head pressure.
B doing this we are contreilling the capacity of the ccndenser.

Cooling TowerF

In some localities4Oter contains chemicals cauding it to be tmsuitable for uke ast
,a coolant. In other areas witer may be scarce, expensive, or its use may be lirnitsici
by law. `4.-

To permitIsing a water-cooled condenser and save on watei consumption, water
cooling towers are used.

These systems take the watealrom the condenser to the top of the tower. The top
is erced with holes allowing the water to fall down on wooden slats. Mt is rushing
through thc wooden slats where some of the water is evaporated and the iiPaporation
process tools the remaining water to the outdoof.,temperature or even beliitf. The

..cooled water collects in the bottoiti of the toweeisid passes through a screen to remove
leaves or other .foreign material and is then reeireulatel back through the condenser
by means Of a pump. A float controlled valve ih the lowir inter pan provides for make-
up or refill watOr as needed. Chemicals may be and should be put in the vrater to pre-
vent or retard rust formation, fungus growth and the like.

A

Cooling towtirs are made of corrosipn resistant material such as steel zinc-dipped"
after assembly, copper. stainless steeivor wood treated to resist rot. Wood type
cool.ng towers shoule never be painted as this 'will cause:the wood to rot. Remember
on startup of it'wood cooling tower there will be a large amount of leakIge until the
wood swells and seals itself.'

Evaporative Ccodenser

The evaporative .c.ondenser is a comparatively new arrival in the refrigeration field.
However. there is nothing new in either its operating principles or construction. It
combines into one unat two of the oldest pieces of refrigerating apparatus; the water-
cooled condenser and the cooling tower. (

ts

The evaporative ...nncienser (see figu're 7) consists of a cooling tower 'with the wetied
deck replAced noc..iser ....onsisting of a rail-of bare surface tubing. The water is
'lumped from the bottor the_tower to the ton and sprayed over the coils. The hot gas
from the Compressor ws into the condeta er where its hear evaporates the water thal
is being spravf..c th( ds. AirAis being lrawn in at the. biittom of the-tower, pulled
through the corid..1n....-r picks 44. the heat which is expellea at the top. Evapo-.
rat:vc conciens; rs 4 -..v effective unit 3 However/Nrceir use is limited to the same
aob.icatior (=rum co.)lirtp Ts: and, in addition, they should be located
as near the compress ,r as possible.

11
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Evaporative condensers consist of a housing, fau,, condenser coil. water spray
nozzles, water pump, and cdliecting pan. Some evaporative condensers are equipped
with liquid receivers, liquid subcooling coils, and eliminators. .See Figure 7.

INSTALLATION. Evaporative cmdenliera are usually locateg outdoors or indoors
adjacent to an outside wall. Condensers 'which are located outdooks are placed on a
solid level concrete foundation or piers adjacent to the machinery room wall. Discharge
air outlets direct the air away from the inlet air connection to prevent recirculation of
the waim moist air back into the inlet duct.

X
Condensers installed indoors have the same foundation as those installed outdoors.

They sbould be placed next to the chtside wall go that the air inlet duct from the wall to

the unit will be short. The size of the duct must neiver be smaller than the opening mu.)
the unit. The opening in the wall should be coverel with a I 4.-inch mesh screen to
prevent trash from entering the unit.

4.

r CONDENSER
SHUT OFF vALVE

LIGUID RECEIVER

/.
EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER

SLOWER tcctioN

PUIFtE VALVE

PRESSU
RELIEF VALVE

ousel*
Nose

PuN P

LIOUID SIGHT GLASS FUSIOLE PLUG

Figure 7. Diagrammatic Illuatration of Evaporative Cooler

Sufficient space should be left on all sides of the condenser for servicing, cleaning.

and general maintenance. Motors, drives, and electrical switches should be protected

by the use of metal guards or hoods.

r
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CAPACITY CONTROL. Good capacity control of an evaporative condenser Le

difficult because of the factors involved.. AS ea einmple, asap= the evaporative con--
fitnaer is being used with a fonkr-"tyfinder coMpressor. The compressor is equipped
with cylinder unioaders. The evaporative condenser must be designed to handle the
zotal heat load when all cylinders art loaf'sd. As the load rchices and one or more of
the lvlindere unload, the evaporative condenser becomes oversize for that particular
load: When the compressor is operating with only one cylinder loaded, over-conden-
sing Will ,ccur and there may be some flashing of the liquid refrigerant kn the liquid
line.

7
U Following are four general methods of capacity control used on evaporative,

condensers:

Modulating Dampers. This is the best method of capacity control. As the head
pressure varies, the.damper opens Or closes, allowing more or less air to pass through
the unit. The damper should completely close each time the compressor cYcles. This
will eliminate thr possibility of air pasbing through the unit by natural convection and
reducing the head pressure excessively during the off cycle.

Cycle the Water Flow. When the head pressure drops below a predetermined poiallt
the pump water stops and the unit acts as an air-cooled condenser until the heed pros 4
sure builds up to the desired pressure. This is a very good method of capacity contipi
but it has One disadvantage; it causes scale brmation. Each time the water steps, the
water left on the coils evaporates and leaves a thin coat of minerals and scale ms the
coil. There is very little mineral left after eath cycle; but, after a period Of time,' it
does build up mcceesively. Allowing the water to flow as continuously as possible re-
duces this scale formation.,

,

.1 Cycle the Fan. When the head pressure drops below a predetermined point,' the fan
stops. The water continues' to flow; and the moist air is carried off by natural con-
vection only. The cooling coilz must be quite large, dr the fan will have a tendency to
short cycle. / ,

,

I'mo-Coil Condenser. The crdenser is divided into two Ruts'. -When the head
pressure drops below a predetermined point, a solenoid valve dopes cnttint off one
of the condenser mils. The unit contiliues to operate on One coil only.

MAINTENANCE. For satisfactory operation of evaporative cond.ntrs, there
must be an =restricted firm of sir through the system. The inlet and out openings 7

must be free find intrestected. Check these areaa to maks sire that tr.eh, vegetation, .

boxes, or ctatas ao not obsiruct the airflow. The inlet louvero and screen mast be
checked and cleaned perioditally. -4'... , -

. A:
,

Waterftsw re. very important. -Cho puisp inlet screens Auld sprit/ nozzles shouid be
cleaned weekly: Once each nsonth the cowl er coils, spriy chamber, end collecting
pan should be scrubbed with a brush and II bed with water. - Once each year the con-
denser should be dismantled and inspected. AU worn or damaged impellers must be
replaced. The bearings in all pumps, fang', and motars mustbe checked and replaced
if necessary. .:

19
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A good water aAalysis apdrtreatinent program must be estableshed and maintained.
This will keep Scale, corrosion, and algae from becoming a problem.-

CHANGING CONDENSIIR OPERATION. In changing from one condenser to the
other (figure 8) five steps are involved. +lb

1. Close ttte hot gas valve(3) of the4ld ,system.

2. Open the het gas valve(s) of the nevi system.

3. .0perate on the new system until pump down is oompleted.
-4°

4. Close-king valve of.the old system.

5. Open king valve of the new system.

Assume that we are operating the system on air-cooled condensers and desire to
operate with the evaporative cohdenser. Assume also that all of.the refrigqrant is in
the oceiver of the air-cooled condenser. Accm.cling to the five steps above, we would
close valves No. 3 and No. 4, and open valve No. 2 and-valve Ito. 2A. Then we wvuld
operate the system using the evaporative condenser,until the unit pumped down and shut
off. During this oeieraton. we were removing refrigerant from receiver "A" and plac-
irt it in receiven "B." All we have to do now-is close king valve yo. 7 Ind open king
valve N . 6. The system will automatically. start up and operate.

To operate on the water-cooled condenser from the evaporative condenser:

1. Close valves No. 2 and No. 2A.

2. Open valves No. 1 and No. 1A.

3. 'Operate s-ystern on ;eater -cooled condenser until pump down.

4. Close valve No:- t.

5. Open valve No. 5. The system is now operating on water-cf.oled condenser.

Starting the System

To start the air handler motor, close the air handler manu v). circuit breaker lt vex
and press thS start button. The air hrodler will start.

To start the comiiressor, close the compressor manual circuit breaker lever and
close manual swttch S-2. The compressor will start. There are no physical connt-r.tion:.
between'S-2 and the' compressor, yet it is.this manual switch which allows the coati re.; -
sor to start. The reason for this is that on large units of this type, we pump down he

system on. shutdown by closing the refrigerant solenoid valve. With no refrigerant
going up to the compressor, the suction pressure will reduce to the setting of the l().
pressure (LP) motor control: This will open the LP contacts. When the L.P motor
acts oPEM, the compressor starter holding coil will deenergizt:. compx,
sor ma:irt contacts and stopping the compressor. When srartinc the cornprefisi.:.:- wit
the S-2 clo'sed. the sOlenoid valve will open allowing reiriger.uv vapor ^)., in.

20 4 it
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Figure 9. Wiring Diagram of Equipment Cooling System

ccepressor. The. low-pressure mciotor control, *tti sensing increased refrigerant vai.J:
pressure. will cloee. The holding toil will energize...closing tho main crmtaets ant
the compressor start.

Safety Controb;

\ The HP and LP motor confrols, oil tfety switch, and overload thermal switch .-re
in Series with each other and with the compressor hokling coil. Snouki a condition
to open any of-these safety,zontrols. the 19lding coil will deenergize.op'enini., the mai.
contacts and the combressor will iminediately Stop. All 6: these c.)ntrols art if)catc
the left side Of figure 9. There will be no pump dowt.i,of the svsteni when any out.. ul
controls on the ldft side of figure 9 opens.
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Or the right side figure 9, manual switch S-2, PE relay 11.-1 in con1tion with

iultiinscrtiun thermostat T-2 and fan-compressor interlock are in series with 'each
thi.r. Power is provided between ,L1 and L2. Siould one of these controls open, the

rofrigerasit solenoid valve wtll close and the compressor will pump down and stop. It

easler to understand this circuit if you start at Ll and stop at L.2: For example,
Assunie that the air handler motor stopped. The air handler main contacts, including
the fan-compressor inteeock, will open. With the fan-compressor interlock .7.-ntacts
(r)en, power is cut off to the refrigerant solenoid valve. The compressor will then
p imp down and mop. Study the diagram in figure 9; it Will help you understand the
(, )eraion of the system and will make troubleshooting easy for you.

EQUIPMENT COOLING ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

s.,tetv Precautions

Many factors affe:ct the safety of personnel and of delicate controls during operation
3.nd maintenance of air -conditi9ning equipment. A few precautions follow:

1. Do not we:ir rings or jewelry w Artm working on electrical equipment.

2. .Do not aditist electrical controls unless you are checked out and authorized

3. i. this bloci: of instruction, touch controls only when directed to do so by your
in-tructor.

4. Beware of etectrical feeddack..in electrical control circuits.

5. Review AFN' ! 27 -101. Industrial Safety Accident Prevention Handbook.

krolicat ion of Series 10 Control

. It :s often desirabki to control the temperature of an equipment cooling space by
r-ontrolling the amoun! f_-.1if air that circulates across a direct expansion (DX) coil. Figure
ItJ is a diagram 6' th application.

When t::t room ;nperature cools below the set point, the room thermostat wiper
moyes toward the bli't lead B. This causes more current to flow in the right circuit of
tr.r resistance bridg- energizing the CCW winding of the face and bypass damper

or. 'Thu face d . .Ner will cl-isc and the bypass damper open until the resistance
rIrcults are acatn in balance.
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Figure 10. Face and Bypas:. Damper Temperature Control

High Limit Rumidistat

In most equipment cooling systems, we do not control hurnidky at, a specified
figure, but are given a high limit such as 50 percent which we must not exteed. Thi
can be accomplished very easily by inserting a series 90 high limit humidistat in a
basic series 90 circuit (see figure 11).

Suppose that the maximum humidity allowed in the equipment cooling system is .5(0
percent, and the thermostat is set with the face and bypass half open.. As long as the
humidity remains below 50 percent, the humidity pot wiper will remain at 1. When the
humidity in the room goes above 50 percent, the humidistat hair will become longer,
causing the humidistat pot wiper to move towards 2. This movement adds more redis-
tance to the right series 90 circuit. More current will flow through the clockwise relay
winding; the damper motor will turn clockwise, opening the face damper. With more
air going over the DX coil, more moisture will be removed from it, and eventually the
room humidity will decrease. The high-limit humidistat will override the thermostat
and cause the face damper to open more than the thermostat wants it to. Naturally, if
the face damper is open more than thethermostat is calling for it to open, the worn
temperature will drop below the desired value. This Is-corrected by adding, a reheat
steam or hot water coil operating on command of a second pot in the room thermostat.
A complete system is shown in firare 12.; This system will maintain both th tempera-
ture and humidity within the limits of an equipment cooling system. Figure 13 shows
the wiririg that would have to be accomplished by a refrigeration specialist in connecting
the complete control system.
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A schematic of a typical equipment cooliikg s!storris shown
tOer-nostat controls the temperature of%ie air in the equipment c
is done try modulating the race and hypas dampeu. The face ano
so arranged that 'they operate opposite each othet: When the 1.1Le

the bypass damper is closing. The face damper witil be 1 4 op, n
damper is 3 4 open,. When the temperature is at set pwnt. 1., .
will be in the ,half,position.-- Half position,can be cialrled eitner
When the space becomes warmer than the set point of the thern ..-t.
example), the thermostat will signal the danmer motor to .oi)en Cnt-

more tha.n I 2. Opening this damper wilt cause 'more air t,) PS
pansion cooling coil. The supply air will become cooler. ther,i ,1

temperature back to 75°F.

:114:,Et . rhe
rhis

1..mpli.s 1
r.pentne"

Len 0,..t bvp4ss
anc -

,ot:n
l'h:s

...1.r>et.
c.:r+J.4111tt;.
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With the ,space temperature at 75 F, tk thermostat directs the face damper to.1
exactly I 2 open. Now let us assume that the humiditr: in the trip.ment c
goes above the high limit set point of O percent to 51petcent. th'e higti a nt hunlic
stat (H-1) win override the thermostaTand command the.face d..,mper to lpen more t..;1,
1 2. The DX coil, having a mean surface temperature )apparatu:-., -dewpo:nt- ul--d)1,ut
400F., will remove more grains of moisture from the circuiatir, and

lower the space relative hurn:clity.
W11
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Figure 13. Schematic of a .Typical Equipment Coolim: System

Because the humidistat opened the face damper more than'tht5thermostat wanted it
to, the space temperature will drop below 75°F. In this case the thermostat dii-ects
the reheat coil to furnish heat to the supply air so that the space .4.11,1 be exactly 75°F,
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rj) duionimgvp e actiqns or the thermnstat and humidistat, the thermostat controls the

tic, 3nd bypass ampeilsli and reheat eqil. The humidistat has more authority than the

'ilitrouileat in anntrolling the face and bypass dampers and can override the thermostat

in ,..usiing the face damper tckopen wider than usual. The humidistar has no coatrol of

' IL pehcat coil. ' In this manner. both temperature and maximum humidity requirements

'can be maintained in an equipment cooling space.
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FigUre 14. External Wiring of Temperature and

High Limit Humidity Control System

EQUIPMENT COOLING PNEUMATIC CONTROLS

Bleed Type Pneumatic Controls

Control terms 'hive not been standardized in the Air Force or the air-conditioning

industry although some attempts have been made to do so. In this study guide the fol-

lowing terms will apply.

Supply and Main air refers to th4; air which is fiirnished to the controller.

Control and Branch aiz refers to the air which leaves the controller and goes to

the valve or damper. 4

Pneumatic-electric relay refers to an air actuated device which causes electric

contacts to make or bred.
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Eiectri -pneumata reay reters to an slectrically actuated device which allows air
froin a controller to reach the valve it is controlling.

Uthe.- control terms have been defined for you in Block VII of this course.

Operation of the bleed type pneumatic control can best be explained by referring to
...:,urc 15. T!ie restrictor t,rifice in the pneumatic line ii adjusted so that it is smaller

ul the nozzle orenmg. This allows the branch line pressure to vary between 3 and 15
ps. ,Ici,.:hdirg on, the position 4)1 the flapper.

vousrefer to the hleed ,:ontrol (Fig. 15), assume that the room humidity in-
.' -2ases. Moisture will catise the hair in the humidistat to expand and move the flapper
away u-orn the nozzle. Thisgroyement allows a, greater amount of air to bleed at the
noit- which-, in turn decreases the branch line pressure.

Since.the bra.nct. ime pressure to the normally cloSed CNC\ pneumatic steam valve
has '4.Ncreasea. the valve will move toward the closed position. This movement de-
creases the amount of steam which is fed into the room. Thereby decreasing its
relative humidity.

-
When the humidity in the room decrelee, the reverse of that described in the

preceding paragraph takes place.
Pneumatic-Electric Relays

Pneumatic-electric relays itre trsed in a number of applications. A common appli-
. cation is shown in figure 16. Branch line air from a controller closes a set of contact
points tfigure 16) which allows refrigerant solenoid valve to open. When the branch
line air pressure reduces to some predetermined amount, the electric relay contacts
open and the refrigerant solenoid valves close. On the 25-ton system thiii is the func-
tion of the gradustat (or freezestat). As long as the pressure being sensed is above
the cutout pressure, pressure is applied to the bellows maintaining a closed circuit in
the P-E relay, which Ansukes the'solenoid valve is open. If the pressure aecreases the
series circuit is broken, closing the solenoid valve and causing the system to cut out co
LPMC.

Electric-Pneumatic Relay

The conLroller branch line, air routes through the electric-pneumatic relay.. ror
this reason the controller in fikure 17 is in command of the steam valve only when.the
air conditioner fan is on. This is a safety precaution, for if the air-conditioner fan
should stop due to an electrical trouble, steam for humidification to the room) will be
shut off as air to the valve is bled off to the aemosphere.

Adjustment of Pneumatic Controllers

As with the electrical controllers, pneUrnatic controllers can also be calibrated in
five easy steps gs follows:

M With humidistat at full bleed, adjust restrictor to 3 psi.

C - Center the branch pressure to 1 '2 of main line pressure.

0 - Obse`rve the humidity at the wood element (use instrument).

A - Adjust, the scale plate to the humidity observed in the preceding step.

S - Set the humidity (set point) needle to the desired humidity.
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Figure 19. Psychrometric Plot

In a previous study guide we defined the lines and the scales that we use oti the chart.
Figure 19 shows a composite of the lines discussed and the relationship of the various
lines and scales to each other'. This fcgure shows cfnly a single plot, but psy.chrometric
analysis will involve two to four plots in order to compare all,of the temperatures and
properties.

To have a good comparative'andlysis ol the aiF, we must be able to identify the
various nameii given to the air as it goes through the system. Air at outside conditipns
'is called Outside Air (OA). It is intrOced into the sy,tem through the ducts and
various plenums, taking op other namei during its traVels.

Supply Air (SA) is the air that is cooled to the final desired condition and supplied
to the controlled kvace. As t iP recirculated into the return duct. it becomes Return
Air (RA). Lf the a.:r is to be exhausted to Offiet the OA brought in. then the air
exhausted is labeled as Exhaust Air (EA). If any of the air types are mixed in a mix-

, ing plenum, then the name given to the air following this process is Mixed Air WA).
... AU of these situations can be plotted:" Mixed air will be covered later.

Psychrometric, Problems

In solving psychrometric problems, we will plot de conditions of the air passing
through the system. To graphically illustrate the conditions of the air at given points,
we must identify a few rnor.? terms that will apply in this analysis. Some of the terms
include the following:

I



* Grains of Moistu7).Removed
-4

Pounds of Moisture Removed

Total Btu Removed

Sensible Btu Removed

Latent Heat Btu Removed

Coil Slope

RUOIM Slope

Apparatus Dewpoipt

* Mixed Air Plots

NOTE: in psychrometrics, all values oh the chart are per pound of dily air.

GRAINS OF MOIST LRE REMOVED. This quantity is found lty subtracting the GM
of the smaller plat cOnsidered from the GM of the larger plot being considered.

For example if the RA plot contained 98 GM and the SA plot contained 77 GM, sub-
tract 77 from 98 and the difference would be 21 GM removed'.

POUNDS OF MOISTURE MOVED. This amount would 3Z determined by the same
procedure. If the RA plot c ntained .014 lb and the SA plot contained .0078 lb, sub-
tract .0078 'from .014 and th difference would be .0084 pounds of moisture that were -

removed. i
HEAT CONTENT REMOVED. This can be foimd by Subtracting the He of the

smaller plot from the HC of the larger plat and the difference would be the Btu heat
content difference. Earlier in this course you learned that total heat is seisible heat
plus latent beat. Therefore, when necessary, the total heat removed dan be setarated
into specific amounts of sensible heat and latent beat. .

Sensible heat is heat that changes the temperature of a substance but not its state.
Latent heat is heat that changes the state of a substance but not its temperature. When
applied to Ther; sensible heat changes the tempersture of the water bit it remains
water. Latent heat changes water at 212°F to steam at 21201, thereby changing its
state from a liquid to a vapor but with no change of tempereture. Sensible heat is
measurable with a thermometer: latent heat is not.- In air-conditioning work, latent
heat is involved only by the addition or removal of moisture in the air. The psychro-
metric chart is the only tool you have to calculate.latent heat.

The total heat re:lir/ad by an air conditioning unit is simple to calculate,on a
psychrometric chart. You begin by determining both the dry bulb and wet bulb tem-
perature of the r.apply air.and the return alr. Plot both dry bulb temperatureg on the
chart. as shown in figure 20. Then, plot the wet bulb temperatures and =tend their,
lines through the heat content scale. The total heat removed is the difference between
the Beu readings taken a the intersection points of the WB lines with the heat content
scale. For example. ,ts shown in figure 20. 34 minus 15 equals 19 Btu of heat removed.

33
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Figure 20. Heat Removal Plots

When necessarY, you can determine how much of the heat removed is sensible hea
and how much is latent heat. "To determine sensible heat, draw a horizontal line. from

the 1. RH point for SA until it intersects with the.RA line as shown in figure 20."
From this point of intersection, draw a line parallel to the WB lins to the heat contcht
scale. The difference in the Btu readings at this point and the SA wet bulb line is
sensible heat. As shown in figure 20, 28 minus 15 equals 11 Btu of sensible heat.
Latent heat is the total heat minus sensible heat., Following through, this is 19 minus
11, giving a latent heat content of 8 Btu.

COIL SLOPE. This is the amount of Btu removed from the air entering and leav-
ing a coil. To graphically illustrate coil slope., you must join the 4- RH points of
the TE and the TL,with a straight line, add read the answer on the HC scale by sub-:,
tracting the HC of TL from the HC of TE (see figure 21).

ROOM SLOPE. This is the amount of Btu that are piclied up in a room from the
time air enters as supply air and leaves as return air. Plotting procedures are the
same as for coil slope; join the ;12RH of TE and the TL w i th a s traight iine a nd
read the answer on the HC scale by subtracting the HC of SA from the HC of RA and

f
recording the difference (see figure 21)..

'APPARATUS DEWPOINT. .This is the temperature of the cooling coil. The term
apparatus dewpoint refers to the cooling coil of an air-conditioning system. To plot
apparatus dewpoint, foin the "'c RH of TE of the coil and the TL of the colt and
extend the straight line to the saturation curve and read the temperature it the point of
intersection. Most manufacturers design their units with coils to be maintained at 40°F
to prevent freezeup Of the coil.
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Figure 23 shows the air movement through the system that-you will operate. Note

that the air goes through the face damper, or throngh both at the sam title. What
making a capacity cheek of the cooling coil, the CFM going over the coil must be known.

By c,10811111 the bypaail.dampor completely, 10,000 CFM n)ay be used as this ikthe ott-
put of thetas shown at B.

A. Swirling plates
B. Fan section
C. Steam load coil sectice
D. not water load coil section
E. Cooling coil section
F. Face and bypass dampers
G. Filter section
H. Steam reheat coil section

1. Steam j* humidifier
J. Pitot tubs openings
E. Hot water reheat cotl section
L. Test cabin* arta
M. The controls mounted on the Left

side of the unit
N. Freese protector

Figure 22. Air Movement Through.25-Ton *stem
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APPLICATION OF TEkPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUIVITITY CONTROLS

Applicationd of automatic control sysfems range from simple dnmestic temperature
regulagon to precision control of industrial processes. Automatic 'controls can be
used wherever a variable condition must be, controlled. That mndition may be press:1re
temperature, humidity, or rate and voluniie of flow; and it may exist in a liquid. a se)Lidor a gas.

-In the following paragraphs, we will see an application of controls. These contrt,i!-;
are employed to maintain the relative humidity snd temperature in a space.

Control of Temperature and Relative Humidity (RH)

CONTROLS. The controls Used for Control of the systerii consisi primar ly
Room Thermostat T-1 and Humidistat H-1. The compressor caPacity control ha4 been
adjusted so that b.11 the cylinders are loaded. The bypass dampers are closed asiind:cated, and the reheat coil is closed. The maximum sensible and latent heat load possi -
ble has been placed on the system to_produCe a room condition of 750 F and 50 percent RH.

CONTROL ADJUSTMENT. Place the nor/nal room load on the system. In this
example probably 15 tons. Adjust the set point of thermostat T-1 to 75°F and hii;h
limit humidistat H-1 to 50 percent maximum. Adjust the capacity control çC.liri.r
Unloaders) so that one cylinder will be unloaded when the ADP is 400 F. 0)serve the,'
operation of the system and trim the controls. as necessary, to maintain the desired
room conditions.

COMPRESSOR CAPACITY CONTROLS

Equipment Application

Assume that a theater has a maximum heat load of thirty tons. The equipment must
be large enough tck.handle this load. However, what happens when the heat load is
reduced to only five tons? The equipment is now so oversized that it will cut in and outvery rapidly. This is called short cycling whichcan damage thesystem. Short oycling
can be reduced by increasing the differential. the difference in degrees between the cut -
in and cut-out of the system. However, increasing the dIfferential will cause th'e tem
pératkure to become too high before the system cuts in and too low before it cuts out.
Problems of this type can be solved in several ways. Some of the possible solutions
are:

1. Install six 5-ton air-conditioning units. In this case, the temperature can be
controlled by turning units on or off as the load varies. This solution is but:.
expensive and cumbersome.

A
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2. Vuy the speed of the compressor. If UM compressor is driven by an
internal ceiribustion (gasaline-iir eatural po)soning, it will be possible
to reduce.the.speed of the compressor as the load is reduced. When the
_cooling load was 30, tons, the compressor woild be naming at maximuin
RPM. Myths load iedueed, the RI% of the compressor would also
reduce. At 15 toss the tomprsasor would be rgrinhig at half its maximum
RIM. This is a very gcsid method of Catiacity controL The,. temperature
lifforential of the conditioned spaee can b maintained within a very close
range.

It is very'difficult to vary the Speed of a compressor that is being driven
alternating current motor. Multispeed induction motors with 2, 3, Olt

even are available and can be used. However, they are ver ex-
pensive, and the speed variations are not gradual but change abruptly from
one speed to another. Speed variation of alternating current tiotors is
possible by,vaing a drum controller and a resistor placed in series with the ,
starter. However, this system requires expensive switchgear and is seldom
used on moto7 of less than 100 hp.

3. Vary compressor capacity. In this system, the compressor runs at a
stant speed, big its efficiency is reduced as the load reduces.

There are three basic methods of reducing the compressor capacity.

- Bypassing part of the discharge gas back into the suction line.

- Holding the suction valve open during part or of the stroke on one
or more cylinders.

- Varying the clearance pocket in the top of the cylinder.

Each of these methods will work, but holding the suction valve open is the most
efficiesit and is generally used.

CAPACITY CONTROLS

Cylinder Bypass

This method of capacity control consists of a means of bypassing or returning part
of the compressed ps in the cylinder to the low side. This bypass arrangement has the
effect of reducing the length of the compression stroke so that the volume actually de-
livered to the discharge line is less than rated capacity. A schematic of a simple
cylinder iudontier is illustrated in Figure 23.
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SUCTION DISCHAME
LINE LINE

BYPASS
VALVE

197

During maximum load, the bypass 0

valve is cldsed and the complete cylinder
is utilized. When the load reduces. the
bypass valve is opened; and the vapor gues
through the bypass line until the piston
moves up the cylinder and closes the bypass
port. When the bypass valve is open,
only the top half of the cylinder-is beim,
used; and the piston is delivering only one-
half its rated capacity.

An automatic bypass system" illus-
trated in, Figure 24. During maximum

Figure 23: Simple gypass System load operation, a piston type valve is helci
against the bypass port by discharge

pressure. When the suction pressure reduces to a predetermined point, the pressurt
control closes a switch in the electrical control circuit. The completed electrical c ir -
cuit opens the control solenoid valve in the head pressure line. The pressure behind the
piston passes through the bleed line and returns to the low side. The pressure in the
cylinder forces the piston off its seat, and part of the vapor in the cylinder is bypassed
to the suction maMfold.

There are several different types of bypass systems. Some are actuated by suction
pressure; others are actuated.by the temperature of the conditioned space.

ACT uATING PRE SSLIQE
SUCTION

PRESSURE CONTROL

CONTROL CIRCUIT CURRENT

uNLOADING
CLINDER

UNLOADING
.P1F TON VALVE

50LE14010 VALVE
MEAD PRESSURE

8LEEo LINE

COMPRESSOP
L.LpO1

TO
SuCN MANiFO,C

Figure 24. Automatic Bypass System
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Clearance Pocket

The cleArance volume (mechanical clearance) is that space betiwomi the top of the
Linder and the top of the pistoa when the piston is at top dead center'. The smaller

this space, the more efficient the campresgor. If it were possible to increaae or de-
crease this space. it would be possible to control the efficiency of the compressor. A
simple clearan4e pocket capacity controller is illustrated in Figure 25.

SuCtIon

Li-EAR/ACE
POCAC '-..ir

CONTNICKLASIA
PIM%

DIsCriARGI

Figure 25. Simple Clearance Pocket Compressor Capacity

Under a maximum load condition the controllable piston is at point A. 'the com-
pressor is operatin6 at its maximum capacity because the clearance yolume is small.
As the Load decreasvs the controllable piston moves toward point B. This movement
increases the size of the clearance volume. As the clearance volume increases, the
efficiency of the compressor oecreases. Compressors equipped with clearance pocket
controllers have a tendency to overheat. Therefore, some means of auxiliary cooling
(extra cooling fins on ;he head or a cooling water jacket) must be provided.

The cpitrollable piston can be adjusted manually; however, for smooth efficient
operation. it is usuall!, adjusted automatically in response to changes in the low side

pressu,re.

Cylinder Unloaders

This method of compressor capacity control is used almost universally on large
multiple cylinder compressors driven by alternating current electrical motors. A
device installed in the compressor holds the suction valve of each cylinder oion as the
load decreases. Assume that a theater with a 30-ton load is being cooled with a four

cyLinder compressor. When the unit starts, there is only one cylinder operating. As-
sume the theater is cool. The other three cylinders have their suction valves automati-
cally held open. As ,Jeople come into the theater, the air-conditioning load increases,
and number two cylinder is automatically brought into operation. The same thing hap-
pens for cylinders three. and Iour, until maximum load is reecho& After the sun
goes down, the heat Lad decreases. Number four cylinder is then automatically
unloaded by holding tht. suction valve open again. The same thing happehd foi cylinders
three and two. As the need for refrigeration contitaies to reduce, number one i
cylinder reduces thelow side pressure to a predetermined point, and the unit turn' off.
With this sritem. there is very little on-off operation. The compressor rtms cositin-
uously and is producinr refrigeration in varying amounts as required. A system of this
type will maintain very close temperature controi..

A typical cylinae: unloader mechanism consists of four main units: unloader
sleeve. unluader power element, hydraulic relay, and capacity control valve.
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OPERATION. . The operation can be traced in Figure 26. Th.e presi-,ure from
the crankcase is led through a surge chamber which changes the pulsating pressUre to a
stabilized oll.flow to the capacity catrol valve (1). As the increase of pres:oire enters
the valve,- an internal beliows is expanded: and the push sods attached to the needle and
seat assembly pull the needle toward the seat. This action increases the control oil
pressure. The increase of pressure in the crankcase is also passed through-the oil
pump to the hydraulic relay (2). NOTE: This pressure is true, oil pressure plus suction
pressure. The increised oil pressure will bleed through the port in the end of the rela .
piston and force the piston to move one notch agairst the ball and i.rpring ast-embly Io
each increase of 2 psi. .For each incAase of 2 psi, the repositioning opens a port
leading to an unloader power element (3)1 NOTE: There is one less cylinder unloadtr
power element thaktotal number df cylinders: this means that one cylinder will be full\
loadedt all times.

As the unloader 'power element (3) his.the increased power applied, it is forced
agaiiist the piston face, opposing the spring pressure and pushing up on the liftIng fork
assembly (4). The fulcrum attion causes the lifting fork to drop. wIlich allows the un-
lOadbi sleeve (5) to drop. The dropping action of the unloader sleevl allows the push
pins ',6) to fall against the face of the unloader sleeve allowing tire suction disc !7) to
seat on top of the cylinder and load the cylinder.

As the pressure decreases in the crankcase, .the decrease through the capacity -71

- control valve (1.), causes the bellows to contract and tio push pins (9) push the needle
away from the seat, decreasing the control oil pressure (10). MIS decreased control
oil pressure will allow the spring pressure to reposition the piston,- closing off feedline
ports to the unloader power elements one notch against the ball and seat assembly (11)
for each 2 to 2.5 psi change in pressure. As the pressure is no longer being applied to
the unloader power element (3), the internal spring pressure forces the excessive oil
to return by gravity feed to the crankcase. The fulcruen action of the lifting fork (4)
forces up on the unloader sleeve (5). This lifting action pushes the lifting pin (6) against
the disc type suction valve (7) raising it off the seat, unloading the cylinder.
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Figure 26, Cylinder Unloader Circuit

ADJUSTMENT. The capacity control mechanism must be adjusted to maintain a
balance between the load and compressor capacity. This adjustment is made by turning
the external edjustment item on the capacity control valve. ,Turning the adjusting stem
clockwise (in) unloads the cylinders. Turning the adjusting stem counterclockwise (out)

loads the cylinders.

The ideal setting of the capacity control valve is achieved when the first cylinder
unloads) * a pressure of 3 psi below the design suction pressure. The capacity control
valve loads and unloads cylinders iiistepsto balance the compressor cimplicity with the
heat load. Thb compressor must be completely loaded before the capaci4 control valve
can be correctly set. If it is impossible to fully' load the system before setting the con-
trol valve, adjust the valve to give a minimum of cycling and make the final adjustment
when the !system is fully loaded. A step-by-step procedure for adjusting the capacity
control mechanism is contained in the workbook exercises that are used with this study

guide.
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TROUBLE ANALYSIS

Determining the cause of a malfunction in an air-conditioning ,ivstt-m is usually
much more difficult than repairing it once the trouble is located. .The following is
a trouble analysis chart which may be an atd to you in finding; possible tr-ubles.

TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

1. Low suction pressure Cylinder unloader out of Ad lust.
adjustment

Restricted liquid line Clear restrictiun

Insufficient airflow (1) Clean filter
(2) T14hten air nander bli
Replace 'LE". V:.T. E. V. power assembly

lost charge

2. High suction pressure Cylinder unloader out of Adjust
adjustment

3. Low discharge
pressure

4. High discharge

Excessive load on system

Outside air temperature
too low

.Close doors

Consider possibility of
capacity for condenser

Fan pressure switch out Adjust
of adjustment

Fan pressure switch out Adjust fan switch
pressure of adjustment

High outside temperature Check condenser for
cleanliness

Dirty condenser Clean condenser

Noncondensables in system Purge

Low compressor oil level Add oil

Loose belt Tighten belt

S. Abnormal Noises

Broken motor mounts

Vibrating refrigerant lines

Bearing6 on fan or motors
bad

Compressor slugging

42
J

Replace mounts

Anchor lines

Replace bearings or re7,
place complete fan or *motor

Install accumulator

.1=111b,
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'QUESTIONS
441

1. What is a direct expansion type equipment cooling system?

2. Why is it dangerous to get nearer than one foot to a voltage of 5,000 volts?

3. How can controls shock you if the switch is turned off?

4. What is the difference between comfort cooling and equipment cooling?

5. How does a high limit humidity control function?

h. What is the purpose of face and bypass dampers in a system?

7, What is a DX coil?

B. List the methods of capacity control of TENrs and evaporators.

9, Explain how the compressor would stop if PE relay opened. Refer to Figure 9.

10. What safety controls stop the compressor?

11. Why are pneumatic controls not usually used in domestic applications?

12. What are three advantages of pneumatic controls?

13. What are the meanings of main and branch line pritssures?

14. What is a reverse acting controller?

15. What is the difference between a pneumatic-electric relay and an electric-
pneumatic relay?

111. What are the five steps necessary in adjusting a pneumatic controller?

17. What is the primary medium used to control temperature in equipment cooling

systems?
43



18. What two things must be known to calculate coil capacity/

19. How is the efficiency of a coil determined/

20. What is a 100 percent efficient coil?

21. Explain the operation of the hot gait byrass system.

22. Explain the operation of the adjustable clearance pocket.
1

23. What is the purpose of cylinder unloaders

24. Explain the principle of operation of cylinder unloaders.

25. Explain the procedure for adjusting cylinder unloaders.

REFERENCES

1. AFR 1,27-101, (Ground Accident Prevention Handbook)

2. AFM 85-18, Maintenance and Operation of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning,
Evaporative Cooling and Mechanical Ventilating Systems

3. Electric Control Circuits, Minneapolis-Honeyweil Regulator Company

4. Engineering Manual of Automatic Control, Technical Data, Part D. Section 1
(77-1000)

5. Instruments and Process Control, Delmar

6. Reference Manual for the Installer and Service ManAir-Conditioning Controls.
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company

7. Carrier Manual 5F, H, 5SD2

8. Refrigeration, Air ConditioMng and Cold Storage, Gunther

9. Air Conditioning, Delmar

10. Modern Refrigeration and Mr Conditioning, Althouse, Turnquist, and flracciano
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FAMILIARIZATION OF II RAT PUMPS

011111;CTIVIC: Wag beet pump and reversing valw;demooetrator correctly Mortify
comremee awl trace the flow of retrigessat through the cool* and beating cycles.

I. LW sad eiplala the three ources of heat for the haat pump.

a.

b.

c.

1.11PIMIEMPNIVMMIO.M.IlmmIEMMI.

olMmINIMM.MNIMM.11.1.=.6

limilmIrnaloommemONNIM11MMINIMIIMM.1=

Figure 1. Heat Pomp Composted*

1
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2.. Match the letters on the above diagrams with the proper name of that component.

Compressor Evaporator (Cooling) Pilot Valve

Reversing Valve Evaporator (Heating) Solenoid

Metering Valve Condenser (Co3ling) Discharge Line

Suctioit Line Condenser (Rioting)

3. Trace the flow of refrigerant through the heat pump diagrams shown below,
indicate direction of flow.

a. Cooling cycle.

b. Heating -eycle.

COIL

Figure 2. fleat Pump Cycles

4. What are the two main operationoldproblems with heat pumps 9

5.0I

5. What system pressure moves piston in reversing valve?

6. What device controls the positioning of the reversing valve piston.?

Frparm

4.01



7. Ia the soleemig colt esergised CO the heating or cooling cycle?.

B. Doc.; the trigerault flow through Om compressor reverse during the reverse

clei. oparsOas?

Checked by

3

Instructor
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FAMILIARIZATION/OF THE PACKAGE AIR. CON171:TIONER

OBJECTIVE: Using the paciiage air conclitioner, trace the flow of water and air,
, correctly identify the comOinents, perform preoPerational check and operate system
as required by instructor.

PART I

NOTE: Turn power OFF.

1. Remove the cover of the package mit.
-1

2. Locate, identify and list function of components.

NUMBETt

I.

2.

3.

4.

COMPOJIIENT FUNCTION

5.

6.

7.

8.



1

couctivq

PART 2

FUNCTION

.=004N11....Np.

NOTE: Tura power OFF.

Instructor will determine whether-this exercise is t.,) be performed inckvidually or

by groups.

1. Start at MO water-regulating valvi-ind trace the flow of the condensing water

Ocoee' the system.

2. start at the compressor and trace the flow of refrigerant through the system.

3. Start at the filter and trace the flow of air through the system.

4. Is the aster regulating valve located at the inlet or outlet of the condenser ?

a11.11MINI

Does the eater _flow through the shell or through the tubing?

ilf1111.0i14.111110.

S. What type refrigerant, does the package air coalitioner use?

7, Dose the refrigerant flow through the evaporator through a single or mukiple

circle ?

S. Where does the return air enter the package air conditioner ?

. Is the air -*weed or drawn through'the evaporator?

emammilmmA

5

Checked by
Insiructor
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PART 3

1. Perform preoperational checks.
1a. Power in OFF position.

b. Remove coveri

c. Check evaporator fan for freedom cf movement.

d. Check belt .ar proper tension and alignment.

e. Check components for visual damage and security of mounting.

f. Inspect filter for cleanliness.

g. Check evaporator for air blockage.

h. Check availability of water for condenser.

i. Replace cover.

2. Operate unit.

a. Turn ON ondenser water approximately twenty (20) seconds before power is
applied.

b. Turn selector switch to OFF.

c. Close circuit breaker switch.

d. Turn selector switch to FAN.

NOTE: Check for proper air flow.

e. Adjust thermostat to desired setting.

. Turn selector switch to COOL.

NOTE: Compressor may not come on due to thermostat being set above
ambient temperature.

g. Determine supply air temperature degrees.

h. Determine return air temperature degrees.

NOTE: A 20-degree tempera" ire split indicates proper cooling; a greater
temperature split indicates low air flow.

6



3. Mcumplisit shutdown procedures.

a. So lector switch in the OFF position.

b. Brooker switch in the OFF position.

c. Turn condenser vat:. OFF.

7
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WB 3ABR54530-VUL4 -P1

MAJOR COMPONENTS

OBJECTIVE: To locate, identify, and state the functions of the major gomponeAtts of
the 25-ton system.

NOTE: Your instructor will,tour the 25-ton trainer with you and explain its operation.
From this tour you will learn about the following components:

1.

2.

MAJOR COMPONENTS

Compressor

Air Handler

1.

2.

FUNCf-IONS

-rwe
-1k

3. Face and Bypass Dampers 3.

4. TEV Bank and Evaporator 4. 4.1*.11.1
.1

5. Test Cabinet 5.

=M110.11...ray.IDEM..1
6. Condenser Systems 6.

7. Boiler 7.

8. Hot Water Converter 8.

9. Reheat Coils 9.

10. Load Coils 10.



MAJOR.00kPONZNTS

11. Casemate news System 11.

12. Mr Compressor

4

12.

FUNCTIONS

n 1 Ili 1 I I

lim..,...

11 o I

Checked by

-,

a

Instructor

I
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COMPRESSOR ELECTRICAL CONTROL CIRCUITS

OBJECTIVE: Using the 25-ton trainer, locate, identify, state their function, and wire
safety control circuits of the 25-ton system.

PART 1

NOTE: The safety devices in the control circuits are designed to ,shut the compressor
down directly or after a short pump-down piriod.

DIRECT SHUTDOWN SAFETY DEVICES

L High-pressure motor control il

2. Low-pressureSmotor control

3. Oil safety switch

PUMP-DOWN SAFETY DEVICES

1. Fan - interlock contacts

2. Freeze protection thermostat

NOTE: A' manual solenoid switch (S-2) on the control panel is also in the safety circuit

that causes pump-down; this switch is not an automatic safety device, but can be

used as a manual pump-down control.

1. What is meant by direct shutdown?
(

What is a pump-down cycle

3. What is the function of the oil safety switch?

4. What does the term "control Circuit" mean as in a line starter ?

5. What safety ,devicestfeenergi.ze the line-starter holding coil?

10
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PART 2

PROCZDURS

1. Uee a red pistil aad connect the wits is Ron 3 of the control circuit in series.

2. Use a blue pencil asd comect the units in figure 3 of the pressure operated circuit
is series.

(won time
1anus CLORRS

MOOT ONIARIN-1"10)

i.
147

ascot saubage) moo

4itt-a
neuukTo

L-3

COIL

nAgINAL OYIRLOAO
SVNTOI(S

1.3

LOAD CIRCu1T

CONNIKSIOR Noy

CIAINICASC
MIRIAM

NILLOISS

TI
Oft 'VW RISCHARGI PARMA(

ILL

RSSISToot

KATI*
RUMMY

TISERNAL
OPERATIC,
UNICA

MVOS 'CONTACT f MMUS
OPIRAMI

STATIONARY CONTACT slIFTTCH

Figure 3. Control Circuit and Pressure Operated Circuit

11



3 . Use a blue pencil and connect the safety controls (figure 4 1 in series:
a.* Will the fan stop whevce open 5-2?

b. Will the fan stop when you open R-1?

SIMPI, IEO WIRING DIAGRAM

$ 2
SOLENOID0 SWITCN

F AM

COMPRESSOR
INTERLOCK

PE RELAY
R

START STOP

MANuAL LEyEA)1JoORENS ANO
CLOSES CIRCu
EIREAltER

MULTI- INSERTION
SAFETY GRADUSTAy

T 2

y4OLDING COIL

Y4 E ATE R

1
REFRIGERANT
SOLENOID
.,A1,,,m(

Figure 4. Magnetic Line Starter and Air Handier Controls

99
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4. You have amenottog tho :angiressor motor sapetic starter,- the air bander fan

motor Matter aisi the sality controls in previous projects. Without referring to

the probed*, cowed the complete system in the alai:ram (figure 5 ) so Igloo:

summene INNING MAGIAN

S.I
qmseIM

410Mmon1

COOPNISSINI sT ANTE.

LP

*moos
sencps

AN
CONTUSION

T INtOal

Pt *ILA',
N-

STANT SlOP

AIN 'mANOLI FAN STANTEI

NANuAL Luigft
OPtNS AND
CLOSES CIOCUITAKIN

MOLDING COM

HINTER

NOSCITION
WITT GOAOuSTAT

T,2

REITINGINANT
SOLENO10
VALIft

Figure 5. Compressor and Air Handler Controls
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5. Have the instructor check your work on the preceding page. My correctionsshould be corrected on the drawing below.

oworr LIV(R
OP(NS AND CLOSES
CIRCUIT BREAKER --I-7) CIRCUIT) SNEAKER) CIRCUIT

LINE

ciL-2
INSuLATORra

L.3

COIL

0

1.2

T HE RMAL OVERLOAD
SWITCHES

t 3

.40-- LOAD CIRCUIT

COMPRESSOR MOTOR

BELLOWS

SPRING

CRANKCASE
PRESSURE

LR HP

NE ATER

ELEMENT

BELLOWS
MOVING CONTACT

STATIONARY CONTACT

OIL PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE

Figure 6. Control Circuitry

C heck ed by

14

RESISTOR

HEATER
ELEMENT

THERMAL
OPERATED
SWITCH

PRESSUE
OPERATED
SWITCH

Instructor
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WB 3ABR54630-3/41-7-P3

COMPLETE TEMPERATURE AND RUMIDir CONTROL Cmcurrs

OBIECTIVE: Using the 111-tos trainer, locate series 90 operational and capacity
monist semplets wiring schematic aOd a4ast foe proper operation.

PART I

INSTRUCTIONS: Using the diagram in figure 7, schematically wire the humidity con-

trol circuit.

11110111A1

""17ArL.V.Irminfam4P410
101 WA Tie

SAWA TWIMOSTT

1-1

0

OW POT

FRONT POT

0 0

0 0 0\
PACO AND TPAlls W b

OMAN WIMP

TO TPA $.411F01141111

sraC I mumfOISTAT

0 0 0

TO TIIANIFOTONI1

Figure 7. Complete Temperature and High Limit Humidity atz ol

Checked by
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PART 2

ADJUTTMENT OF PRESSURE SWITCH P.-1

NOTE: Place pressure switch P-1 in control of the three-way water-cooled condenser
valve

1. Place throttling range to minimum.

2. Center three-way valve using setscrew on P-1 (wiper also centered).

3. Observe the head pressure. psi.

4. Adjust scale plate to the observed head pregsurep

5. Set P-1 to deSired pressure (100 psi) and throttling range to C.

OPERATE FACE AND BYPASS DAMPER

1. Set thermostat T-1 to 75oF.

2. Set high limit humidistat H-1 to 50 percent.

3. Place a 10-ton hot water load on system.

4. Wait ten minutes for system to stabilize, then observe system.

a. Room temperature

b. Room percent humidity percent

c. Position of face damper

d. Position of reheat valve

5. Add steam to room and observe conditions of 4a, b, c, and d.

Checked by

') I
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EQUIPMENT COOLING PNEUMATIC CONTROLS .

OBJECTIVE: Using the 25-ton trainer, locate pneumatic operational and capacity
contrails, M. their functions, connect components in proper sequence and adjust for
proper aperabon.

PNEUMATIC ROOM HUMIDISTAT (14-2)

1. Locate the units shown m figure 7 on the trainer.

2. With a red pencil. connect the items in figure 7 as they are connected an the
25-toe traiper.

PNEUMATIC FREEZE PROTECTION THERMOSTAT

1. Locate the units shown in figure 8 on the trainer.

2. bi figure $ connect ths pneumatic lines with a red pencil.

3. In figure I connect the electrical lines with a blue pencil.

4. On the trainer, set thermostat 1-2 to 50°F.

5. Adjust relay R-1 "cut-in" to 10 psi and differential to 2 psi.

4. mike the 25-4as system and observe T-3 pg. pressure. psi

NOTE: Mims air leaving cooling coil decreases below 50°F, compressor will
pump down and stop.

7. With unit stowed, what is 1-2 gage pressure? Pei

IL Adjust 1-3 to 40°F (compressor should start).

17
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PRISSURt RtGUIATOR
e

BRANCH AIR F ROM (WORM I R

hi t
. T t A hi

Al Vt.

Figure 7.

PROPOR-
TONAL
BAND
SPRING

RELAY
CNAMIKR

LEVIER

ASSEMBLY-

7

Exs/AIS 7

BRANCH
LINE

MAIN PORT

LINE 01

DA PivOT-----

SECONOARY
--1-

4.6

&WWI 'Met
11110 eV 10,MAIN

LEON--

PIv01

SCAL f
PL AU

k
SE 10141

itr.;;TMI NI

f RP90(IATTI-1"T
.4, el Ki PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER

PROPORTIONAL BAND ID/LP914 SENSOR
ADJUSTMENT HMS

Low Limit Humfication Spitem



CI.Las SIM NA* (SuPPI.v) Ate

INCIIULATOO

frown cots
'NW PROTECTKIN

1I4gRISOSTAT
2

Motu CLIC" IMLAY

Figure 8. Freeze Protection System

8. Brialy melanins the operations of the trees* protection thermostat and pneumatic -

electric re1A1 R-I.

Chocked by
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IDENTIFICATION AND ADjUSTMENT OF CYLINDER UNLOADERS

OBJECTIVE: Using the 25-ton trainer, locate compressor capacity control, state
functions and adjust for proper operation.

PART 1

I. Identify the numbered items in figure 9 by placing their identifying numbers in the
spaces below their names.

NO. NAME PURPOSE

Hydraulic Relay

Hydraulic Relay Piston

Ball ankl Spring Assembly

External Adjusting Stem

Pysh Pins

rontrol Oil Pressure Line

Capacity Control Valve

Uri loader Power Element

Lifting Fork

Lifter Spring and Pins

Suction Valve

Unloader Sleeve

2. In the space immediately following the item's name, briefly describe its purpose.

20
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3. In figure 11, color the oil pump pressure, suction pressure, and control oil

pressen according to the following code:

a. Oil pump pressure

b. !ludic* pressure

c. Control ail pressure

Red

Green

Black

Figure 9. Cylinder Unloader

Checked by
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1. PART 2

OBJECTIVE: To learn to adjust cylinder unloaders.

NOTE: This project will be performed as a team effort.

I. Operate the 25-ton system as follows:

a. Connect an ammeter to one compressor load wire in the compressor starter
bcx.

b. Start the compressor.

c. Place a 25 gpm hot water load on the system.

d. Wait five minutes for the system to stabilize.

2. Operate the compressor capacity control by turning the cylinder unloader external
adjusting stem counterclockwise until all the cylinders are loaded and record the
following:

a. Compressor Motor Amperes

b. Suction Pressure

c. Oil Pump Pressure

d. Control Oil Pressure

e. Evaporator Temperature

3. Check performance of the cylinder unloader as follows:

a. Turn the cylinder unloader adjusting stem clockwise until one cylinder unloads
and record the following:

(1) Compressor Motor Amps

(2) Suction Pressure

NOTE: This is thP control point. The last unloading step will cut out when the
suction pressure drops five pounds below this point. The last loading step
will cut in two pounds above this control point.

(3) Oil Pump Pressure

(4 Control Oil Pressure

(5 ) Evaporator Temperature

........1..111MM..WM/.

22



b. Turn the unloader external adjuating stem llockwise until another cylinder
unloads.

The compressor motor is now using how many amperes?

C. Turn idiusting stem clockwise until the cOMpressor is completely unloaded.
(13o not force stew)

Explain how you may determine the number of cylindere that are loaded by
observing:

d.

(1) Oil Pressure Gagm

(2) Ammeter readings

4. Field method of cylinder unloader adjustment

a. This simple method of adjustment is accomplished ii four easy steps as
follows:

(1) Place a normal operating load an the system.

(2) Fully load the compressor by turning the adjusting stc.n full counter-
clockwise (all cylinders will be Loaded).

(3) Let mit rue until the evaporator temperature decreases to the desired
temperature.

(4) Turn the adjusting stem clockwise slowly until the first cylinder unloads.

23
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5. Manufacturer's me 4 of cylinder unloader adjustment

a. A variation of seven pounds in suction pressure is required to operate the
unloaders from fully unloaded to full loaded positions in compressors using
R-12. In compressors using R-22, an eleven pound variation in suction
pressure is required. Seven and eleven pound capacity control valve springs
are availablq and must be used in conjunction with corresponding refrigerants
in order to obtain proper unloader operation. If, with a given suction
pressure,' the external adjusting stem is turned in until the first cylinder
unloads (known as the control point) the last unloading step will cut out when
the suction pressure drops five pounds below this point. The last unloading
step will cut in two pounds above this control point. .

(1) Determine the saturation pressure corresponding to the minimum desired
evaporitsr temperature. This information will be provided by the
instructor.

ermine the control point by adding 5 psi for R-12 (8 psi for R-22) to
the saturation pressure.

(3) With the adjusting stem all the way out, operate the system under the full
load conditions to obtain a suction pressure higher tha.n that of the control
point.

(4) Reduce crankcase pressure to the control point by slowly front seating the
suction service valve.

(5) Turn the control valve adjusting stem in slowly (clockwise) until the first
cylinder unloads. (One full turn of the valve stem changes the unloading
point 6 pounds.)

(6) Recheck by opening suction shutoff and then slowly closing. Observe
suction pressure gage and listen for the first cylinder to unload when
suction pressure reaches the control point.

(7) Open suction shutoff valve.

24
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PREOPERATIONAL CHECK OF THE 25-TON TRAINER

OINECTIVE: Using the 25-4on trainer and (*en proceciares, perform a pre-
operational check on the system. 41.

CAUTIONS: Do not operate any =tamed valves without the instroctor's approval.
Observe all safety precaution%

PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS

NOTE: Preoperational checks are made with the power off to prdect you.

I. Make sure all the power switches,are OFF at the cceitrol panel.

2. Check the condensing systems ior visual damage, valve positions, and refrigerant
level in the receivers.

a. Refrigerant level

b. Visual damage to the system

c". Valve positions

NOTE: Refer to the refrigerant piping diagram when checking valve positions
(figure 10).

(1) Close all condenser inlet valves except on tlie condenser being used.

(2) Close ail receiver inlet valves except on the condensing system being used.

(3) Close all receiver outlet valves except on the system being used.

NOTE: All valves on the system to be used must be wide open for operation.

CAUTION: Do not operate any untagged valves on the trainer; doing so may result in
damage to the system.

25



DISCHARGE LINE WINTERSTATS

COMPRESSOR

EVAPORATIVE
CONDENSER

AIR COOLED
CONDENSER

AIR COOLED
CONDENSER

COOLING
COIL

( DIRECT
E X PANSION

T YPE )
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1, herk rituspressm mervIre waives (Nhouki tie in tv imeillitni).

4. Cheek compressor oil level:

NOTE: Oil level should be 1/4 to 3/4 in sight glass.

a. Oil level

b. Oil sometimes remains in suction lime traps and will not return until system
has reached full load operation.

NOTE: Check oil level again during operation.

5. Check compressor beks for tension (matched set tension should be the same on all).

6. Chock manual valves on TEV bank. (Following valves must be open: A, B, D, E.
and F.)

NOTE: All other valves must be closed.

7. Chock steam valve to hot water converter to mak. sure it is OPEN.

8. Open koct water valve to 'ioad coil to 1/2 turn. (Adjust to 10 GPM after startup.)

9. Cheek boiler for proptc water level and pikit flame.

10. Check air compressor for belt tension and oil lvel.

11. Drain condensate from air compressor receiver tank.

12. Tura os the fcur small red tipped circuit breakers on the control panel.

a. Steam boiler.

b. Central transformer.

c. Air compressor.

d. Cardona*. return pump.

NOTS: Thee* units must be operatlag properly before main tmtil will operate.

Checked by
Instructor

,..
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WB 3ABR54530-VI1-7-P7

OPERATION OF THE 25rTON TRAINER

OBJECTIVE: Using 25-ton trainer and prescribed procedures set up and operate 25-tonsystem using condenser selected by instructor.

NOTE:, The instructor will select one of the three condenser systems for performingthis project.

OPERATTNG WITH AIR-COOLED CONDENSERS

Preoperational Check:

I. T rn all switches OFF at control pancl.

2. eck refrigerant level at aircooled condenser receiver (75 percent full).
The refrigerant is at the level.

3. Open valves 3, 4, and 7; close valves 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 5, and 6.
4. Check compressor oil level (1 to 3/4 on sight glass).

Compressor oil level is at

5. Check expansion valves.

6. Open steam valve to hot water converter.

7. Open hot water load valve, 1/2 turn.

8. Close (ON) four small red-tipped switches on control panel.

Starting Procedures:

1. Air-cooled cor.denser #1 (ON)

2. Air-cooled condenser *2 (ON)

3. Hot water fheostat (NORMAL)

-Y
4. Hot water pump (ON)

5. Air handling unit (ON)

6. Refrigeration compressor (ON)

7. Liquid line olenoid S-2 (ON)

28
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Op- ratmg

1. Observe suction and discharge pressures.

a. If die .harge pressure exceeds 175 psig, prepare to turn off liquid solenoid

switch S-2. Discharge pressure is

If the compressor stops utomatically on high head pressure (175 psig), turn
off solenoid switch S-2 immediately.

2. Adjust water load valve to 10 GPM.

3. Observe temperature, pressure, and oil gages.

Stopping Procedures:

1. Liquidline solenoid S-2 (OFF)
(wait for pump down)

2. Refrigeration compressor (OFF)

3. Air handling unit (OFF)

4. Hot water pump (OFF)

5. Hot water reheostat (LOW)

C. Mr-cooled condenser 02 (OFF)

7. Air-cooled condenser 01 (OFF)

OPERATING WITH EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER

Preoperational Check:

1. Turn all switches OFF at control panel.

2. Check refrigerar.t level at evaporative condenser receiver (75 percent full).

3. Open valves 2, 2A, and 6; close valves 1, 1A, 3, 4, 5, and 7.

4. Check compressor oil level (1 /4 to 3/4 on sigte glass).

5. Check expansion valves.

6. Open steam valve to hot water converter.

7. -Open hot water load valve 11 turn.

3. Close (ON) five small red-tipped switches on control panel.

29



Starting the System:

s3

1. Evaporative condenser pump (ON)

2. Evaporative condenser fan (ON)

3. Selector switch S-6 (for damper) (UP)

4. Hot water rheostat (NORMAL)

5. Hot water pump (ON)

6. Air handling unit (ON

7. Refrigeration compressor (ON)

8. Liquid line solenoid S-2 (ON)

Operating the System:

1. Observe suction and discharge pressures.

a. If discharge pressure exceeds 145 psig, prepare to turn off liquid solenoid
switch S-2.

b. If the cOmpressor stops automatically on high head pressure, turn off liquid
solenoid t,witch S-2.

2. Adjust water load valve to 10 GPM.

3. Observe temperature, pressure, and oil gages.

'Iopping the System:

,iquidline solenoid (OFF)
(wait for pump down)

q, Refrigeration compressor (OFF)

3. Air handling unit (OFF)

4. Hot water pump (OFF)

5. iot water rheostat LOW

6. rriiSelector switch S-6 (for da er) (OK)

7. Evaporative condenser fan (OFF)

8. E: :aporative condenser pump (OF F )

5
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OPERATING WITH WATER-COOLED CONDENSER

rescpersibmal Cheek:-

I. Tara aU switches OPT at control panel.

2. Check refrigeraM level at water-cooled condenser receiver (75 percent full).

3. Open valves 1. 1A, And 5. Close valves 2, 2A, 3. 4. 6. and 7.

4. Check compressor oil level (1 '4 to 3/4 on siglt glass).

5. Check expansion valves.

6. Open steam valve to hot water converter.

7. Opm hot water load valve 1 '2 turn.

8. Close (ON) four small red-tipped switches on control panel.

Starting the Unit:

1. Cooking tower fan and place
m automatic (ON)

2. Cooling tower pump (ON)

3. Setector switch S-6 (3-way valve). (DOWN)

4. Hot water rheostat (NORMAL)

5. Hot water pump (ON)

6. Mr Moiling mit (ON)

7. Refrigeration compressor (ON)

A. Liquidit solenoid S-2 (ON)

Operating the Unit

1. Observe suctkm and discharge pressures.

a. If discharge pressure exceeds 145 pelf', prepare to turn off liquid solenoid
valve 8-2.

b. If compressor stops automatically on high head pressure, turn off solenoid
valve 8-2.

2. Adjust water load valve to 10 GPM.

3. Observe temperature, pressure and oil gages.

31



Stopping the Unit:

1. Liquid line solenoid S-2 (OFF)
(wait for pump down)

2. Refrigeration compressor (OFF)

3. Mr handling unit (OFF)

4. Hot water pump (OFF)

5. Hot water rheostat (LOW)

6. Select switch S-6 (3-way valve) (ON)

7. Cooling tower pump (OFF)

8. Cooling tower fan (OFF)

Checked by

;-)
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WB 3ABR54530-V111-7-PS

DETERMINE CO.IL CAPACITY

OBJECTIVE: Uslag psyckrocnetric chart, determine coil capacity within 2 percent
at curacy.

I: The capacity check formula is

Cubic feat per mm x Specific density x IKD
Btu/min

2. From the capacity check formula, six different values can be determined.

a. Coil sensible tons

L. Coil latent tons

c. Coil tonnage

d. Space sensible tons

e. Space latent tons

f. Space tonnage

3. Using the known vakies in the chart and the capacity check formula, solve for the
values is the blank spaces of the chart. below:

cri4 S.D. IEEM

lair111.1111.1111111.1111111
20

Sen Btu

111111111111.1111111111111111111
MISIIIIMMI

Lat .13tu

1.111111111111111111111111

T Tons Sen Tons Lat Tons

111=11111

11111

IIII

2500 . 075

1500 .4114

1800 .072

11r/0 . 073 7 . 4

3000 . 075 10 8 2 MI=2000 .071 12 9 3

Checked by
Instructor
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WB 3A8R54530-V111-7 -P9

DETERMINE PROPER OPERATION

OBJECTIVE: Using hygrothermograph7 airflow instrument, physhrometric chart and
the 25-ton trainer, perform a capacity check to within 2 percent accuracy.

CAUTIONS: 1. Do not operate any untagged valves without instrugtor's approval.

2. Observe all safety precautions.

I. Temperatures

a. Supply

(1) WB

;2) DB

b. Return

(1) WB

(2) DB

c. Hot water load coil temp

II) Inlet

(2) Outlet

d. Hot water supply temp

2. Pressures

a. Suction

b. Discharge

NOTE: Low suction pressure could indicate a restricted refrigerant line or
dirty strainers.

NOTE: High discharge pressure could indicate inoperative condenser fan.

3. Water Flow

a. Hot water load coil gPm

b. Hot water reheat coil gPm

34



4. Humidity

a. *Supply

b. Return

5. Air now

a. Check evaporator fan for proper operation.

b. Chock foe dirty fikers.

c. Check irk handler for excessive leaks.

d. Measure airflow FP1164

e. C*vertFPMIoCFM

6. Use psychrometric chart and compute operational tannage.

tons), sensible tonnage , latent tonnage

1.41.1.04=101111M1W

NOTE: While mit is in operation check refrigerant, water, electrical lines and

components for security of mounting.

Checked by

35
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WB 3A8R54530-VIII-7 -PIO

TROUBLESHOOTING

OBJECTIVE: Using diagnostic chart, multimeter and 25-ton trainer, troubleshoot andisolate malfunctions to the smallest repairable or replaceable item,
TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS

1. Without referring to study guide 3ABR54530-VIII-7, list the probable causes andremedies for the !allowing troubles.

a. Lott; suction pressure

(1) Probable causes

42) Remedy
,IMMOI11.0.1

b. High suction pressure

(1) Probable causes

(2 Remedy

c. Low discharge pressure

(I Probable causes

Remedy



d. High discharge pressure

(1) Probable causes

.................11.mIMMIN=10........

41.1.1110MIPERMIMI.MPIME

(2) Remedy

e. Abnormal noises

(1) Probable causes
.,11.....e11........m....m.

mmirmil....q......

(2) Remedy

edi......1111IMMMI

37
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1. Compressor fails to start

(1) Probable causes

...Ipm..1 ..

(2) Remedy

Compressor short cycles

(1) Probable causes

1.1.MMIAM.

2. Your instructoii,will place tmubles in the 25-ton trainer. Observe the unit's
oi.eration and complete the following chart.

TROUBLE PFtOBABLE CAUSE REM EDY



TROUBLE PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

.....X.,

....
.101,4440/1.1.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS ANO HANDOUTS

Study Guides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are training
publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in other
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the study guide will help you perform the missions
or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material
under one cover. The too training publications are combined when the WB
is not dnsigned for you to write in, or when both SG and WB are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to ictively respond to each step. You are given
immediate knowledge ot the correctness of each response. PTs may either
replace or augment SGs and WBs.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charts, block diagrams, printouts, case problems, tables,
forms, charts, and similar materials.

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, but are NOT to be used
on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
Or other official publications.



Dept d Civil Engineering Tng SG 3AFIRd4530-V111-9

Sheppard AFB, Texas April 1975

FAMILIA,RIZATION AND OPERATION OF,INDIREcT
EXPANSION AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

Upon completing this unit of instruction. you will be able to operate, maintam,
troubleshoot and Identi ly the major components of a centrifugal air-conditioning system.

INTRODUCTPON

ale centrifugal compressor is' a low-pressure machine using impellers for com-
pression purposes. The refrigeration cycle is accomplished with refrigerants having
a compression range of not over 30 psi. The centrifugal machine can be either motor
or turbine driven and usually runs at high speeds, 3600 to 6900 rpm. They'vary in
capacity from less than 100 to approximately 3000 tons of refrigeration per unit. Slrice

centrifugal units have a zreater cooling capacity, they are used in larger air-condition-
in.e, installations.

(entrifugal equipment uses thc indirect method of cooling. The equipment cools
.1 fluid usually water or brine solution) that is putnped through a cooling coil in the
area to be cooled. The fluid (often called a secondary refrigerant) picks up the
unwanted heat in the conditioned space and brings it back to the refrigerating equipment
where it is removed and discardea.

Figure I Dire-t Expansion System) shows the difference between the two systems.
In a direct expansm system, the cooling coil (evaporator) must be relatively near
the rnmpressor. In an indirect expansion system, (figure 2). the cooling coil can be

icated anywhere. In fact, most indirect systemi have several cooling coils loiated
at different points throughout the building.

fhis supersedes S4.,.; 3:\BR54530-V111-9 and WB 3ABR54530-V111-9-P1 thru P11,
21 August 1973.
P re viou s editions may be

1
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MIXED AIR PLOTS

LXt'11 air IS Ihv process of colnbinini.! any two airflows to be introduced into some

part ,1 the systrni. vrmally this mixture would be between HA and OA (but can include

,thers). Alter beim:, mixed, it is passed over the coil for conditioning prior to intro-
duction tf) the ountrolied space.

Nli%ed am. will appear on the psychrome%.1c chart between the two conditions being

mixed depending on the ratio of the air being mixed. For example, if the air mixbare
was based On a 50 percent mixture, the plot would appear halfway between the dry bulb

lines ,f the two plots, see tuzure 4,

3.

F!g-ure 4. Mixed Air Plot

ro plot Inixeo uSe the followinkt steps:

1. Draw a iiai4nna1 line to connect 'die RH points of OA and i/A (this will give

%:rYti the 13 II lf MA after the DE3 of MA is established).

2. Find the percent of (-outside air In the mixed air. If 2,000 elfin outside air is
added to 4,000 cfm RA. the ratio woLld be:

2000 2000 2 1

2000 - 4000 6000 6 3
33 1 3 percent

5s7



3. J find the dry bulb temperature difference, subtract the RA DB temperature
from the OA DB temperature.

4. Find the change in temperature. Multiply the TD from step 3 by the percent-
age figure from step 2 for degrees of change.

5. Add the value of step 4 to the RA DB temperature to find the MA DB
temperatUre.

6. Finish the MA plot by drawing the DB line to the diagonal line established
step,l, and finish the plot.

AIR HANDLER

The air handler in the 100 ton centrifugal trainer (see figure 5), supplies an air-
flow of approximately 30.000 CFM through the chill water and hot water coils. The
preconditionerair handler supplies a flow of air through brine, steam, chill water
coils and the air washer systems. These units are controlled by the respective con-

.trols located on the graphic control panel.

Air Distribution System

Air is drawn into the system and passed through a filter. It is drawn okrer a steam
coil which assures a leaving temperature of 50 degrees DB, 45 degrees DP. and

$ passes through an air washer where the remaining impurities are removed -Ind humid-
tty is added. In order for humidity to be added, the entering air tempe:atu:e must lie
higher than the water temperature.

leaving t e air washer the air passes through a chilled watkr coil being
maiqained at appeoximately 52 degrees, where grains of moisture ate removed. The
air enters the plenum at this temperature for comfort cooling applications. Supple-
mental hot water and chilled water coils are provided to mamtnin the desired set point
kir comfort conditions.

Air for equipment cooling is passed over a brine coil, being maintained at approx-
irna'ely 29 degrees, where additional grains of moisture 'are removed. Air is provided
to the plenum at 35 degrees,- 100 percent RH, and furthe'r conditioning is provided bv
return air, hot water, and chilled water eoils. A diagram of the airflow. coil locati,ms.
corr.:foller locations and approximate controller settings is providedin figure 5.

Air handlers are devices tnat convey conditioned air to an area where it is desired.
The eoInponents of an air handler may cons.ist of the following: housing, which is
usuahy made of some lightweight material such as aluminum or gallanized steel. This
ttousiek; 4111 have access panels for inspection and maintenance. containid in this
Ifousel: dill be a fan to move the air. The mos.,t common type of fan found is the for-
ward curved centrifugal. The type of cooling coil found in this housing will depend on
the 'manufacturer but will.be of eithet the direct expansion or 'indirect expansion type.
On some systems you will find preheat and reheat coils for more precise control oi
the supply air temperature. These may be steam, hot water or in some cases electric.
To.prevent the coil irom becoming dirty, the .air is filtered by means of an air wash

6
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or With the standard type of filter. To control the amount of air crossing the coil and
being cooled, some units have face and bypass dampers. Working along with thesedampers you May find zone dampers to control the amount of air to different zones orareas:

After the air handler and the duct work (if used) has been installed, the followingchecks should be made:

1. Check the fan for proper RPM, this can be accomplished by using a stroboscope
or a tachometer. Compare the speed of the fan to the designed speed as statedin the specifications. If speed is not correct, adjust the variable pitch motor
pulley, until the correct speed is obtained.

, 2. Check motor amperage and compare with the nameplate rating. A clamp on
ammeter is a conver.'.ent instrument to use. .

3, CheCk to insure that the unit is level and running smoothly with no unusual
noise or vibrations.

Some of the more typical types of air handling units are shown in figures 6 throutzh

Maintenance of Air kaatiling Units

The-main points to consider in maintenance of air handler units are (1).periodic
lubrication of the fan bearings and (2) periodic cleaning of the wheel if it handles greasyor dirty air.

As a oneral rule, if the unit is to be operatel continuously, lubricate about every
6 months. Otherwise, relubricate about Once every year.

Approximately once a year after original installation the Unit should be invected
as follows:

I. Check housing for signs of rust or corrosion and paint with a good rust inhib-
iting paint if necessary.

2. .Clean the fan wheel of any accumulation of dirt which might cause unbalance
and vibrations.

3. Clean the inlet vanes of dampers (when used) and seg that the mechanism
works freely.

4. Check bearings for wear.

5. Chick to see that sheaves, fan wheel, and bearing collars are securely fas-
tened.to shafi.

6. Check and tighten mounting bolts.



SUPPLY AIR

REFRIGERATION UNIT

CGC-022

Figure 6. System ilia central fan, bank of refrigerant eoils fklters, distributing
duet work, refrigeration compresso, and controls.

RETURN AIR

PREHEAT COIL

AIR WASHER SECTION

SUPPLY AIR

--r
$31--

OUTUDE All

1"e
CIRCULATING PUMP

PREHEAT COIL

WATER CHILLER UNIT

CGC_021

Svsteni with central fan. air washer, preheat and reheat coils, filters, dis-
tributing duct work. refrigeration unit for chilling spray water'. circulating pump and
controls.
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c.

OUTSIDE AIR

SUPPLY AIR

RETURN AIR

WATER COOLING COIL

WATER CHILLER UNIT

CIRCULATING PUMP CGC -070

Figure 8. System with cen.tral- fan, water cooling coil, filters, distributuig duct work.
refrigeration unit for chilling the water, circulating pitmp, bypass for control, and
the controls

OUTSIDE AIR

RETURN AIR FACE AND BYPASS DAmPERS

WATER COOLING

COIL

SUPPLY AIR

wATER CHILLER UNIT

CIRCULATING PUMP CGC -019

Figure 9. System with central fan, water cooling coil, filters, distributirig duct work,
refrigeration unit for chilling the water, circulating pump, face and bypass dampers
for control, and controls
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Figure 10. System with central fan or fans, water cooling coil, steam heating coil, filters,
mixing dampers for each zone, distribution duct work, refrigeration unit for chilling the
water, circulating pump and controls

OtiTSIDI

STE4t OR NOT WATER 1OPPLT

TO NE ATINO COIL

PERFORATED BAFFLE Nim

wTER COOLING COIL

I

4

STEAM OR NOT WATER PRATING COIL

WATER MLLE* UNIT

CIRCULATING PUMP
CGC-018

4

F re 11..System with central tan, water cooling coil, steam or hot water coil, filters,
double-duct air distribution mixmg boxes for conditioned spaces, refrigeration unit for
chillm g. the water, or a refrigeration compressor and direct expansion cooling coil for
cooling air, and controls

.
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V-BELTS. V-belts should be inspected every 3 months or every 1000 hours of
operation: whichever comes first. U the belts show signs of cracking or excessive
wear, they should be replaced by a new one. In the case of multiple belt systems,
they should be replaced by a new set of matched belts of the same size.

The belts ahould be kept tight enough to prevent slippage. Avoid excessive tighten-
ing whieh'could place too much Wad on the fan and motor bearings.

If fan belts are checked and found to be excessively worn, they should be replaced
following the below listed proeedures.

1. Move the pilleyis) fogether to facilitate belt removal and replacement. Never
pry or roll belts NI the pulley(s) as this may cause Serious damage to the new
belts.

2. Work the belts arOund the pulley by hand so that the belts are slack on the same
side of the drive./

3. Move the pulleys apart until, they are snug and make a preliminary check of
sheave and shaft;alignment. Operate the drive at a no-load for a 'few minutes
to seat the belts 4nd then check belt tension. Either excessively high or low
tension will adveirsely affect the life and operation of, V-belts.

4. Check sheave an shaft alignment after drive tension is applied.

5. Drive tension sh Id be rechecked after 24 to 48 hours of operation to compen-
sate for initial s retch and wear of the belts.

E. Periodic Checks should be made of drive tension or speed ratio and tension
should be restor d as necessary. The change in speed ratio f rom no-load
to full-load shou d not exceed 1 percent.

fali7 . Always save us belts for emergency replacement but never mix new and
used belts on a rive.

8. Keep belts as feee of dirt and oil as practical.

. 9. Never use beltdressing on V-belts.

10. Store spare belts in a cool dry place.

Belt 41..rision. Al V-belt drives must operate under the proper tension to produce
the wedging action of the belts in the sheave grooves which gives V-belts the pulling
power.

Belts which are oo loose cause slippage. loss of power, loss of speed, rapid belt
wear, rapid sheave tear, and possible belt squeal or howl. When a drive squeals or
howls, the noise is daused by belt slippage. While slippage is usually caused by loose
belts, it may be caufsed by exczasive load, which can be eetermined by checking the
belt tension. If it correct, the belt is no doubt overloaded.

12
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Non: Never attempt to correct slippage by applying belt dressing. Belt
dressing contains chemicals that tend to soften Vfbelts. While this softening
proc ss actually does increase the friction between the belkand the groove
walls temporarily', it causes rapid deterioration of the rubber compounds and'
t:reall shortens belt life.

\

Wits which\are too tight cause damaging strain on the belts, rapid belt wear, rapid
shvave wear. overheating of shaft bearings, and rapid shaft-bearing wear. It is not
difficult to adjusi\the tension of V-belts.

The general practice for determining proper belt tension is to strike the belts with
ttw hand. U die belts are adiusted to the fight tension, they will feel "alive" and springy.
If the tension is too\loosc, the belts will feel "dead." If there is too much tension there
will be no glve 0-1 the belts at all, There should be at least 1'2- to 3/4-inch slack mid-
way between pulleys.

Belts which ;ire l;',,und to be turned over in the sheave groove should be replaced
.- becausti ',fie or Iiirre ..:4 the cords in the strength sections are broken. These broken

cords are generall\y caOed by prying the belt on to the sheave without loosening the
m,aor-mount bolts. The proper way or method to install V-belts has already been
itscussed.

MOTORS.. Some motors haVe sealed bearings which require no maintenance, other
hearings require oit for luhricatlion and will be equipped with oil orifice or oil cups.
Also there are the type tha'c require a grease to lubricate them.

NOTE. Care must\be taken when greasing this type bearing as damage may
occur the motor grease seals and motor itself.

se the folltitving procedimes to grease this type motor bearing:

I. Remove hottom greaSe drain plug,

2. Attach Lzrease un to Oressure grease fitLIngi
,

3. Lubricate iintit clean grease is seen coming out of the bottom drain plug.
e.

4. Reinstall briLtoniirease plug.

'BEARINGS. Son* bearings require lubrication with oil and will be equipped with
Jit oil orifice or oil gip. These Ahould be kept full at all times. Other bearings will

, be equipped with the Orease type hearings.

NOTE: When lubricatmg this type ci bearing it must be done sloWly until grease
appear; at the seal, the bearing may overheat immediately after greasing but
for a short time only.

DAMPERS. Dampers should be inspected as often as possible to ineute freedom
if movement and proper adjustment.. They should also be inspected for rust and cor-
rosion and painted with a good rust inhibiting paint if needed..

CONDENSATE COLLECTION PAN. The cojèneate pan should be checked period-
ically to insure proper draining of condensed moisture. Also check for amount of rust
.md clrrosion. If rusting is occurring a good asphalt type ;:arnish will aid in sealing
the metal from corrosion.

13
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56/
STEAM SYSTEM

Steam boilers are oormally rated in horsepower. enending on the local steam
requ inents.. tinders are classified in two categories as to their operating pressures.
A low pressure steam boiler orerates at a pressure below 15 psi. The high pressure
tpes operate from 15 psi and above., There are many types of steam tellers and
various methods used to fire them. 'One of the most common It the horizontal fire
tube type, the water being around the tubes in the shell and the fire going into the tubes.
-This ti;pe has a high heat transfer rate because of the large surface area with the water.

Fuel or izas fired boilers are the most common.

A 12; horsepower how pressure steam boiler is.used on the eentrifugal air-condition-
uw ,vstvn. ,rainer. This boiler will operate during your practical exercises. The

boilei in th: type system is used to control humidity, heat water for reheat coils, and
t.t Itsh st,,,oh to the e,loliaL tower to prevent freezeup during winter operation.

For humidity control, the steam is supplied to the steam coil, (preheat coil) air

it.u.,-es through the coil. heatiniz the air to a high temperature. The air then passes
ellkit:1i an air washer system, picking up moisture and washing,the air clean of any

ii particles liot removed by filtration. The air is then forced through chill water
colis and ('hilled brine r water being 450F and the brine being 29°F). bringing

(toliperature to appriximately 35°F' at 030 percent relative humidity. These tem-

per.nure and humidity figures are only instructionkil aids. They may vary between

Me hot water cotls 'reheat coils) are used to adjust the temperature to the rooms

,,r I ,lu ipinent as desired. This is accomplished by using individual thermostats or other
typf, temperature controllers.

BRINE CHILLER SYSTEM

rhe brine chiller is a 25-ton, rr-cipt.ocating compressor trainer system using

11-22 t) chill a brim solution fohylene glycol and water) to approximately 29°F.
rhe brine solutton is pumped to variol.;s brine coils in,the preconditioner system for

hun.idity control.

SECONDARY REFRIGERANT AND CONDENSER WATER
SYSTEMS MAINTENANc E

It is very difficult to set up a definite maintenance schedule since so many opera-

tional factors must be considered. Your supervisor should familiarize you with the
stanchng nperating procedures at your installation and you must follow these

recommendations.

The tubes in the condenser and cooler must receive regular attention for efficient
performance and long life. Special care must be taken during the firgt year of opera-
tion due to dirt and other foreign materials which may have collected in the system
chit-int: installation. The water treating system must operate effectively to prevent
general corrosion of 'the tubes and piping system. Foreign miterial and corrosive
attack can do extensive lamageto the system's piping and water tubes if not effectively
tr.ued and corrected.

15
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A special type of nylon brush should be used to clean tubes. This brush is desned
to prevent scraping Or scratching of the tube's inner wall. The brush is forced through
each tube by hand pressure. During this cleaning process most of the scale. mud, and
other foreign deposits will be loosened. The removal of such loose deposits can be
accomplished by flushing with water.

If the woes are completely covered with scale, a chemical treating process must
be used to remove all t,Ireign deposits. The manufacturer's maintenance manual will
awe information on the type and strength of chemical solution to use on their designed
units.

Condenser

It is recommended that the condenser tubes be brushed at least once a year, Hourly
checks must be made between the difference of the leairing condenser water temperature
and the condensing temperature. If at full-load operation, this difference exceeds the
design value, fouling of tube surfaces is taking place; Should the leaving condenser wate
temperature be hard to maintain, cleaning of the condenser tubes is recommended.

SERVICING. The following Procedures should be followed in cleaning condenser
tubes.

1. Shut off the main line inlet and outlet valves.

2. Drain water from condenser through the water box drain valve. Open the vent
cock in the gage line or remove the gage to help draining.

3. Remove all nuts from the water box rovers, leaving two on loosely for safety.

4. Using specially threaded jacking bolts, force the covers away from the flanges.
As soon as the covers are loose from the gaskets, secure a rope to the rigging
bolt in the covers and an overhead support. Remove the last two nuts and
place the cover on the floor.

5. Scrape both the cover and the matching flange to free any gasket material.

6. Remove the water box division plate by sliding it out trom its grooves. raution
should be used in removing this plate: it is made of cast iron. Penetratinc
oil may Le used t, help remove the plate.

7. Use nylon brush ar equal type on the end of a long rod. Clean each tube
with a.scrubbing motion and flush each tube after the brushing has been .
c omple ted.

8. Replace the division plate after first shellacking the required round rubber
gasket in the two grooves.

9. Replace the water box covers after first pitting graphite On both sides 4)f each
gasket as this prevents sticking of the gaskets to the flanges.

16



CAUTION. Care must be taken with the water box cover on the water box
end to sty that the division plate matches the rib of the flanges.

10. Tichu.n all huts evenly.

11. Close thy flram and cage cock.

12. Open the matn line water valve and fill the tubes with water. Operlte the
Pump. if possible. to check for leak-tight joints.

REPAIR. Petubmg is about the only major repair that is done on the condenser..
This takes a high decree of skill and may require the services of a manufacturer's
qualdiert repairman.

Eiaporator Co4)11 t.

You will be required to make frequent checks of the chilled water temperatures
Li the evaporator. 11 these temperature readings at full-load operation,besin to vary
Irom the designed temperatures. fouling of the tube surfaces U1 beginning and cleaning
1, required when leaving chilled water temperature cannot be maintained.

lit cleaMnc the evaporator, it is recommended that the tubes be cleaned at least
,nre a year. which may vary with local operating conditions. Cleaning schedules
should he outlmed in the standard operating procedures.

SERVICING. Servicing procedures for shell and tube type evaporators and con-
densers are the same since all shell and tube containers are built and on

-imilar principles.

REPAIR. Retuhinc is about the only major repair that is done on the evaporator.
Thu; work should be done by a qualified refrigeration repairman or a manufacturer's
representative.

17
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CENTRIFUGAL A1R-CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Illustrated in figure 3 is a centrifugal machine. As you can see, it
is a compact asse:nbly made up of eight major components. A list of these
components and their function is as followi:

1. Drum control: Used to increase or decrease the speed of the motor,
by irarying the resistance to the motor. '

2. Drive: An electric motor or turbine which supplies power to drive
the compressor.

3. Speed increaser (Terry Gear): A separaee component between the
motor and compressor to obtain proper compressor speedwith standard motor.

4. Compressor: Centrifugal type which compresses the evaporated
refrigerant and discharges it to.the condenser.

5. Shell and tube type condenser: Liquefies the refrigerant received
from the.Compressor.

6. Purge recovery unit: A compact assembly that removes noncon-
densable gases and moisture from the condenser and returns the refriger-
ant to the cooler, while the nbncondensable gases and moisture are dis-
charged to the atmosphere.

.7. Shell and tube type evaporator oi cooler; Co Ols the chilled water
passing through the tubes by the evaporation of the refrigerantin which the .

tubes are immersed.

it. Control panel: Location of electric or pneumatic controls used for
operation of the various components of the machine are mounted on the panel.

The economizer (not' shown in figure 3) is located in the cooler below
the-Turge unit. It partially cools the condensed refrigerant before passing
it on to the evaporator. Evaporation in this .chamber helps imp-rove the
cooling efficiency of the machines Vapors flpm the economizer 'are piped
to the second stage of the compressor.,

Drum Controller
The secondary drunl c9ptroller is used to adjust the amount of resis-

tance in the rotor tircuit, of the, motor. Resistors are used with the drum to

5.71
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provide speed regulation and act as an energy dissipating unit. The maxi-
mum amount of energy turned into heat In the resistors amounts to about
15 percent of the motor rating. The grid res!stors perform trio functions:
First, to limit the 'starting current when the motor is accelerating from
standstill to operating speed; and, second, to regulatelhe operating speed
of the motor. The drum adjusts the amount of resistance in the rotor cir-
cuit. Rksistors are provided with connection lugs corresponding to the con-
nection lugs on the drum. The resistors limit the motor starting inrush cur-
rent to 150 percent of full load motor starting current and provide 25 per-
cent speed reduction below full load speed of the motor. The drum resits-
tors are connected to the slip rings. The Cutler-Hammer drum controller
vrovides balanced resistor speed control points which are clearly indicated
on the drum head. Drum points that are nolt nuMbered,.are unbalanced re-
sistor points for acceleration only. The motor should not be permAtted to
dwell on any of the unbalanced speed points as these points serve only to
fimit the acceleration current drawn by the motor. An electrical interlock
circuit in the drum consists of three contact fingers and cylinder contacts
below the main Contacts. It also provides the-electrical connection in the
full resistance position to allow the primary switch or circuit breaker to ap

power to the motor. The interlock prevents starting the motor unless all
resistance is in the motor.

OPERATION. .Always bring the drum control lever to.the "off" position
before, pressing "start" button. Manual starting of the machine at the motor
location assures the operator complete supervision of the unit. Interlock-
ing wiring connections between drum controller and circuit breaker make it
neressary to return drum control to full low speed position (all resistance
in the motor) befor, breaker can be closed while oil pressure switch is by-
passed holding "start" button closed. Releasing "start" button before oil,
pressure switch closes will cause breaker to trip out - hence a false start.

To regulate speed, move the:drum control lever to next higher balanced
speed point (marked points) and pause only about one second on each unbil-
'anced point (unmarked points). Do not allow motOrlo run on unbalanced
speed ,points due to possible pulsating torque. This causes unnecessary
wear on bearing, gears and couplings.

, MAINTENANCE . Isolate all power before attempting any maintenance.
Drum contactors should be Checked for, alignment, kept lubricated with a
thin coating of vasoline and kept free of excessive dirt and dust.

Motor
. -

The tnotor drive unit is a polyphase, induction motor, 440 volts, 1755
RPM, 120 amps, manufactured by Ideal Electric Manufacturing Company.
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The purpose of the motor is to drive the compressor at proper speed as
load retwirements demand. ,

Speed Increaser
. - g

The speed increaser 13 a separate component mounted between the com-
pressor and motor. (The gears are s ed increasers required to obtain the
proper ompressor speed. through th use of standard sp.sed motor .4 In
general he gears are 'of-the double helical type, properly balance4 for ,

smooth ratiOn, ,and pressure lubricated. rhe gear wheel and pifLion are
enclosed i an 61T;tight case which is split attie .horizontal cvctsr Line.
Lubrication is from a gear-type oil pump., The unit has an oil level sight
glass, pressure gage, aa externally mounted oil strainer and oil Cooler.

LUBRICATION. The oil pump is a gear type. When assembling, care
must beftaken to see that the paper gasket between.the pump lrody and,brack-
ets is of the prom thickness.\ A gasket which i$ too thick will reduce, pumii
capacity and cause an oil pressure failure. An excessively thin gaiket will
cause unneee'ssary load on the gears, resulting in wear and destrudtion of
the gears. -Writing paper makes a good gasket when shel4cked in plac,e.
Never use a riibber gasket on any oil joint.

. t
.A good gear oil mvt be used for the lubrication pf high speed gears.

The oil must be kept clean by filtering,. and filters must be changed as often
as possibli.. The temOrature of the oil, should be kept approximately 130°F -
1800F. Water coolirfg should be uied-whenever necessary to keep the tem-
perature within these limits.

4

Selection of the best grade of oil for ,use on a gear is based on journal
Speeds toothslipds, and clearances. In generalv it is better to use an oil
that is too hea han one too light. The gears will be sOmowhat warmer,'
but the heavier oil. will take care of the higher temperature if it iS not more
than a few degrees. The heavier -oil is rated at 400 to 580' seconds viscosity.

WATER.COOLING OF'GEARS. Water cooling of gears is accomplished
by circulating water through Water jackets cast in the ends of the gear casing
or by means Of eithman internal or external oil cooler. This system is con-
nected to a ,oapply of cool, clean water at-,a minimum pressure Of 4 pounds.

. A regulatinedeviee must be installed in the water supply line. The discharge
line, should have free outlet without valves to avoid possibility of excessive
pre'ssures on the sy§terny kping must be arranged. so that altl the water can
be drained or blown out off the water jackets or cooler if the unit may tie sub-
jected to .freezing tempdratures.

-1
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, MAINTENANCE. Inspect to see that both thejdriving and driven s,

lilac:hides are inIne. If you are not sure that alignment is correct, check
this-point Withe gages. Try out the water cooling systein to see if it is func-
tioning properly. When starting, see that yon have sufficient oil in the gear
casing and that the oil pump gives required pressure ( 4 to 8 lbs). When the
temperature of the oil in the casing reaches 100°F; turn-on the water Cool-
ing system. Add sufficient oil from time to time to,maintaiwthe proper-oil
jevel. Never allow Me gear wheel to dip into the oil.

Regular cleaning of the lubrication system and tests of the lubricant are
essential. Clean the strainer at least once a week"and oftener if necessary.
The- manufacturerrecommends the gear case be drained and completely
cleaued every two - three months. Refill with new filtered oil. From time
to time, between oil changes, samples of oil should be drawn off and the oil
checket If water is present, the water should be drawn off; and, if -therdk
is a considerable amount of water in the oil, remove all oil and separate
water from the oil before it is used again.

All working parts are easily accessible .for inspection and repair except
the nil pump. If the occasion arises to dismantle the gears, extreme pre-
cautions must be taken to prevent any damage to gear teeth. The slightest
bruise will result in a noisy operation. When the gears-are removed, place
them on a clean cloth-covered board and block them go that they cannot roll
off. Cover gears with cloth for protection purposes.

Bearing shells and oil stingers are marked and should be reinstalled in
thyir proper places. Gasketa\are used between.the oil punip bracket and oil
pump, and under hand hole coi$rs. All parts must be clean when reassemb-w
ling. Make sure that no metai burrs or ctoth lint are present on any part of
the unit. Coat faces of flanges with Shellac before they are bolted in place.
A thin, coat of shellac on the bearing supporrts will pre:rent oil leaks at these
places.

When bearings are worn, they must be immediately replaced. Worn
bearings will rause gears to wear. Bearins are interchangeable and when
new bearings are installed, 'the gears are restored to their original center
distance and alignment. It is not recummended to rObabbitt bearings; the
heat required to rebabbitt bearings will cause some distortion of the bearing
shell. Do not renew one bearing alone; always renew in pairs. This will
help eliminate tooth misalignment.

21
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"Cinch" fittings are used on all pipes connected to the oil pump bracket:use this type on all replacemerAs. Threaded fittings may cause the bracket
to be pullea out of line, causing noisy operation and.wear on gears.

Couplings should not be driven onor off the gear or pinion shafts, as
hammering may injure both surfaces-. 1Provisions have been made for using
a jacking device for putting oq or removing couplings from shafts.

Gear tooth contact and wear should be unifornify distributed over the
entire length of both gear and pinion helixes. If heavier wear is noted on
any portion of the helixes or any part of the tooth face, it may indicate im-
proper setting of the gear casing, misalignment of connecting shafts, vibra-
tion, excessive or irregular Wéar on the bearings, or poor lubrication.
Should gear teeth become damaged during inspection or operation, rernove
burrs by use of a fine file or oilstoibe, \ Never use these tools to correct the
tooth contour.

Misalignment, poor lubrication, asp vibratkon can cause pitting of tooth
surfaces or flaking of metal in certain lr. reas of the gears. If this happens,
check alignment and remove all steelerticles.

Couplings

The couplings used to connect the motor to the speed increasing gears
and from the gears to the compressor are Alf-aligning cou ings. The
coupling is of the flexible geared type, consisting of two ext nally geared
hubs that are pressed on and geared to the shafts. These hut are enclosed
by a two-piece, externally geared; floating cover which functions as a single
unit when the halves are boltecttogether. The cover is supported on the hub
teeth during operation. A spacer =spool piece is used with the ?aver for
the compressor''coupling The hub teeth and cover teeth are engaged around
the complete circumference and the cover and shafts revokve as one unit.
The cover and each shaft are free to move independently ()teach other within
the limits of the coupling, thus providing for reasonable angular/ and,offset
misalignment as well as end float. 4

The amount of misalignMent that the coutiling will handle without exits-
sive stressing varies with the size of the coupling. In all sases, however,' it
should be treated as a coupling taking care of incidental ifiisalignment and
should pever be considered as a universal joint.

Flexible couples are generally the type used on most centrifugal units.
They will trisure long life ii properly maintained. The two most important ,

operating services to insure long life are proper lubrication and proper,,

alignment.

22
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nt ri fugal Compressor

The easiest way to understand ,the.functions of a centrifugal compres-
sor is to think of it as a centrifugal fan of the type'used for forced and in-
duced draft. Like the fan, the compressor takes in gas and whirls it at a
high speed. which compresses the-gas by centrifugal force. The high
velocity ti the gas leaving the impellers is converted to a pressure ex-
ceeding the inlet pressure. At maximum speed, the compressor will pro-
duce osuction temperature of approximately 600F below the condensing
temperature of R-11. Changing speed varies suction temperature.

The ,ompressor casing and the various stationary paisages inside the
compressor casing are made of cast iron. The compressor shaft is made
of hard steel, turned and ground with keyways for each impeller, while the
impellers are of the built-up type. The hub disc and cover are machined
steelfoi-gings. The biadei are sheet steel formed to curve backward with
respect to the direction of rotation and riveted to the hubs and covers. After
assembly, the wheels are.given a hot-dipped lead coating to reduce corrosion
damage. The compressor rotor assembly consists of the shaft and impellers.
lt runs in tWo sleeve-type bearings.

r,

Thermometers are inserted in the top of each bearing cover for obtaining
beariqg temperature. Each blaring also has two large oil rings to assure
lubrication when the machine is starting up or slowing down.

Brass labyrinth packing in the diaphragms prevents interstage leakage
of gas. Similar packing on the shaft at the ends of the-casing restricts the
flow uf gas between the main compressor casing and -ilhe bearing charnberic,

hi operation, the pressure differential across each impeller produces an
axial thrust toward the suction end of the compressor. This thrust is
supported by allCinqbury!' thrust bearing atthe suction end of the shaft. (See

figure 13.)

COMPRESSOR IIBRICATING SYSTEM. The compressor has a forced
h2brication system (figure 13) including oil pump, bearing oci rings, .pressure
regulating valves, etc.. The entire oiling syptc?rn is housed within the comp-

/ ressor asing and the oil is circulated through cored' openings drilled pas-
sages, or fiited copper lines. This eliminaies all of the usualexternal
lines and their 4nger of possible rupture, damage, or leakage. All of the
oil for the lubricating system 45 circulated by a helical gear pump, which is

bmeirged'in the main oil reservoir. The simple, positive drive assures
ple oil kor presfure lubricating and cooling, all journal bearingS, thrust

arings, ard seal surfaces.
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The reservoir which houses the oil pump is an integral part of the

rompressor easing and is aeCessible through a cover plate on the end of the
compressor. Circulating water cooLing coils are fitted to the cover plate to
maintain proper oil temperature.

A high grade turbate, oil, such as DTE heavy medium or approved
equivalent, is recommended for centrifugal compressors. To be sure of
specifications on grade-and type of oil to use, it is advisable to refer to the
manufacturer's maintenance manual. The oil in the centrifugal compressor,
shotild be changed,annually.

If a machine is to be started for the first time, or if all the ryil has been

drained from the unit, the following lubrication procedures are reammerlded;

1. The machine preseure must be atmospheric.

2. The cover on the front bearing at the coupling end of the comPtessor
is removed awl one gallon of oil is poured into the front bearing level.

3. till thel seal oil pressure chamber by removing the cover.:

4. Remove the cover from the rear bearing and pour oil into the
chamber until theindicated height is reached as recommended on the plate
on the pump chamber.

5. Fill the atmospheric float chamber through the.connection on the
side of the chamber unt41 iii shows in the siet glass. (See figure 13.)

6. Pour ., small amount of oil into the thrust-lraring housing by re-
moving the strainer caP and pouring into the strainer.

Under normal operating coiVitions, the following lubrication procedures
are recommended:

4.

1. Replacement of the oil filter regularly, depending on the length of
operaticn and the condition of he filter.

2. If, at any time, oil is withdrawn fiorn the Machine, replace it with
new oil. I.

3. Clean and inspect the strainer in the thrust bearing at least once
'a year.

4. Replace the complete oil'charge at least once a year.
25
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5. After shutdown periods of more than a month, remove the, bearing
covers and add one quart of on to earcti bearing well before starting.

OIL DRAINAGE. To drain the oil system, allow the machineto warm
up until the temperature, is approximately 75°F'. .,The machine must be at
atmospheric pressure. The pump' chamber is drained by remoVIng the drain
plug. Replace the plug, then drain the atmospheric float chamber in the
same manner. By draining these two chambers, practically all of the oil is
removed. The oil left in the bearing wells and seal reservoir is useful lor
keeping the bearing in satisfactory condition and as a sealing o%

TO keep the machine in the best operating condition, the f9llowing pre-,

'cautions mwst be observed: P

r: The electric heaier in the oil pump chamber must be turned on
during sht4down peHods, and must be turned off when the cooling water is
turned on The ptirpose of this heater is to4keep the R-11 and oil separated.4.1

Do not overcharge the system with oil. The oil level will fall as
the ol is circulated through the system; .1aut under normal operation, the
oil level will increase approximately 7 percent in volume as the refrigerant
becomes absorbed in it. The oil level in the, machine will be approximately
(1)11e-half sight glass.

3. Oil can be added to the filling connection" (figure 13)on the side of the
atmospheric float chamber onl)/ while the machine is in operation and the
atmospheric float óhimber return valve Is open.

COMPRESSOR SHAFT SEAL. A shaft seal is provided where tite 'shaft
extends through the compressor casing. The seal is formed between a ring
called the rotating sealing seat fitted against a Ahoulder on the shaft and the
stationary sealing seat attached to the seal housing through a flexible member
or bellows assembly. The tontact faces on theSe. seal seats etre carefully
machined and ground to make a vacuum tight joint. A spring,,,talled the
multileaf seal spring, moves the stationary seal seat in, Vk5ontact with the
rotating seal sear tq make the proper seal wherr the comgessor is shut
down. A floating ring is located between the hub of the stationary sealing
seat and the hub of the rotating sealing seat. A seal oil reservoir and fil-
ter chamber dre attached to the compressor housing above the seal to-pro-
vide oil to maintain a head of oil to th.t seal surfade during shutdown periods.

Simply, the shaft seal consists of two highly roliSh-ed metal surfaces
whichs are held tightly together by a spring .;tiring shutdówii and are separated;
by a film of oil under pressure during operatio'n.° The positive supply of oil

rJ
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froni the (Al pump during operation and tite seal oil reservoir during shut-
down prevents any inward le44cage Of air or outward leakage of refrieetant.
in addition, the low oil Pressure safety control will automatically stop the'
compressor if the oil pressure to the seal falls below a safe minimtim.

ondenser

The condenser isoa shell and tube type similar ih construction to the
cooley. The primary functionAof the condenser is to receive the hot refri-
gerant gas from the conpressor and condense it to a liquid.

A secondary function,bfthe condenser is to collect and concentrate non-
condensable gases so that thOy may be removed by the purge unit. The top t.
portion of the condeufker is baffled. This baffle encloses a portiod cif the
first water pass. The nonC'ondensable gases rise to the top portion of\the
eondenser because they are light& than refrigerant vapors and because tr..
is the coolest portion of the condenser. (See figures 14 and 15.)

CONDENSER WATER
INLET PuRGF CONNECTION

nIVISION

_ LATE
WO

..11*.

HOT GAS

NLET

LIQUID
REFRIGERANT
RETURN LINE

Figure 14. Condenser Diagram

73

DIVISION
PLATE

C DENSER
WATER
OUTLET

A perforated biffle or distribution plate (figurelis installed along the.
tube bundle to prevent direct impact of the compressor discharge on thee
tubes. The baffle also serves to distribute the gas throughout the length of
the condenser.

The condensed refrigerant leaves the condenser through a bottom con-
nection at one end and flows into the condenser economizer float chamber.'
(See figure 14. )
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Figure 15:Cross Section of Condenser (3 Pass)

The\ater boxes (figurel4)of all condensers are designed for a maximum
working pressure of 200 psig. They are provided with the neceSsary divi-
sion plates to give the required flow. *Water box covers may be retnoved
without disturbing any refrigerant joint since the tube sheets are welded in-
to the condenser and flanges. Vent and drain openings are provided in the
water circuit..

The condenser is connected to the compressorl'and the cooler shells
with expansion joints to allow for differences in expansion between them.

r
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Purge Unit. 57 5
The presence of .even a small amount of water in a refrigeration system

must be avoided at all times, otherwise excessive corrosion of various
parts of the system may oCcur. Any appreciable amount of water is due to
a leak from one of the water circuits.

The pressure within a portion of the centrifugal refrigeration system is
less than atmospheric: therefore, the possibility exists that air may enter
the system. Since air contains water vapbr, a srnalcil amount of water will
enter whenever air enters.

The function of the purge system is to remove water vapor and air from -

the refrigeration system. and.tp recover the refrigerant which is mixed yith
these gases.. The secondary fupction of the purge unit is to pressurise the
centrifugal machine for leak teSting.

The air is automatically purged to the atmosphere. The refrigerant is
condensed and automatically returned to the cooler as a liquid. Water, if
present, is trapped in a compartmentof the purge separator unit from which
it can be drained. manually. Thus, the purge recovery system maintains the'
highest poss:ble refrigerating efficiency.

PURGE RECOVERY OPERATION. The purge recovery operation is
automatic, once the purge switch is turned "ON" and the four valves' listed
below, and referred to in figure l6, are opened.

1. Service valve on main condenser.

2. Hand valve in suction line.

3 . Hand Valve in the return liquid refrtigerant line.

4. Service valve on economizer in return liquid refriOrant line.

(NOTE: Water drain hand valve must be cloised during normal operation.)

:f there should be an air leak-in the system,..operation oi the purge unit
will remove the air. It is recommended that the operator stop the purge unit
at intervals and shut-off-valves (2) 'and (3) listed above, to Check for leaks in
the purge system. A tight machine will n9t collect air no matter how long
the purge unit is shut off.
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Pri.tsence of air in the Centrifugal unit ii stioWn by an increase.in tiead -

pressure in the condenser. The pressure can develop suddenly orireardually
during machine operation,_Shecking the difference between leaving 'conden-

ser water temperature and the,temperature on the condenser gage can be
used to deterrnlnk the presence of air'. A sudden increase between these
temperatures ma be caused by air.. In some, instances, a suiden increase
in cooler pressure over the pressure corresponding to cooler temperature
during operation, may be caused by air leakage.

Small air leakages are very difficult to determine. It may take one or
more days to detect an air leakage in the machine. A leak that shows up
immediately or within a few hours is large and,ust be found and repaired
immediately.

Refrigerant losS depends on'operational conditions: therefore, these
colditions have a determining effect on refrigerant losses. The operator
.Shbuld be very careful' in maintaining his log on refrigerant charged and the

shutdown level in the cooler. In this manner, he can determine the time a
aile a develops, refrigerant los, find the cause, and correct the trouble.

If the machine operates with a.pressure in the dondenser and has a
slight air leak during normal operation but indicates a large gain of air when
shut down under vacuum, a serious leak eidsts in the high pressure side of
the system. Such a leak will be to the outside during operatioa-and'cause a
large amount of refrigerant loss. The cause must be found and corrected.

4

Moisture removal by the purge recovery unit'is just as important as air
removal. The moisture may enter the machine by humidity in the air that
can leak into the machine or by a watet leak in the cooler or condenser. If

there are no water leaks, the amount of water collected-by the purge unit
will be small (one ounce per day) under normal operating conditions. If

large amounts of water are collected by the pirge unit (one-half pint per day),
the machine must be checked for leaky tubes. Water must be removed manu-
ally by opening water drain hand valve. If any water does collect, it should
appear in the sight-glass and should be drained. Water can be remoVed

more rapidly when the machine is stopped than when running. If the machine
is collecting large amounts of moisture, it is advisable to run the purge unite

a short time after the machine is stopped and before it is started. Running

the., pthrge unit before the machine is "started will help to leduce purging time,
after the machine is started.
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The automatic relief prissure valve is related to room temperature as
shown in Tabl' 1, and 'can be adjusted by a screwdriver after removing the
top Cover of the purge unit casing. For recommended pressures within the
condenser preasure limits, trefer to Table 1.

The pressure reducing valve is adjusted to produce a suction piessure
on thb purge unit and wkll n allow condensatim in the auction line. If
condensation does ocour, tHe condensate collect in the crankcase of the
purge compressor, cfrusing a foaming, and excessive oil loss. Table 1,
shown below,- can be used as guide for 'setting the pressure reducing valve.

If Ithepressure redugthig"lve is wide open, there will be a pressure
drop of a few pounds acrtiatliSe valve and,the suction pressure cannot be
adjusted Wrier than a few pounds below the machine condensing pressure.

,

Room
Air

Temperature
65 75 85 95 105 115

Suction-Pressure
(Maximum
Allowable)

1-............___--,............................L
Relief Pressure
by Adjustment of
Automatic Relief

Valve

5
Inch

Vacuum

7580

0- lb
0-lb 3 .5 lb
Gage Gage

75-80 95-100

I

I 7 lb
Gag4

95-100

Wide
Open

105 -
110

. W ide
Open

105 -
110

Table 1

LUBRICATION., The purge unit compressor and centrifugal compressor
use the same type arid grade of oil. 9i1 can be added to purge compressor
closing the hand valves, (2) and (3) listed under Purge Recover Operation,
removing the plug in the. top.of the oil sight glass, and adding oil. Draining
the oil can be accomplished by removing the -oil plug below the purge com-
pressor. The oil level cap be checked by a showing of oil at any point in the
sikht glass while the ct npressor is running or shut-down. The level of oil
will fluctuate accordir4,Ly. The oil level should be checked daily.

MAINTENANCE. Other coMponents that must be closely checked in the
purge recovery unit are asNfollows:
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1. Belt tension

c
2 Relief ValVe.for tightness when closed to prevent loss of refrigerant.'

3. Condenser clean and free of air obstruction.

4. High-pressure cutout shuts dqwn the unit if the condenser pressure
reaches 110 pounds.

CAUTION: The high pressure utout remakes contact automatically
to start the purge unit on 75 lbst.-Tsingle phase motors have a built-in
thermal overload stopping the motor on overload.: It automatically
resets to start the motor in a few Minutes.

If the normal delivery of refrigerant is interrupted, it is usually caused
by a valve being closed or benuse the float valve is not operating. This
malfunc.tion is indicated by a liquid rise in the upper sight glass. Immediate
action inust be taken to correct this trouble. If the liquid is not visible in
the lowor sight glass, the float valve is failing to close properly.

Economizer

A -omplete description of the function of the economizer is given under
the ref .igeration cycle. It is located in the cooler shell at the opposite end
from tLc.) compressor suction connection and above the tube bundle. (See

figure I7.)This component pre-cools liquid refrigernt returning to the evapo-
rator.

The economizer is a chamber with the necessary passages and float
valves, connected by an internal conduit passing logitudinally through the
cooler was space to the compressor second stage inlet. This connection
maiatains a pressure in the economizer chamber that is intermediate (about
0 Psig between the cooler and condenser pressures) and carries away the .

vapors generated in the chamber. 'Before entering the Conduit, the econo-
mizer vapors pass through eliminator baffles to extract any free liquid re-
frigerant and drain it back into the chamber.

There are two floats in separate. chambers on the front end of the
economizer The top or condenser floatvalve keeps the condenser drained
ot refrigerant and admits the refrigerant from the condenser into the econo-
mizer chamber. The bottom: or economizer float vallre returns the liquid to
the cooler or evaporator.
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E vaporator

The cooler or evaporator, (se* figures17, 18,andl.9),, is (ipf ea horizontal
shell and tube construction with fixed tube sheets. Thethfll is low Carbon

. steel plate rolled to shape and, elect:ically welded in pltc.:

i The cooler and condenser-both have corrosion-resistance cast i on
water boxes. They are designed to permit complete inspection witt4ut.
breaking the main pipe joints. Full size separate cover plates ive.I4cess
to all tubes for easy cleaning. The cOoler water boxes are designed for ;-
maximum 200 lbs working pressure. They are'provided with cast iron divi-
sion plates to give the required water.pass flow. ;

Both the cooler and condenser have tube sheets.of,cupre-nickle, welded
to the shell flange. Cupre-nickle is highly resistant to corrosion.

4

CONDENSER ECONOMIZER
FLOAT CHAMBER

tIQuiD REFRIGERANT
FROM CONDENSER

SUSSSUSSMINft

000000000000000000 0 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 000000000000dr- 0

EVAPORATOR ECONOMIZER
FLOAT CHAMBER

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ELIMINATORS.

EVAPORATOR TUBES

Figure 17. Cross Section - Economizer
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HOT GAS DISCHARGE

CHILL WATER
41111,ET

(i*

ECONOMIZER SUCTION OUTLET

SUCTION OUTLET
ECCAOMIZER

Figtire 18. Evaporator Diagram

RAFPLES
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.1117,
CHILL WATER

OUTLET

-SUCTION DAMPERS
( RADIAL TYPE)

CHILL WATER
INLET

Figure 19. Cutaway Section - Suction End of Evaporator
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The tubes in,the cooier are copper tubes with an extended surface. The
belled ends are rolled into concentric grooves in the holes of thiP tube sheets.
Tube ends are rolled into the tube sheers and expanded into two internal
supportrsheets. By this, the advantage of removable tubes is obtained.

The- normal refriVrant chabge in the
cent of the tube bundle:'' However, during

'the refrigerant usually covers the tube' bu

cooler coverkonly about 50 per-
operation, the violent boiling of

ndle. s. 04,-

The cooler ish equipped with multibend, nonferrous eliminator Plates 4
above the tube bundle which remove,the liquid droplets from the vapor stream
and prevent cairyover of liquid refrigerarnt particles into the compressor
suction. Inspectio covrs are provided in'the end of the 'cooler to permit
access to the eliinjnators.

A rupture valve with a 15-lb bursting disc is provided on the cooler and
a 15 Psig pop Safety valve is screwedinto a flange above the rupture disc.
These items ire strictly for possible disaster conditions bgcause it is
highly improbable that a pressure greater than 5 to 8 Psig will ever be at-
tained without purposely blocking off the compressorsuction opening.

An expansion thermometer is provided to indicate the temperature .of the
refrigerant within the cooler during operation. , A sight' glass is provided to
observe the charging and operating refrigerant level.

A charging valve with-connections is located on the side of the cooler (or
adding or removing,refrigerant. The connection is'piped to the bottom of
the cooler so that complete drainage of refrigerant is possible. A refriger-
ant drain to the atmosphere is also provided near the charging connection
expansion thermometer.

A small chamber is welded to the cooler shell at a point opposite the
economizer and above the tube bundle. A continuous supply orliquid from
the condenser float chamber is brought to the expansion chatratioir witile the

thmachine is running. The bulb of the refrigerant ermome and the refri-
gerant safety thermostat bulb are inserted in this expansion chamber for
measuring refrigerant temperature.

.. REFRIGERANT. Trichloromonofluorornethane CFC13, R- 11) is a
colorless liquid at normal atmospheric pressures and temperatures. It is
very volatile and boils at 74.8°F. It may be handled in open containers with
little loss by evaporation. The liquid is about 1.5 times as heavy as water
and weighs 12-1/2 lbs per gallon. A mixture of Water and liquid fefrigerant
will separate completely, the water floating above theheavier refrigerant.
The liquid 'will dissolve oils and greases in all proportions. It dries the skin

r r.),)
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by remov" g the natural oils. It also dissolves rubber and will, therefore,
destroy' king materials containing rubber.

'The vapor is heavy - about 4.8 times as heavy as air. Being heavy, it
will drop to the floor of a room and settle in low places. For this reason,
\openings in the top of chambers containing refrigerant Vapor will cause little
ib-sg.

The, odor of the vapor is sweet. Large concentrations in air are not
harmful, ,but will cause dizziness an,d eventually headache.

The vapor will not support combustion and is classed as nonflammable
n d nontoxic. 4

The refrigerant is shipped in drums of 200 lbs net. The quantities for
charging machines depend ontthe cooler size. The 100 ton centrifugal unit
trainer holds a charge .of 650 lbs.

c,

Coolet an&Cndenser Check Points

The operator must cheek the cooler and condenser for proper refriger-
ant les:rel and make sure that the tubes in the cooler and condenser are in
efficient operating condition.

The correct refrigerant charging level is indicated by cross wire on
the sight glass. The macSine must be shut ddwa to get an accurate reading
on the sight glass. For efficient operation, the refrigerant level must mot
be lower than 1Z2 inch below the cross wire; a refrigerant level above tnis
reference tine indicates overcharge. When this condition exists, the over-
charged refrigerant must be. removed.

If the mach,ine has been in operation for long periods of time, the re-
frigerant level tvill drop due to refrigerant loss. When this condition exists,
additilAal refrigerant must be added to the system to bring the refrigerant
level to its proper _height as indicated on the cross wire. Observe all cau-
tions and do not,overcharge the cooler.

A method of determining if the tube bundle of either the cooler or can-
denser is operating efficiently is to observe the relation between ttie change
in temperature of the condenser water or chilled water and the refrigerant--
temperature. In most cases, the. chilled watet or condehser water flow is
held constant. Under such conditions, the temperature change of chilled
'.vater and condenser water is a direct indication of the load. As the load in-
creases, the temperature difference between the leaving water or condenser
water entering, and the refrigerant increases.
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A careful check should be made of the temperature differences at full
load when the machine is first operated, and a comparison made from time
to time durng operation. During constant operation over long periods of time
the cooler Ønd condenser tubes may become dirty oi. scaled, and the tepipera-
ture differ' nee between leaving water. or cqlled water will increase. n the
increase in temperature is approidmately 21'' to 3°F at full loat the tubes
should be cleaned.

Read the conderkser pressure iage when taking readings of the tempera-
ture difference between leaving *condenser %ate? and condensing temperature..
Before taking readings, make sure the condenser is completely free of air.
The purge unit should be operated for at least 24 hours before readings are
taken.

Suction Damper

The suction damper, (figures 19 and 20), is a throttling damper built
into the cooler suction flange iodated between the evaporator or cooler and
the compressor. By throttling the compressor suction, the pressure dif-
ferential through which the compressor must handle the refrigerant vapor,
is increased. The centrifugalcompressor has a very flat characterist
i.e. , the pressure differential against which it will deliver, is definitt ;.y
limited by the speed at which i(is running. Consequently, increasing tl,e ,
differential will result in a decrease in the amount of refrigerant pumped.
It has already been stated under the heading "Centrifugal Compressor",-
that: At normal speeds, the unit is capable of producing a suction tempera-
ture about 60°F below the.temperattidO.of condensation; therefore, throttling
of the suction of the compressor is a very effective method of capacity con-
trol.

Control Panel

The control panel, item 8 on figui 3 p houses the suction, discharge,
back of seal and seal chamber pressure gages; also, the high head pressure
cutout, low oil pressure cutout, low chill water temperature cutout, and the
low liquid rethgerant temperature cutOut. This allows for a central and
ready accessible location of thesdisairety controls.

Refrigei ation Cycle

The centrifugal refrigeration syStem empltlys the same general type of
compression refrigeration cycle used on other mechanical refrigeration sys-
tems. Its features are as follows:
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A centrifugal compressor of two or more stages.

A low-pressure refrigerant such as R-11 or R-113.
7-\

An economizer in the liquid return from the condenser to the
evaporator. The use 4of this piece of equipment reduces the horsepower re-
quired per ton bf refrieeraticin by, increasing the efficiency of the refrigera-
tion cycle. It is made possible by using a multistage turbo-compressor.

;

The refrigertint cycle is more' easily described by starting at the evapor-
ator of the machine. (See figure 20. ) Since ehe chilled water flowing through
the tubes is warmer than the refrigerant in the shell surrounding the tubes,
the heat flows froin the chilled water to the refrigerant. -Thiti heat evaporates
the refrigerant at a temperature corresponding to fhe evaporator pressure.
Refrigerant vapors are drawn from the evaporator shell into the sUction in-
let of the coMpressor. The suction vapors are partially compressed by the
first stage impeller and then combined in the flash gas vapors doming from
ihe economizer at the second stage impeller' inlet. (See' figures 17, 12, and 20: )
Refrigerant gas discharged by the compressor cqndenses on the outside of
the condenser, tubes by giving up heat through theNcOndenser tubes to the cooler
condenser water. The liquified refrigerant drains ftom the condenser shell -

down through an inside Conduit into ihe condenser fldat chamber on the side
and near the end of the evaporator shell. As the refrigerant level rises in
the float chamber, the float valve is opened ancf allows the liquid to pass in-
to the economizer chamber which,is in the end of the cooler. The pressure
in the economizer chamber is approximately halfway between the condensing
and evaporating pressures, consequently, ",-,,sufficiently warai liquid refriger-
ant evaporates to cool the remainder to a temperature (lower) corresponding
to Ithe lower pressure in the economizer chamber. This evaporation takes
place by rapid "flashing" as the linuid refrigerant passes through the float
valve and the conduit leading to the economizer chaiaber. The flashed vapors
pass through eliminator baffles a.nd a conduit to the suction side st the second
stage of the compressor. The cooled liquid then flows into the economiztr
float chamber located below the condenser flQat chainber. As the level in sd

the economfier float chamber rises, 'the float valve is opened, allowing the
liquid refrigerant, to flash again into tfie bottom of the cooler.. pincethe '
evaporator pressure is lower than the economizer Pressure, sow of the
liquid isxevaporated to cool the remainder to the operating temperature of
the evaporator. These vapors pass up through the liquid refrigerant to the
compressor suction. The remaining liquid serves as makeup for the refri-
gerant continually being evaporated by tlie chilled water. This completes the
cycle.

3
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SAFETY CON-TROLS. 41fety controls are provided to stop the cektri-

. fugal machine under any hatardo4is condition. The safety controls (see

figure 211 are as follows:

1. Low 'oil pressu)re switch.

2. High condensing pressure cutout.

3. Low rekrigerant temperature cutout.

4. Low chill water temperatur4 ciltout.

5. ChillWater pump interlock.

6. Drum cattrol interlock.

7. _TherMal oveiload cutout.

Low oil pressure may cause damage to the bearings and to the seal. High

condensing presgure may result in overloading of the.compressor, gears or \,,
motor And damage to the condensir. Low refrigerant temperature and low

water temperaturW May freeze the water in the cooler tubes and result in

tube rupture. The chilled water pump interlock prevents the machine from

continkiing to run after the start button is released. Chilld water must be

circulating through the .cooler tubes to prevent the idle water from freezing.

'Therefore it is necessary to limit the operating pressures and temperatures..

Ttie drum control interlock prevents starting the motor unless all resistance

is in the rotor circuit. Tl}e thermal overload cutout protects the control

circuit.

SAFETY CONTROL OPERATION. Ail the safety controls are automatic

reset instruments. Each safety instrument operates a-relay switch which

has one normally open and one.normally closed contact*. The only dafety

controls not considered to be autoinatic reset instruments are the chill water

pump and drum-control interlocks. These are tnanualstarting units. When

a safety instrument is in a safe posiiiipn, the corresponding relay is energized

h, and current is passed through the closed contactoY. Should an unsafe condi-

tion exist, a safety control will deenergize the corresponding relay ant the

normally ciosed contactor will o thpen to energize e circuit breaker tr cir-

cuit. When the circuit breaker trip.circult is energized, the circuit reaker

trips open and stops the compressor motor. The oil safety switch operates

somewhat differently. Since the oil pressure is not up to design conditions

until the compressor comes up to speed, the relay for the oil pressure switch
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must be by-passed when the machine is started. The function of by-passing
the relay for the oil safety switch is accomplished by a time delay relay in
the circuit breaker, which keeps the trip circuit open until the compressor
is up to speed. After a predetermined time interval, the time delay relay
closes the trip circuit at the Circuit breaker and the oil safety switch serves
its function. If the oil pressure does not build up by the,time the time de-
lay relay closes, the trip circuit will be energized and the machine will stop.
The low oil pressure switch cuts out at five pounds and in at six pounds. The
high condensing pressure cuts out at 12 psi and in at eight i)si. The low re-
ifigerant temperature cuts out at 329F and in at approximately 35°F. The
low chill water-temperatuie cuts out at 38°F and in at 45°F.

OPERATIONAL-CONTROLS. The operational controls are as follows:

1 . Compressor speed control.

2. Chilled water control.

3. Condenser water temperature.
a

4. Hot gas by-pass.

Compressor speed control. When a compreSsor is driven by a variable
speed wound rotor motor, motor speed, and therefore, .compressor speed
is controlled by varying the resistance in the rotor circuit of the motor by
means of a "Drtun Controller."

Suction Damper Control. Throttling the suction of the compressor is
obtained by a throttling damper built into the evaporator !suction flange. Suc-
tion damper modulation is effected by means qf a temperature controller that
sends an air signal to the suction damper motbr in response to temperature
changes of the chilled water leaving the cooler.

Condenser Water Temperature Control. By throttling the condenser
water flow, the condenser pressure can be increased, thereby increasing the
pressure differential on the compressor and reducing its capacity. Occa -
sionally, the lowest speed available by means of the variable speed control
furnished, may be insuffici6tly low to meet the operation conditions. In
such a case, the condenser water flow may be throttled and the compressor
speed requirement brought up into the range of the speed control.

Hot Gas By-pass Control. The hot gas bypass is used to prevent the
compressor from surging at low load conditions. Should a low load condi-
tion exist, the hot gas by-pass hand valve is opened until surging stops. In
reality, hot gas isiby-passed directly from the condenser through a flange
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with a venturi (restrictor) using a small amount,pf liquid to desuperheat the
gas. The' precooled gas can then be injected jito the cooler or evaporator.
The hot gas supplements the small volume of gas that is evaporated in the
cooler due to a low load condition. The head pressure is trying to return to
the low side through the compressor backwards when the suction damper
closes. This is when surOng takes place.

ADJUSTMENT OF OPERATIONAL CONTROLS. The control system
drawings give actual settings for pressure controllers. The final settings
should be determined under actual operating condith ns. You must determine
what pressure change corresponds to a .speed change and then adjust Vie
pr9ssure controller accordingly. Refer to the "Manufacturies Guides or
MIlluals" on details of adjustments.

Capacity Controls

Listed below are the three methods of controlling the capacity output of

a centrifugal machine.

1. Controlling the speed of the compressor.

2. Throttling the suction of the compressor.

3. Increasing the discharge pressure of the compressor.
.

The three methods.given are listed in order of their efficiency. At part
tial loads, the power requirements will be least if the compressor speed is
'reduced - not quite as low if the suction is throttled - and highest if the
condenser water flow is throttled to increase the discharge pressure. As you

have probably alfeady noticed, the operational controls and capacity controls
are the same with exceptions to the hot gas by-pass. The hot gas, by-pass is
not a capacity control: it serves only to control surging at 'low loads therebx
considered to be an operational control only.

Control Circuit

The control circUit in f igure 21 uses 110 V a, c. as a power source. This
control circuit is used to connect the various safety and operational contro,1

4retitys in such a manner as to allow current to flow thiugh the circuit, Mils
protecting the system against hazardous conditions, andallowing the starting
of the machine.

The thermal overload, low liquid refrigerant temperature cutout, low
chill water temperature cutout, high head pressure cutout, and the stop
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button are nOrmally closed. These relays will open, stopping the machine,
whenever I hazardous condition exists. Since the stop button is a manual
corftreL1 it must be depreisel by the operator.

Before starting the system, the operator must manually close the chill
water pump interlock and place the handle on the drum controller in the
"off" posLtion, closing the drum control interlock. To start the system, the
operator must manually depress the start button, thus creating a circuit
through the thermal overload, interlock corktrol relay; low liquid refrigerant
temperature cutout, low chilled water temperature cutout, high head pressure
cutout, drum control interlock, the start button and the stop button.

Current witralso i,Low through the chilled water pump interlock, and up-
on reaching the maximum oil pressure, the eil pressure switch will close.
If after a twenty second period, the 'oil pretstire switch has not closed, re-
lease the start button and check your electrical circuit for pogsible troubles.

After the oil,pressure switch has closed, and after the drum controller
is placed in speed "1" or higher, the Current, will flow through the following:
thermal overldad, interlock control relay, low liquid refrigerant temperature
cutout, low chill water temperature cutout, high head pressure cutout, oil
pressure switch, chilled water pump interlock and the stop knitton.

To stop the machine, whether novmal or elmergency operation, depress
the stop button. NOTE: The interlock control relay is energized by a mag-
netic coil that closes and allows currlint to flow to the holding coil of the main
circuit breaker trip switch. Should the power be interrupted by any of the
safety controls, the ICFe(interlock control relay) will deenergize, tripping
the main circuit breaker trip switch.

SYSTEMS OPERATION,

The centrifugal machine is stopped and started by the operating personnel.
Definite operating instructions may be prepared by your installation super-
visor, and are usually posted near the machine for ready reference.

It is very difficult to give definite instructions in this manual on the opera-
tion procedures for a given installation. Various design factors change the
location of controls, types of controls hilted, and equipment location and will
have a definite effect on operational procedures.

In 'this section, a general description of slartup and shutdown instruc-
tions is given. It is recommended-that you follow your installation standard
operating procedure or operating instructions!
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Normal Starting Procethres

Listed below are the, recommended steps that can be used in normal
starting:

1. Check oil levels for motor, gear, couplings, compressor, and
bearing wells.

2. Allow cohdenser water to circulate through the condenser, being
sure to vent air and allow the water to flow through slowly. Thii precaution
must be observed to avoid water hammer.

3. Allow chilled witer to circulate through the cooler. Be sure to vent
the air and allow the liquid to flow through slowly. As explained above, this
will help in preventing water hammer.

4. Make sure that air pressure is present at all air-operated controls.

5. Start the purge unit before starting the machine; this helps in re-
moving air from the machine. The 'purge recovery unit should be operated
at all times while the machine is operating.

6. Make sure all safety controls have been reset and that the control
lever is in "OFF" position.

7. Close the circuit breaker for all safety controls by pushing the
start button in.

8. Bring the machine up to 75 percent of full load with all resistance
in. Check oil gages to make sure proper oil pressure is being developed.
If proper oil peressure is not developed in approximately 20 secunds, the
machine will cutout on low oil pressure.

9. Open the valve to allow the cooling water to circulate to the compres-
sor oil cooler, gear or turbine oil cooler and seal jacket. The water circu-
lating to the compressor oil cooler must be kept low enough in temperature
to pxevent the highest bearing temperature from exceeing a temperature of
180u F. The seal bearing temperature should run approximatelg 1600F,
while the thrust bearing temperature runs at *pproximately 145 F under
normal operating conditions. These temperatures should be checked closely
until they maintain a satisfactory point.

10. After starting, the machine may surge until the air in the conden-
ser has been removed. During this surging period, the machine should be



-an at high speed; this helps the process of purging. The condenser pres-
-2re should not exceed 12Psig and the input current to motor-driven machines

-hould not run over 100 percent of theifull load motor rating. The machine

will steaciy itself out as all the air has been purged. After leveling out the

motor speed, the damper may be adjusted to give the desired coolant tem-

perature. The motor should be increased slowly, point to point. Do.not

proceed to the next speed point until the motor has obtalned a steady speed.

Keep a close observation on the ammeter to make sure that the motor does

not become overloaded.

Normal and Emergency Shutdown

NOTE: Normal and emergency shutdown procedures are performed in

the same manner.

The following steps are used in shutting down the centrifugal machine.

1. Stop the motor by depressing the stop button.

2. After the machine tes stopped, turn off the water valve which supplies

water to the compressor oil, gear oil cooler, .and the seal housing.

3. Shut down all pumps as required.

Shutdown periods may be broken down into two classes, standby and ex-

tended shutdown. Standby shutdown may be defined as the period of time

during which the machine must be available for immediate uSe, while exten-

ded shutdown is defined as that pehod of time during which the machirie is

out of service.

STANDBY SHUTDOWN. The following checks must be made during

standby shutdown and corrective action taken.
/-

1. Maintain proper oil level in the oik reservoir .and in the suction

damper stuffing box.

2. Room temperature must be above freezing.

3. Machine must be kept free of leaks.

4. Purge unit must be operated as necessary to keep the machine

pressure below atmospheric pressure.

5. If the machine pressure builds up in the unit due to room tempera-
.

ture rather than leakage of air into the machine, a small quantity of water

41
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circulated through the condenser or cooler will hold the ,michine -pressure
below htmospheric. Periodic operation of the purge unit will accomplish
the same result.

6. Th# machine should be operated a few minutes each w4k to circu-
late oil and lower the refrigerant temperature.

EXTENDED SHUTDOWN. If the system is free of leaks and the page
unit holds down the machine pressure, the following instructions and cor-
rective actions must be taken in long shutdown`periods.

1. Drain all water from the compressor, gear and turbine oil cooler,
condenser, cooler, seal jacket, pumps, and piping if freezing temperatures
are likely to develop in the machine room.

2. It is possible for the oil to become excessively diluted With refrig-
erant causing the oil level in the pump chamber to rise. This level should
not be allowed to rise into the gear bearing chamber; if this occurs, re-
move the entire charge of oil)

LOGS AND RECOR.DS

A daily operating log is maintained at each attended plant for a record
of observed temperature readings, water flow, maintenance performed, and
any unusual condition occurring which affects an.installation operation. The
operator is held responsible for keeping an accurate log while on duty.

A master chart of maintenance duties, each component identified, is
usually prepared by the installation supervisor and includes daily, weekly,
and monthly maintenance services. The maintenance items'included on the
chart are applicable to a specific installation. The items on the chart must
be checked accordingly.

The master chart is placed near the operating equipment for ready
reference so that operators can identify the specific maintenance service
required.

The supervisor schedules operator maintenance duties which are selec-
ted from the master chart. Each operator, while on duty, must perform the
outlined job and enter his progress in the daily log.

A good log will help the operator locate troubles rapidly. A typical
log sheet has spaces for all important entries and a carefully kept log will
help make troubleshooting easier. 62,1
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the Unit

The manufacturer usually ships the refrigerant in large metal drums. These drums

w(101 approximately NO pounds. At temperatUres above 74.8"F, 4he drum will be
under pregsure. To prevent loss of refrigerant or injury, never open the drums to
atmosphere when above this teniperaiture. It is possible to charge refrtgerant from an

coun drum 3t 60"F temperature. although it is recommended that leak-tight connections

he made to the charguig valve. The charging valve is located on the side of the cooler.

Co help in tne charging procedure, each refrigerant drum has a special type of plug

installed oh the side of the drum. This plug is specifically engineered for charging

purposes. The chargunz connection on the drum consists of a two-inch plug in which

is inserted a smaller 3 4-inch plt The 3/4-inch opening inside the drum is covered

with a friction cap. The. cap preents leakage into or out of the drum when the 3 4 inch

ptu,2. is unscrewed.. To ohar_le the machine with refrigerant, proceed as follows:

The machine must be under a vacuum.

.install a 3 4taich nipple into the standard globe valve and close the valve.

Ftemove the 3 4 inch plug inserted in the two-inch plug from the drum.

PI ice the valve with the nipple into the opening, making sure that it is far
en,ugh tn to push off the cap inside the drum.

"). Place the drum in a horizontal position near the cooler charging valve with the

use o( a hoist. rhe drum should be high enough to allow the refrigerant to
flow as a liquid. by LtTavity, from the drum to the charging line. Rotate the

druni so that tne valve is at the bottom.

6, Connect the op, valves druni and cooler) with a copper tube and fittings making

sure all the iouits are leakproof.

T. Open both valves and allow the refrigerant to flow into the cooler. Operate the
machine to ma ultain a vacuum after the initial rkduction to zero.

When the drum is emoty, close the valve on the cooler and disconnect the drum.
Remove the.vaive-tor use with the next drum. Complete charging of the machine

requIres 650 pounds of

ADDMG REFRK, ERANT TO MAINTAIN A STANDARD LEVEL. When adding

refrigerant. use the same procedures as explained above. Another method that can

he used to add refrigerant is to simply allow the refrigerant to be drawn in as a gas.
This can be done by letting the drum rest on the floor and letting the gas escape into
the cooler while the machine is in operation or idle.
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Removing Refrigerant Charge

In removing refrigerant from the cooler, the following procedure is recommended.
1 Inject air into the machine until a pressure of two to five pounds gage is

reached by Atse of the purr, recovery unit.
2. Connect tubing-to the charging valve on the cooler and allciw the refrigerant

to discharge intid, the refrigerant drum.
3. Less loss of refrigerant will take place if the refrigerant is cold. Always

allow space in the drum for.refriguant expansion.
Oil Replacement

1.. Gage-Oressure in the machine should run approximately 1 psig.

2. Drain oil from the bottom of the main oil reservoir cover.

3. Remove the main oil reservoir cover and clean the chamber to remove all
impurities.

1 4. Replace the main oil reservoir cover.
5. Remove access bearing cover plate.
6. Lift up the shaft bearing caps by reaching through the bearing access hole

and removing the two large capscrews.

7. Fill the bearing approximately 3/4 of the full charge allowing the excess oil
to flow into the main oil reservoir.

-8. Replace the\bearing cap and secure with caPscrews.
9. Remove the brass plug from the thrust housiilz and remove the strainer; clean

and replace.

10. Replace the plug and secure.

11. Drain oil through the plug in back of the seal oil reservoir.

12. Remove the cover from the seal oil reservoir.

13. Remove filter from left-hand chamber, discard, and replace with new filter.

14. Refill the reservoir with new oil.
15. Replace the cover and secure nuts evenly and tightly.

16. Drain the oil through the plug at the bottom of the oil reservoir that is vented
to the atmosphere.

17. Remove the oil fitting plug in the atmospheric oil reservoir and pour fresh
oil until the level is halfway in the atmospheric float chamber sight glass.

18. Replace the plug and secure handtight.

1 9. Operate the ptirge unit to remove as much air as possible before starting the
machine.

20. Add oil to the atmospheric float chamber, if main oil reservoir indicates
undercharge after a short period of operation.

;
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The following checklist should be-usecfin inspecting the many tompon-
eats of the centrifugal machine. Maintenance problems will hie.greatly re-
duced by using the following schedule. This1scheduled is outlined in AFM

85- 18.

MAI1+ITENANCE CHECKLIST

COMPRESSOR

1. Review operating log

2. Complete oil change

3. Check oil filter preSsure drop

4. Renew seal oil filter

5 Clean thrust oil strainer

6. Check oil pump drivelr4

7. Check oil heater and floW switch

8. Oil level in pump chamber

9. Oil level atmospheric chamber

10. Oil level seal oil reservoir

.11. Oil pressure seal chamber

12. Oil pressure back of seal

13. Snait'bearing temperatures

14. Inspect seal

51
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15. Shaft bearing clearances .

16. Shaft labyrinth clearances x 1

17. Thrust bearing

18. till cooler - water 14ak .

19. Oil safety cutout - in\
k

20. High pressure safety 6itout

21. Water to seal water jacket x x -I

22. Water ,to oil cooler

23. Seal opening clearance

NOTE:
1. Perform inspections and tests as

found necessary
2. As often as required.
3. Add oil when idle.

COOLER
.

1. Review operating logs

2. Refrigerant level - machine idle

3. Refrigerant temperature - machine
running

4. Check for fouled tubes x x

5. Refrigerant contamination

6Oci
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6. Low temperature refrigerant ctitout

7. Low water temperature cutout

8. Condition of insulation
...

9. Leak test - low side x

1

xl
10.. Seal on suction damper i

X x x

11. Rupture valve

CONDENSER .

1. Review operating logs

2. Check for fouled tubes xxx1
3. Leak test high side

4. Check for air and noncondensable gases

PURGE RECOVERY UNIT
-.1

1. Compressor oil change x x i

2. Oil level

3. Refrigerant level in separation chamber

4. Pressurestat cutout

5. Relief valve setting

6. Regulating valve operation

7. Suction - discharge pressure x

x
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Inspection Interva

L.1
;ft

8. Water Collection

9. Excessive purging

10. Motor lubrication - cleanliness

11. Belts-condition-alignment

12. Compressor efficiency

13. Clean condenser

14. Oil separator float

15. Pressure test

NOTE:
1. Perform inspections and tests as found

necessary.
2. As often as required.
3 Add oil when idle.

GEAR

1. Oil level

2. Oil presNre

3. Clean oil strainer

4. Condition of teeth and bearings

5. Operating temperature

6. Water to oil cooler

7. Change oil



COUPLINGS

1. Check lubrication

2. Clean -Jrenew lubricant

3. C:hecit alignment and wear

MOTOR - C9NTROLLER

*I. Bearing oil level

2. Collector, rings and brushes

3. Bearing on tion

4. Bearing oil change

5. Condition of contacts

NOTE:
I. Perform inspections and tests as found

necessary
2. As often as required.
3. Add oil when idle.
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TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS CHART

The steps to be taken in detecting and correcting operation of the c
trifugal machine are outlined in the following trouble iagnosis chart. !Ise
the proper methods for making these service adjustments, repairs, anf;

,corrections as outlined in Ws chapter. _

All settings, clearances, and adjustments must beismade to the manu-
facturer's specifications. The manufa eturef's maintenance.,catilog gives
definite clearances, temperatures, pressures, ind positions fcal adjustnIdnt
of component parts. These tolerances must be set as recornmegcled foi effi-
cient operation; carelessness in these settings can causeextensive dankage
to the machine.

TROUBLE

High head
pressure

Loss It!

PROBABLE CAUSE
.4

REMEDY

Low on condenser water

Sealed and dirty condenser
tubes

Division plate rupture

Air in condenser. (Check
differences between leaving
water temperature and condeii-
sing temperature

Condenser float valve in econo
inizer stuck closed

..'ondenser not tianAerrint!
enough heat

.tot as vie vta F

radual coni.arvillatt( , ot rf
rige rant by oil

C

Check condenser /. ter
pump for prover op ra-
tion.
Inspect and clean con-
denser tubes.

Remove air from lines

pperate purge unit: iind
and repair leak.

djust float, examine
vale seat, and elimi-
nate cause of sticking.

items listed in
hi,111 condenser preurel

,

tLt et- fc frigt, rant



Trouble

Compressor
surges

1.)R frigerant
( -11) too low

Cpmpressor
second stage
f rosts

Low-back of seal
pressure with e
hiih seal pres -

, sure

Compressor
bearing too

- high

Probable Cause

Sudden increase in-difference
between refrigerant and water
temperature

Gradual increase in water and
refrigerant temperature

Load too light

Air leak

High condenser mssure

Charge iost or trapped in con-
denser or economizer by
sticking floats

Purge unit leaking
Evaporator float valve .stuck
closed .in economizer.
Light lokid with cold condenser

Suction damper closure causes
circulation of condensate from
economizer

Dirty filter 4

Filter cartridge improperly
installed

Insufficient flow of coating
water throughout oil cooler

Excessive dilution of oil by the
refrigerant upon start up or
electric oil heater off during
shut down

57

Check division plates and
pskete in cooler water
box for breakage.

Clean cooler tubes: re-
move excess oil from're-
frigerant check division
plates and gaskets.

Open hot gas by-pass

Run purge unit and repair
leak

Check items.listed in
"high head pressure"

Find leak, check floats,
add refrigerant after de-
termining cause of leak.

Check relief valve.
Check flpat operation.

Decrease flow of conden-
ser water.

Readjust suction damper
controls to give greater
opening of damper.

Remove, inspect and
clean filter

Chtck installation of fil-
ter and replace correctly.

Open throttling cock to oil
cooler .4

Operate electric oil heater
IiiiKing-stnit clown
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TrobLe
ompressor

. bearing too
-high

Probable Caul5e,
empera urein pump cham er

above 1500F when compressor
is started

Gear: overheated

Thrust or shaft bearing scored

High oil level

Dirty cooler

Low cooling water flow

Rerned
Turn oncOo ng water
sooner,on starting, check
for clogged cooling .CoiL
Check and clean.

&06-:

Check bearini and shaft
end clearance.

Drain excess oil.

Clean cooler tubes.

Increase cooling water
flow.

SUMIARY

Direct expansion refrigeration systems pump refrigerant directly
through the cooling coil, whereas 'indirect systems pump chill water or brine
through the cooling coil. Indirect_refrigeration may be either Qf the centri-
fugal or reciprocating type.

The graphic control panels are a schematic of the systems they monitor.
Instruments and contKols are located throughout the schematic iihich monitor
and control the Jifferent systems. Individual units miy be manually oper-
ated by an operator at the control panel.

There are several companies that manufacture the cektrifugal machine.
Except for a few engin,eering differences, these machines be the same.
When in doubt about any ,maintenance or operational procedure, refer to the
manufacturer's manuals or handbooks for specific informatiOn.

An itemized check list and operational log must be used krid maintained
by the operator on duty. Careful inspections will help in correcting malfunc-
tions and give the machine long life and efficient operation,

I ,1
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QUESTONS FOR STUDY GU1DE
BLOCK V111 Wk 3

1. An irpiprnent C2ooling system using a secondary refrigerant is called what?

.2. What will aid in sealing a condensate On from rust anii, corrosion?

.-
3. .What type brush should be used to clean tubes in the condenser and cooler')

4. What is used to lubricate the drum control' points?

5 What. type oil is used in the centrifugal comPressor7

What assures oil to the shaft bearings during startup?

Hnw often should the oil be changed in the compressor?

8. What is the purpose of the baffle in the condenser? A

9. What is the maximum RPM of the drive motor?

10. What type couplimits are generally used on the centrifugal type units?

11. What is the Rrimary purpose of,the purge unit?
k,_

12. What is the pbrpose of the pressure reducing valve on the purge wit?

13. The pressure reducing valve and the automatic relief valve are set according to

what temperature

14. What should be done if the water collection is as much as one-half pint per day7

15. Does the purge unit use the same type oil as the centrifugal?

16. Where does the flash gas from the economizer enter the cornpressor

17. What safety control is bypassed during startup?

18. What is the most efficient means of capacity control on the centrdugal machine?

19. During shutdown, what should be done to maintain the unit below atmospheric
pressurf

20. A maintenance schedule for the centrifugal unit is found in what Air Force
publication/

21. The air handler supplies an airflow of approximately whaf CFM?

22. What is the approximate pressure between the,condenser and evaporator economizer

tloat chamners
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23. What is the function of the eliminators in the evaporator?

24. The high pressure output on the centrifugal compressor is set for what PST?

25. The brine solution is approximately what temperature?

26. The air leaving the preconditioner should be what temperature and humidity?
27. The component of the purge unit that separates water from the refrigerant is

the

28. The steam coil in the preconditioner prevents outside air from entering belowwhat temperature?

29. Which safety control must be manually opened?

30. During pressurization, a temporary connection is made on the purge unit betweenwhich two lines?

31. What is the range of operation of the suction damper?

32. What is the purpose of the vent valve on the $fral chamber reservoir?
a3. What does,a flicker on the back of seal oil pressure gage indicate?
34. What position does the drum control interlock assume at speed 1 and higher?
References

1. AFM 85-18, Maintenance and Operation of Refrigeration, Air Conditioningand Evaporative Cooling, and Mechanical Ventilating Systems.

2. Textbook, Air Conditioning, Delmar.

3. Textbook, Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning, Althouse, Turnquist,and Bracciano.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY GUIDES, WORKBOOKS, PROGRAMMED TEXTS AND HANDOUTS

Study GUides, Workbooks, Programmed Texts and Handouts are training
publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC) for student use in
ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to tomplete
the unit of instruction, or makes assignments for you to read in other
publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (4) contains work procedures designed to help you
achieve the learning objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge
acquired from using the study guide will help you perform the missions
or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the
workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material
under one cover. The two training publications are combined when the We
isinot designed for you to write in, or when both SG and We are issued
for you to keep.

The PROGRAMMED TEXT (PT) presents information in planned steps with
provisions for you to actively respond to each step. You are given
immediate knowledge of the correctness of each response. PTs may either
replace or augment SGs and Wes.

The HANDOUT (HO) contains supplementary training materials in the
form of flow charts, block diaprems, printouts, case problems, tables,
forms, charts, and similar materials.

Training publications are designed for ATC course use only. They
are updated as necessary for training purposes, buX art NOT to be used
cn the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
or other official publications.
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USIN14 PSYCHROMETRIC CHART 10 DETERMINE
THE PROPERTIES OF MIXED

0 F3JECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook, you will be able to determine the proper-

ties of an air immure Within 2(7r accuracy.

PROCEDURES

1,:sing the diagram below and psYchrometric chart provided by the instructor, plot

the .onditionS iIf this system and answer the quelitions.
. ,_:..

t

I 75' DEI 59 %RH

. )2°DB 89 %RH COOLED S.PACE .

EXHAUST AIR (EA) --0.
UFIFLY 75 DS

AIR (SA)
L

RETL IRAN A

t

...--,...

COOLING COIL

(R A)

i
CFP4 ).S.L.-ls..,,.\-..

:-.7,d, 000 C:
.

i IF~
.=

ittomp AIR 2, CIO0 CFM OUTSIDE AIR

(MA) 9508 75 WB (OA

BRMIE

Fr
fERTI:LENE GLYCOL)

Figure 1. Mixed Air System

a. How many 4rains of moisture were removed from the ritiied air?

explain why the relanve htimidity increased AFTER it was cooled?

By adding Me outside air to the return Zir; grains of moisture increased

GM.

(1. Under coil conditions, how much heat was removed?

e Return air Cry! is

1

620
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f. The room load is tons and the coil load is tons.

g. What is the percent of outside air?

h. What is the apparrtus dewpoine01 this systeni?

Supply air is also known as air the coil, and return air is knowr,

as air the coil.

j. How much does one cubic foot of supply air weigh? Ilk

2
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OPERAT/ON AND MAINTENANCE OF FRESH AIR
AND RECLRCULATZIG AIR SYSTEMS

oftIECTTVE

When you have correctly answered all the questions in this workbook, you will be
able to identify major components of the fresh air and recirculating air systems, their
pu rpose, and maintenance procedures.

PROCEDURES

Lsinz the Study t de and instructions given to you by your instructor, research
,uiswer the follol.vuig questions.

1. All. Ii.unilers,

rpose______

What checks should be made after it has been thstalled`)

,

:31

'yVhv shoutA Olt-se 1..:hecks be made?

2. Fan.

3

a. Purpos

f), TvOes ,>f 1131,),.ver

T':pes of Blow. r Drote

..arrim1 em.dd=1!.

CoolIng CoiL

a. Purpose_
b. Types

(1)

3

11



4. Preheat and Reheat Coils.

a. Purpose

6/01-

b. Where would the preheat coil be located in the air handler?
--\

11=mmwww1MWMIMMMIPMIIIPIm

c. Why at this point in the system?

d. List the functions of the reheat coil.

e. Where would the reheat coil be located in the air handler?

5. Filters.

a. List the types of filters that can be used.

(1)

31

6. Air Wash.

a. Purpose

4ImIIMMI=M1114M11=1111111=mEmMI

7. Dampers.

a. Purpose

b. Types

8. 'Two main points to consider in maintendnce of air handlers are

b.

,3 "4 11



9. List the items to be inspected on the air handler.

a.

b.

Mi. .11...1111*IIMIIMMIPIIkl..

10. Bells.

a. Why should belts be inspected after 3 months or every 1,000 hours of

operatton

ft L.Irt the steps in removing and replaci4 multiple belts.

,1)

12)

Improper i-*lt tension will cause

(1)

2)

/3)

4)

'5)



11. List the procedures in lubricating motor bearings.

a,

b.

C.

d. .M.,,,..11.=

b/V
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OPERATION, MArNTENANCE AND FLOW OF SECONDARY REFRIGERANTS

OBJECTIVE

Using, the worklx-.1k and 100-ton trainer. ,eatify operation and maintenance pro-
ct-dures anci trace flow -)t liquid circulating units through the system w ith no errors.

Part 1

TPOC EDL'HES

f suv4 the iar.i ,ioren pcnc Lis and uistructions from \our instructor. perform
!t;t t.illowini; tasks usinL: the color ('.,cles listed below and then answer the questions

in information prnvided in the stuck

3

Start at the ',utlet of the condenser and trace the flow of condenser water through
the system.

Start at the )utlet 11 the evaporator and trace the flow of chilled water through the

Start at the ev:iptrator 1 the brine chiller and trace the flow of brine thrOugh the
system.

COLOR CODES

1. Condenser watel- light creen
2 Chilled water dark hlut
3. Brine = lark c.reen

41. ESTONS

1. What are the liquid circulating units in the centrifugal system that are considered

to be closed circuits'

2. What iquici cirrulatiniz unit in the centrifugal system is clnsidered to be an open

..01MN.

Whv must the brine coils be downstream from the chilled water coils?
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4. Where does chilled water enter the centrifugal evapcu-ator?

Why

5. In the test cabinet AS outlined in figure 2, what is the purpose of the chilled water'

At what point ui the centrdugal unit condenser, must condenser water enter first?

Why?

De scr I be in yrxir own words the flow of liquid and gas refrigerant through the

.vntrifugal rnactune. =I.M0,
What is the purpose of brine in the centrifugal system?

Checked by

Part 2

(Vistruc-Thr)

PROCEDURES

Using the study iru ide , research and answer following questions.

Maintenance of secondary refrigerant systems.

a. Check and brush cooler tubes at least

b. Check difference between chilled temperature and
temperature.

c. Cleaning of tubes is required when

d. Check refrigerant level at leist

r:(N



2. Maintenance procedures for cooler tube cleaning.

a. Shut off the and

b. Drain water from the cooler through the

%alves.

c. Remove all nuts from the water box covers leavtng

d. Using provided, force the covers away f rom
the flanges.

e. Why must all gasket material be removed at this time?

f. Remove the water box division plate at this time. If it is rusted in place.

use

g. Caution must be used because the division plate is liade of

h. What type of brush is recommended for scrubbing the tubes?

i. Why must this cleaning be done as quickly as possible?

j. Replace the division plate after

k. Applying graphite tAD toth sides of the water box cover gasket does what '

I. What is the caution that must be observed at this time 9

rn. Why must all bolts be tightened evenly?

Close and valves.

o. How can the system be checked for leaktight joints?

3. Repair of cooler.

No repair other than retubing is normally done and this requires a high degree
of skill and will normally be done by contract.

rTh

10
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IDENTIFIATION AND FUNCTION OF MAJOR COMPONENTS
OF CENTRIFUGAL REFRIGERATON MACHINE

ORIECTIVE

("sing centrifugal refrigeration machine trainer and Study Guide 3ABR54530-VIII-9.

te the following components and answer questions explaining their functions with
more than two (2) errlrs.

PROCEDURES

L.,-ate the components on the machine and expla:n their function.:'

F)Iirp()s! ,

What posit:um nmst the drum controller be in at the start nf the u.it

Why '

\IL)t )r

t.

Amperaze

Phase

+)rsepower

Speed IncreAser

a. Purpose

ft Gear Speed

....,.1.11111.m./

4111..., 4

r. Pinion Speed

Compressor

A. Type

Number of Stages

c. Purpose-,41.WII.....N..ma=1,M,11*../.IMRa.

I 1

4ill



5. C )ndenser

a. Purpose

b. Inlet location , Water temperabire

c. Outlet location

J. Condenser temperature

6. Economizer

a. Purpose

F.

, Water temperawre F.

b. Upper chamber pressure (approx.)

c, Lower chamber pressure (approx.)

i. How is the lower chamber pressure obtained?

.11,1.=MMPE.
7. Evaporator

a. Purpose

n. Inlet location

psi.

Water temperature

c. Outlet location Water temperature

1. Refrigerant temperature

e. Refrigerant level

8. Suction Damper

i. Purpose

h. What type is on this unit?

c. How is the damper controlled?

U. "v1fliat 'Ls the full movement. cd ttie dan-Iper?

Air Handler

a. Purpose

b. What is the purpose of the air wash system?
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TRACING FLOW OF PRIMARY REFRIGERANT

OR1F CT TV F

When yoti have completed this workbook on the primary refrigerant sy.stem of the
centrifugal air-conditioning machine, you will be able to correctly trace the flow (cycle)

through the system.

PROCFIDURES

Refer to figure 20. page 39, of study guide 3ABR54530-VIH-9, and color with a

light green pencil the condenser water circuit and indicate, with arrows, the
condenser water inlet and condenser water outlet.

2. with a lead pencil, darken the chilled water circuit, and indicate, with arrows,

the chilled water inlet and chilled water outlet.

2. ith a red pencil, color in the high-pressure refrigerant gas and liquid.

4. With a blue pencil, color in the low-pressure refrigerant gas and liquid.

1.'sing arrow s, ind'cate the direction bf refrigerant flow.
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF PURGE RECOVERY UNIT

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook with no more than four errors, you
will be able to idenufy major components, their functions and how they affect the
operation of the Purge Recovery Unit used on the centrifugal air-conditioning machine.

PROCEDURES

Refer to the illustration provided and enter the components and their purposes h.:
the corresponding numbers and then answer the questions following the illustration.

NO. NAME PURPOSE

I.

2.

4

3.

4.

.....
-

0.
0-

9.

10,

11.

12.

13,

14. _
15.

16. 1

14



3

NO.

18.

NAME PURPOSE

19.

20.

410.

21.

.1111Y0111.1==111=

2



*).

Figure 3. Purge Recovery Unii

16



What are tho noneondensahles that the rge unit must remove from the condenser?

2. How is the refrigerant returned to eft. cooler?

What causes the refrigerant to condense once it i ir the purge unit?

4 How ,ioes the separation chamber separate the refrigerant, air, and water)

Checked by
(Instructor)

&c515-'
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SERVICING CENTRIFUGAL COMPRES9DR LUBRICATION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

Upon coMpletion of this workbook on the cent; fugal au--conclitiorung machine
compressor lubricating system, you will be able to

Identify major components and their purpose.

Trace the oil flow through the unit.

Identify required servicing procedures.

You are allowed no more than tv.o (2 errors for each part of this workbook.

Part 1

PROCEDURES FOR MAJOR COMPONENTS AND PURPOSES OF EACH

Refer to figure 4 , locate the units shown and enter the conTonPnts and the4r -

purposes by the corresponding number in the following chart.

NO. NA-mr ------TnTm-gr-----------------
a.

1 .

2.

5.

6.

7. ____..._

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
,

18
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NO NAME PUR POSE

13.

14.
.

.

15.

-4 - --,... .....-

,

It".

17,

In.

I .

.

2 1 . -
Part 2

P OC EDL HES FOR F LOW OF OIL rHROUGH THE 1. NIT

,A enc r)h ik-ure 4 to indicate the How t la through the

rt 3

114)(.. EDt RES FOR SFRVICING Of 1.1{E LUBRICATION SYSTEM

stnz Stu iv Guidt lABH54530-V111-). Jesearch and answer the following questions.

ti.tue pressure ttlfa machine sl.ould read approximately PSIG.

Draln oil from fh.

Reinove the Al reservoir cover and

Remove access 1Nearuig cover plate.

Expl)in the prwedures used to remove the shalt beartng caps.

Fill .he bearuig approxin.ately of the full charge allowing the excess

19
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e the ?tear ink:, cap .ind secure.

',AP. must he st ri iner Is removcd and cleaned

Drain oil throu4:h the pluk.: in the

11). Remove the civer from the seal it reservoir.

11, pcmove the filter trom the

R. till the reser\ oir with !low oil

p, pLice ht secure nuts

14_ Drain the oil in the atnlospheric oil reservoir.

Remove the 0:l lI plug and pour oil into the atmospheric oil reservoir until the

level is in the atmospheric float chamber sight glass,

Replace the Auk.: and ttghten

1- What is the last step prim- to ,:tartlip''

i! level is 11)...v after operatim: tor a .nort time, where rio vou add (-,11'

21
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CENTRIFUGAL UNIT SAFETY CONTROLS

OBJECTIVE

When you have completed this workbook you will he able to identify the safer:
controls. their functvIns and how they affect the operation of the system. You are
not allowed any errors.

Part 1

PROCEDURES

Uslng Study Gtnde 3ABR54530-VIII-9 and diagram of Safety Control Circuits If.
the workbook, locate the safety controls shown and enter their name by the correspoi.d .
mg number and state if they are normally open or closed.

Part 2

PROC E DU R E S

1. R fer to ticure 5 .)t ;11., workbook and hst the switches that must t.,e closed

a. T start ttn. 130-ton ,r'El r ifugai unit

For continu,m,. operation of the 100-ton centrifugal unit

uld qie chill water pump interlock prevent cint_nuous operation Explain

...()ur answer.

2. (_ t;le circuit treaker handle be closed If t.ie start txiftm 1- lot Llosed

Why ')

3. The low relrigerant temperature control is set to cut-out at

and set to ut-in at F.

4. Tlie 1,-o.si chilled water temperature control is set to cut-out at

and cat-in at F.n.r.ro...w.
22
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5. Explain how the start button works ui relation to the safety switch.

..........mwxmm.1.=.

Part 3

PROCFDLRES

Trace the Safety ,ntr,)1

a red 'penult. ndic ate in !1,,.:re 5 the surtuw.

1::.111j, a Wu- pencil, Indicate in f iu r 5, the run circuit,



9
*-)

Figure 5. SafAv Cimt roi Circuit.

4
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CHARGING PROCEDURES FOR CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE

OBJECTIVE

L'-sing Study Guide 3A8R54530-VtI1.9 to answer the following questions with no
errors, you will be able to establish the correct procedures for servicing the rentrif-
uLal machine with refrigerant.

PROC EDUR ES

17,1.114 Stu4 Guide 3ABR54530-VIII-9, answer the following questions:

1 A xtiat temperature will the drum of refrigerant 11 be under pressure

Whez-e is the charzing valve located on the cooler?

3. What pressure ih.ould the machine be at?

9

4. Install a nipple into a and, it.

Remove the plug inserted in the on the drum.

What would happen if the nipple were not long enough?

What position must the drum be in and why?

What is used to c,mnect the drum and the cooler?

After the pressure 4nes above 0 psig, what must be done to lower the pressure?

I. The complete chare of refrigerant is

25 -
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PREOPERATIONAL CHECK AND OPERATION
OF CENTRIFUGAL MACHLNE

Part 1

OBJECTIVE

Using the centrifugal trainer, perform a preoperational check and operate the
centrifugal trainer to the specifications outlined in Workbook project VIII-9-10.. niam-
taming optimum efficiency and perfoimance.

PROCEDURES

The ins/victor will determine whether this exercise is to be perfoimed individuMly
or by groups. After you have the machineyunning, answer the questions and make
adjustments as requiredfor optimum efficiency and performance. Perform the shut-
down as outlined in the-workbook project when your instructor se indicates.

1. Make sure power is OFF.

2. Chgck oil leVels:

a. Compressor

b. Motor

c. Purge Unit

d. Suction Damper

e. Hot Gas_Hypass

1. Speed Increaser

3. Check purge unit water level, refrigerant level and hand valve positions.

a. Water drain valve - CLOSED. (OPEN ONLY WHEN DRAINING)

b. Refrigerant gas supply valve - OPEN

c. Liquid refrigerant return valve - OPEN

4. Start purge unit.

NOTE: This unit should be started before the centrifugal machine is started and
must run continuously while the centrifugal machine is running.

5. Thrn power ON.



Start the condenser water pump (located on the Instructor's Panel).

Start the chilled water purip located on the Instructor s

Turn on all Auxiliarv unit - fans, boiler. and hot water.puinp. .(Located on the
instructor's Panel and gra )hic control panel.)

siactuu; Water Chiller

t c,w,trols chtiled water temperature 45°F: condenser water temperature 85°F.

2. 11,...1!lon the drum -11111'1)11er lever tolFF position - the hill resistance position.

\lake -urf Ihe hot _as bypass is CLOSED.

) LE. GR., tilt, -,ntprrssor a momentarv start to chock rotation.

OcpreSs start Outt.In n circuit breaker panel and hold: elose main circuit breaker
14:ye r. Do rint torce the handle. but make sure it is closed firmly.) Observe
'Ale hark-of-seal oil pressure gauger When back-of-seal oil pressure is obtained
ne-ctle flickers), about,six psi, release the starthutton and the unit should stay

,n .he line.

NOTE: Do not hold the start button in longer than 20 seconds. Oil pressure should
developed in 20 seconds: if not:release start button as the oil pump could be

in ,iwrative .)r an )11 l}ne mav be clogged and the compressor bearing will burn out.

0en the civthrp2. water tard valvP supplying the corr.:ressor )11 cooler, speed
Increaser and seI )acket.

NOTE Opennit4, Mb; valve turns the nil heater in the mam oil reservoir OPF.

itet-)rd the fotl ( Atter about tivo mInutes operation at speed 1)

.t. llack-of-sPal il pressure

h. Seal chanther ,HI pressure

Suct ion pre s'su re=lwraMillIII1=MMr
t. Dischar.4e pressure

Speed increaser oil pressure

Bearing temperatures: Seal end F: Thrust end

27



Operating Procedures
an.

1. Increase speecrto point 5.

NOTE: When increasing speed, move drum contr91 level rapidly from one pouit
to the next. Never operate the motor between "13* markings. rhis causes arr
unbalanced condition in the rot& winding. Let unit operate 15 minutes. after
changing speed, before taking readings.

2. Let unit operate at speeds 2 and land make the following recordings:

a. Condenser inlet temperature

ib. Condenser outlet temperature

c. Chilled water inlet temperidire

d. Chilled water outlet temperature

e. Suction pressure

1. Discharge pressure

g. Refrigerant condensing temperature

h. Liquid refrigerant temperature

i. Purge unit suction pressure

J.

1101=1...
Purge unit discharge pressure

k. Amperage draw

Part 2

NOTE: Your insturctor will give you any special insturctions that you may
require to prevent damage to yourself and equipment.

1. Centrifugal machine operational controls.

a. List the controls that bperate the centrifugal machine.



b. List the controls that will also regulate the cooling capacity.

e. State the set points and explain what the automatic operational controllers do.

d. How does the drum controller reduce the cooling capacitys?

2. Chilled water system controls.

a. Can the chilled water be bypassed around the individual cooling coils?

h. How is the chilled water flow controlled at the cooling coil?

=...=MimmE1111111NMEIN,
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to3T

t. The chilled water flow is modulated to control what variable.

d. Why does the .bypass valve oPen wider when the cooling coil valves throttle down?.

41110141=111=

e. Why is the bypass system needed?

How is the GPM thru the chiller detected and controlled-

3. Operational adjustments.

a. Set condenser water controller at 85°F.

b. Set chilled water controller at 45°F.

c. Adjust compressor speed to match the load requirements.

NOTE: Allow time for the system to stabilize after each speed change.

d. Observe operating conditions.

(1) Condenser inlet temp.

(2) Condenser outlet temp. °F.

oF.



(3) Chilled water inlet temp. (:)F.

(4) Chilled water outlet temp. or.

(5) Suction pressure psi or Hg.

16) Discharge pressure

(7) Refrigerant condensing temp. ()F.

'8) Liquid refrigerant temp. "F.

(9) Purge unit suction psi or H.

10) Purge unit discharge psi.

(11) Amperage Amps.

NOTE. Amperage should not exceed 120 amps.

e. Monitor the ehilled water temperature.

(1) Check set point and control point (these temps should be almost the same).

NOTE: The temperature difference between entering and leaving chilled water
that is used by most manufacturers is 10°F. The 10°F TD provides the most
economical operation with water machines.

(2) U the TD and leaving chilled water temperature are not correct. Acitust-

ments to the controls may be required.

NOTE: If you think the chilled waterflow is not right, check with the instruc tor
before making any adjustments.

Stopping Procedures

I. Depress stop button or trip main circuit breaker switch.

2. Move drum control lever to OFF.

3. Close water coolant valve.

NOTE: Closing this valve turns on the heater in the main oil reservoir, which
keeps refrigerant gas from condensing into the oil (red indicator light).

4. Stop purge unit.

5. rUrn oil condenser water pump.

31
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Tkarn off chilled water pump.

7. Thrn off hot water pump.

d. "Nrn off all auxiliaries on Instructor's and graphic control panel.

CI la. I
IL) 3

32
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DIAGNOSE TROUBLES IN THE CENTRIFUGAL
SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE

Without referrinu to Shid: Guide 3ABR54530-VIII-9, you will be able to list the
probable cause! and remediet: for the following troubles on the centrifugal abcondi-
tinning machine from meiuory.

PROCEDURES

iiAnswer thecuestions bel mt.

1. Huth head pressure

.1. ProbabLLci.,c

Re medv

.....1M1110

.=4/101MIII=,mal=1.=1N.I.mm.M.M.

2. Loss of capac it%

a. Probable cause

33
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Re'

b. Remedy
J

e

3. C mpressor surges

a. Probable cal.ise

al,M1,

.-

h. Remedy

1...

4. Co%Ipressor seid stage frost

a. Probable cause

Remedy

Mwn.m.nnrINWW/I10.

34



slo.4 ii increasor overheated.

a. Probable cause

MINII00

h. Mimed\

` 11...IMP

Ylur instructor wIll place troubles in the centrifugal machine. Observe thta unit's

1;c,-..ati,lit and complete the following chart.

TRot: BI,E PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

a.

b.

C.

t

a

Checked by
(Instructor)

T _ 0.1,4 yea,

'"""
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Department of Civil Engineering Training
Swppard Air Force Rase, Texas

EVAPORATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS

SG 3ABR545304X-1
December 1975

cancTIYES

To help you in Warning to:

Operate and maintain cooling equipment.

Locate, identify, and give the function of the major components.

Trace the flow of air and water through the system.

MTRODUCTION SECTION I

EVAPORATIVE COOLING

Can you recall your days at the local bathing pool, or perhaps at the beach? If a
slight wind was blowing, you will remember that you were more comfortable in the
water than out of it. When you climbed out of the pool, the water in your wet bathing suit
evaporated rapidly to leave your skin chilled from the loss of heat. Though you didn't
give it much thought at the time, you were really experiencing evaporative cooling.

Applying the same principle, our older surgeons used an ether spray
those portions of the skin in which incisions were to be made. Rapid ev
the ether reduced the temperature of the skin and underlying flesh to the
point. You can demonstrate this principle for yourself by wetting your h
alcohol or water and holding it in the airstream from a fan.

o freeze
ration of
ee zing

with

Principle of Evaporative Cooling

In an evaporative cooler the air is drawn through a finely divided water spray or a
wet pad so that a portion of the water is being continually evaporated. The latent heat
of evaporation, which must be passed on to the water to evaporate it, is suppled from
the heat bf the incoming air, thus reducing the dry-bulb temperature of that air. In
evaporative cooling there is always a drop of the dry-bulb temperature,. an increase in
the relative humidity and dewpoint temperature, and an -. -changed wet-bulb temperature.

The water, which is recirculated continually through an evaporative cooler, as-
sumes the wet-bulb temperature of the entering sir after a short period of operation.
The recirculated water will remain at the air wet-bulb temperature with no external
heating or cooling. Makeup water is added to replace the evaporated water.

The temperature reduction, which can be made in the air passed throfigh an evap-
orative cooler, de entirely on the wet-bulb temperature of the air which is to 141
cooled. The wet lb temperature of the air entering the evaporative cooler is at the
lowest temperature which the circuhating air may be cooled. Since an external
soutce of heat is not used to evaporate the water, the process of evaporative cooling
is called an adiabatic process. (A process in which heat cloes not flow into or from the
system of the process, although thermal changes may occur within the system. )

1
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Evaporative cooling should not be used to cool air for spaces requiring constant
terspertture and humidity control, such as hospital operating rooms and certain types
of hkghly technical electronic equipment. Evaporative cooling is best suited and chiefly
usecr for cooling the spar:e for the comfort of personnel.

Application of Evaporative CooLng

As we have shown, evaporative cooling depends on the evaporation of water: thus.
it can be successful only under atmospheric conditions of a-low relative humidity. It
can be used only where the difference between the outdoor wet-bulb and dry-bulb tem-
perature is relatively tugh. In the arid regions of the southwestern United States,
where there is low relative humidity, properly installed and operated evaporative cool-
ing uniis cool comfortably. This type of system brings in J00 percent outside air. It
may be equipped with a humidistat so that when the inside humidity is high and the cool-
er cannot function properly as an evaporative cooler, the water is cut off and the unit
can operate as a straight mechanical ventilating unit. Whenever the outdoor eget-bulb
temperature is 730 F or lower, effective cooling and indonr comfort can be maintained
by evaporative cooling.

The leaving air temperature of an evaporative cooler usually is just short of sat-
uration, 'that is. the drybulb temperature of the air leaving a cooler does not quite
reach the wet-bulb temperature of the air entering the cooler. An evaporative cooler
operating at 90 percent efficiency will cool the air a numter ( degrees equal to 90
percent of its original wet -t ,tb depression. The measuu.1 of the approach to the enter:
ing wet ...bulb temperature is the saturation efficiency of the cooler. 'Air entering at
dry -) ulb and 750 wet-bUlb will be cooled to 77°' if the cooler is operating at 90 percen

Computauon: The depression amounts to 950 (dry-bulb temperatur mint s
75° (wet-bulb ternperature)or 200. Ninety percent of 20 is 18. Subtract 18° from 95°
(the dry-bulb temperature) and you have 77°, which is the temperature to which the air
is cooled.

Types of Evaporative,Coolink Units

There are two main types of evaporative coolers: drip znd spray. However,
these are further erroken down into rotary-drum, slinger, and air washer units. No
matter what type is used, the principles of evaporative cooling which was explained in
setion Hare the basis of its success.

Cabinets for evaporatiye coolers, whichenclose the entire assembly of the cooler,
are usually constructed of heavylage sheet metal or aluminum. The louvered sides of
the cabinets are removable to provide access to the pads and equipment inside the.

'cabinet.

Components of Evaporative CoolinatInits
1,

Components of evaporative cooling units are Very much the same in each' type ex-
cept that some have a different method of supplying the water to the evaporating pads.

2
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DRIP UNITS. Typical drip-type
ovaporative cooler components consist
of the following: a motor -dtiven fan,
or blower; a circulating water pump,
piping, and water distributors; a water
collecting pan with water makeup float
valve, and drain: and water evaporating
surface*. All these components are as-
seibbled in a weatherproof cabinet, the
complete assembly being known es a
self-contained unit. It will range in
size from the small, one-room cooler
withia capacity of about 700 cubic feet
per mtnute (cfm) to the large industrial
coolers with capacities up to about
30,000 dm,

The small, one-room cooler nor-
mally uses a propeller fan; the larger
coolers use a squirrel-cage qr centrifu-
gal blower: The propeller fan cooler
discharges the cooled air directly into
the space to be 'cooled, from the vaned
air-discharge outlet of the unit. Duct work
this tSrpe unit.

INLET
GRILLE CENTRIFUGAL

SLOWER ,

Figure I. Drip-Type Evaporative Cooler
With Centrifugal Blower

for air distribution is never attached to

Coolers of about 2000 cfm capacity and above, as we have pointed out, use the
squirrel-cage blowers which are driven by a motor with a V-pulley'and a V-belt.
Figure 1 illustrates this type, and figure 2 sHows the unit disassembled. Electric
motors vary in size according to the size of the fan blade or blower.

6

Figure 2. Drip-Type Evaporative Cooler Disassembled

3
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The recirculating water pump is
usually a yertical-shaft, directly con-
nected unit of light construction and low
head pressure. The pimp impeller is
suspended in the pump housing from a
ball-bearing motor shaft, which elimi-
nates pump beagings and packing. The
pump housing usually has a wire-mesh
screen through which the water passes
as _it is drawn in by the pump impeller
and forced through the discharge tube tothe distributor.. Pumps usually sit in
the water of the collecting pan or are
sometimes mounted on a special frame.
In either case, they must be insulated
to prevent vibration and transmission of
noise. Figure 3 illustrates this type of
water pump and its breakdown.

uOTOR

Figure 3a. Recirculating Water Pump

A water 'distributor is a trougn
*Lich receives the water from.the
."!'ecirculating water puMp through
the dietributor head and distributes
it eienly over the top of 6te evap-
orating surface pads. One distrib-
utor is provided for each-pad in the

. cooler. The water flowethrough
weirs (triangular *cringe) of the
trough onto the pads which are on
the air inlet sides of the cooler.
See figure 4.
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The piping system conists of a T-fitting or a water distributor head with one inlet

and three outlets which are connected by pipe or tubing to the water distributors. The
islet ceessetisa from the pimple usually a ribber hoes. Is figure .5 you. cm see that
the quantity of water which flows to the branch piping system is _regulated by an adjust-
able hone clamp which throttles the flow of water in the hose connecting the water pump
to.tbe water branch tubes. The quantity of water which flows through the branch tubes
to the troughs is iqualised by nibber or metal metering rings placed in each branch
tube.

The water collecting.pan forms the bottom of the cooler and contains the water, the
water float makeup valve, and an overflow pipe (see figurk6). The makeup valve con-
trols the level of the water. in the collecting pan and aiatomlitically admits water to re-
place any lost through the system, evaporation, and bleedoff. Water in the collecting
pan should be 'kept at a depth sufficient to keep the recirculating pump primed. The
overflow pipe coniists of a removable .length of pipe, the top of whichli slightly below
the top edge of the collecting pan. When the Water level in the colleciing pan rises to
the top of the overfilow pipe, the excess ?water flows into the pipe and is carried away
to a drain.

Figure 5. Water Distributor Header
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The water evaporative surface of 'drip-type evaporative coolers consists of one or
more pads or aspen wood excelsior, redwood excelsior, a mixture of redwood and aspen
wood excelsior, glass wool, or a fiber made of other materials. The bulk excelsior isinserted in either cheesecloth, hardware cloth, or a metal frame to'bind and hold the
material together in pads. The pads are held in place by a barbed rack or other suit-
able means. Each pad is alaced in a louvered frame, as you can see in figure 7. The
louvered trainee are fittedginto openings on two sides and on the back of the cooler
through which the air is drawn by the fan. The louvers serve a double purpose: they
help to distribute the air uniformly over the entire area of the water evaporating pads,
and they prevent water from wetting the area surrounding the cooler.

BARBED RACK FIBER PAD AIR INLET GRILLE

Figure 7. Grill, Rack, and Pad, Disassembled

SPRAY UNITS. Spray units (sometimes called air washer units) are made in sizes
ranging from 3500 cfm through 12, 000 cfm. They are larger in dimension and weigh
considerably more than the drip-type unit. They are designed to keep the pads free of
excess dust and water solids for a longer period of operating time than the drip-type
units. They use sprays to wet ing continuously wash down the inlet side of the filter
pads and partially saturate the incming air by direct contact as the air passes through
the sprays.

There are two main types of spray dettigns used by manufacturers, with essentially
the same results. These are the "spray nozzle" and the "rotating disk" (sometimes
called stinger), shown in figures 8 and 9. Both spray-type units consist of the follow-
ing principal components: piping; water collecting pan with makeup float valve and
drain; recirculating water pump; evaporative filter and eliminator pads; the sprays,
either nozziTs or spray disk; and a motor-driven blower --all assembled in a sell-
contained weatherproof cabinet.

40/
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I. KOREN Davi 6. PAD WASH DMA 10. MOTOR 1 4. WATER SURGE CYLINDER
2. BLOM HOUSING WRAY JETS 11. WATER KM 16. SPRAY DRAIN PANEL
3. PuMP MOTOR MO OKIvE 7. ALRSUILMA SPRAY JETS 12. WATER FLOAT CONTROL. IC WATS SUPPLY HEADS
4. ELLKKNATOR PAD 6. SLOWER ORM BELT 13. WATER SUKAP AND
S. FILTER PAD 9, BELT DMVE PUU.EY MAKEUP PAN

Figure 8. Sectional View of a Spray Nozzle Unit

Piping cinsists of the supply linn and piping to the spray nozzle. The collecting
pan forms a part of the bottom of the evaporative cooler cabinet, which contains the
float-actuated water makeup valve and the drain. Since the float controls the water
valve, it also controls the level of the water in the collecting pan. The spray disk
or viturel assembly of the evaporative cooler supplies a continuous sheet of atomized
water over the lir inlet face of the evaporative filter pad. The spray disk collecting
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pan is located below and in front of the
center of the filter pad. The water in
the collecting pan is supplied to the disk
or wheel b7 a water pump similar to
those .ueed on drip-type units. The cen-
trifugal action of the rotating disk dis-
tributes the water evenlY in all direr:-
tions in a vertical plane so that the re-
sulting curtain of spray water falling
over the entire inlet face of the evap-
orative filter pads washes down the air
inlet side of the pads continuously.

The automatic flush valve consists
of an electrically operated solenoid
valve and an electric timer combined
in one unit. This valve flushes the
water from the water collecting pan
regularly and automatically. This
action helps to keep the collecting pan
clean. The solenoid valve is operated
by means of a coil of wire wound on a
soft iron spool which forms an electric
magnet. When the current flows
through the coil, the valve stem is
lifted to open the valve. Wien current
is cut oil, the valve is closed either by gravity or by a spring. The operating solenoid
part of the valve is completely enclosed. The water drair is controlled by a plunger,
and a diaphragm isolates the working_ mechanism of the valve from the water. The
valve assembly is also provided with in overflow connection and a manual operating
lever to completely drain the water collecting pan.

The electric timer regulates the flushing action of the solenoid valve. ft consists
of a 1-hour electric timeclock which is adjustable from 0 to 2 1/2 minutes' drain time.
The setting of the drain time will depend on the dirt content of the air entering the cool-
er, the salt content of the water, and the resistance in the waste plumbing.

The spray nozzle does the same things as a spray disk. Nozzles are usually
mounted in both a vertical and a horizontal position; the vertical nozzles are used for
washing down the evaporative filter pads, and the horizontal nozzles for forming a Cur -
ten of spray water over the entire air inlet area. Water is supplied to the nozzles
through the piping system by a centrifugal pump of large capacity and heavy-duty con-
struction, - mounted in the water collecting pan. This type of water pump 18 compietely
sealed. All recirculating water pumps have a screen of some type to prevent partirles
of dirt and foreign matter from getting into the water piping system.

. Evaporative filter pads and eliminator pads are usually made of fibers of various
materiatls and are supported by angle frames arid heavy wire mesh. Ncirmaily, spray -
type evaporative coolers use a specially treated hygroscopic'. spun glass thr filter pans.
This material assists in holding the fibers in place and helps the water adhere to the
surface. The evaporative; filter pads form the water evaporating surface. The elim-
inator pads remove the moisture from the cooled air after it leaves the evaporative

1 . FILTER PAGS
2. ROTATING DIM

Figure 9.

3. 111.000 UNI T
4. MOTOR

Rotating Disk Unit
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filter pads and prevent water drops from being carried over into the fan and motor of
the cooler unit.

Slaver fans, known also as centrifugal fans, are used on spray-type units. The
fan and the motor which drives it are both equipped with grooved-type pulleys and are
connected with V-belts. The fan has a self-aligning, self-oiling bearing on each side
of the impeller wheel. Blower fans are designed and rated for air delivery against
1/4-inch water gage static pressure resistance at the discharge outlet of the unit.
Blower fans, depending on size, are normally used to supply air through a duct system.

ROTARY-DRUM EVAPORATIVE UNITS. As the name implies the rotary-drum
evaporative cooling unit uses a rotating drum, powered by a reduction gear and motor.
Figure 10 illustrates a partly dissembled rotary-drum unit. Other principal compo-
nents are the exterior air -filter unit, the rotor housing, the water tank and the float-
actuated water makeup valve, an automatic flush valve, and a motor-driven fan or
blower. All of these components are mounted in a metia weatherproof cabinet. The
rotary-drum-type evaporative coolers are usually made in sizes ranging from 2500
through 6000 cfm. Blowers and motors are designed the same as for the drip-type
evaporative cooler units.

Figure 10. Rotary-Drum Unit (Partly Disassembled)
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The rotor, which is driven by an electric motor at an approximate speed of 1 102
rpm, is cylindrical and consists of alternate layers of corrugated and flat screen
wound on a drum. It revolves in the rotor housing, the lower portion being constantly
wet by its immersion in the water tank of the housing. When in operation, the rotor
continuously exposes an evenly wetted surface to the incoming air. The rotor housing
contains the revolving rotor and supports the rotor. bearings and the electric gear mo-
tor. The lower portion of the rotor housing forms the water tank. The float-actuated
water makeup valve controls the water level in the tank.

The automatic flush valve empties the water from the tank automatically. This
action, which helps Là keep the rotor and water tank clean, is repeated regularly by an
electrically operated solenoid valve. The operating solenoid of the valve is completely
enclosed. The water drain is controlled by a plunger, and a diaphragm isolates the
working mechanism of the valve from the water. The valve assembly is provided with
an overflow connection. A manually operated valve is also provided to drain the water
tank completely.

The action of the solenoid valve is regulated by an electric timer, a 1-hour elec -
tric timeclock with contacts that open and close according to the time limit for which
the timer is designed. The setting of the drain time, usually adjustable from 0 to
2 1 2 minutes, is dependent on the amount of dirt in the air that enters the cooler. the
salt content of the water, and the resistance in the waste or drain plumbing.

The filters of the rotary-drum-type evaporative cooler, called air filters. are
usually of the impregnated, washable, metal type. The filter unit is located on the
air intake side where the air can be cleaned as it enters the cooler.

SLINGER-TYPE EVAPORATIVE UNITS. The slinger-type unit may be con-
structed as a double unit. The metal weatherproof cabinet may contain two sets of
the principal components, such as one or two sets of spray wheel assemblies, one or
two sets of evaporative and eliminator pads, one or two automatic flush valves, one
electric timer, and one motcr -driven blower. The blower, or fan, of the slinger -type
evaporative cooler is the same as on the rotary-drum unit --a motor-driven centrifugal
blower. It is driven by a V-belt connecting the blower and motor by means of grooved
pulleys. The blower, which is used to supply air through the duct system, is designed
and rated for air delivery against 1/4-inch water gage static pressure resistance at the
discharge outlet. It has two self-aligning, self-oiling bearings, one on each side of the
t .Aver wheel. The electric motor operating- the blower is mounted high in the metal
cabinet to protect it fzbm too much moisture.

The, electric motor operating the spray wheel is sealed in a waterproof assembly
with water-seal packing around the shaft -o the spray wheel. The spray wheel picks
up water from the collecting pan and distributes it in all directions in a vertical plane
by the centrifugal action of the rotating spray wheel. This action supplies a continuous
sheet of atoniized water which is sprayed over the air inlet side of the evaporative fil-
ter pad. As the air pisses through the water, dust and dirt is removed and the air is
partially cooled. This continuous etz,t of atomized water also continually washes the
dirt from the pad. The water collecting pan, which is located below and in front of the
evaporative filter pad, forma a part of the bottom of the evaporative cooler cabinet. A
float-actuated water makeup valve, which carktrols the level of water, is contained in
the collecting pan.

10



The automatic flush valve assembly consists of the flush valve, which flushes the
water from the water collecting pan reg___rly and automatically; the solenoid valve;
and timer. The timer is electric and has an adjustable drain-time setting which regu-
lates thii flow at .lurrent to the solenoid valve. The solenoid valve operates the drain
valve. This usambly.is very similar to the flush valve assembly used with the rotary -
drum-type evaporative cooler.

The evaporative and eliminator pads are usually made of various washable mater-
ials supported by angle frames and heavy wire mesh. ,The fibers are impregnated with
a material which scrt only helps to hold the fibers in place but Also treats the fibers so
that water will adhere to their surface. The evaporative filter pads form the water
filter and evaporating surface, and the eliminatur pads remove moisture from the
cooled air. The eliminator pads also prevent small drops of water trapped in the air
from being carried over into thcfan and motor 51 the blower compartment.

The cabinets for slinger-type evaporative coolers are usually construged the same
as those for other large type evaporative coolers. Heavy-gage galvanised steel is used
to enclose the entire unit. The sides are removible to provide acceos to the interior.

When the efficiency of an evaporative cooler falls below 80 percent, corrective
action should be taken to improve its operation. Air velocity through the evaporative
pads should isat exceed 300 feet per minute. Air changes wi$hin the space beim 7ooled
should be at the rate of 30 times per hour. The air velocity within the duct system
sheuld not exceed 1200 feet per minute for quiet operation.

QUESTIONS

1. Name the two main types of evapoiative cooling units.

2. For what is evaporative cooling normally used?

3. Explain where evaporative coolers may be operated with relative success.

4. Which type evaporative cooler does not use a duct system for air distribution?



5. Squirrel-cage blowers are generally used on what sixe evaporative cooler?

6. How are squirrel-cage, blowers driven?

7. On operative cooler units that have an automatic flush valve, what regulates the
action of the solenoid valve?

8. Corrective action should be taken when an. evaporative cooler falls below what
degree of efficiency?

9. What should be the maximum air velocity through the evaporative pads?

10. What should be the hourly rate of air change within the space cooled?

"41
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SECTION It

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION 07
EVAPCIRATIVE COOLING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

Long before the refrigeration coil became the basis of air -conditioned comfort,
evaporative coolers and cooling systems were being used to some extent in semiarid
and arid states--Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, for exaniple --where the daily humid-
ity was usually very low. Even today, Air Force buss located in dry climates employ
this type of cooling with considerable success at a low cost.

The small units are usually mounted in the window of a building. The larger units,
however, must be placed on substantial structures that.will support their weight.

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

The size and style of the unit determines the location and the type of structure n

required.

Locations

Units mounted in building windows are of the small blower type. These are light
in weight and will not do damage to the building structure. See figiire 11A.

The large., heavy units must be mounted on self-supporting plat:arms adjacent to,
but independent of the building (see figure 118). In some Casesthe air-washer-type
unit, for instanceit may be more economical to mount the unit on a coaled platform.

Figure 11A. Window Unit
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Structures

The dimensions and operating weight of the cooler should be determined beforestaning construction of the supporting structure or mounting platform. A walkway with
guardrails around the cooler should be provided for the safety of the serviceman and togive him proper access to the equipment for making repairs. Each platform shouldalsb have a ladder built as part of the structure. See figure 11B.

Never mount cooler units on the building roof. Each unit must be mounted on theplatform so that it is rigid and level. In some cases this may require shims and thebolting down of the unit. Every cooler manufacturer,furniShes mounting and installa-
tion Instructions with each type unit. Personnel who are assigned to mount cooler unitsshould read carefully and understand these instnictions.

Connections

The various connections required for evaporative coolers must be installed as
specafied for each cooler. Check the instructions and see that the proper ...size pipe,
valves, switches, wire, and fuse boxes are installed. Only In this way can you be
sure that the equipment will give the exrcted service.

WATER SUPPLY AND DRAIN. Thesmall, window-type evaporative cooler nor-
mally uses 1:4-inch copper tubing to carry the water supply. A 1/4-inch fitting is
located on the side of the sillcock valve which is installed on any ordinary 3/4-inch
outside water valve (garden hose).

Larger units must have a mateit supply line of at least 3/4-inch pipe or tubing. A
globe shutoff valve should be installed in the supply line on the inlet side to the unit.
Coolers using a water solenoid valve instead of a iecirculsting pump should have a
water straineranstalled on the inlet side of the solenoid Va lite. A water fauct with a
hose bibb should be installed in tht supply line near each cooker Ober used in washing
dOwn the interior of evaporative copiers immediatly after Wavy dust storms or when
maintenance service is being dont..

The water drain or waste system for evaporative coolers ihould be at least 1 1/4
inches in diameter to reduce drain stoppage. The drain system should be connected to
the sewer or to a street drainage system. In freezing areas the water supply system
should be insulated against freezing, Or the unit may be installed to permit the com-
plate draining of the system. a

to

ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS. Small unite (window-type) are'usually connected by
inserting the electric cord plug tnto a convenkent outlet. Ms, they, can be placed in
or out of operation by a toggle switch on the front of the unit.

The larger units should beequippod with thetr own fuses. Sometimes this may
require's separate main switch and fuse box, depending on the power requirements
of the unit. Pushbutton stations or toggle switches are used to start and stop equip-
ment operation. Other *Oita may,require separate switches for the water recirculat-
ing pump motor and the blower motor. The larger units usually require magnetic
starters and sometimes have pilot lights or other devices to indicate when and what
part of the cooling unit is in operation. Alkswitches, controls, .pilot lights, and in-
dicators should be mount,K1 on a control panel which Is located in a convenient place.
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Each large evaporative cooler should have a disconnect switch mounted inside the unit
topermit maintenance personnel to control the unit operation while performing mainte-
nance service. This is a time-eaving move as well as a safety measure.

STARTUP CRICKS AND ADJUSTMENTS

The successful funitioning of evaporative air coolers depends directly upon the
manlier in which they are operated. Normally, the using organisation is responsible
only foe starting and stopping evaporative air cooling units and systems. Instruciions
for the operation of these coolers are prepared by the Air Installations Office and are
usUally posted on the cooler switch panel for ready reference. The personnel nf the
using organization are instructed thoroughly in the operatic); of electrical switches,
water valves, and other controls. They are cautioned not to start the blowers prior to
starting th water pumps after long shutdown periods. As we have already pointed out,
during periods; of high outaide relative humidities and when the humidity within a room
becomes too high for comfort, evaporative coolers should be operated only as venti-
lating systems. The necessity of keeping a sufficieet number of windows raised at all
times while the coolers are in operation is also stressed. The systems are operated
only when required and are shut off by the using organization when the temperature\
does not warrant their use.

Startup Procedures

When a new or inactive evaporative air cooling unit is to be placed in servico, the
refrarration ane air-conditioning shop maintenance personnel perform the startup
services to prepare the equipment for operation. Before starting the equipment,' they
inspect all parts, accessories, Ind units to see that they are secure and correctly ad-
justed. Seasonal startup is scheduled well ahead of the time the equipment is to be
used. This allows ample time,for inspection and startup services. During initial
startup procedures, all supply outlets, vanes,damperS, and splitters should be opened
for normal airflow. Moist rags should I* plaCed over the supply air outlets into each
space being air conditioned to cstch the dust and construction dirt before it is dis-
charged into the space where ocapants are on duty.

The ratings of motor overload protection devices should be checked against the
motor nameplate ampere ratings. U th devices are oversize or undersize, thermal
elements of the proper sise should be installed.

An ammeter should 6. connected to the blower motor circuit by an electrician
prior to starting the motor. Starting and runnisg currents should be recorded when
the blower is first operated, with all pads and-filters dry and in place. If the running
current Is equal to or less than the overload rating of the motor, then the motor will
not be-overloaded under final load conditions.

Testing the unit with clean, dry pads assures you that the unit can be operated
subsequently without water for ventilating purposes since pads are always in place
when the unit is operating. U the running current is in excess of the motor overload
rating, you must determine the cause. In many cases, overload is due to excessive
fan speed. Correct this before coalmang the operation of the motor. The fan speed
should be reduced by adjohting the varisble-pitch motor pulley or reducing the size of
the motor pulley. Where this is impractical, the blower pulley size should be in-
creased. You should use pulleys of the correct size rather than attempt to cut down

1 5
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the original oned. An ammeter should be used to check the starting and running cur-
rents of the pump motor after the water collecting tank has., been filled and the pump-
first operated. If the runnhig current is in excess of the motor ovei load rating, deter-
mine the cause and -,orrect it before continuing the operation.of the pump.

During :he initial operation of the unit with wate,gn the, or sprays, air delhr-
ery in the supply ducts stmuld be determined by 4 vnsmeter or -,her velocity-indicating
instrument. Take readings at a suffi.7ient number of erosr-sectional snots in the same
section of the supply duct so thatArou can arrive at an average-velocity ieading. Multi-
ply the average velocity by the Square-foot, cross-sectional area NI' the cli,ct. This
computation will giitt the quantity -of airflow in cubic feet per minute. If the rate of
air delivery approximates the designed capacity of the system,/ the unit should be con-
tinuect-mt-operation. If the rate of air deliwery.is considerably/a excess of design
capacity, reduce the fan speed. In such 4 case, the fan motoi is usually overloaded
and.the velocity of the air through the'water evaporating pads is excessive. If thi4, is
the case. drops of water may be carried over into the fan compartment and cause
shorting of electrical circuits, motor "burnouts, rapid deterioration of belts, and
excessive rust and corrosion. After balancing air distribution to all spaces by the
use of velocity indicating instruments, lock all dampers, se litters, and directional-4

firm vanes in their finaLposition in such a manner that tampering or 'readjustment is
impossible except by the maintenance personnel'. Units which operate at efficiencies
below 80 percent require adjustment to improve their performance.

Thermostat and humidity controls, when used, should be tested for automatic op-
eration, set at the proper settings, and locked to prevent tampering or: readjustment
by other than maintenance personnel.

ShutdoWn ServicOs

When evaporative air cooljng quipment is to remain idle for long'periods of time
Ole refrigeration ani aircon4tttoning personnel perform the preventive maintenance
situtdown services. This service protects the equipment, conserves critical mater-
ials. and prepares the equipment for minimum startup service. All parts, accessor-
ies, 4hd-equipment are inspected to insure proper servicing for seasonal shutdown or
standby condition.

the shutdown service for evaporative air cooling equipment depends upon lts con-
,

ditiori, and the method of storage. Usually, the coolers are drained and washed out with
water under pressure. If they are to remain attached to the building, they should be
protected from the weather by some type of cover. Nortnally, these coolers should be
removect from the building, stor'ed in a dry place, and overhauled during the winter
season. This procOdure puts the coolers in good condition for the next season's rim.
HaVing been overhiiiled. they should give very little trouble during the cooling season.
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QUESTIONS

1. Name the type of evaporative cooling unit that is installed in building rindows?

2. Why should evaporative coolers have a .Naste drain of at least 1 1 '4 inches in
diameter?

3. What type of evaporative cooler is connected by insertiig the electric cord plug
into a convenient outlet?

4. kow do maintenance personnel control the ....peration of a large evaporative cooling
unit when performing maintenance?

What is the minimum square feet of louvered exhaust opening per 1000 cubic feet
of air delivered to a room or area?

6. Why is a thermostat used on an evaporative cooling unit?

7. What does a humidistat control?

8. Which components of an evaporative cooling system should be locked in position
and why?

9. Who usually operates evaporative cooling systems?

10. Why should the water pump motor ondrip'- and stinger -type evaporative coolprs
be placed in operation at least 15 minutes before starting the system blower?

17
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SECT.InN Tr.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

INTRODUCTION

At many installations improper mai.ntenance of evaporative cooling units has re-
sulted in excessive costs for renovation. These units are exposed to wo.ter and at-
mospheric elements cont4mous1y. Consequently, where maintenance is lax, complete
deterioration of surfaces such as panels, blowers, cabinets, And scrolls is not uncom-
mon. There lore. regular inspections and preventive rriaintenance services.should be
performed on all equipment.

Regionsibility

Under the direction oT the Air Installations Office the maintenance personnel of the
refrigeration and air-condi.tioning shop are responsible for carrying out regularly sch?.d-
uled routing inspections and priyentive maintenance 'services on all evaporative coolers.
Inspections and services shoul(be icheduled to permit only a minimum of interference
with the activities of the using organization. If such activities hinder the completi8n of
servicing on one trip, the work should be completed as soon afterwards as practicable.

Inspection and preventive mince services should be rcheduled on a master
chart in the refrigerating and air-conditioriing shop. This procedure will insure that 4

each cooler is inspected and maintained at the proper time, and that *impairs are made
before breakdown.

Preventive Maintenance and Inspeaions

Definite procedures for the preventiye maintenance of retrigerating and air-con-
ditioning equipment are .necessary for efficient and sale operation. The Objetitives of
preventive maintenance are as follows: to prevent breakdown, to inst.;re proper main-
tenance, to provide immediate and adequate minor repairs and avoid major repairs, to
control maintenance costs, to establish specific personnel assignments, and to develop
minimum but adequate miintenance records and data.

Well-planned inspections an, up-to-date and correct records are required'ior a
succesdful preventtvelmaintenadce program. Ipspection iJ a key phase of preventive
maintenance. It is a simple fact that when minor deficieniiei are overlooked, they
can cause major breakdowns in the future. This eventually defeats any preventive
maintenance program. The responsibility of detection is the duty of all personnel as-
signed to preventive maintenance.

TAtechnical procedures followed by A crew or team in performing ins4ection and
maintenance on equipment should be thorough. All deficiencies must be co eeted as
they are detected by the various members of the crew. The important things:to look
for during inspections are minor deficiencies whiéh, if not corrected immediately,
will result in More costly repairs in the future. Remember --in preventive Mainte-
nancethe little things are eventually the big things.
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Servicing Components

The following paragraPhs contain instructions which will serve as guide proce-
duree for inspecting and servicing the compoinents of evaporative air cooling equipment.
It may be necessary to supplement these instructions and procedures with the manu-
facturer's instructions where the equipment is not standardized in design.

FILTER PADS. Filter pads are maintained as clean as possible for maximum
effectiveness. This maintenance is accomplished by washing the pads to rerauve
algae, water solids, pollen, and other deposits. A garden how with an adjustable

fozzle should be used to wash filter pads. After the pods are*washed thoroughly, ail
loose foreign materials should be washed from the water collecting tank through the
drain connection. The pads should be inspected for thick sections of filter after wash-
ing. If a pad cannot be cleaned adequately, or if the thin layer cannot be corrected by
fluffing the fibers froth the adjacent thick sections, replace the pad with a new one.
Normally, it is better to replace drip pads twice each cooling season, rather than to
try prolonging their use by sprecial cleaning methods.

Spray pads usually last a complete cooling season because continuous washing of
the pads reduces the depoalts of water solids, dust, and the growth of algae on glass
fiber surfaces.

Spun glass fibers accumulate water solids, which'form an incrustation around the
fibers and reduce their effectiveness in maintaining an affinity for water. When ex-
cessive dirt and solids accumulate on the fibers, the pods should be replaced. The
sagging of glass fibers in the spray pads, particularly at the top sections, also neces-
sitates-the replacement of pads. Sin4;,e tir fibers are enclosed in a wire mesh, they
cannot be fluffed to Libtain uniform sectiAal thickness.

The pacf frame and the retaining screens should be wire-brushed to remove dirt
and scale and then painted with rust-resistant paint. Screen eliminators made up of
layers tif wire screen should be cleaned and,painted whenever excessive dirt, scale,
or rust accumulate on them.

WATER DISTRIBUTORS. Proper water distribution and thoroughly saturated pads
are essential to maximum efficiency from an evapdreative air cooling unit. Drip dis-
tributor* admit water to the top pad surface at a rate sufficient to wet the entire pad.
Streams .of water should flow down the outside pad surface. The water trough should
be level so that approximately the same number.of drops otwater fall from the weir
along the entire length of the trough. The troughs are usuilly slotted so they can be
leveled. Troughs and weirs should be cleaned by wire-brushing and repainted with
rust-resistant paint. The piping ir7stem should be disassembled and wire-brushed
internally when excessive scale formation starts to retard the water flow.

Spray nozzles are designed to provide sufficient water to wash the pads and form
an effective spray curtain in the entering airstreazn. Spray from each nozzle or jet
must have a weil-defined patter'n. Spray enoizles spould be cleaned by reaming out the
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epenitgs. 'Slot jets may tat cleanAl by means of a NA blade made, to ii_t_tfte slot. A I
salvaged haipksawebiade with dullechteeth and no set may be used. Take iare when you
are cleaning the fopenings'ao6 slots to prevent cutting their metal edges itriti,rutifing them.

You should check rotary thsk, water distributors for freedom of shaft, rotatiOniand
then lubricate)hem. The stirfa;e1 of thikdisk should be wire-brushed to riste*The
scale. The position of the water supply 'IMO in relation tothe disk should e checked
carefully and its position adjustirl and loc;:ed at the exact iecation recommended by the
manufacturer to insure a rna.ximum sh ng and spray effect. Spray nozzles, jets.
and rotary disks which cannot be cleanell sati.3factork1y by wire-brushing should be re-
moved and cleaned by immersiun in a 10 Percent inhibited commercial hydrochloric
tmuriatic acid) solution.

W er pressure at tne spy nozzles and jets v es with the different units. Thera
water p ssure may usually be checked at the pum schaige outlet by attaching a
pressure gage to the fitting provided for this purpos . The pump discharge pressure
for effective water spray and atomization should be maintainsd at the value recom-
mended by the manufacturer.

WATER FLOAT VALVE. The water makeup float valve should be checked for
freedom of mover and any binding of the float lever should be corrected. The
water valve should be checked for positive water cutoff, since its position determines
the proper water operating level. If an adjustment is required, raise or lower the
float-ball position with respect to the lever pivot. The water level should be set to e.

permit a constant oyerflow for bleredoff into the overflow standpipe. The wing nut on 110!

the adjustment screw should be turned lightly in place to insure that the float-ball lever
ti locked in position. Float balls made of ferrous metal which are rusted should be re-
placed by float balls made of nonferrouk1/4metal Or of,plastic materials.

WATER CIRCULATING PUMPS. Because of the light construction pf water circu-
lating pumps used with evaporative drip units, they must be carefully maintained. The
low oil capacity of the bearings on the motor requiies frequent addition of the correct
grade of oil. If the oil does not flow readily irto Vie oil filler tubes', they shculd be
removed and cleaned. If the stoppage appears to be in the bearing, the entire pump
assemb4 should be removed and the bearings washed out and filled with the prOper
amount of oil. The impeller and interior of the Tasing-thould be cleaned of excessive
scale by wire7brushing. The pump shaft and impeller should be adjusted to avoid its
binding-against the water intake opening or pumP casing. Rusted surfaces should be
wire-brushed and repainted with rust-resistant paink. When repairs are required,
pumps of this type are generally taken to the shop to facilitate service work. Sufficient
replacemsnt pump assemblies shoutdtbe made available for the' exchilige of pumps re-
quiring repairs. Maintenance men should carry one ot two pump assemblies with them
to expedite service.

The misalignment of the belt drive on larger pumps used with spray units causes
excessive wear and necessitates the leplacement of bearings. For this reason, drives
should be careAilly alignedwhen the pump or the Motor is serviced. Grease-packed
ball bearings should be cleaned and repacked with the correct grade of grease every
year. Graphite-impregnated beariugs normally do not require lubrication. Where
grease cups are used, they should be screwed down slightly every month. This should
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be done.carefully, as the use of too much grease or Oil clUees the lubricant tO (We ?flow
into the water and contaminate the pads. The shift packing glands of pumps should be
tightened just enough to pleOmit an occasional drop of water to.escape through them.
Pumps which are not readily accessible to permit easy servicing are relocated; in
some cases, it may be necessary to reinstall the pump outside the unit.

CABINET AND WATER MAKEUP TANK., The exterior surfaces of the catoinet and
water makeup tank which develop rust spots should be wire-brushed andigiven a coat of

ruatzresistant paint. After wire-brushing and cleaning the rusted areas, the panel
interior surfaces should be painted with asphalt-base paint. The interior surfaces of
both of thi panels forming the gater spray chamber and of the interior of the water
makeup tank should be painted with asphalt-base paint. The air intake louvers and
screens should be wire-brushed and cleaned so that they are free of dust, insects, and
scale. Beni. or distortetd vanes should be straightened and repaired. Metal louvers
and screens should be repainted as required.

In order to reduce excessive concentration of solidkon the fibers of the water
evaporating filter pads, to retard algae growth arid to reduce the replacement.reluire-
merits of pads and water recirculating putriPs, washing services should be perfc,rn:ed
every week on eacti unit and immediatelY after heavy dust storms. All fOreign mater-
ials should be washed into the water maiteup tank, from which the water and sludge
should be drained. With regular washing services and by cleaning strainers, screens,
and nozzles, chemical treatment of the makeup water is not required.

4,

ELECTRIC lVOTORS. Electric motors used in evaporative cooling units should
be paloperly maintained to increase their We. The exterior surfaces should be kept
clean. They shou4d be protected from excessive moisture. Moisture deteriorates
the insulation on the windings of the field coils and armature. It is sometimes ad-
visable to shield or relocate a motor if it is in the path of excessive moisture. Mo-
tors moUnted on the exterior of cooling units should be protected from weather.ele-
ments by some type of shield.

At least once each year, you shorld disasEemble, inspect, and overhaul the motor.
Clean it with an Air Force-approved cis/ rat% Compressed air may be used in con-
junciOn with the cleaner, but you ,hou L-:! exercise care not to damage the insulation by
direct blasts.

Inspect all bear' ,gs for wear. Excessive bearing wea7 causes the armature to
drag against the, fielu coils, thus damaging the armature ai well as the coils. If the
henrIngs are worn beycknd the limits recOmmended by the manufacturer, you should
replace them. Lubricate 'kit motir bearings according t,3 the directions in the perti-
nerd service manual.

The successful operation of reotors depends to P. great extent on the proper mainte-
nance of the brushes. ,Brushes must not stick it the brush holders. To clean brushes
and brush holders, wash them in an Air Force-recommended cleaner. If they are
caked with aux harisubstance, remote it by sanding the brushes with fine sandpaper
glued to a flat piece of woed. U the inside of a brush holder shows signs of roughness,
kt should also be sanded smooth befcire the brushes are replaced. Remember that
brushes should be repi*ced before they wear to the extent that the copper lead connec-
tions are in danger of coming in contact with the commutator or sliprings.
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BLOWER WHEELS. Inipect the blower .wheel for proper alignment and freedillt ofrotation, and repair pent vanes. Also cheek axial clearance to insure there is nobind-ing of the wheel in the scroll. Axial clearance adjustment is made by relocating the po-sition of the shaft thrust collar. *Total axial movement of the shaft after final adjust-ments should be Approximately 1/12 inch. The thrust collar is locked in place with athrust collar setbcrew. If the thrust washers indicate considerable Wear, theyishouldbe replaced. Normally, blower shaft sleeve bearings are lubricatOd with oil, whileball bearings are grease-packed. Grease cups are usually refilled once very Year.When there is evidence of water carryover, reduce the blower speed so that the volume
of the air delivered does ntit exceed the designed capaciiY of the unit. Surfaces showing
excessive rusting should be cleaned, wire-brushed, and given a coat of rust-resistant
paint.

If the blower is driven by a belt, finspect the belt to make sure that it is not worn,cracked, or frayed. Check it for proper tension, OKI check the alignment of the
pulleys. The belt is properly adjusted when it can be deflected l/2 to 3/4 inch from
normal position.without undue pressure at a point midway between the pulleys.

PLATFORMS AND STRUCTURES. The maintenance and repair of the platforms
and structures supPorting evaporative pooling units should be performed at regulaN
intervals. Sinre Moot of these structurei are constructed of dimensional lumber, -each
Oft shouj,d be inspected for rot. -Check the service ladder and thenings. Also checkthe railing for sturdiness.

MAJOR REPAIRS. Major repairs and:renovation of evaporative air cooling units
snould be accomplished during the winter season every years At bases where there
are a great many units to maintain, the shop space should be sufficient to permit prop-
er repair of the units. Smaller units can be removed from their platforms and taken
into the shop as self -containedunits. Since large units are not readily movable, their
component parts should be removed to the shop. All units shoulii be diernantled every
year, thoroughly overhauled, cleaned, and painted to prevent rust. It is best that fans
be dismantled and wheels and scrolls cleaned and painted both inside and outside.
Casings, pad frames, eliminators, water makeup pans,and metal structural parts
should be clekned and painted. Pads should be replaced as required. The best prac -
tice is to see that the water distributing system'and the spray pump are dismantled and
inspected for cleanliness or excessive irnpeller wear. Badly worn impellers should
be replacied. All bearings on the fans, pumps, and motors muse be cleaned, checked
for wear, and replaced when necessary. All the ball bearings should be repacked with
grease and the sleeve bearings lubricated with oil or grease as necessary. It is ap-
proved practice that mats, when repaired, be replaced on their stands and their-air
intake louvers suitably covered to prevent the pads and the equipment from becoming
dust-laden.

When new or inactive evaporative air cooling units vet to be plared in service, the
Air Installations maintenance personnel perform startilpAlarvices to prepare the eqUip-
ment for operation. Before starting the equipment, all partst accessories, and equip-
ment are inspected to seethat they are secure and correctly.adjusted. Seasonal s4art-
up is usually scheduled well ahead of the time the equipment is to be used to allow ample
time for inspection and startup services.



Inspections and preventive maintinance services are designed to detect and cor-
rect hidden defects in equipment ,before operation becomes unsatisfactory or major fail-
ures occur. These services are scheduled-for each item of equipment at a definite
time. This procedure assures that each unitis given the proper care. and attention as
required.

QI.TESTIONS

1. What is preventive maintenance?

2. Who is responsible for the inspection and service of evaporative air coolers?

3. How should an evaporative air cooler be cared for during the winter season?

4. What mtintenance should be performed on filter pads?

5. How should distribution troughs and weirs be cleaned?

6. Whakprocedures Mould be followed in the maintenance of water spray nozzles?

7. What checks shoulArbe made on the water makeup float valve?

8. What maintenance should be performed on water circulating pumps?

9. How should rust spots in a water makeup tank be reconditioned?

10. What items should be maintained on electric motors?

11. What maintenance should be performed on blower assemblies?

12. . When should major repairs on evapocative air coolers be performed?

RE FERENCES

1. AFM 85-18, Maintenance and Operation of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning,
Evaporative Cooling and Mechanical yentflating Systems

2. Modern Refrigeration and Air Conditioning; Althouse, Turriquist, kiracciatia,
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141AJOR COMP4NENTS OF EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

OBJECT1n

Ueing a schematic, identify the components and trace the flow of air and witter through
the evaporative cooler.

INSTRUCTIONS

Match the numbers on the diagram below with the proper name of that coMponent.

Figure 1.

Blower Wheel
Corner Post
Top Pan
Mbtor
Bottom Pan
Blower Housing
Bleed Cock
Excelsior Pad

Evaporative Cooler

Water Distribution Trough
Water Soaker
Circulation Pump
Air Recirculator
Front, Panel
Lou-ered Frame
Water litstributor

Checked by

1

Inerne tAr
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PREOPERATION
AND OPERATION OF EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

OBJECTIVE

Using the evaporative cooler, perform a preoperational check and operate the system.

Note: The instructor will determine whether this exercise is
performed individually or by groups.

Follow-the preoperational checklist below and answer all questions in the spaces
provided.

1. Check source of power.

Volts

Will the unit operate if power is applied?

2. Check coolingunit pads for sagging.

What material is 'normally used to manufacture cooling pads', ,1

3. Check circulation pump screen for obstructions,

4. Check drive motor for alignment and mounting.

S. Check drive belts for alignment and serviceability.

6. Connect cooling unit to water

7. Cheek float valve operation.

8 Turn water on and check pan water level.

What should the water level be?

9. Connect cooling unit to power source. (CAUTION: Insure :hit pouer is off. )

10. Thrn unit ON. (CAUTION: Stand clear of supply air duct.)

2



11. Remove side panel and nheck water distribution.

How is the proper water distribution maintained?
4

b 7

12. Have instructor check Our work.

13. Turn unit OFF.

3

Checked by



COMMUNICATION SECURITY

OBJECTIVE

6 '7

WB 3ABR54530-1X-2-P1

Upon completion of this workbook you should be able to:

Determine the purpose of the Air Force Security Program.

Identify the three categories of security classifications.

Establish the requirements for being granted access to classified material.

Methods of handling classified material.

Select Air Force Regulation that outlines procedures for handling classifiedmaterial.

INSTRUCTIONS

Complete the workbook by entering the correct information in the spaces provided
1

1101..11111.=*.=1.1.

the three categories assigned to classified material in their order of importance.

are

2. Information or material, the defense aspect of which is paramount, and the
unauthorized disclosure of which could result in exceptionally grave damage to thenation would be classified

3. You must have a need to know, be deemed trustworthy and have
...irwolmn

prior to being granted access to classified information.
4. Classified information handling and safeguarding of is governed by what

publication?
..,,,,./aMIIMII.11////May

a. The three main concerns in the proper handling of classified information are:

.wWIRMMIIMMNOMMOlilpM.11

6. Safeguarding information and material vital to the welf;..e of the nation

descrioes what?
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7. A person must have been granted a

for access t e category of intormation in-
....rem,IMINA.mm1~..=acIpma
volved in order to be deemed trustworthy.

8.

or

Classified material ctn be destroyed by

to pap by or An the presence of

designated officials..110.1
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